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Preface

This book is about language and education in Eritrea. It investigates Eritrean
language diversity, the country's language policy, and the role which language
diversity and policy play in educational practice, especially in teacher-pupil
interaction in primary schools all over the country. The book is the culmination of
a four-year project, Unity and Diversity: Towards a Language Policy for Eritrean
Education, wbicb was conducted in the framework of the Netherlands-Israel
Development Research Programme (NIRP), project number 96-ILI.

The completion of this book was made possible through the assistance and
support of a number of individuals and the collaboration of many institutions. I
begin by expressing my thanks to the Netherlands-Israel Research Development
Programme for their generous financial assistance. At the inception of the study,
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gratitude to Professor Walters for this and for his critical comments throughout the
study. Also, the Language Policy Research Centre at Bar-Ilan University in Ramat
Gan, Israel, should be acknowledged for its unreserved cooperation.

I also wish to express my thanks to the members of the University of Asmara
who participated in the discussion of both my research proposal and my pre-
liminary reports. Their critical comments have helped me to clarify my focus and to
avoid possible pitfalls. I acknowledge with gratitude the insightful comments and
suggestions given to me by Dr. Abebe Kifieyesus, Dr. Abdulkadir Saleh, and Dr.
Ghirmai Negash. The late Dr. Fisseha Haile agreed to serve as the local supervisor.
Dr. Tewolde Zerom was instrumental in facilitating a good working relationship
among the three institutions involved in the project: the University of Asmara,  the
Bar-Ilan University in Israel, and Tilburg University in the Netherlands.

During my research stay at the Babylon Centre for Studies of Multilingualism in
the Multicultural Society at Tilburg University, the Netherlands, I have always felt
at home due tO the very friendly academic and social atmosphere. My initial thanks
in Tilburg go to my esteemed promotor Professor Guus Extra whose valuable
assistance was vital in shaping my research direction. I would like to thank him for
tile precious time he has devoted to me and my project. I would like to express my
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sincere thanks to my supervisor Dr. Sjaak Kroon for his solid and consistent
support throughout the years of my study. Without his rigorous guidance, this
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commitment to see the project through to completion merits my highest level of
appreciation. I am also grateful to my office-mate, Jeanne Kurvers, for her thought-
fulness and her meticulous assistance in data analysis and presentation.

The main actors in my research project, who in many forms and often under
difficult circumstances have been of great help to the study, were the pupils and
their teachers at the research sites all over Eritrea. Parents, school directors and
regional educational officers shared their knowledge and gave me useful insights.
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tile Ministry of Education were important resource people, who also shared es-
sential information from the Ministry's perspective. The difficult task of data
gathering, translation, transcription, coding and entering into SPSS would not have
been possible without all the research assistants who took part in the work. I wish
to thank them all.

Finally, I want to give my heartfelt gratitude to my wife Dr. Sarah Ogbay who
completed her Ph.D. during the same period I was conducting the present study.
She has been a great source of inspiration as she simultaneously assumed the
multiple roles  of mother, teacher and student during the  time  of my study. Finally,
I owe a lot to my two beloved daughters, Niat and Emba, who spent long periods
without their father during my study visits in Tilburg. To them, and to my
youngest daughter Hannah, I want to dedicate this book.

Asmara, October 2002
Chefena Hailemariam



CHAPTER I

Introduction

1.1 Language policy and education

This book is about language diversity, language policy, and language practice in
Eritrean education. Language diversity has been an inherent feature of Eritrean
society since well before the country came into existence, and language as an issue
in education has figured throughout the pre-independence colonial periods. From
the Italian colonial period until the end of the Ethiopian occupation, language and

language policy have played a significant role in defining ethnolinguistic relations
and as a means of managing diversity. Each of the successive colonial periods - the
Italian period (I889-I94I), the British military administration (I94I-1952), the
Eritrean-Ethiopian federation (I952-I962), and the Ethiopian occupation (I962-
I99I) - were founded on firm ideologies and maintained language policies that
heavily influenced the patterns of language repertoires of Eritrean society. Eritrea
inherited tWO of the main characteristics of post-colonial African states: local

multilingualism and colonial languages. The present government of Eritrea and its
predecessor, the Eritrean Peoples Liberation Front (EPLF), had already put efforts
into language planning activities long before the actual declaration of language
policy in I  I. The core principle of'equality of languages', cherished by the post-
independence language policy, has its roots in the armed struggle and was realized
through concrete steps when a literacy campaign was conducted in the Tigre
language (Garahtu, 2000). The policy had already been put into practice without
much elaboration and rhetoric, which is also tile case in some other African
contexts (Bamgbose, I99I).

Language policy and planning in Eritrea began to gain public interest from
August I996, when the First National Conference on Eritrean IAnguages was held in
Asmara (PFDJ, I996). For the first time language policy was debated in a public
gathering in which academics and people from other walks of life and from diverse
ethnic groups and language backgrounds participated. The conference was opened
by Eritrea's president Issayas Afewerki who, in his opening address, said:

"Diversity is both a resource and a blessing. But if it is not harnessed properly, it can even
turn out to be a curse. This is a matter of handling." (Afewerki, I996:2)
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The collection of papers from the I996 conference contains some 30 texts in
Tigrigna, Tigre, Arabic, Bilin, and English. They deal with a range of historical and
contemporary language and language policy related topiCS. The presidential address
touched upon key issues of the inherent relationships between language diversity
with its social outcomes and the need to deal with them at state level by means of
an optimal language policy. The timing of the conference overlapped with the time
when the draft Constitution of Eritrea, which enshrined the principle of equality of
alllanguages, was about to be completed. It was at this conference that a paper was
presented dealing with issues in the development of language planning for Eritrea,
making a plea, among other things, for the collection of empirical data as a basis for
language policy development (Hailemariam, I996).

Two more conferences followed in which the language policy of Eritrea was
addressed. These were the international meeting Against All Odds: African Lan-
guages and Literatures into tbe 210 Century, held in Asmara in January 2000, and the
Eritrean Studies Association First International Conference Independent Eritrea:
Lessons and Prospects, held in Asmara in July 200I, and commemorating the tenth
anniversary of the independence of Eritrea.

Of these two gatherings, the earlier conference, which was extensively publicized
via the internet, could be called the most remarkable, as far as its relevance for the
present study is concerned. It was the first conference on African languages to be
held on African soil and it brought together distinguished African scholars from the
four corners of Africa,  from the diaspora,  and from around the world.  It was here
that Eritrea and South Africa were referred to as shining examples of countries that
have dealt with their multilingualism through courageous language policies -
policies that other African countries should emulate. To give their rubber-stamping
Io such ideals and add colour to the week long conference and the exhilarating
cultural activities, artists like the Kenyan writer Ngugi wa Tiong'o were present.
The conference culminated in The Asmara Declaration on Aj+ican I.anguages and
Literatures (Asmara Declaration, 2000), which called for the vitality and equality of
African languages as a basis for the future empowerment of African peoples. The
Declaration consists of ten points. The fifth deals with education. It reads as
follows:

"All African children have the unalienable right to attend school and learn in their
mother tongues. Every effort should  be  made to develop African languages at alllevels  of

education." (Asmara Declaration, 2000:2)
The Asmara Declaration is suffused with a spirit of pride of the mosaic diversity of
African languages as a reflection of Africa's rich cultural heritage. It is a self-assured

programme for future action in the field of language policy. The 2000 conference is
worth mentioning here for two reasons. The first reason is that it produced the
Asmara Declaration, and the second one is that this Declaration generated a

charged academic dialogue between noted sociolinguists from another continent,
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notably Blommaert (200I) on the one hand and Skutnabb-Kangas and Phillipson
(200I) On the other. The latter two scholars are generally considered to be champi-
ons of the notion of 'linguistic human rights' which aims at influencing language
policy in multilingual settings advocating the right of minorities

" to establish and maintain schools and other training and educational institutions, with
control of curricula and teaching in their own languages." (Phimpson. Rannut and
Skumabb-Kangas, I995:2)

This view has been challenged from different directions (Pennycook, I995; Bisong,
I995) Within the framework of this controversy, the Asmara Declaration and
especially the linguistic rights paradigm in which it is cast were critically reviewed
by Blommaert  (2000. He underscores his sympathy in principle for issues of the
linguistic rights paradigm that

"has acquired considerable support  in  the world of sociolinguistics and linguistics  (.. .),
features as a theme in quite a few publications and conferences, and (...) inspired the new
II-language national language policy in South Africa."

However, Blommaert also argues that
"It is the power and appeal of this paradigm that should compel us to look upon it in a
critical and unassuming way. Is this a scholarly development that takes stock of recent

insights in language in society  Is it empirically sustainable  Does it correspond to experi-
ences with linguistic pluralism in the worid " (Blommaert, zooI:I34)

While Bisong (I995) in his critical reaction to the linguistic rights paradigm and the
notion of 'linguistic imperialism' (Phillipson, I992) argues in favour of accepting
the sociolinguistic reality for what it is, and appreciating the rich language reper-
toire in multilingual Africa as a fact of life,  Blommaert (200I) challenges the basic

principle of linguistic rights which serves as a premise fur a language policy that
guarantees the right of every citizen to social opportunities in and through the
mother tongue by the provision of education in the mother tongue. Using the
mother tongue as a medium of instruction, although it may sound very appealing as
a principle, without giving due attention to the complexities it presents can turn
out  to be counter-productive  if it is not supported by empirical research evidence.

Indeed, these complexities, which are describable and analysable in terms of
language behaviour which is constantly in a state of flux, are primarily the concern
of sociolinguistics. If language policy is understood as an effort to influence the
existing language repertoire in a multilingual setting, establishing the existing
patterns of language repertoire in relation to other social phenomena in a given
multilingual setting becomes one of the main challenges that confronts the socio-
linguist.  This kind of inquiry, additionally, tries to identify what forces are in play
in shaping prevailing language repertoires, generally understood as social rather
than individual language practices. The role of language policy in shaping language
behaviour in a language community attains prominence here. Analysing the beliefs
and principles about language behaviour in a multilingual society further clarifies
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the complexity of language policy as a decision-making process at the state level.
Also, as part of this investigation, the need to confirm how declared language
policies  may be in harmony with linguistic facts is of concern  to the sociolinguist as
well as to the language planner (Fardon and Furniss, I994)· Recent insights in
sociolinguistics provide us with the frameworks for analysis in this attempt.

Inside Eritrea the year 200I Was marked by a heightened awareness of the lan-
guage policy issue. Independent as well as state-controlled public media devoted
ample space for the debate that went on between people from different walks of life.
The tide of arguments and counter-arguments gained momentum when prominent
personalities began to address the issue of language planning, more specifically the
declaration,  for the first time  in an open forum, of Tigrigna and Arabic as the co-
official languages of Eritrea. At the July 200I Independent Eritrea: Lessons and

Prospects conference, a carry-over of all  of this accumulated awareness was expressed
by both academics and other participants with differing perspectives and motiva-
tions. While some viewed the language policy of independent Eritrea from its
instrumental function for national integration, others were concerned with its
social, economic and political ramifications. At this conference we contributed a

paper dealing with sociolinguistic survey data and classroom observations against
the background of a critical analysis of Eritrean language policy (Hailemariam  and
Kroon, 200I).

Unlike the 2000 Against All Odds conference, the more recent forum did not
close with a declaration containing a common standpoint on language rights,
which, in view of the ongoing discussion, few participants would have expected
anyway. It could, however, be described as a milestone in the development of the
language policy issue by once more prompting the conference participants to
respond to the crying need for sociolinguistic research on language diversity,

language policy and language in education in Eritrea.

1.2 Sociolinguistics and language policy

Advances in the study of language and society have been tremendous since the
emergence of sociolinguistics as a discipline over thirty years ago when some
linguists became

"concerned with socially conditioned linguistic phenomena, and some social scientists

have become more aware of tile social nature of language." (Giglioli. 1977:7-8)
But in spite of the recognition of language as a social phenomenon, methods and

insights in linguistics and social science have developed independently of each other
(Ferguson,  I970). The emergence of sociolinguistics  reflects the desire to reform
this situation of mutual indifference, and the term sociolinguistics, according to
Edwards (I985:3), refers to this -mutual convergence". How language behaviour
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patterns are shaped by social structure is what, among other things, sociolinguistics
is interested in. The area of interest of sociolinguistics or the sociology of language,
as Fishman (I97I) prefers to call it, touches on language aspects of mani social
science fields, including anthropology and political science (Cooper, I989; Corson,
I990). According to Fishman (I97I:2I7)

"The sociology of language examines tile interaction between these tWO aspects of human
behavior: use of language and the social organization of behavior. Briefly put, tile
sociology of language focuses upon the entire gamut of topics related to the social
organisation of language behavior, including not only language usage per se but also
language attitudes, overt behaviors toward language and toward language users."

Cooper (I989:44) comments on this as follows:
"Inasmuch as language planning is an example par excellence of "overt behavior toward
language" and inasmuch as it attempts to influence "language usage" and is itself
influenced by "language attitudes," the study of language planning is well within the
purview  of the sociology of language. Indeed, (...) Fishman (I985) considers language
planning a subtopic of tile sociology of language. He has called language planning the
"applied sociology of language" (...)."

McNab (I989:20) also states that "the conceptualisation of language planning has
evolved within the rapidly expanding literature on sociolinguistics". The study of
language as a social phenomenon can be approached from two different ends.
According to Spolsky (I998:6), at the macro end,

'sometimes labelled the sociolog of'Llnguage as distinct from sociolinguistics, the scholar's
primary attention turns from the specific linguistic phenomena to the whole of a
language or variety (...)."

Apart from a terminological distinction, in macro-sociolinguistics languages are
treated along with other human cultural phenomena (Spolsky, I998; Gudykunst
and Schmidt, I988). Fishman (I972) makes a further distinction. In order to stress
the importance of the comprehensiveness of its scope and its explanatory adequacy
to deal with the dynamic nature of sociolinguistic situations, he calls the part of
sociolinguistics that seeks to answer to "what accounts" for the changes in the social
organisation of language use, "dynamic sociology of language". This perspective has
much to offer to our study, given the fact that social changes during the last ten
years in Eritrea are generally believed to be accompanied by language changes.
Fishman's description of the role of this sub-field of sociolinguistics summarises  the
usefulness of such a perspective  for the purpose of this study:

"Dynamic sociology of language also seeks to explain why and how two once similar
social networks or communities have arrived at a quite different social organization of
language use and behavior towards language." (Fishman, I972:3)

In the present study, language policy is understood as an effort to bring about
change in language repertoires at a macro-societal level in a multilingual context
(Laitin,  I992). The construct of verbal repertoire, which was used for the first time
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by Gumperz (I97I:I52) to refer to "the totality of linguistic forms regularly
employed  in the course of socially significant interaction," will  be used in this study
as a basic unit of analysis in conducting a sociolinguistic survey as well as in
conducting classroom case studies.

1.3 Does language policy work?

The great acclamation that both Eritrea and South Africa received at the 2000

Against All Odds conference would be supported by any so-called liberal minded
person or social scientist in view of the fact that the two countries made bold
language policy decisions that accommodate the rights of all nationally recognised

languages. Indeed, this is a major move on the part of the people in power to
guarantee equality of language groups within their diversity. Hence, few would
dispute the admiration that these countries received for the pluralist language

policies they pursued.
There is a lot which both Eritrea and South Africa have in common. Both

entered into a new political and social order in the same year - 199I. Eritrea became

independent from Ethiopia when South Africa was liberated from the dark years of

the Apartheid era. Without delay, both nations acknowledged their multilingualism
and made commitments to pursue a pluralist language policy for education that
allowed pupils to use their mother tongue in education. While Eritrea recognised

all nine languages as national languages and gave permission to use them as media

of instruction, South Africa gave official status to eleven of the many languages

spoken (Langtag, I996).
But what lies between a declaration of policies and its actual implementation,

that is, between the rhetoric of equality and daily practice, is more important for
this study. A relevant question for the purpose of this introduction would be what
has transpired since the declaration of the policies in both countries, and how the
impact of the language policy is evaluated by both the people affected by the policy
and scholars in the respective countries. A look at some facts about these countries
gives some idea in relation to the rationale for studying the language situation in
Eritrea. In the South African case, language policy implementation was followed by
some research describing the language situation, e.g. sociolinguistic surveys and
ethnographic classroom studies (Broeder, Extra and Maartens, I998; 2002; Chick,

I998). Others critically evaluated tile language policy in relation to its national
objectives guaranteeing the equality of ethnic groups within the framework of post-
Apartheid state building (Cluver, I992; I<arnwangamalu, I997; Reagan, 200I).
However, none of these reports tells a success story from which to draw definitive
conclusions. In the case of Eritrea, neither a sociolinguistic survey nor an impact
study of policy implementation have been carried out thus far.
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It may also be helpful to consider what other facts inform us about those two
countries. Their economic resources and demographic size can simply be described
as incomparable. While Eritrea is one of the lowest income countries, as defined by
the World Bank, with a per capita annual income of $I70, South Africa is in the
category of relatively high-income countries with a per capita yearly income of $
3,020. Moreover, while Eritrea has an illiteracy rate for people above the age of
fifteen of 47%, this figure is only I5% in South Africa (World Bank, 2002).

The impressions that the above information gives us about the two countries,
although based on the same features (linguistic diversity, socio-political back-
ground, and geographic location), are in many ways inexact. They tell us little
about specific characteristics that make the countries different, especially with
respect to the principles and ideologies advocated in their public policies. One of
the main factors that complicate language policy decisions and the study into their
linguistic and social outcomes is that often language policies are complicated by
local political concerns. As Ridge (I999:I03) observed:

.4There is a tendency in politics, and even in some academic writing, to mix the rationales
at a rhetorical level to gain more of the moral high ground. This confuses the issues and

.as often as not inhibits proper attention to them.

In the African context studies in language policies do not abound. Partially
responsible for this is the lack of coherent language policy ideology formulation on
the part of the states and the fact that language issues do not seem to belong to their
priorities in a continent ravaged by a lot of other social and political problems.
According to Bamgbose (I99I) there is sometimes the feeling that language matters
are not urgent and hence solution to them can wait:

"Language policies in African countries are characterized by one or more of the following
problems: avoidance, vagueness, arbitrariness, fluctuation, and declaration without imple-
mentation." (Bamgbose, I  I:III 

The present study trieS tO investigate language use in Eritrea in relation to the
country's language policy in education, but it does not seek to find an easy answer
to the question in the title of this section. Our understanding of the goals of
language policy and planning itself has been transformed quite radically over recent

years, since the early definition of language policy that sees it as an effort to the
solution of language problems (Fishman, I974)· That definition does not capture
the complexities that the notion actually represents. The language policy cycle,
however, consists ofseveral stages that include fact-finding activities (Kroon, 2000).
First of all, in the preparation phase of the language policy cycle, research is
expected to yield empirical data on, for example, language use patterns or language
attitudes that are needed as a basis for policy development. Second, in the
evaluation phase, research is supposed to examine the effects of language policy in
relation to its stated objectives from the language planner's point of view (Corson,
I990).In providing these empirical data, though from a different perspective, the
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researcher's efforts may coincide with the language planner's. This is what this
study is about: providing theoretically grounded empirical data that can be used for
the further development and implementation of language policy in education in
multilingual Eritrea.

1.4  Motivation for doing a sociolinguistic study
"What is wrong if children are taught in their mother tongue " was one of the
central questions posed when the proposal for this study, back in I997, was
presented in front of a panel of faculty members from two colleges in the University
ofAsmara, chaired by the rector of the University. For the questioner, this problem
obviously was not perceived to be significant enough to justify an externally funded
research project of this scope. The reply to the question that we gave was: "Research
has to find out if anything is wrong." However terse and outright at that initial
stage of the inception of the study, it had the far-reaching effect of arousing more
academic curiosity towards defining the research problem. This kind of question, as
striking as it was challenging, could inspire more reflective thinking on the im-
portance of the research problem. Although the doubts that this question posed,
seemed to look at the issue too lightly, before this noteworthy dialogue there have
already been reports from the Ministry of Education saying that reactions to the
mother-tongue education approach varied and that certain resistance was being
expressed by some communities (Ministry of Education, I995). These two instances
revealed that there were tWO dimensions to the initial responses of the language

policy implementation.
A number of reasons provide a rationale  for this study. The main objective of the

study is to investigate language use patterns in multilingual Eritrea vis-k-vis the

country's language policy decisions in education. Societal multilingualism, a
common African phenomenon, is also a fact of life in Eritrea. Eritrea is one of the
countries that has acknowledged its multilingualism and attempts to maintain unity
in diversity through its language policy, which seeks to influence the language
repertoire of the society in general. Particularly in the educational setting, the
language policy heavily impinges on the language behaviour of the participants, i.e.,
social discourse. But existing patterns of language behaviour in a particular language
community are not solely the results ofa language policy. The main perspective and
analytical paradigm used to look at linguistic phenomena in the chosen com-
munities derives from the view that language behaviour is shaped by the complex
interplay of language structure and social structure. That is to say, language

structure is not only influenced by social structure, which also subsumes institu-
tionalised language policy, it also influences social structure. A critical Study of
language use sees language behaviour in a dialectical relationship with social
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structure. In addition to being shaped by social structure, language use or discourse
is constitutive for shaping social structure. The task of the sociolinguist is then to
study the tension between these tWO facets of language use. Such a task involves
investigating the socio-structural factors that affect language use, of which language
policy is one. According to the critical sociolinguistic tradition that we adhere,
language policy is one of the factors that influence language behaviour or discourse.
Therefore, this study will primarily seek to find out what happens between the tWO
ends of the spectrum of language use, i.e., the macro socio-structural aspect and the
micro sociolinguistic aspect. Our focus is on what goes on between policy decisions

and classroom language use as a dynamic micro-social environment. This is actually
what the primary concern of the sociolinguist should be, according to Eastman
(199I), who states:

"The political linguist focuses on language policy at the level of the nation or the state
while the sociolinguist looks at policies affecting interpersonal linguistic interaction."
(Eastman, 1991:I37)

Giving due recognition to diversity and entering into a commitment, by itself may
not guarantee success in bringing about the planned changes or maintenance of
language use patterns in a society. The conception of language diversity as it
appears to the language planner from a macro perspective is different from the
micro sociolinguist's perspective, though the depiction of the language situation
becomes the concern of both (Fardon and Furniss, I994)· In a country where no
major sociolinguistic survey whatsoever has been conducted prior to or after the
declaration of the national language policy, there should be an adequate justifi-
cation for probing into the relationship between language policy and practice in a
multilingual context. In connection to this, Negash (I999) recently noted the
conspicuous lack of study of language use patterns in Eritrea, which underscores the

urgency of undertaking such a work:
"The processes that have created this fascinating language reality in the country have not
been scrupulously studied, nor are case-studies in the bilingualisms of any individual
language group thus far available." (Negash, 1999:SI)

The final rationale for carrying out this study is prompted by the realization of the
need to determine the issues involved in language policy decisions from a socio-
linguistic point of view. Given the general assumption that there is an intrinsically
generated tension between the macro and micro facets oflanguage use, the necessity

of locating this issue in a proper context becomes apparent. This will entail defining
and disentangling intricately interwoven issues, such as how language use is related
to other social phenomena. In doing so, the study will draw from the contemporary
critical sociolinguistic tradition and neighbouring disciplines in social sciences. By
combining theoretical foundations and empirical research, this endeavour is
believed to contribute to further our understanding of language policy issues. Our
study will try to theoretically deal with both the linguistic and non-linguistic
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dimensions of multilingualism, such as how language use is related to forms of
social mobilization in terms of ethnicity, the role of language in education, and
related topics.

1.5  Contents and organisation of the study

The  essence of Eritrea's language policy is its recognition of multilingualism and its
decision to deal with its complexities. Although these complexities have been
recognised as numerous and manifold, there is neither any research data available
aiming at their description, nor any theoretical frameworks for their analysis and
interpretation. Against this background, this study aims at clarifying language
policy options for Eritrean education. It focuses on gathering, by document analysis
and empirical research, reported and observed language behaviour inside and
outside primary school classrooms in selected communities. Its main purpose will
be to explore contemporary sociolinguistic and language policy phenomena in their
real life contexts, resulting in what Heller (I999) calls a 'sociolinguistic ethno-
graphy'. This focus departs from the proposition that Eritrean sociolinguistic
dynamics that are of interest to policy makers, educationists and scholars have not

yet been made adequately known.
In bringing together the investigation of language diversity, language policy and

language practice in education, this study uses conceptual and analytical frame-
works from various sources. These are discussed in Chapter 2. The study of lan-
guage planning, although still a recent and inadequately developed field of research

(Mesthrie et aL, 2000), plays a central role throughout the investigation. Being an

interdisciplinary research domain, its basic principles can be used as points of
reference to provide a framework within which the study will be carried out. This
framework may not be the ideal and only one to give an explanation of relation-
ships among empirical findings. It can, however, be used as an orientation to the
understanding of the Eritrean case with due consideration for its social and political
dynamics  in the context of African multilingualism. Our investigation of language
policy will therefore look into the interface of wider socio-structural factors and
immediate micro-dynamics shaping language behaviour. This entails investigating
the social and linguistic consequences of languages in contact or multilingualism in
general and, more specifically, language use in multilingual classrooms. These
consequences, then, are to be viewed in relation to social forms of mobilisation,
such as ethnic and national identity, and their interaction and tension, against the

background of state formation.
In Chapter 3, the research questions and design of the study are spelled out. The

general objective of the study is to identify facts about language policy and practice
in education in multilingual Eritrea. This leads to three main research questions,
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dealing with the analysis of Eritrean language policy, Eritrean ethnolinguistic
diversity, and Eritrean language practice in education, respectively. The main
research methods are document analysis, sociolinguistic surveying, and ethno-
graphically oriented classroom case studies.

Chapter 4 focuses on the analysis of existing documents related to ethnolin-
guistic diversity, language policy, and education at various stages in the pre and
post-independence history of Eritrea. This study is expected to provide background
knowledge on the stams quo of Eritrean society that is necessary to put the empirical
part of the investigation in perspective. The content of this chapter will be drawn  in
part from Hailemariam, Kroon and Walters (I999), but will be expanded and
updated, taking into account the most recent developments and events that took
place since this publication.

Chapter 5 reports on an empirical investigation which attempts to present a
portrait of Eritrean language diversity by giving profiles of tile features of multi-
lingualism in a selected number of communities, as represented by their schools.
The findings from this survey will point to the nature of multilingualism in
Eritrean society by giving a picture of existing ethnolinguistic diversity. This picture
is mainly based on a sociolinguistic survey with primary school pupils and
interviews with school directors, teachers, and parents. The information will pro-
vide an image of the state of the sociolinguistic landscape, in which the educational
language policy has to operate.

Chapter 6 investigates, by an ethnographically based approach, how features of
multilingualism are related to language policy, particularly language policy for
education. It is concerned with trying to link macro policy decisions with micro
sociolinguistic dynamics as they occur in classroom discourse. This is done in a
series of case studies which show how language policy has been translated into
classroom practice via the educational system, i.e., basically by implementing a set
of mother tongue medium programmes in primary schools. This link, according to
Eastman (I99I), is lacking in the study of most African sociolinguistics. According
to Laitin (I992:70), "it would be a grievous error to shut one's ears to the 'micro'
language choices that take place in everyday life". Language as social practice, more
specifically discourse in the educational context, will be used as an analytical unit to
shed light on  the way it  reflects the sociolinguistic environment of which it is part.
Chapter 6 will therefore serve as a link between policy and practice.

Chapter 7, finally, contains conclusions and a discussion. As mainly a report of
the empirical data mentioned above, this study should not be expected to come up
with conclusions to either change or retain the status quo of policy decisions. First
of all, it would be unrealistic to try to evaluate a language policy on the basis of a
record of only eight years of existence and formulate authoritative prescriptions.
Language policy decisions, like 211 public decisions, take a long time to realise their
desired goals. This is especially true in the case of Eritrea where not only do
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sociocultural sensitivities make tile language issue not so easy to face it squarely, but
where language policy is intricately related to national goals of modern state

building (Hailemariam, Kroon and Walters, 1999). Our study does not claim that
its research findings are generalizable to the whole Eritrean language context. It is,
however, expected to offer empirical and theoretical information for policy makers

to consider, and for follow-up studies to build on.



CHAPTER 2

Multilingualism, State-Construction, Language
Policy and Education

2.1 Introduction

This chapter reviews available literature on conceptual and theoretical frameworks
within which the research questions of the empirical part of this investigation will
be situated. In order to make use of these frameworks, the chapter begins by
establishing a common set of ideas and terms of reference that are sometimes used
with so much fluidity that they allow no ground for discussion. The chapter
combines three main aspects associated with the phenomenon of multilingualism.
It first reviews literature on the connection of language to nationalism and ethnic
identity (section 2.2). It then gives an overview of the linkage between multi-
lingualism  and  language  policy in education (section  2.3).  Finally it focuses  on
language practice in education, since the educational institution is considered one
of the main sites where language behaviour may be observed (section 2.4).
Gudykunst and Schmidt (I988) identify, among other things, language policy,
group membership and ethnolinguistic vitality as macro socio-structural factors
influencing language behaviour. Other factors which influence language behaviour
in a pluralist society, including the speakers' micro-environment and institutional
arrangements in domains such as the school, will also be discussed. The empirical
study which follows, by linking macro and micro factors of language behaviour,
adopts a sociolinguistic perspective.

Language policy is not a system which operates in a vacuum. Empirical study of
language policy and language practice is a scholarly undertaking conducted with
attention to the political and social conditions in which it operates. To deal with
facts regarding the post-independent language policy in Eritrea and its implemen-
tation, this study will need to locate the Eritrean case in an appropriate context.
This context includes a complex of economic, social and political information.  The
three component parts within this framework are:  (I) the dynamics of multilingual-
ism, i.e. language diversity in the course of modern state-construction, (2) language
policy and (3) language in education. These three components of the study are
brought tOgether by a common denominator, i.e., the social sense of language use.
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In this way, sociolinguistics is the natural link between the educational con-
sequences of multilingualism  and the management and planning of diversit>.

2.2 Language, nation and state

To illustrate the continuing importance of the debate of language and language
behaviour in the post-independence nation building of culturally plural societies,
this section will begin with a discussion of the concept of nationalism. This
exposition calls for locating the role of language in the ideology of nationalism and
national identity in a contemporary multilingual and multicultural context, and
contrasts to traditional notions of the genesis of monolingual nation states. The
non-trivial task of specifying the contexts related to loyalty to national, sub-
national, and supra-national collective identities is a necessary requisite to this
discussion. Although language is often regarded as the single most important aspect
of determining a group's national or ethnic identity, it is not the only marker.

Moreover, ethnic origin or ancestry and linguistic identity and culture are not one
and the same.

2.2.I Language and nationalism
While language features prominently in most forms of social identity formation,
the language and nationalism relationship varies according to the type of national
model, the nature of internal diversity and the national and regional arenas for the
interface of all forms of identity formation. This section examines instances in
which language is not so important for nationalism. Incidentally, highlighting the
link between language and national identity will help to increase our understanding
of the relationship of language and ethnicity. This is because of tile dynamic role

language plays in both nationalism and ethnicity.
The conception of the modern state, which had its roots in the German

Romanticism of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries (Edwards,
I985:23) does not accord with the contemporary African view of nation-construc-
tion. In the former context, language was intricately bound up with identity, in the
one-nation-one-language movement. In Kedourie's (I994) formulation of the idea
of a nation-state, linguistic criteria were a precondition for the building of the
nation:

"The world is a world of diversity, and humanity is divided into nations. Language is the

external and visible badge of those differences which distinguish one nation from
another; it is the most important criterion by which a nation is recognised to exist, and to
have the right to form a state of its own: (Kedourie, I994:58)

Early conceptions of the idea of nation that emphasised linguistic criteria did not
earn much currency in Africa where national identity is rarely associated with
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language. Thus linguistic criteria have been of importance mainly in Europe and
the Middle East. Kedourie's analysis of nationalism came under severe criticism by
Smith (I97I), primarily because of its emphasis on the linguistic factor. Smith
(1971I:II) believes the leap from linguistic premises to political conclusions is
unwarranted. Nations are not always identified with language groups or cultures.
Max Weber ([I922] I994:22) already noted that "the presence of ethnic solidarity
does  not in itself constitute a sense of nation".

The linguistic precondition is not a criterion for political community for
Fishman (I968) either. Fishman argues for the distinction between 'nationalism'
and 'nationism' by offering clarification for the terminological confusion surround-

ing the notions 'nationalism' and 'ethnicity', earlier used synonymously. He
suggests that social solidarity, his definition of'nationalism', should not necessarily
precede the existence of a national community or politico-geographic entity, i.e.
nationism'. According to Fishman (I968), social solidarity can be attained in

successive steps. Thus, the European model of the idea of the modern state, which
calls for the co-occurrence of nation and state, may have its political realisation in
Europe, but definitely not in Africa, in which cultural pluralism is the norm rather
than the exception.

Emerson (I960) has offered a definition of the concept of nation in a sense that
captures the context of cultural pluralism:

"The nation is a community of people who feel that they belong together in the double
sense that they share deeply significant elements of a common heritage and that they have
a common destiny for the future. In the contemporary world the nation is for great
portions of mankind the community with which men most intensely and most
unconditionally identify themselves, even to the extent of being prepared to lay down
their lives for it, however deeply they may differ among themselves on other issues.  (...)
The nation iS today the largest community which, when the chips are down, effectively
commands men's loyalty, overriding the claims both of the lesser communities within it
and those which cut across it or potentially enfold it within a still greater society,
reaching ultimately to mankind as a whole. In this sense the nation can be called a
'terminal community' (...)." (Emerson, I960:95-96)

The nation is the 'terminal community' (Emerson) and loyalty to the nation over-
rides other sub-national loyalties in multicultural societies. The main difference
between loyalty to the nation and to other sub-national or ethnic loyalties is, that
the former is founded on firmer beliefs or doctrines, as nationalism is thought to be
a formulation of an ideology ofidentity (Young I976:I7). Furthermore, nationalism
is a two-directional orientation in that it invokes tradition but also is future-
oriented, based on the belief and feeling of a common destiny of a people who  feel
to belong to an imagined or projected nation. This emotional or romantic feeling
of continuity along a time dimension is described by Smith (I97I):
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6.Nationalism is a vision of the future which restores to man his 'essence', his basic
pattern of living and being, which was once his undisputed birthright. It is not a
mechanical linking of past to future in the chain of generations, not an evolution of
traditional into the modern." (Smith, I97r.22)

Smith (I979) contains a further elaboration  of the concept of'nation' in a pluratist
context. According to this, nationalism is an ideal or a belief that all those who
share a common history and culture should be autonomous, unified and distinct in
their recognised homeland. This definition clarifies the future orientation of the
claim for statehood of a historically unified people. It corresponds with Paulston's
(I994) 'geographic nationalism'. The nationalist apped based on the imagined or

real homeland often served to unify peoples of various ethnicities in Africa in their
anti-colonial struggle. Very few states that have been created as a result of de-
colonisation could be called nation-states in terms of possessing a single linguistic
and cultural group. A clear exception is Somalia which has unfortunately fallen
victim to considerable factionalism and instability. The Somali society is thought to
be tile most homogeneous, sharing the same language and religion. Somalia,
however, defied the common belief that the more societies are culturally and
linguistically homogeneous, the less they are threatened by ethnic strives. The issue
of primacy of a national identity in the instance where citizens have double
allegiance, i.e., an ethnic and a national one, has been an issue in the nationalist
rhetoric in Africa. Young's (I976) definition is comprehensive enough to dis-
ambiguate the conceptual confusion surrounding the sense of belonging to a
political community o f a people as opposed to other sub-national loyalties.

"Nationalism, therefore, is one dimension of cultural pluralism, but not all manifesta-
tions of cultural pluralism are equivalent to nationalism. Ethnicity in the great majority
of instances in the developing world differs from nationalism in its lack of ideological
elaboration and in the absence of any serious aspirations to the total autonomy required

by nationalism. In certain instances, cultural identities may become politicized,
mobilized, and ideologized to the point where they cross the ill defined threshold of
nationalism; certainly Ibo and Bengali were operating as nationalities in their respective
cessation movements." (Young, I976:72)

Two features of the legacy ofcolonially constructed post-independent African states
were the diverse ethnic groups within the territories (geo-political entities) which
the leaders of the nationalist movements inherited, and the elitist colonial language
policy which the newly independent states adopted. Upon independence, the first
generation state-builders were faced with the task of constructing a sense of nation.
A mismatch between the state and the nation, understood as a monolingual state,
needed the process of forging a sense of political identity, i.e., 'nation building'.
While the elites of most African countries were successful in rallying their respective
populations to independence, they have been far less successful in creating a strong
sense of nationhood. This fact may be attributable to at least one main factor.

„                                                     
                                  j
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Independence did not always come as the result of a long protracted struggle, which
can create solidarity among peoples which hitherto had none. Many African
countries were granted independence as a matter of expediency before any true
mobilisation of the people had taken place (Mansour, I993:Izo). There is a tenden-
cy  to  attribute  the  failure to forge a strong sense of nationhood to multilingualism,
since multiple languages can work against national integration, rather than conceive
of multilingualism as a phenomenon producing ethnic sentiments within tne state
(Bamgbose, I99I: I4)· Understanding the relationship between language, nation and
state  in a multicultural society and how they relate to the development of national
consciousness calls for a proper analysis of the impact of social forces of change in

shaping the dynamics of social change in a particular historical context.
Post-war politics of cultural pluralism have been accompanied by evolving

modes of discourse with respect to the development of nationalism in the Third
World. Since the I950's a major development in the conceptualisation and analysis
of cultural pluralism has been placed on the social science agenda. The following
section reviews different perspectives relevant to the analysis of cultural pluralism.
In doing so it will help draw a distinction between nationalism and ethnicity, two
competing loyalties in culturally plural societies.

2.2.2Language and nation-construction
Haile Selassie's Ethiopia pursued a nothing-but-Amharic language policy, promot-
ing Amharic to the status of a national language at the expense of other languages.
It was an important symbol, often invoked in connection with national integration.
In contrast, almost all other post-colonial states of Africa south of the Sahara
adopted the language of their colonisers as official languages of national com-
munication. Raising one of the national languages to an official status is not an easy
decision to make. The main rationale for not choosing an indigenous African
language for national communication has to do with communicative and symbolic
functions a language may have in a particular social context. Among the many post-
colonial states that adopted the colonial language as a language of post-independ-
ence nation building is Kenya, which opted for English. According to Kamalu
(I996:64) in Kenya

"English, by being foreign to everyone is a shared handicap. In similar situations,
distributive justice becomes a question of distributive disability. A linguistic handicap
uniformly distributed throughout the country becomes an important condition of
political stability and a possible basis of closer integration."

On the other hand, European languages as languages of wider national com-
munication have often been exclusionary in that they marginalised a greater part of
the society. The negative consequences of the colonial legacy manifest themselves in
Yaounde, the capital of the Western African state of Cameroon, where competition
for dominance between English and French persists. Upon reunification of
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Cameroon in 196I, one year after independence, official bilingualism was hailed as a
unifying factor. Yet, in all facets of urban life French seems to dominate, acting as a
gatekeeper to higher social mobility. In the words ofTchoungui (2000:I25-I26):

"Learning French is a matter of survival because its dominance is tied to prestige and the
job market. Conversely, the national languages are a minority within a minority. Despite
the disparity between tile official languages, the positions of English and the national

languages which show regressive features  are not comparable. (...) Language rights seem
restricted to the right of anglophones or francophones to have official documents in
English and French. The limits of this concept are undeniable for the anglophone and
native language speaker (...)."

Whether equal distribution of disability is the only solution to language problems
of states  in the process of nation building is a question with no immediate answers.

The situation needs to be looked at in light of one of the dilemmas of
multilingual states which are caught between the seemingly conflicting demands of
social cohesion on the one hand and respect for linguistic and cultural diversity on
the other. The tremendous challenge of dealing with the colonial legacy and
fostering allegiance to the culturally plural state remains one of the main concerns
of public policy decisions of post-colonial states.  0f paramount importance among
the factors that are believed to serve the national goals of the state are the macro
language policy and the language policy for educational planning decisions. This is

a natural step of assigning roles to existing national languages. The decision
concerns the definition of the status of the national or local languages and the
linguistic rights of communities within the state. In this regard, the fact that
language policy decisions have some bearing on the political process of the state is
straightforward. By and large, however, the colonial language is often considered to
be the neutral language of national communication although it acts as gatekeeper,
filtering upward social mobility. In effect a 'collective disability' view of language
diversity implies suppression of ethnic linguistic rights  in new states for the purpose
of instilling a sense of nationhood.  But such an over-conscious policy, considered a
panacea to potential dangers of ethnic cleavages, underestimates the changing
nature of language repertoires and the complex relationships between language and

identity.
It is not part of this study to criticise the underlying orientations and ideologies

that modern African states in tile process of nation building may adopt. However,
the need to give an overview of the basic notions related to the dynamics of cultural
pluralism and the theoretical basis underlying public policies is felt to be essential.
To that end, the role of linguistic identity in tile sense of national community
deserves mention here. To avoid terminological confusion, thinking along the lines
of Fishman's (I968) categories 'nationalism' and 'nationism' in the context of
cultural pluralism may help. Language is often regarded as the single most impor-
tant factor around which loyalty to a group could be forged and is associated with
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'nationalism' as opposed to 'nationism'. While nationalism may have been the
problem for Europe, it is nationism that has been the problem in Africa, according
to this hierarchy of toyalties.

However incoherently and vaguely stated their language policies and however
difficult it is to trace their ideological root to contemporary sociological theories,
the linguistic rights paradigm may be located in the oldest trends in sociological
theories (Bamgbose, I991). According to Phillipson, Rannut and Skutnabb-Kangas
(I995:8-9):

"Primordialists in general see the mother tongue as something that one 'inherits' with
one's mother's milk (in the sense of not baving chosen to learn it). It is ascribed not

acquired, almost in the same sense as skin colour."
In the political sense, in cultural pluralism, this view carries implications about
group loyalties, which in turn shape the language policies that states formulate. A
primordi:dist perspective in this respect holds that societies in new states will be
susceptible to serious divisions based on primordial attachments. This view draws

its interpretations of cultural pluralism from the anthropologist Geertz's 'primor-
dialist' perspective.

"By a primordial attachment is meant one that stems from the 'givens' - or more
precisely,  as  culture  is  inevitably  involved in such matters, tile assumed 'givens'  - of social
existence: immediate contiguity and kin connection mainly, but beyond them the
givenness that stems from being born into a particular religious community, speaking a

particular language, or even a dialect of a language, and following a particular social
practice. These congruities of blood, speech, custom, and so on, are seen to have an
ineffable, and at times overpowering, coerciveness in and of themselves. (...) The general

strength of such primordial bonds, and the types of them that are important. differ from
person to person, from society to society, and from time to time. But for virtually every
person, in every society, at almost all times, some attachment seems to flow more from a
sense of natural   - some would say spiritual - affinity   than from social   interaction."

(Geem, 1963:I09-110)
Geertz's essay helps elucidate the enormous difficulties that multilingual and multi-
cultural post-colonial states were facing in the search for a political formula that
could justify their existence to their own citizens. However, like Kedourie's (I994)
line of argument, the problem with Geem's conceptualisation is that it stresses

anthropologically based symbols like language as strong markers of identity, and
does not clearly disentangle them from political identity. As a solution to this
problem, Geem suggests that 'integrative revolution' policy makers can instill a
modern sense of political consciousness. He further points out that,  if the 'Civil ties'
like the allegiance to the 'civil state', are established, people must cease to give their
primary allegiance to sub-national identities rather than to national identities
because the primordial ties are potential threats to the development of civic
nationalism. Geertz's concept of integrative revolution has been criticised because it
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made too sharp a divide between 'civic' and 'primordial' ties, and for its failure to
recognise 'cultural takens' (Laitin, I992). As Brass (I979) counter-argues, people's
identities, even their primordial identities, are often multiple, subject to choice and
dependent on the situations people find themselves in. According to Young
(I993:23) "in its extreme form, 'primordialism' wanders into the zoological gardens
of sociology". Contemporary advocates of linguistic rights like Phillipson and
colleagues distance themselves from this extreme view by saying:

"A crude form of primordialism would also conceptualise language in an anthro-
pomorphic, 'biologized' way, as an organism with life of its own, more or less despite the
speakers." (Phillipson, Rannut and Skumabb-Kangas, I995:9)

On the above accounts it seems that the primordialist perspective has a conceptual
handicap in that it fails to examine cultural 'takens'. Contrary to what primor-
dialists generally believe, ethnic identity and national pride in a multicultural
society can co-exist, and national solidarity is a dynamic phenomenon.

"The very sense of being a member of a coherent and clearly demarcated group is not
simply given by tradition but raised in certain contexts - especially when there are either
tensions with other groups or efforts by leaders to mobilize followers on the basis of that
collective identity." (Calhoun, I997:32)

2.2.3 Nationalism and social communication
The great difficulties that the post-colonial states with diverse linguistic and cultural
groups face in order to forge a sense of political community and social cohesion
were conceived by Geertz (I963). His theorizing about the conditions under which
a national identity is created offers a perspective to our understanding of the
development of the sense of political community. Having seen the central

conceptualization of the primordialist perspective which is represented by Geem
(I963), we need to look at alternative perspectives that added dimensions to the way
we look at nationalism in the context of cultural pluralism. Advances in the study
of the process by which national identities and nationalism are created have evolved
into broad divisions in the literature on nationalism that separate the 'construc-
rivists' or 'instrumentalists' from tile 'primordialists' into two main camps. As
opposed to the older primordialist perspective, the more recent constructivist
perspective and comparable theories of nationalism will be outlined. The main
conceptual sticking point in this division is ifgroups and communities are 'natural',
'primordial', 'given' communities or if they are creations of interested leaders, elite
groups or a political system in which they are included. Calhoun (I997) distin-
guishes the two broad perspectives in relation to the creation of social identity as
follows:

"The former emphasize the historical and sociological processes by which nations are
created. Many (the instrumentalists') stress that this 'invention' is often a self-conscious

and manipulative project carried out by elites who seek to secure their power by
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mobilizing followers on the basis of nationalist ideology. There is obviously much truth
to the proposition that nationalist leaders often manipulate the sentiments and identities
of their followers. It is also clear that nations are not eternal beings present as such from
the beginning of time." (Calhoun,  t997:30)

In this section we focus on the constructivist view that is associated with Brass

(I979) and theories of nationalism and the development of national consciousness
which derive from Deutsch's (I953; I966) concept of 'social communication' and
Anderson's (1983; I99I) definition of the nation. It therefore necessitates integrating
conceptualizations and perspectives on the origins of national consciousness and
how nations come into historical being, in so far as they have been found useful in
our understanding of the dynamics of cultural pluralism. The main theme of the
constructivist perspective is that social identities are created through protracted
sociocultural processes (Brass,  I979). This is true of both old empires like Ethiopia,
which base their legitimacy on 'a great tradition', and new states in Africa brought
into  existence by the withdrawal of colonial powers that invoked their anti-colonial
founders and their commonalities. They strove to instil a unifying national culture
through language policies, educational programmes, state-dominated mass media,
and cultural ceremonies. Though presented as distinct, the national culture was not
a product of 'primordial' indigenous culture. It often owed a great deal to the
colonial powers that helped to unite members of different tribal, ethnic or regional
groups (Calhoun, I997:33)· Pateman (I996) expresses the same opinion with regard
to the often unacknowledged contribution of European scholars who 'discovered'
their nations via anti-colonial movements. However, he says he would not go as far
as depicting all such movements as essentially artificial, as leading to 'imagined
communities' in Anderson's (I983) familiar phrase:

"Many nationalist movements in Asia and Africa, and the elites who founded them, owe
a considerable (and frequently unacknowledged) debt to the European scholars who
'discovered' their nations. 'Indonesia' as a term was coined by a German scholar in the
late nineteenth century, and the idea of 'Ethiopia' is largely a creation of European
intellectuals. The appeal of these ideas to emerging politicians in the developing colonial
world - including Eritrea - cannot be underestimated." (Pateman, I996:37)

In  opposition  to the primordial theory of culture and language reflecting the value
standards of nineteenth century European nationalism, Deutsch (I953; 1966)
emphasises the importance of social communication. According to Deutsch, the
nature and extent of social interactions are likely to be more powerful in uniting
people or a newly established state than are the unchanging facts about the
multiplicity of the tribes or languages within its territory. The existence ofsufficient
communication facilitates linkages, which encourage people to give up narrow
outlooks of their localities. For Deutsch (I966) a society is a group of inter-

dependent individuals united by the division of labour. A people, or nationality, is
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formed when all members in a society have complementary communication
networks.

"Individuals of different cultures often live in one society, such as the Czechs and
Germans in Bohemia, or Moslems and Hindus in Bengal. For many years they may

exchange goods and services but relatively little information. They may have very few
complementary channels of communication. Many of their experiences in their common
society may be similar, as were those of Czech and German miners in the same mining
town, but they are not necessarily shared. On tile other hand, within each community of
communication many experiences of certain individuals may be quite dissimilar, such as
those of German miners and German mine owners, but they can be shared; in particular,
information about some of the German mine owners' experiences may be shared
vicariously by German miners." (Deursch, I953:69-70)

Thus,  members of a political community may not necessarily need a single language
to understand one another. What counts may be their ability to interact and to
develop an understanding of each other as individual members of the society. This
position suggests a line of research which could be pursued with reference to post-
independent state building in Africa.

Within the recently growing interest of the politics of cultural pluralism,
Anderson (I983) contributes an analytical paradigm for modern state-construction
in the Third World, one which contrasts with the dominant normative approach of

European nation-state building. In his widely cited Imagined Communities,
Anderson (I983; I99I) examines the socio-political processes that created these
communities and the development of national consciousness in post-colonial states.
His concept of 'imagined communities' explores the dynamics of the sense of
political communities as generated by the interface of numerous factors, such as the
existence of a shared conception of the essence of the nation as a psychological
reality that exists  in the minds  of its members, the existence of some shared cultural
roots, the standardization of vernacular languages to replace the sacred classical

languages. His idea of'print capitalism' which accelerated the development of the
literary tradition in vernacular languages and the concomitant growth of national
consciousness can be compared to Deutsch's theory of social communication.  His
characterisation of emergent national consciousness presupposes the existence of
horizontal communication between the groups in possession of elite education and
the larger group. In line with his main argument, history has shown that nations
can be imagined without a prerequisite linguistic community. Like Deutsch's,
Anderson's explanation of social communication hinges upon modern media
facilities at the disposal of the citizens of different mother tongues. According to
Anderson (I99 I :I35)

"(...)  advances in communications  technology, especially radio and television, give print
allies unavailable a century ago. Multilingual broadcasting can conjure up the imagined
community to illiterates and populations with different mother-tongues."
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Building on Anderson's contention, Van den Bersselaar (2000:I23-I24) says:
"The importance of a shared language for an ethnic group or nation is central to Benedict
Anderson's argument (...). However, Anderson does not merely assume that when there
is a language, there is a nation or ethnic group. He shows how these imagined com-
munities develop through a historical process, central to which is the development of

readership around a vernacular newspapers press and literature."

2.2.4Language, ethnic identity and ethnic relations
Scholars of cultural pluralism have fucused on how ethnicity poses a problem to
newly independent countries in the process of state building. Although empirical
studies on ethnic identity, particularly studies suggesting that ethnic identity may
hamper national integration, are not abundantly available (Uchendu, I995:I26),
interethnic relations are sometimes moderated by means of language policy. The
adoption of an ethnically neutral language policy in Kenya is thought to bring
about ethnic balance. On the other hand, ethnic groups have always been in

competition and conflict over scarce national resources, and language has played a
dominant role. An example is the Francophone-Anglophone elites' contradiction
which has been claimed to threaten Cameroon's nation building (Tchoungui,
2000:I ). Ethnic balance may be sought through institutionalised multilingualism
or a more cultural pluralist approach to language policy. However, thorough
understanding of the function and place of ethnicity in a society cannot be achieved
without properly considering its linguistic consequences. It does not follow that a
multilingual language policy solves all problems surrounding ethnicity. Multilin-
gual language policy can sometimes prove illusive as "ethnicity would be appeased,
but linguistic and social inequalities would be sharpened" (Blommaert, 2OOI:I37)·

When language policy and planning are interpreted narrowly as a solution to
communication problems or as an instrument to achieve ethnic balance, it will be
difficult to attain a comprehensive understanding of the meaning of the goals of
language policy. Language policy needs to be looked at in relation to how linguistic
inequalities reflect themselves in competing ethnic interests for sharing power and
wealth in the state system. Among the questions which need to be asked are
whether ethnic differences always translate into open conflicts and whether they are
threatening to the social and political order of a multilingual state; whether ethnic

identity and nationalism are coexistent; and whether 'primordial' identities are fixed
and immutable. Answers to such 'rhetorical' questions can be sought from the
knowledge base of contemporary sociolinguistics and neighbouring disciplines in
the social sciences which treat issues in cultural pluralism.

Within the larger framework of the state-building process and as one element of
institutionalised social planning, language planning ought to be able to clarify the
dynamics of existing ethnolinguistic relations. Central in this endeavour is careful
articulation of various salient features of ethnic identification and language
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behaviour of individuals and groups within the state system. In what follows, an
attempt will be made to provide a synthesis of conceptual and analytical paradigms
associated with the term 'ethnicity' by restricting its use to the context of the
multiethnic state. Drawing together relevant trends from a diversity of sources on
the  connection of language behaviour  to group identity, the following presentation
will lay the groundwork for a review of the relation of ethnicity to language policy
and planning. The underlying assumption about language is that it is social in its
nature, as "languages carry social meaning and social connotations" (Appel and
Muysken, I987:Ii). Disentangling some of the terminological confusion surround-
ing concepts such as 'ethnicity' and 'ethnic identity' is important not only for
understanding and analysing ethnic competition and conflict in a pluralist society,
but also for understanding the  role of ethnic identity in creating a sense of nation-
hood in a multilingual and multicultural society.

The overextended use of the term 'ethnicity' to describe any phenomenon of
collective identification has deprived the term of the precision required by social
science scholarship. Language is cited as a major component of ethnic identity.  But
there are conditions under which language assumes lesser importance as compared
to other markers of collective identity. Ethnicity may be related more to the
symbolism of having a separate language than to its actual use by all members (De
Vos, I995). The functions and features of ethnicity vary depending on social,
economic, and political contexts that determine the meaning and use of the term
itself. As a result, the construct calls for a multidimensional analysis. According to
Edwards (I977:254)

"Ethnicity can,  on a simple level,  be thought  of as a sense of group identity deriving from
.

real or perceived common bonds such as language, race or religion.
Edwards admits, however, that this definition is very general and invites more
questions than it answers. Indeed, ethnicity is so fluid a concept as a consequence of
the large number of interrelated factors it subsumes that it becomes difficult to
agree on a comprehensive and rigorous definition. In addition, it is a historically
shaped and changing phenomenon (Fishman, I977:I6). De Vos' (I995  definition
highlights  the self-perception dimension of ethnicity:

"An ethnic group is a self-perceived inclusion of those who hold in common a set of
traditions not shared by others with whom they are in contact. Such traditions typically
include 'folk' religious belieji and practices, language, a sense of historic continuity, and
common ancestiyor place of origin." (De Vos, 199S:I8)

Looking for a more concise definition of ethnicity than what is formulated by De
VOS (1995), a review of a range of definitions offered by scholars in language and
ethnicity produces recurring themes. In the following review, the definition of
ethnicity in the sense of ethnic identity, will be dealt with in terms of three major

approaches.
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The first approach takes the nature and process of how ethnic group identities
are formed as a starting point.  It runs parallel to ideas of social belonging that are
primordial, as suggested by Geertz (I963). According to 01zak (I983:356)

"Earlier students of ethnicity tended to define it as essentially 'primordial' meaning some
underlying and fundamental set of ascriptive characteristics  that form a basis of collective

sentiment, and under some conditiOnS, collective action (...)."
The second approach defines ethnicity with reference to the boundary markers of a
social group  in a pluralist society. The pivotal concern of this view is the degree of
closure of ethnic group boundaries, in defining the group and not just the culture
that is enclosed. The markers can take different forms like geography, race, religion
or some other symbols and myths associated with ethnicity. Barth's (I969) highly
quoted view defines the ethnic group from an anthropological point of view and
recounts the characteristics of an ethnic group as follows. It:

" I  is largely biologically self-perpetuating
2 shares fundamental cultural values, realized in overt unity in cultural forms
3      makes  up a field of communication  interaction

4  has membership which identifies itself, and is identified by others, as constituting a
category distinguishable from other categories of the same order." (Barth, I969:IO-II)

Barth (1969) further elaborates that cultures, or the cultural content which the
social boundaries enclose, change, since groups are dynamic, but boundaries
continue to exist, particularly when they exist as minorities within heterogeneous
societies. De Vos (I995) shares Barth's view and extends the line of argument
further with due respects  to the context of cultural pluralism.

"Like Barth, I think that in tile study of ethnic relations, one must first understand how
and why boundaries are maintained, rather than simply examine the cultural content of
the separated group. We both contend that boundaries are basically psychological in

nature, not territorial. They are maintained by ascription from within as well as from
external sources that designate membership according to evaluative characteristics." (De
Vos, I995:IG)

The third major approach is represented by Ross (I979) who distinguishes two
perspectives with regard to the definition of ethnic identity, one labeled objective
and the other subjective. On the basis of this distinction, a definition of ethnicity
constitutes objective characteristics such as linguistic, religious, or geographic
properties. From the objective approach, ethnicity is an accident of birth rather
than a matter of choice, and membership is involuntary.  From the subjective point
of view, ethnicity is said to reflect a shared group feeling, while the members of the

group may differ considerably in clothing, religion or even language. Appel and
Muysken #987) along the same line of argument elaborate on the subjective factor:

"In such a group, the subjective factor - tlle us-feeling or the us-against-them-feeling -
overrides the importance of other objective factors not shared." (Appel and Muysken,
I987:13)
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For Ross (I979) the subjective reality is more useful. He argues as follows:
"Ethnicity, however, results from a mobilization around an inter-subjectively shared sense

of peoplehood. It does not matter if this sense of peoplehood has any historic-genetic
basis; what is important is that the members of an ethnic group differentiate themselves
from others because they believe  that  they are unique. Ethnicity,  in  this  ser se,  is  a
subjective reality rather than an objective characteristic." (Ross, I979:8)

In terms not exactly similar to those of Ross' objective and subjective approaches,
Fishman (I977) looks at ethnicity from the phenomenological point of view,  i.e.,
the meaning people attach to their paternity or descent. Fishman argues that the
most important dimension, 'paternity', is inherited as well as experienced. The
second dimension is 'patrimony',  i.e., the legacy of collectivity defining behaviours
and view patterns, and styles of social life inherited from earlier generations.
'Phenomenology' is the third dimension; it has to do with the meaning people
construct around their paternity or ethnic legacy. According to Fishman (I977)
ethnicity is a construct in which paternity and patrimony make two poles along a
continuum constantly interacting with each other. Thus, according to Appel and
Muysken (I987:I3):

"This subjective approach [of Ross; CH] to the definition of identity cannot be seen in
terms of Fishman's dimensions. Fishman stresses the origins of identity, even in his
dimension of phenomenology which regards the meaning people attach to things they
have inherited. The subjective view of ethnicity claims that it can develop as a reaction to

.actual circumstances.
For Fishman (I977), language is the strongest symbol of ethnicity because it is
regarded as the carrier of the three dimensions. The role of language in ethnic
identity creation is said to be crucial. According to De Vos (1995:23)

"Language is often cited as a major component in the maintenance of a separate ethnic

identity, and language undoubtedly constitutes the single most characteristic feature of
ethnic identity. But ethnicity is frequently related more to the symbolism of a separate

language than to its actual use by all members of a group. The Irish use Gaelic as a
symbol of their Celtic ethnicity, as do the Scots, but speaking Gaelic or Scottish is not
essential to group membership in either case.Where languages have transcended national
frontiers, as have English, French, and Spanish, ethnicity is not necessarily broadened to
include all speakers of the language, any more than it encompasses all believers in a
common faith or all people with similar life-styles."

For the Fulani in West Africa tile symbolism of their language remains very strong
(Bamgbose, I99I:I2). In Ethiopia the actual use of Tigrigna and Oromo languages
in official domains grew with the rise of ethnic mobilisation of these two major
groups after the fall of Haile Selassie in the mid nineteen seventies. Thus, Fishman's
explanation of the construct ethnicity could somehow fit into the construr.tivists'
view of identity, which sees ethnicity as socially or politically constructed (Olzak,
I983)·In the constructivist discourse the ethnic group is more subjective:
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"The ethnic group, analogous to the Anderson (1983) theory of 'nation' is above all an
imagined community:  (...) The heart of the matter then was to perceive ethnicity as
manufactured, rather than as given, an innovative act of creative imagination." (Young,
I993: 23-24)

As ethnicity is only one form of collective identity, the mobilisation of ethnic
consciousness  is but one out of the several options that are available to the members
and elites of various collectivities. Each different mode of collective identity carries
with it a very different role fur language:

"The  role of language in the ethnic form of collective identity is, therefore, very dissimilar
from that oflanguage in other identity modes." (Ross, I979:4)

In ethnically plural traditional Africa ethnic group membership  is a matter of social
definition, the result of the interplay of members' self-definition and catego-isation
and stereotyping by others (Uchendu, I995:I29). Group identity can even be main-
tained by minor differences in linguistic patterns and by styles of gesture. This
point seems to be interesting with reference to the Tigrigna speaking ethnic group
in Eritrea. Because of the fact that the Tigrigna variety spoken in Eritrea has a
comparatively longer written tradition and went through some process ofstandardi-
sation, tile Tigrigna speaking Eritreans cherish a separate linguistic identity. While
the Tigrigna speaking Ethiopians call themselves Tigrians, their Eritrean counter-
parts like to be identified as the Tigrigna ethnic group, and Eritrean. Language may
not always be a primary defining characteristic of collective identity. Clapham's
(1996:IZI) description of the Tigrigna speaking Eritreans as "virtually indistinguish-
able" from their fellow Tigrigna speakers in northern Ethiopian corroborates what
Connor (I972:337) observed in this connection, i.e., that scholars tend to rather
perceive ethnic nationalism in terms  of its overt manifestations rather than in terms
of its essence.

2.3 Multilingualism and language planning

This section will deal with multilingualism and language policy. It begins by
discussing various views held about language from a broad social perspective. Basic

assumptions with regard to the functions and nature of language are discussed. In
addition conceptual paradigms underlying language policies are mentioned. The
goals and orientations of language policy and language planning in tile context of
societal multilingualism are dealt with. After discussing basic assumptions and
conceptual paradigms of language use, a definition of language policy is given. An
attempt is made co describe macro language policy as a decision making process and
as  management of diversity.  To  that end a theoretical link between multilingualism
and language policy and planning will be made.
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2.3.I Basic assumptions and conceptual paradigms
It is important for educational policy makers to be aware not only of how the
present institutional arrangements and processes concern the children in the
classroom,  but also of how they fit into the overall language policy of the state.

Accordingly, language policy and the choice of a language of instruction  need to be
studied not only in terms of what is useful for the child psychologically and
linguistically, but also in relation to power structures and economic structures of
the state. Baker (I996) after Ruiz (I984) discusses three orientations or perspectives

chat generally influence language planning. These are 'language as a problem',
'language as a right' and 'language as a resource'. Baker (I996:353), however, argues:

These three different dispositions towards language planning are not necessary at the
conscious level.  They may be embedded in the unconscious assumptions of planners and
politicians. Such orientations are regarded as fundamental and related to a basic

philosophy or ideology held by individuals.
"

The fact that these orientations are not mutually exclusive and that they reveal
major inconsistencies is illustrated by Akinnaso (I990. With reference to the multi-
lingual language policy in Nigeria he says:

"On the one hand, the requirement that each school child learns at least two Nigerian
languages, in addition to English, is a clear case of enrichment multilingual education

which is entirely congruent with a language-as-resource orientation, which sees l,nguistic
pluralism as a communicative resource for the whole nation. On the other hand, the
transitional model reveals a Language-as-problem orientation, which is anchored on the

linguistic discontinuity hypothesis that sees language as a problem blocking effective
participation of school children in the learning process." (Akinnaso, I99I:42-43)

A third orientation, and an orientation with a broader implication than the former
two, is the orientation that considers language as a basic human right. This orien-
tation which is associated with works of Skumabb-Kangas, Phillipson and Rannut

(1995) has greatly shaped the discourse on mother tongue education. According to this
orientation or paradigm, groups and individuals should be entitled to the use of the
language of their choice.  One of the main reasons for the controversy over the use or
non-use of mother tongue education emanates from lack of proper articulation of
these orientations and analytical paradigms. Specification of these views on language
with reference to Eritrea will be laid out in Chapter 4.

One of the issues that obscure the definition of language policy and planning
relates to how we conceive language, since that will in some way determine how we

study and analyse it. When language is seen as merely a code, our understanding of
language policy will  then be about the resolution of communication problems.  But

language is more than just a code; it is social behaviour. As a social practice,
language involves norms for behaviour. Even when it is studied as a social phenom-
enon,  language is not just a medium of communication between the encoder and
the decoder in a purely furmal sense.
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Seeing language planning as a solution to language problems is not wrong, but it
defiects attention from underlying motivations of language policy and planning
(Cooper,  I989). Ultimately, language policy and planning are directed toward  non-
linguistic ends, such as socio-economic modernisation or national integration
(Mesthrie et aL, 2000). From this perspective, language planning as policy and as a
decision making process must consider the social, economic, and political contexts
in which groups with unequal power and resources contend with one another.
Language is further viewed not only as a resource but also as an instrument ofsocial
inequality. It becomes useful to employ critical frameworks to study precisely how
language, power, and state ideology are connected to each other (Fairclough, I989)
or seek relations between global inequalities and world languages such as English
(Phillipson, I992).

Once it has been recognised that language is a social rather than an individual
practice, the way social structure and language structure relate and influence each
other becomes a topic for investigation. In the words of Fishman (I972:I):

"Man is constantly using language - spoken language, written language, printed language
- and man is constantly linked to others via shared norms of behavior. The sociology of
language examines the interaction between these two aspects of human behavior: use of

language and the social organization of behavior."
Language planning as a sociolinguistic inquiry seeks to study the connection of
language practice and social structures and institutions of power and ideology. As
an endeavour to study the social nature of language, the critical study of language
use draws its insight heavily from recent social theories. The term discourse is
preferred above language use to add colour to its social nature (Stubbs, I976;
Fairclough I989; I992; I995; Candlin, I997). In line with this critical sociolinguistic
tradition, discourse and its functioning in contemporary society is viewed and
analysed in relation to macro and micro analytical paradigms.

Language both shapes and is shaped by socio-political realities (Sarangi and
Baynham, I996). Viewing language use as social practice implies that it is a socially
situated mode of action in a dialectical  relationship with other facets of life,  i.e., it is
socially shaped  but  also  it is socially shaping (Fairclough,  I989;  I992;  I995)·  This
means that the relationship between discourse or language practice and social
structure is not one-way; it is a two-way relationship. It is, therefore, important that
the critical study of language explores the tension between these tWO sides of
language use. Along this line of thought, the main research questions of this study
are developed in order to establish links between macro policy decisions and the
sociolinguistic reality in multilingual Ericrea. Precisely how language policy is
related to language practice needs to be articulated and understood. One of the
social institutions which  show the interface of the two facets of language use is the
school.
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Misunderstanding of the basic conceptualisations of language policy could arise
because of lack of proper articulation of the principles underlying policy goals and
orientations. In addition, what the goals of a language policy decision are at a
macro level and what the means towards these goals are might not be properly
understood without due consideration of the specific socio-political context and the
history of this context. Often linguistic diversity is considered a reality that poses a
dilemma in the process of post-independence state building. Recognition that
language diversity receives differs from country to country, depending on the
political orientation towards state building. In the same vein, approaches to the
study of language policy and planning could differ markedly due to the differences
in orientations and paradigms with regard to our perception of language The
paradigms mentioned above derive partially from the perception of language in a

multilingual situation. Language may be perceived as a problem, causing complica-
tions and difficulties, as a basic human right, eradicating language prejudice and
discrimination, and/or as a personal and national resource (Akinnaso, I  I; Baker,

I996; 200I:368-375)·
Contemporary critical sociolinguistics has developed an analytical framework for

research into language use from the speaker's benefits standpoint. According to the
language-as-a-resource paradigm, language is viewed not only as a means to acquire
resources, but also as an instrument of social inequality. This view emphasises the
importance of conceptualising the role of language as a means to resources through
educational institutions. This argument follows the belief that the ability of
individuals to master the dominant local or world language is a key to genuine
participation in the economic and political systems. Language in other words is a
gatekeeper that filters upward social mobility. Corson (I993), dealing with the link
between language and power, argues

"that language is only an instrument of domination having little power that is in-
dependent of human agencies, structures, and social institutions." (Corson, 1993:I)

For  Corson  (1993) the institution of education  is very important  in this regard as  it
allocates power to favoured norms of discourse and thereby creates discrimination
and injustice for many. According to this view, which draws its philosophical basis
from social theorists (Fairclough, I992),

"The process of schooling is a form of 'social and cultural reproduction' that is linked
openly to other structures in society, especially economic structures, which reproduce

social relations." (Corson, 1993:5)
This view of language, education and power is one that also captures the role and

impact of educational language policy by including or excluding social groups in
sharing the resources of a society. This becomes the case when minorities' access to

the language of the majority or the high status language is constrained by provisions
of the language policy. The extent to which English functions as a gatekeeper to
upward social mobility is pointed out by Pennycook (I995) who argues
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"With English taking up such an important position in many educational systems around

the world, it has become one of the most powerful means of inclusion into or exclusion

from further education, employment, or social positions." (Pennycook, I995:40)
According to Mazrui and Mazrui (I992:84)

"In Africa south of the Sahara it has become almost impossible to become a member of

parliament or President without being fluent in at least one of tile relevant European

languages."
From  a more political point of view, in modern societies, language policy is used to
sustain existing power relationships, i.e., it is ideological by the very fact that
competency in specific language varieties and literacy skills becomes essential to the
exercise of power through which it is mediated (Tollefson, I  I).

The view which reduces language to a mere medium of communication ignores

its very social nature and undermines its power as a means of social control  (Wiley,
I996). Wiley further maintains

46 From this perspective, language planning and policy must consider the social, economic,

political, and educational contexts in which groups with unequal power and resources
contend with one another. As an instrument of social control, language often becomes a

surrogate for other factors underlying the language conflict. (Wiley, I996:104-Iof)
Depending upon the complexity of the ethnic and linguistic situation within a
given society, the education and linguistic policies seem to result from an interplay

of political and economic power.
"
They are economic on the part of minority groups - i.e. do they need to acquire a

particular language, national or international to acquire a certain economic status - and

they are political in so far as policy makers seek to use language policy to strengthen their

own position." (Watson, 1992:108)

2.3.2 Languages in contact and management of diversity
Having presented some of the basic assumptions and principles of language policy
and planning and their implications for the language user, one may infer that
language diversity is related to language policy and planning from the policy
maker's standpoint. In a multilingual situation, the connection between language

diversity and language policy should be straightforward in that diversity has to be

dealt with optimally by language policy, and the process of language policy

formulation is shaped by views about language diversity, which in turn are
associated with basic assumptions about language. Multilingual states which have
acknowledged their diversity are confronted with the decision that they have to

make about their linguistic and cultural diversity by maintaining a fair balance

between unity and diversity. Young (I994:3) says, while cultural diversity requires

acknowledgement rather than judgement and the ideal of creating a homogenous

state must not be endorsed, he regards promoting and enforcing differences

tantamount to tampering with the process of integrated national culture that may
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eventually take form. Similarly, the inappropriateness of both positions is pointed
out by Fishman (I968:45):

"(...) differences do not need to be divisive. Divisiveness is an ideobgizedposition and it
can magnify minor differences; indeed, it can manufacture differences in language as in
other matters almost as easily as it can capitalize on more obvious differences. Similarly,
un#ication is aho an ideologizedposition and it can minimise seemingly major differences
or ignore them entirely (...)."

What comes into play here is language policy as part of public policy in pluralist
societies. According to Young (I994) experiences of public policy in the context of
ethnic diversity can be reviewed in relation to four major policy spheres. These
policy spheres are:

"(...) constitutional formulas, particularly federal or decentralized alternatives   to   the
centralized unitary state; cultural policies, especially in the field of education and lan-
guage; remedies for marginalized population categories (indigenous peoples, immigrants,
peripheral minorities); and resource distribution issues (including 'affirmative action'
questions)." (Young, 1994:7)

Young (I994) underscores tile importance of an intimate link of language to
educational opportunity, a domain he recognises in which cultural policies need to
be reviewed. Thus, at the core of language policy and planning is the management
of linguistic diversity, a form of public policy, to be selected, designed, imple-
mented and evaluated with the help of policy analysis (Grin, I999:I47)· Evaluation
of language policy is not, however, a simple task considering the peculiarity and
complexity of a given political context. But implementation of language planning

"often occurs in tile real absence of a coherent policy that has been debated and agreed
upon. Moreover, many language 'policies' are carried our locally without either coherent
policy or planning initiatives." (Grabe, I994: viii)

These phenomena imply that policy decisions ought not to be considered absolute
formulas to produce specific results. As in social planning in general, language
planning is not only unpredictable but also may produce unexpected consequences
(Fishman, I974)·

Equally problematic in terms of investigating tile connection between a language
policy and its practical results, is research into language policy in general. Language
policy and planning, a relatively young discipline, may not yet be capable of pre-
scribing magic formulas to offer to the planner as a panacea for all language

problems,  especially in  the  case of a multilingual society on which limited empirical
research has been done. The discipline does, however, suggest frameworks within
which variables for the analysis of language planning can be studied. Such frame-
works are more analytical tools than guides to a solution to problems of language
policy options.

Above it is claimed that language policy constitutes a decision-making process
that is political in nature. Effects of that policy, by their very nature, take a long
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time to be realised in observable and quantifiable terms. During the process,
reactions of language policy consumers may provide feedback which decision-
makers then use to make alterations within the overall strategy of the policy
although this is not always the case in Africa (Bamgbose, I99I). Also, as Ridge

(I999) observed about the study into language policy in Africa
66There is a tendency in politics, and even in some academic writing, to mix the rationales

at a rhetorical level to gain more of the moral high ground. This confuses the issues and

as often as not inhibits proper attention to them. (Ridge, 899203)
This is particularly true of language policy in education that lacks the coordination
of clearly stated educational outcomes of language learning objectives in relation to
the language repertoire of the learner. Nevertheless, there is an inherent tension
between the need for public evaluation and discussion and the orderly, efficient

implementation of a language policy.
The unpredictable nature of the projected outcomes of a social policy may,

however, serve as an excuse for an arbitrary policy adopted by planners without due
consideration for the inherent fluidity and variability of local situations. This is
particularly true of fundamental decisions taken at the governmental level with

respect to questions such as whether a language should be an official one or whether
it should be a medium of instruction. Such decisions may be received positively or
negatively and accompanied by sudden shifts in attitudes, influenced by prevailing
social forces of change. For example, after the fall of the Soviet Union, there were

strong tendencies to abandon the Cyrillic alphabet in Kazakhstan as well as in the

neighbouring central Asian republics of Kirghizistan and Turkmenistan (Coulmas,
I994:37)· Similarly, in Eritrea the Geez script, a tradition peculiar to tile languages
in Eritrea and Ethiopia, is received with less enthusiasm by some Tigre speakers on
religious and sociocultural grounds rather than because of its phonological in-
adequacy (Mahmud, I996).

In dealing with multilingualism and the process of nation building, developing
countries have had to find ways of balancing the tWin goals of national unity and

multilingual diversity. The success of some language policies does not necessarily
depend on the type of policy approach selected. Policies apparently progressive or
democratic at the level of rhetoric have sometimes proved failures in practice. As
Coulmas (1994:39) shows, both the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia had officially
stated liberal language policies, based on the principle of language equality.
Nonetheless, Russian was the language of power and advancement in the Soviet
Union as was Serbo-Croatian in Yugoslavia. The former Soviet Union was not
necessarily a failure of pluralism, but perhaps a failure to apply pluratist principles
systematically, in language policy as in other domains (Mansour, I993:IIS). A
dichotomy between pluralism and assimilation can be misleading and cannot

capture the inherent complexity of every local situation.
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Within the system of language policy and planning, the fact-finding phase is
expected to give some information on a multilingual state's sociolinguistic profile.
Language policy planning, therefore, presupposes information on a state's linguistic
landscape to establish existing patterns of language use (Daoust, I997; Mesthrie et
al., 2000). By conducting a sociolinguistic survey, one is actually providing not
only information about the connections between language policy and language
practice but also about the connection between rhetoric and practice. A study such

as this one can show how language diversity, language policy and language practice
are related to each other, since what may be declared in rhetoric and what actually
happens in practice may not always be equivalent. Schiffman (I996) points out the
possible contradiction between policy and reality:

"Perhaps  the best way of looking at this problem is to consider that language policy seems

to be dichotomised into overt (explicit, formalised, de jure, codified, manifest) policies
and covm (implicit, informal, unstated, defacto, grass-roots, latent) aspects of the policy;
what usually gets ignored, of course, are the covert aspects of the policy. That is, many
researchers (and policy-makers) believe or have taken at face value the overt and explicit
formulations of and statements about the status of linguistic varieties, and ignore what
actually happens down on the ground, in the field at the grass-roots level, etc."
(Schiffman, I996:I3)

2.3.3 Language policy goals, orientations and ideologies
Multilingualism is a result of languages in contact and a universal phenomenon. If
all citizens spoke the same language in a state there would be no problems of
language choice and hardly any language policy issue (Fasold, I984)· In post-
independent plural societies, however, one of the prominent issues in nation
building is the nature of national communication networks. The need for the
citizens within the boundaries  of a modern state, and particularly for the citizens of
a multilingual state, to create a horizontal communication network is a national
imperative. The theory ofsocial communication networks provides the rationale for
this endeavour in a state where diversity characterises the language situation. More
generally speaking, languages in contact or language diversity are associated with
language problems; hence, solving language problems is one of the goals of lan-
guage policy and language planning (Grin, I999:I4I).

Language policies have serious implications for the individual and for society as a
whole. However, it is not always possible to view a language policy in isolation
from the goals the people in power want to realise at the state level. The socio-

linguistic order as presented by policy makers at a macro policy decision level could
be at odds with the fluidity, unevenness, indeterminacies, and diversity in a real
sociolinguistic situation. Institutionalised language policies are often aimed at
influencing existing language behaviour. The tension that the various entities of the
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policy making process produce, is experienced by those who are in charge of policy
implementation and those who are affected by the policy.

Early recognition of societal multilingualism as a communication problem in-
duced sociolinguists to think of language manipulation as a solution to this prob-
lem (Stewart, I968:532). Language planning is limited in its scope, when it is only
considered an activity to solve language problems, as indicated by its early
definition as "the organised pursuit of solutions to language problems typically at
the national level" (Fishman, I974:79)· With the evolution of sociolinguistics over
the last nvo decades, there are now models for the analysis ofmultilingual situations
and policies available to deal with these situations. The study of language policy,
therefore, which constitutes an important component in the study of language
planning, has recently attracted the attention of a variety of social science disci-
plines. In its broadest sense, language planning can be defined as deliberate efforts
to influence the behaviour of others with respect to acquisition, structure or
functional allocation of their language codes (Cooper, I989:45)· It is Cooper's
perspective, which we have adopted here.

Cooper considers language policy as a sub-field of the subject matter of socio-
linguistics  or the sociology of language, as Fishman (I972) prefers to call  it. It draws
from applied linguistics and many social science disciplines, such as sociology,
anthropology, history, political science and education. For Corson (I990), language
planning is another name for the 'evaluative approach' to the sociology of language,
as opposed to the 'descriptive approach', which is concerned with relationships
between linguistic structure and social organisation. The descriptive part of the
sociology of language seeks to provide answers to Fishman's (I972) basic question,
"Who speaks, what language, to whom, when and to what ends2"

In addition, there is the need to make a distinction between language policy and
language planning. Cooper's (I989) broad categorisation of the issues in language
policy and planning has three component parts - status planning, corpus planning
and acquisition planning. Allocation of statuses to languages in a multilingual
context is a decision making process typically carried by people in power. Decision
making with respect  to the functional  allocation  or  uses of languages  is an essential

aspect of language planning. Corpus planning is concerned with linguistic form,
i.e., the development of the structure of the language. This includes, in short,
creation of new forms, modification of old ones, and selection from alternative
forms in a spoken or written code. Concrete issues include reduction of a language
to print, standardisation  of spelling,  and tile development  o f a normative grammar
and lexicon. Finally, acquisition planning is directed towards increasing the number
of users - speakers, writers, listeners, or readers - of a language by providing oppor-
tunities to teach and learn it (Cooper, I989:31I-33)·

According to Cooper (I989), in the strict sense the relationship between language
policy and planning is that of a whole and a part, and language planning is sub-
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sumed within the broader field of language policy. Kaplan and Batdauf (I997)  add
to this that language planning and language policy

"
represent two quite distinct aspects of the systemised language change process.

'Language planning' is an activity. most visibly undertaken by government (...), intended
to promote systematic linguistic change  in some community of speakers.   (...)  The
exercise of language planning leads to, or is directed by, the promulgation of a language

policy by government (or other authoritative body or person). A language policy is a
body of ideas, laws, regulations. rules and practices intended to achieve the planned
language change in the society, group or system." (Kaplan and Baldauf. I997:xi)

The study of language policy and planning can provide diverse analyses depending
on the kinds of language ideologies adopted.  It may be simplistic to  talk in terms of
a simple categorisation of antagonistic classifications, such as assimilationist versus

pluralist ideologies. According to Akinnaso (I99I), language planning decisions in

developing nations derive from one or more of four, not mutually exclusive,
ideologies: linguistic pluralism, linguistic assimilation, vernacularization, and
internationalisation. It is important, therefore, to identify and disentangle these
ideologies and orientations in order that inferences associated with specific
orientations and perspectives can be drawn.

Linguistic pluralism involves the coexistence of different language groups and
their right to maintain and cultivate their languages on an equitable basis

(Cobarrubias, I983:65). Examples of pluralist language policies are those of India,
where sixteen languages are officially recognised, and South Africa, which has
recently given official status to eleven languages.

"Linguistic pluralism accords official recognition to more than one language, while

linguistic assimilation is the belief that everyone, irrespective of linguistic background,

should learn the dominant language of the society. Elaboration or restoration of an
indigenous language and its adoption as an official language are the goals of vernac-

ularization, while internationalization emphasizes the adoption of an exogenous language

of wider communication either for such specific purposes as education, bureaucracy,

trade, or world politics." (Akinnaso, I99I:4I)
It does not, however, necessarily mean that all language policies have a firm
ideological base and tradition. In Africa language policies may have their ideological
roots in Pan-Africanist or Pan-Arabist visions. An exception could be Arabization,
which will be dealt with below.

2.3.4Supra-national language ideology
According to Mansour (I993:I07)

"The spread of Arabic in the wake of the Muslim conquest is one of the success stories

which demonstrates what social factors are favourable to widespread and lasting language
shift."
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The success of the Arabic language has much to do with the cultural and religious
content that it bears. For that reason independent states in North Africa have
institutionalised Modern Standard Arabic, at the same time restricting the rights of
speakers of other languages like Berber (Phillipson and Skutnabb-Kangas, I995:337-
338). Arabization and language policy in North Africa will be elaborated on here, as
it is an issue that has much relevance for the central question of our study into
language diversity and educational policy in Eritrea. This study does not deal with
language and religion at great length, although a lot could be said about language
and religion with particular reference to the language policy in the Arab world and
the philosophy behind language policy in the countries of North Africa. For the
present study only a modest attempt will be made. The connection between the
Islamic culture and its cultural symbols, which are articulated through the medium
of Arabic help give a perspective to the understanding of its sociolinguistic
dimensions.

Broadly speaking, Arabization refers  to the promotion of Arabic  as the primary
language of communication in all spheres of life in Arabic speaking countries
(Suleiman, I999 :I08). Although Arabic is regarded as the major language in North
Africa and the language of the religion of the vast proportion of the population,
Arabization did not achieve its stated objectives which mainly aim at "transforming
the population into Arabs culturally" (Suleiman, I999:IO9) throughout North
Africa. In Algeria it faced great obstacles from the Francophone elements ofthe new
elite, and it is viewed with apathy by some South Sudanese elite and as language of
a different religion by others (Suleiman, I999:IO8-I09).

Post-colonial policy makers in the Sudan sought to influence the language situ-
ation in favour of Arabic, at the expense of non-Arabic languages in the country,
which number over a hundred. In the southern Sudan Arabization is resisted
because it is taken to mean transforming tile population into Arabs culturally.
Bearing in mind that the Sudan has two distinct identities, African and Arab, and
the historical relation between the tWO, the imposition of one language on the other
half of the population naturally brought about suspicion and finally active
resistance (Nyombe, I997). In this connection it should be important to mention
language spread as it particularly concerns the North-South spread of the Arabic
language (Mansour, I993).

Sociolinguistics, as a study of language in its social context, examines languages
of religion because it is another domain of human behavior where language figures.
But the connection between religion and language is philosophically rather than
empirically understood because  o f the myths associated with the sacredness of these
languages, such as Arabic and Japanese (Schiffman, I996). The idea that the Arabic
language is imbued with myth has been aptly described by Ferguson (I977:375) who
says:
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"Some of these [attitudes and beliefs about languages; CH] are true, i.e. correspond very
well to objective reality, ot:hers are involved with esthetiC or religious notions the validity
of which cannot be investigated empirically, and still others which purport to deal with
facts are partly or wholly false. These attitudes and belied, regardless of their truth-value,
will be called here 'myths' (...)."

Among Islamic scholars, Tibi (I990) provides a central perspective that can enhance
our understanding of the interaction between religion as a cultural system and
social reality with particular reference to the Islam. According to Tibi (I990:8)

"Religions are cultural, and therefore also symbolic, systems; as models for reality, they
are likewise not penetrable experimentally but only interpretatively."

In Tibi's conceptual paradigm Islamic culture and Arabic language are closely
linked together. He states:

"(...) that Islamic culture can hardly be accurately understood without familiarity with its
cultural symbols, articulated through the medium of Arabic. Koranic Arabic is taken  to

be eternally valid, but culture  is changeable  and the perception of human beings  is  (...)

shaped by 'cermin linguistic characteristics'." (Tibi, I990.79)
As a sacred language of the Koran the sociolinguistic significance of Arabic cannot

be underestimated. As Mazrui and Mazrui (I992:83-84) observed:
.Africa is also a live arena for tile interplay between language and religion. In the African
context this is particularly marked in the case of the impact of Islam on African lan-
guages. Islam has not only helped Arabic - it has sometimes hindered the spread of

.
Kiswahili and Hausa. Religious hostility has spilt over into linguistic hOStility.

2.4 Language policy in education

The ways in which the global objectives of language policy and planning processes
are related to their implementation can be summarised in Ingram's (I989) statement

that education, and particularly the classroom, are sites where all the entities of the
whole policy system converge and generate tension:

"Language-in-education planning is that field which exists between language policy-
making and the classroom and its curriculum. The boundary between language policy-
making in general and language-in-education planning is often unclear, but the latter
seeks to indicate how, within the education system, the ideals, goals, and content of the

former, to the extent they are relevant to education, can be realized." (Ingram, I989:53)
In terms of institutional arrangement,  the most organised domain for looking at the
way in which the global macro objectives of language policy and planning processes
are related to their implementation can be the school system and its classrooms.

Mikes (I986), with reference to her sketch of a model based on a typology of
languages of instruction in multilingual societies, says:
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"The situation of a language in the educational system is determined in part by
institutional factors, such as its past and present legal status (its use as official, national,

state, or regional language) and its use by public authorities and the mass media.  (...)  In
a model based on such a typology, the pupil  may be seen as at the centre of a network of
factors, the outer segment of which are the community bound factors: the type of
language use in the educational SySIem forms a middle layer, intervening between the
child's microenvironment (mostly his family) and the community bound factors."

(Mikes, I986: I9)
In this connection one of the main taSks of the African sociolinguist will be try to
link the macro level socio-structural factors and the micro-level language use

(Eastman, I99I). This is primarily done by mapping the language use in a multi-
lingual situation and how that relates to the language policy decision, "but few
African states have given serious attention to language policy" (Phillipson and
Skutnabb-Kangas, I995:335)· Policy makers may be interested in finding out the
effect of their language policy (status) planning decisions, although this may not
always be the case in the African situation; nor are policy makers always disposed to
proposals for changing the status quo whatever the result of their language policies
implementation for a host of reasons (Bamgbose, I  I). One result is that the
interest of the elites tends  to be equated with the interests o f the nation (Bamgbose,

I99I).

2.4.I Mother-tongue education
One of the most crucial language planning decisions that a country can make is the
determination of the language(s) which will serve as the medium of instruction in
school and the political consideration of making sure that this language policy
decision is consistent  with the overall   national  goals   (Fasold,  I984:292).   The
concept of'mother tongue' has been so taken for granted and inadequately defined
that  in the debates  on its acquisition and learning  it  has been claimed that, cholars

have not found  time to examine it thoroughly (Pattanayak, I998). Although  the

question of educational achievements has received great attention, empirical
research in Africa in this area has been very limited (Bunyi, I997). The literature on
bilingual educational programmes generally relates to Western contexts, such as
those in the United States and Canada where bilingual programmes are imple-
mented primarily for minority children.

Moreover, the use of mother-tongue education has different meaning and impli-
cations in different national contexts.

"In Ethiopia, MTE [mother tongue education; CH] symbolizes freedom from oppression

for non-Amharic speaking groups." (Boothe and Walker, 1997:Is)
In  Eritrea the use  of the mother tongue is associated with the equality of all ethnic
groups that was recognised during the period of the armed struggle. But the
concept of mother tongue cannot just be used without due attention to its multi-
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lingual context where multilingualism is a fact of life. Gupta (I997) Points out the
dilemma of providing mother-tongue education on grounds of ancestral linguistic
identity in rural multilingual contexts. Motivated by a similar concern, Ali (I999)
underlines the necessity of properly establishing the meaning of the concept of
mother tongue, before embarking on the question of provision of mother-tongue
medium of education in Eritrea, where children are mostly bilinguals.

This indicates that our conceptualisation of the term itself is problematic. As
early as I953 Unesco recommended that the child be taught in his mother tongue
on the grounds that it is the best medium of teaching. The Unesco Committee
defined 'mother tongue' as

" the language which a person acquires in early years and which normally becomes his
natural instrument of thought and communication." (Unesco, I953; quoted in Fishman,
I968.689)

It would seem,  in view of the forgoing discussion that some qualification of the idea
of mother-tongue education is necessary. This is particularly the case when the
rationale for providing mother-tongue education is motivated by educational and
psychological considerations The Unesco recommendation came under critical
review by Bull (I964) who challenged the basic assumption of the educational
advantage of the recommendation.

"This proposition appears, however, to be somewhat unrealistic. What is best for the
child psychologically and pedagogically may not be the best for the adult socially,
economically or politically and, what is even more significant, what is best for both the
child and the adult may not be best or even possible for the society (...)." (Bull, I964:528)

In a similar way it is also reasonable to ask if the assumption holds that the mother
tongue is  the best medium of education, and produces better results in terms of the
child's educational performance. It is generally understood that research in this area
has not been able beyond any reasonable doubt to confirm empirically that the
assumption is true.

"Thirty years and numerous studies after the publication of tile Unesco Report the
unanimous opinion seems to be that nobody knows whether using the mother tongue as
tile medium of instruction is better titan using a second language or not." (Fasold, I984:
298-299)

In the same way, Kamwangamalu (I997) argues that research findings which show
the superiority of the mother tongue have not been conclusive. One can imagine
the complexity of the problem of conducting research to evaluate the advantage of
mother tongue versus non-mother tongue medium of instruction in Eritrea. Such
comparative research would prove difficult if not impossible due to the requirement
to control variables such as differences in literary tradition, scripts used, social and
educational backgrounds of teachers, and urban vs. rural locations of schools.
However sustainable and universally valid tile educational paradigm could be,
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Eritrea has made a bold decision to provide access to primary education through
the mother tongue for a number of reasons which will be dealt with in Chapter 4.

2·4.2Language policy and practice in Africa
Given the complexity of the linguistic make-up, the colonial legacy and the changes
to the economic order brought about by colonial modernisation and globalisation,
it is no surprise that the European languages ofcolonisers in post-colonial times are
accorded high status.

"Throughout sub-Saharan Africa after independence these European languages have
continued to exert a considerable influence, and have generally been retained for official
purposes. In most countries, only a minority have access to them. This has nor served the
interests of democracy well, as the majority of the people have been excluded by language
from participation in public life." (Ridge, I999:I02)

On the other hand, by virtue of their neutrality European languages are summoned
by the elite in these countries as languages of broad national communication and
post-independence nation building.

Language status planning, the process of according different statuses to the
languages existing within the state will naturally elicit different reactions from the
people affected by the policy or from counter-elites who may come up with alter-
native policies. Across Africa, responses to language policies have been varied. The
differences in the situation in each country and the guiding philosophy of the
country explain the reasons behind the choice in language policy. Similarly, it is
sometimes risky to make easy generalisations about language behaviour in a certain
situation, given the particularity of each state. Perhaps the only area of compara-
bility of language policies in Africa is the growing consensus on 'a three language

model' (Bamgbose, I99I:I2I). It may be characterised by what Laitin (1992) calls a '3
i I language outcome'.

Laitin (I992) sets out to show how game theory might help African politicians to
come up with an optimal decision in language planning and avoid some of the
difficulties. Using the Indian case as an example of language policy and state

building, he elaborates his formula as follows:
"In regard to language policy, English and Hindi share the de facto status of 'link
languages', that is, languages used for All-Union business and between states and the All-
Union government.  (...) The third language  that  socially  mobile Indians  must  learn  is
the language of the state in which they are living. In many states, the medium of
instruction throughout primary school  is the official language of the state.  (...)  That is
the third language; what about the i: I  Those who live in Bihar, for instance, where the
state language is Hindi, need learn Only two languages. (Some in the north can get by,
but not with bright job prospects, with Hindi only.) Those minorities whose primary
language is neither the state language nor one of the All-Union languages must equip
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themselves with four languages if they want to get through the school system and have
reasonable job prospects in tile modern sector." (Laitin, I992:38)

Laitin  (I992), in other words, suggests that the outcome of a language situation is
likely to converge in multilingual countries on a 3 plus or minus I formula, which
means that individual language repertoires will have to be in the range between tWO
and  four. The three most prevalent languages will  be  a  language of wider national
communication, which is usually a European language, an indigenous lingua
franca, and a regional vernacular or a mother tongue of a minority group. Laitin's
three plus or minus one formula comes close to stating the status quo in much of
post-colonial Africa (Fardon and Furniss, I994:IS).   In the field of education
planning, the complexity of this situation is dealt with by

"layering the languages used in the schools, that is providing instruction in different
languages at different levels of the educational system." (Lambert, I996:I2)

I f we use Laitin's formula  to  help us understand the case of Eritrea, we can  take the
Saho child as an example. The Saho child will have to learn both Saho and Tigrigna
at home and at school. It may also want Arabic as a second national lingua »nca.
In post-primary school education the Saho child is required to learn in English.
While it may have to learn four languages, its counterparts from the Tigrigna ethnic
group need a maximum of three: Tigrigna, Arabic and English.

In the following the language situation in selected multilingual Sub-Saharan
African contexts will be reviewed. As mentioned earlier, it makes little sense to
consider language policy in isolation from the social and historical contexts it
operates in. South Africa presents a case for those interested in language policy and

planning. Post-apartheid South Africa is one multilingual state which has adopted a
multilingual language policy as a meaningful contribution to a nation building
process, guaranteeing equality among the various linguistic and racial groups. The
policy accords official status to eleven of the languages recognised as national.
Preliminary responses indicate that this is a kind of loose 'unity in diversity'
language policy in which English serves as the language of the elite. According to
Webb (1996:I57),

"(...) such a language policy may also generate its own problems, such as being expensive

and leading to a loss of administrative efficiency; being disruptive of the distribution of
resources; and creating new elites and new bases for discrimination."

At a rhetorical level South Africa's language policy is egalitarian and pluralist.
However, raising the status of African languages to 'equal' status  to  that  of English
and Afrikaans does not necessarily result in equal outcomes. Cluver (I992:II7) says
on this:

"In the Black schools mother-tongue education  (...)  was soon recognized as  one  of the
strategies used to restrict the social and economic mobility of black South Africans."

Kamwangamalu (I997:249) points out that mother tongue education might become
an alternative to English medium education provided that it is 'cleansed' of its
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stigma and at least some privilege associated with English is given to these lan-
guages. With regard to this mismatch between rhetoric and practice, Reagan (200I)
observed, although few Blacks were taken in by the rhetoric of pluralism, the legacy
of apartheid leaves some suspicion about mother tongue education in any form.

As opposed to South Africa's pluralist language policy, Kenya has a different
orientation with regard to language diversity, language policy, and nation building.
English is the official language in Kenya, although ethnic groups are allowed to use
their languages in the first three years of schooling in the primary schools. The
ability of individuals to master the English language is important to participate in
the social and political life of the country. Karnalu (I996) endorses the policy on the
basis of the following justification which aims at rather macro level nation-building
concerns:

"The absence of major conflict or fresh movement ignited by language issues means that
language policy in Kenya has worked. One of the plausible elements of Kenya's language
policy has been the preservation of its subgroup identity, cultural institutions and
languages in the wake of its elevation of the English language over other indigenous
ones." (Kamalu, 1996:68)

A similar interest in national unity underlies Nigeria's language policy. As part of
the wider policy orientation, the educational language policy of Nigeria provides
that each child is encouraged to learn one of three major languages other than his
own mother tongue. In this connection, the government considers the three major
languages in Nigeria to be Hausa, Ibo, and Yoruba (Oladejo, I99I). A study con-
ducted to examine language attitudes of Yorubas and Ibos revealed

"thar the Ibo sample expressed a more positive attitude toward the teaching and learning
of Yoruba and also toward other Nigerian languages. The Yoruba sample expressed

negative attitudes toward learning Ibo language and other Nigerian languages. Further-
more, there were more Ibo bilinguals in Yoruba language than Yoruba bilinguals in Ibo."
(Mgbo-Elue, I988:I6O)

The study, therefore, concluded that if individuals' attitudes toward other language
are positive and favourable, they will learn the other group's language (Mgbo-Elue,
I988).  Akinnaso (I99I) observes similar linguistic stereotypical patterns among the
Yoruba, Hausa and Ibo. Despite the broader national goals of forging a sense of
national community, the language policy of Nigeria aims at achieving unity is as
remote as ever in Nigeria. As a solution, Oladejo (I99I:264) advocates

"(...)  a new, pragmatic language policy which recognises Nigerian Pidgin English as the
national language of the country, and at the same time retains English particularly for
higher education purposes, international communication, and diplomacy.  (...) What this
proposal implies, therefore, is a replacement of the three major Nigerian languages in the

present policy with a single neutral indigenous language, Nigerian Pidgin English. '
Tanzania is often held up as an example of a country with a successful African lan-
guage policy. According to Ridge (I999:I06),
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"Tanzania's approach was unique. It adopted as a national and official language what had
for a long time served as a lingua.#anca through much of the country. Swahili had similar
advantages to a colonial language in that it was the mother tongue of very few
Tanzanians and so was unlikely to trigger ethnic sentiment."

Swahili is increasingly used in the social and political life of Tanzanians
(Rubagumya, I990:II) However, although there is no mismatch between the use of
Swahili in the schools and outside, there is a preference for English at secondary

schools, despite the fact that both students and teachers have great difficulty using
English in the classroom (Rubagumya, I994).

In other East and South African countries, English is even more favoured.
Whereas in Zambia all children are taught through the medium of English,
Zambian languages  are used in adult literacy programmes.  The role of English as a
language of post-colonial nation building is secure, though not unchallenged
(Phillipson and Skutnabb-Kangas, I995:344)· This is clearly illustrated by Nyati-
Ramahobo, I998):

"At independence, Setswana and English were dedared national and official languages of
Botswana respectively.  (...) While there was no clear policy on medium of instruction in
schools, there was a general understanding that English (the official language) would play
that   role.    (...)   In   practice teachers code-switched between Swetsana and English
throughout the primary-school level.  (...) The First National Commission on Education

(I977) viewed this situation as one that negelected the mother tongue and made
recommendations for the improvement of the teaching of Setswana. Since then Setswana

has become the medium of instruction in primary school standard one through four,
while English is tought as a subject." (Nyati-Ramahobo, I998:48-49)

English occupies a prestigious position aS the language of education beyond
standard four (Arthur, I996:IS; I994).

Such examples help our understanding of the rhetoric on language policies at a
national level and how they relate to micro level language social and institutional
practices. Also in the examples cited it is possible to see patterns of language values
and perceived status of language users in African multilingual contexts.

2.4.3 Language practice in education in Africa
.

An analysis of research issues and perspectives in language in education in Airica
generates a bleak conclusion regarding the role of research in this field (Phillipson
and Skutnabb-Kangas, I995:342). From the point of view of policy makers,
identifying problems and establishing goals of language policy are no simple tasks;

also, the final results and the original plan do not always match. Policy makers may
not always be interested to known the impact of their policy decisions (Bamgbose,

I99I; Mesthrie et al., 2000:395)· There is a tendency toward mismatch between
rhetoric and practice in language policy and planning. According to Daoust
(I997:445), "nevertheless, choices are made and they shape the future sociolinguistic
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reality". Like all public policy, language policy has its own dynamics forming a clear
cycle of development. One of the primary phases in this development is tile fact-
finding stage. Highlighting the different stages of the evaluative and prescriptive
approaches policy designers may adopt, Corson (I990) elaborates the tasks that the
'fact-finding' stage may have to accomplish, with special reference to language

policy for education as follows:
" ( . . . )   the 'fact-gathering' process means three  things: it means coming to grips  with  the
theory (i.e. knowledge) about language and education questions that are relevant to
designing language policies across the curriculum; it means thinking seriously about the
policy-making process at the school level and coming to see it as an instrument for
improving the service to children that an individual school offers; and it means taking
steps to understand the unique language situation that prevails in a school and the
language needs of its students." (Corson, I990:2I)

Outcomes of sociolinguistic surveys are believed to give community trends of
language use and attitude patterns. Sociolinguistic surveys, which may be con-
ducted at any level of the policy implementation process, are designed to provide
information on the language situation in a given country.

"Experience with such studies in Africa has, however, shown that riley have three possible
"

functions in relation to policy decisions: affirmatory, anticipatory, and exploratory.
(Bamgbose, I99I:I22)

Studying, at a broader level of multilingualism in a country, the practical impli-
cations of a language policy, will call for investigating links between the image of
diversity from the point of view of policy makers and the point of view of
sociolinguists. Often, the perspectives of these tWO types of people tend to differ.
The policy maker focuses on language policy at the level of the nation or the state,
while the sociolinguist looks at policies affecting interpersonal linguistic interaction
(Eastman, I99I:I37)· This difference in perspective also involves tile macro/micro
analytical paradigms that these two typeS of people may also adopt. Accordingly,
the way they represent linguistic diversity will vary. Fardon and Furniss (I994:II)
distinguish between the image of diversity as it appears to the "language planner"
and to the "ethnographer". According to this view, an ethnographically grounded

approach to linguistic mapping is one that African scholars should adopt acknowl-
edging that language is the concern of both the academic and the policy planner.

For Laitin (I992) the real measure of national multilingualism in post-colonial
modern African states is the individual verbal repertoire. By verbal repertoire is
meant

"(...)   the   totality of linguistic forms regularly  employed   in the course of socially

significant interaction. Since spoken communication of all kinds is describable by a finite
set of rules which underlie the formation of all possible sentences, verbal repertoires must
have structure. The structure of verbal reperroires, however, differs from ordinary de-
scriptive grammars. It includes a much greater number of alternates, reflecting contextual
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and social differences in speech.  (...) The verbal reperroire then contains all the accepted
ways of formulating messages. It provides the weapons of everyday communication.
Speakers choose among this arsenal in accordance with the meanings they wish to
convey." (Gumperz, I97I:I 52)

Individual language repertoire is therefore taken as an important measure and index
of the diversity patterns existing within a multilingual state. However, self-reported
data have their limitations. On their own, language survey data on language
repertoires may not be adequate to show the relationship between policy and
practice. As was noted by Chick (I998), reported language data may have to be
verified and reinforced through in-depth classroom studies using ethnographic
methods of data collection. Chick (1998) found out in his study of tile South
African language situation that although the survey type of research on linguistic
diversity provides some evidence about the language situation, the portrait this type
of studies provides is much more simplistic than the actual diversity that could be
found using micro sociolinguistic interactional data. He further argues, that

"(...)  by contrast, interactional studies, by showing that historically marginalized  and

even stigmatised languages and varieties are used in prestigious institutions, legitimise
such use, thereby promoting access to these institutions for native speakers of such
languages and varieties." (Chick, 1998:91)

What this tells uS is, that languages perceived to be of lower status can be useful
resources in institutions such as the school.

An important component of the study of language behaviour in particular lan-
guage situations relates to language values and attitudes. The contribution of our
inquiry to basic knowledge about linguistic diversity is crucial to the development
of language policy and policy impact. While acknowledging that sociolinguistic
surveys are suggestive, Martin-Jones (I99I) argues that they are difficult to interpret
as they stand; she stresses the need for further explanation with respect to different
dimensions of the social context in which the surveys are carried out in order that
such studies can also answer 'how' and 'why' type questions rather than only the
'what' question of bilingual communication. Language attitude issues need to be
treated with particular caution (Christ, I997)· Reported language data will need to
be complemented by observational data in actual practice. As Woodhall (I997:I4)
learned in Zambia:

"During the time when English was the official medium of instruction in schools,
teachers often resorted to local languages because they realised that pupils did not
understand them when they were taught in English. Now, however, when the policy
allows use of local languages, teachers may not know the language of the area where a
school is situated, or may be willing to teach in a local language but lack suitable
material."

In recent studies that focus on classroom language use in sub-Saharan African
multilingual situations (Arthur, I996; Rubagumya, I994; Bunyi, I997) code-
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switching was a common feature. The switch observed was 'downward direction'
with respect to the linguistic hierarchy in country specific contexts. In all three
cases, namely in Botswana, Tanzania and Kenya, the language of post-primary
education is English.

2.5 Discourse, educational practice and social identities

We saw earlier that the educational institution is one of the most important agents
in the macro language policy implementation process. The classroom is an arena in
which the goals of a language policy are realised. Here discourse practices are
shaped as a result of the interplay between discourse and social structure, in this
case the school and its environment. The school, as an agent and primary
institution of socialization (as well as of education) is the setting where micro
sociolinguistic dynamics and macro policy decisions meet; it is the best place to
look at actual language practice. In order to analyse discursive events in the
classroom one needs to be very much aware of the factors that shape the features of
discourse in the classroom. In this section some theoretical bases underlying the
questions raised by scholars in language and education will be reviewed. Such
theories mainly revolve around the problematic subject of the connection between

language and learning. However, language practice in education has not only
cognitive, but also social and sociolinguistic dimensions. We will, therefore, focus
on how oral discourse in the classroom is viewed as a micro social institution of
language practice in education. Furthermore, we  will  look at  oral  language in  the
classroom as socially constructed and interpretable action.

2.5.I Language, knowledge and learning
There is a close connection between 'knowledge' and 'learning: Simply stated
'learning' is the acquisition of knowledge (Corson, I990). In the teaching-learning
process, the centrality of the role of language, particularly oral language is not to be
debated. But there doesn't seem to be a common definition of what counts as
knowledge or learning as they turn out to be constructs that very much depend on
the context of their occurrence. Learning is not a purely cognitive process;  it is very
much influenced by the social relationship between, e.g., the teacher and the pupil
(Stubbs, I976). 'Knowledge' and 'learning' do not exist in isolation from the
cultural and social constructions of the members of a classroom (Green and
Bloome, I997)· However, although there is no absolute means of judging how
much learners acquire in the classroom, there are nevertheless ways of making a
reasoned evaluation of learning in the classroom, based on the way learning is
defined in its particular social and cultural context (Green and Bloome, I997;
Mercer,  I995). The study of oral language in the classroom has a social, linguistic
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and educational character and accordingly needs to be subjected to a multi-
dimensional analysis.

There is general agreement among psychologists and educationists that, through
its purposeful use, language helps cognitive development. Scholars in language and
education derive their analytical toolS often from psychologists such as Vygotsky to
make a link between language and education. The Vygotskian theory that views
language  as the  main symbolic mediator of human thinking, learning and develop-
ment has had a profound influence on this area of research. One of the most
prominent contributions of Vygotskian theory is that it treats human learning and
cognitive development as a culturally and socially constructed process (Mercer,
I994)· According to the main features and concepts of Vygotskian theory,
'becoming educated' is a matter of'linguistic socialisation' and talk in the classroom
is 'a social mode of thinking', a means by which human beings can construct
knowledge and understanding (Mercer, I995:29). It is this contribution that helps
Mercer, who devoted a lot of attention to talk as a medium for sharing knowledge,
formulate several analytical questions that researchers in language and education
need to look at. The questions, according to Mercer (I995:30 are:

"(a) How is language used as a social mode of thinking in classroomsi
(b) What language practices are students expected to learn, and why2

(c) How can teachers effectively 'scaffold' their students' understanding of, and entry

into, educated discourse."
'Scaffolding', comparable to tutoring, is borrowed from Vygotsky to represent in
general the support given by the teacher in learning to accomplish a task. It is used
metaphorically to represent the help the adult offers to the child's activity and to
reduce the help progressively. The construct is particularly suited to the teaching-
learning situation and is more oriented towards the question of how discourse can
promote learning (Pontecorvo, I997)·

While neo-Vygotskian psychologists provide some useful theoretical resources
for the study of language in education, they leave  a lot of questions to be anslvered
(Mercer, I995:30)· The answers to these questions await researchers in oral discourse
in the classroom.  One of the lines of research  that the study of oral discourse looks
at is curriculum-related educational research, in particular the special nature and
function of language practice in classrooms. It is now generally realised that
learning is not a purely cognitive or psychological process, but crucially depends on
the social situation in the classroom. The way knowledge is constructed in the
classroom becomes a matter of pragmatics (Mercer, I995: 33)· One of the major
dimensions of talk in the classroom is its educational or cognitive function, and
how to evaluate the educational value of classroom talk. But a comprehensive and
solid research framework based on cognitive principles for measuring educational
talk is not so easy to find.
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It is important to study classroom discourse in terms of the meanings that it
conveys to pupils and teachers, and thus to investigate more fundamental questions
such as what counts as academic knowledge in the classroom (Green and Bloome,
I997)· This kind of inquiry, though educationally relevant and valid, is beyond the
scope of the present study. One way to limit tile scope is to examine how
knowledge is organised in the classroom, a newly developing discipline known as
classroom discourse analysis. By studying teacher-pupil dialogue directly, we can
examine the mechanics of how knowledge comes to be defined and transmitted to
pupils.

"As a meeting point of social, linguistic, and educational dimensions, this field has
descriptive more than prescriptive features." (Pontecorvo, I997:I69)

It is a socially situated phenomenon calling for a more ethnographically oriented
approach (Van Lier, I988:37)· This is mainly because classroom events are inter-
preted in the context of their occurrence, i.e., tile linguistic, cognitive and social
context. Hence, classroom ethnography will focus on the process rather than the
product (Bogdan and Biklen,  I998)  of oral discourse in the classroom.

2•5.2 Discourse and educational practice
We have seen that the term 'discourse' means language use or language behaviour,
encompassing micro-level social practice and the ways in which language both
shapes and is shaped by socio-political realities. In this process, institutionalised
language policy,  as a decision making process,  is one of the macro forces thought to
shape discourse  in the school and other locations. But language policy in itself does
not shape discourse. Rather, it is the interplay between macro policy and macro
socio-structural factors on the one hand and the micro sociolinguistic practice on
the other hand that determines the nature of the discourse. Thus, engaging in
micro level analysis of the language practice in an educational context cannot be
fully understood without due regard to the socio-political reality outside the
classroom. In order to draw a connection between these tWO analytical paradigms
Mercer (I994) provides concepts which are useful to study the educational and
sociolinguistic dimensions of oral discourse in the classroom. With reference to the
importance of the study of code-switching in the classroom as a manifestation oflinks
between the micro-sociolinguistic dynamics and the macro-policy decisions Martin-
Jones (I995108) says:

"We need to be able to show how code-switching in bilingual discourse is shaped by the
social conditions operating in different types of classrooms and how differing views on
the value and purpose of bilingual education are manifested in bilingual discourse
practices. We also need to take account of the fact that the main dimensions of day-to-
day life in the bilingual and multilingual classroom - curriculum organisation, pedagogy

and social relations - are crucially shaped by social and political conditions beyond the
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classroom. An analysis of these intersecting influences is needed for different types of
bilingual learning environment."

Martin-Jones (I996:I37) raises specific issues that need to be addressed by
researchers in classroom discourse in a multilingual setting. The answers to the
questions she poses are thought to provide deeper insight from a probe of how
classroom language is shaped by social and institutional structures outside the
classroom in terms of the behaviour, social relationships, and common under-
standing the actors in the classroom seem to establish. How language attitudes and
values are conveyed through discursive practices is an issue that researchers in
language and education need to look at in a specific context.

Schools and their classrooms have been recognized as pervasive language envi-
ronments by earlier scholars interested in analyzing classroom language (Flanders,
I970). Sinclair and Coulthard (I975) attempted to investigate language functions
and the organization of linguistic units. These studies were mainly concerned with
the description and analysis of the linguistic organization of classroom interaction.
Discourse analysis then attempts to study larger linguistic units beyond the sentence
and clause level, e.g. conversational exchanges or written texts (Stubbs, I983:I)
Turn-taking and rules of conversation together with the curriculum material  are the

major components shaping discourse structure. The IRF (initiation, response,
feedback) exchange, as the most recurrent classroom pattern, presupposes teacher-
led or teacher-dominated talk in the classroom. Also, research in this area has
mainly been directed  into the effectiveness  of the process of language teaching and
learning per se. The centrality of the social dimension of oral language in the
classroom received relatively less attention in earlier works that focused on language
use in the classroom. In the words of Fairclough (I992), referring to Sinclair and
Coulthard (I975):

In short, the Sinclair and Coulthard approach lacks a developed social orientation in
failing to consider how relations of power have shaped discourse practices, and in failing
to situate classroom discourse historically in processes of social struggle and change. A
striking characteristic of contemporary classroom practice is its diversity; one wants to

know why the traditional classroom discourse they describe is under pressure, and what is
at stake." (Fairclough, I992:IS)

As mentioned above, each classroom episode is defined by the specific context it
finds itself in. This context is both sociolinguistic and educational. Each event also

has a past and a future:
"What is said and done is influenced by what happened before, and influences what
happens next." (Van Lier, 1988:9)

In  a study such  as the present one, which is concerned with  the  role of language  in

learning, the educationist may be interested in finding out whether knowledge has
been transmitted or learning has taken place in a specific classroom situation. The
analysis of classroom discourse becomes interesting when it can be shown to be
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sensitive to the context of its occurrence.  It is through social action in the classroom
that social, cultural and linguistic phenomena become clear (Green and Bloome,
I997:26). The socio-cultural context of the specific research site has a role in the
overall school culture, which also moulds the way in which discursive practices in
education are formed. First and foremost, teacher-pupil talk makes an impression
on teacher-pupit power relationships in specific ethnolinguistic communities. It
may also be important to look into how the teachers' and pupils' discursive strategies
allow them to position themselves and others with respect to ethnolinguistic, class, and
institutional structures, what kinds of social identities could be constructed, and what
kind of values and attitudes are held with respect to the language repertoires which
the pupils and teachers share in a multilingual context (Martin-Jones, I995)·

Because of the fact that learning is not a purely cognitive process, but can
depend crucially on the social relationship between the teacher and pupils, one way
to study how knowledge is organised in the classroom is to study classroom dis-
course itself (Stubbs, I976). By analyzing teacher-pupil dialogue directly one can
study the way knowledge comes to be defined and transmitted to pupils. In the
absence of reliable means to measure standards of educational achievements,  "as  all
other things rarely if ever are equal" (Stables, I995:63), ethnographically based
qualitative research is preferred. An approach focusing on process rather than
simply on outcome is one of several possibilities. Bloome, Puro and Theodorou
(I989) regard classroom oral interaction between teachers and pupils as socially and

culturally constructed, and they call the phenomenon 'procedural display', which is
equivalent to carrying out a lesson. This construct has a lot to offer to this study, in
that classroom data gathering is seen as a form of 'sociolinguistic ethnography'
(Bloome, Puro and Theodorou, I989; Heller, I999), primarily focusing on the real-
life contemporary situation.

2.6 Conclusions

In this chapter we attempted to show how languages in contact create language
diversity within a multilingual society and how states in the process of nation
building have to deal with the phenomenon of multilingualism and multicultur-
alism. The social role of language and, more specifically, its complex relationship
with identity formation, shed light on its crucial role in ethnolinguistic relations
within a multilingual setting. Although nation building itself is not a function of
language policy per se. the role of language in balancing ethnic relationships within
the political community of a modern state, renders language to be an important
resource  in the construction  of the sense of such a political community. In order  to
locate the whole issue of language policy within the social and political dynamics of
cultural pluralism, conceptual and terminological frameworks were reviewed to
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show the role of language in social mobilisation in a multilingual situation.
Building on this knowledge, some preliminary assumptions about language were
discussed and an overview of theories, goals and orientations of language policy and
planning was given. Following Cooper's (I989) perspective, language policy was
defined as the effort to influence language use in a society by political elites who
accord statuses to the languages available. Within this framework, issues oflanguage

as a problem, as a right, and as a resource in a multiethnic society were discussed.
The latter concerns the ability of individuals to master the dominant local or world
language as a key to genuine participation in the economic and political systems. It
also attempted to show how the colonial  legacy and the particular history of some
of the Sub-Saharan African states, together with the nature of local linguistic
diversity, contribute in shaping post-colonial language policies. These two macro
forces are considered to be major factors that shape the language situation and
patterns of language  use in Africa.

The centrality of language in social life  is the main theme that runs through this
chapter. The role of language as a means to access to resources and power, as an
instrument of social inequality, and its symbolic value in social mobilisation, all
produce circumstances in which elites and counter-elites want to influence language
use. Yet, language use as social practice is not always a direct function of macro
forces such as language policy. In accordance with the recent tradition of critical
sociolinguistics, in this study, discourse, or tile social use oflanguage, is understood
to be in a dialectical relationship with social structures. In addition to being

influenced by social structures, discourse has its own influence on social and
institutional structures of society. To make this conceptualisation more concrete,
the school as an educational institution and its language policy are taken as a case
for the study of language policy and practice in Eritrea. The actual language use
patterns in the school are thus presumed to be shaped by the interplay of macro-
institutional, structural and social factors in a particular historical context and
actual micro-level linguistic practices.

This chapter has attempted to lay a theoretical and conceptual basis for the study
of language policy in education, situated in a historical perspective, as a case of
sociolinguistic inquiry, that has as its central theme the question how through
institutional arrangements and processes, ideologies of language and education are
translated into practice. Three component parts of the study are bound up by this
central theme. As a starting point of our sociolinguistic investigation we deal with
the socio-political history and development of the post-independent language
policy of Eritrea regarding ethnolinguistic diversity. This is done by means of an
analysis of documents on language and education policy in Eritrea. This analysis
provides a context to the study of languages in contact and language diversity.
Within this scope, the construction of the official discourse and counter-discourses
regarding language diversity and ethnolinguistic relations is subjected to a critical
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analysis, identifying paradigms behind language and educational ideologies and
policy orientations. As a second step, in Chapter 5, we offer an empirical account of
reported language diversity and use on the basis of a sociolinguistic survey in nine
primary schools in five ethnolinguistic regions. In doing so, tile link between
language policy and practice is made. Despite their size, however, reported language
use data have their limitations. Thus, as a third step, this method is complemented,
in Chapter 6, by a study into actual language practice in education. Classroom
interaction data are expected to give a deeper insight into the trends of reported
language use data which were collected in the sociolinguistic survey. In this way we
aim to uncover what happens inside the school and its classrooms with regard to
language policy and actual language practice, a topic about which not much is
known so far in Eritrea. By using complementary research strategies, i.e., a
sociolinguistic survey and classroom case studies, in Chapters 5 and 6, the present
study provides a cross-section of the sociolinguistic profile of Eritrean society in
terms of the informants' language repertoires, which can be taken as an index of the
degree of linguistic diversity at home and at school. The way in which the
component parts of our study are integrated through a triangulation of a variety of
research strategies will be dealt with in the next chapter.



CHAPTER 3

Research Questions and Design

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we will present the research questions of the study and the design
used to address them. The questions are based on tile conceptual and theoretical
frameworks reviewed in Chapter 2, and the overall purpose and importance of this
investigation stated in Chapter I. The general aim of this study is to bring together

an analysis of language policy, language diversity, and language in education in
Eritrea. The analysis of the former will deal with the historical and present

conception of language policy in multilingual Eritrea. The examination oflanguage
diversity will focus on the sociolinguistic context in which language policy operates
in Eritrea's different ethnolinguistic communities. The exploration of language in
education will be concerned with the actual implementation of language-related
decisions in classroom practice. Building on a conceptual investigation of language
policy, the two empirical studies on language diversity and language in education
complement each other in two respects. First, they include both reported and
observed data on language use, and second, these data are collected in the homes as
well as in the classrooms of the pupils under investigation.

In section 3.2, the research questions are stated in general terms, followed by a
schematic overview of the entire research design. The specific research questions are
presented in sections 3·3, 3·4 and 3.5, along with the description of tile three

components of our investigation (language policy, language diversity, and language
in education)  and the instruments used in each of them. These studies are designed
to shed light on the specific properties of language policy, language diversity, and
language in education, and to explore the interdependencies among these three
dimensions.
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3.2 General overview of research questions and design

The main objective of this study, i.e. to examine language policy, language di-
versity, and language in education in multilingual Eritrea, centers on three main
research questions.

The first question aims at a detailed reconstruction of the conception of lan-
guage policy in Eritrea prior to its independence and after the country's establish-
ment. In this respect, the following issues need to be addressed: What institutional
and socio-cultural values and beliefs about ethnolinguistic diversity are embodied in
language policy documents, and what led to the creation of these documents, How
is language policy implemented in specific educational contexts, i.e., in mother
tongue and non-mother tongue medium programmes, and how is such policy
encouraged or criticised2 What policy alternatives are formulated, and what values
and beliefs lay behind them?

The purpose of the second research question iS to study the existing language
diversity and the functions of different languages in Eritrea.  Here,  the more specific
issues are: What language behaviour is reported in the ethnolinguistic communities
in the selected urban and rural areas2 What are the levels of proficiency and the
contexts of use of different languages  Which languages are reported to be
dominant and preferred by the ethnic groups? What languages are learnt at school
as subjects and used as the languages of instruction, and what languages would the
pupils like to serve these functions  What values do the parents attach to different
languages, and how do they evaluate the mother tongue or non-mother tongue
medium programmes at their children's schools2 What are the differences and
commonalties in this language behaviour in the selected areas and among the
various ethnic groups 

The third research question pertains to the exploration of language use in
educational practice, which is assumed to be shaped by the language policy. Here,
the specific questions to be addressed are the following: How is the mother-tongue
medium policy translated into classroom practice, given the language diversity in
different areas within Eritrea  What languages do teachers use in teaching and in
interacting with their pupils2 How do they deal with multilingualism in the
classroom  Do they, for example, use different languages in the interaction with the
children, and if so, in what ways and for what purposes2 Is there any evidence to
suggest that educational or sociolinguistic factors play a role in selecting a language
for the construction and mediation of academic knowledge in the classroom2

In Table 3·I, a schematic overview of the general research design is presented. In
the following sections, the three studies under consideration are described in more
detail.
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Table 3.1: Schematic overview of the research design

Domain Method Instruments and sources Respondents
Language Document • Demographic statistics • Civil servants

policy analysis • Educational statistics • Politicians
• Policy documents • Scholars
• Scientific journals
• Newspapers
• Websites
• Informal interviews

Language Sociolinguistic • Pupils' questionnaire • Pupils from 5 sites and

diversity survey • Parents' interviews 9 schools (N=359)
• Writing assignment • Parents from 5 sites and

8 schools (N=84)
Language in Classroom case • Lessons in Mathematics, Science • Teachers
education studies and Geography in 8 classrooms at • Directors

5 sites (N=24; 2,770 min.) • Education officers
• Audio recordings • Parents

• Observations • Pupils
• Field notes
• Informal interviews

Generally speaking, the research questions can be divided into three major classes.

The first one tries to critically reconstruct the language policy discourse in Eritrea.
The second attempts to explore and describe Eritrean multilingualism in a number
of selected areas and ethnolinguistic communities, and involves the classical socio-
linguistic question of"Who speaks what language, to whom, and when," (Fishman,
I972). Finally, the third class includes the 'how'-questions, i.e., it seeks to describe,
explain, and understand language behaviour in various educational settings in order
to shed light on the implementation of language policy in Eritrean primary school
classrooms.

To answer these questions, three complementary research strategies are used.
The first set of questions is addressed by focusing on relevant documents and other
sources, the second set by conducting a sociolinguistic survey, and the third set by
carrying out classroom case studies. The advantage of combining these three
methods of data collection  is that what might be lost or could not be secured using
one method may be obtained by another. The quantitative data gathered via the
questionnaire are complemented by the qualitative data from the classroom case
studies. This design enables US tO show connections between macro level language

policy decisions and micro level sociolinguistic behaviour, and at the same time to
document the contemporary linguistic situation in the educational domain. This is

possible because language behaviour in education is both an index and result of the

interplay between classrooms as micro-social environments on the one hand and
tile wider social and institutional structures, such as the immediate community and
the country's language policy, on the other.
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3.3 Language policy: document analysis

Aim
Our first research question aims at a detailed reconstruction of the language policy
in multilingual Eritrea. The analysis will deal with the socio-political history of
Eritrea, with a special emphasis on the last fifty years, and will include an overview
of the country's ethnolinguistic diversity. In addition, the colonial language
policies, the language policy debate that started after the independence of Eritrea in
I99I, and the implementation of the policy in mother-tongue and non-mother
tongue medium programmes in education will be discussed. In this context, special
attention will be given to the recent counter-discourse as it has emerged in
prominent opinions regarding the official language policy. Relevant documents in
the public media, e.g. journals and newspapers, scholarly publications, and web-
sites, and informal interviews with the people involved, such as civil servants,
scholars, and politicians, will be analysed. Here, the primary focus will be on the
arguments put forward by the critics of the policy with respect to the status of
different languages related to the future development of Eritrea as a multilingual
society.

Method
Document analysis supplemented by informal interviewing is the main tool for
answering this first research question. Cooper's (I989) 'Accounting scheme for the
study of language planning' and Kroon's (2000) 'Policy making cycle' were adopted
as a methodological framework for the analysis of language policy documents (see
Chapter  2  for  a detailed description). Preliminary analyses were presented  in
Hailemariam, Kroon and Walters (I999). This framework serves as a guide in re-
constructing the socio-cultural and institutional context of Eritrean language policy
development and its outcomes.

Sources
As far as historical aspects of the research question, such as colonial language
policies in Eritrea, are concerned, the main sources for description and analysis are
historical documents, research articles, and relevant monographs. Important con-
temporary sources include demographic data from the National Statistics and
Evaluation Department and basic educational statistics released by the Ministry of
Education. Central documents dealing with the post-independence language policy
are the  Declaration of Policies on Education in Eritrea by tbe Provisional Government,
issued on October 2, I99I by the Department of Education (I99I), ar d    Tbe

Constitution of Eritrea, ratified by the Constituent Assembly on May 23, I997
(Constitution of Eritrea (I977)· What should have been a very important official
document in this respect is a curriculum report, stating the general and specific
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objectives of any educational programme in Eritrea. Although the Ministry of
Education has been working on it for the last five years, no such document is
available as yet. For reconstruction of the recent discourse and counter-discourse on
language policy, informal interviews are supplemented by several primary and
secondary sources, including articles in scientific and educational journals, news-
papers, and websites.

Questions
The study on language policy in Eritrea will focus on the following questions:

• What empirical knowledge and what institutional values, belie6, and orienta-
tions with regard to ethnolinguistic diversity and education are embodied in
Eritrean language policy development, documents, and discourse from a his-
torical and contemporary perspective 

•    Who are the main actors, in terms of the elite and counter-elite in the process of
the development, formulation, implementation, and evaluation of Eritrean
language policy2

•    What  are the general and specific objectives of Eritrean language policy,  at what
level were they deliberated, and to what extent are they academically, politically,
and publicly supported2

3.4 Language diversity: sociolinguistic survey

Aim
The purpose of our second research question is to describe the diversity in the uses
and functions of languages in different urban and rural areas and ethnolinguistic
communities in multilingual Eritrea. Generally speaking, it deals with the following
issues: What language behaviour is reported in these areas and communitiest What
are the levels of proficiency and the contexts of use of different languages, Which
languages are reported to be dominant or preferred by different groups, What
languages are used as the media of instruction and learned as school subjects, and
what languages would the pupils like to have as such2 What values do the parents
attach to different languages, and how do they evaluate tile mother tongue or non-
mother tongue programmes at their children's schools2 What are the differences
and commonalities in language behaviour in the selected areas and among the
various ethnic groups2

Method
The main means of answering the research question about language diversity in
Eritrea is to conduct a sociolinguistic survey. Since Eritrea is a multiethnic and a
multilingual society, a motivated selection of subjects in this survey is important in
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order to arrive at an adequate description of language diversity and use. The
selection procedure of the general research areas and more specific research sites is
based on the information from the official government documents mentioned
above. The demographic data released by the National Statistics and Evaluation
Office (I997) provide the ethnic composition of twelve major towns, and the
educational statistics of the Ministry of Education (I996) offer profiles of the
schools according to their medium of instruction. On the basis of these data, the
selection of our research sites was made according to the following criteria: (I) the
ethnolinguistic characteristics of the various regions, (2) the availability of a
mother-tongue medium programme, (3) the existence of linguistic diversity and
possible language contact, and (4) the initiation of the mother-tongue medium
programme at least five years prior to data collection.

With respect to the first criterion, we tried to include in our sample as many
different ethnolinguistic regions as possible. The following four areas were selected:
•  the Tigre area in northern Eritrea;
•  the Saho and Tigre area in eastern Eritrea;
•   the Saho and Tigrigna area in southern Eritrea;
•  the Kunama and Nara area in south-western Eritrea.

With respect to the second criterion, we wanted our research sites to cover as

many different mother-tongue medium programmes as possible. Thus, five out of
the six mother-tongue medium programmes conducted in the selected areas for
more than five years were chosen. The languages of instruction in these pro-
grammes are Arabic, Kunama, Saho, Tigre, and Tigrigna. The only mother-tongue
medium programme that is as old as the others, but that was not included in the
sociolinguistic survey, is the Afar one. The Afar community resides very far from
the centre of the country and could not be reached because of war-related
accessibility problems and lack of time and resources.

With respect to the third criterion, linguistic diversity and possible language
contact, four multilingual towns which allow language contact to a great extent and
four villages which show greater linguistic homogeneity were selected. The toWns
are Keren in the Tigre area in northern Eritrea, Ghindae in the Saho and Tigre area
in eastern Eritrea, Senafe in the Saho and Tigrigna area in southern Eritrea, and
Barentu in the Kunama and Nara area in south-western Eritrea. The villages are
Melebso in the north, Sheab in the east, Igila in the south, and Ogana in the
southwest.

With respect to the fourth criterion, we included only the mother-tongue
medium programmes that had existed for at least five years. In the participating
schools, we therefore selected the highest available grade, which is the fifth grade.
Another reason for opting for grade five is that the pupils, who are the actual
respondents of tile sociolinguistic survey and our most important data source, are
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mature enough to provide reliable information by completing a written question-
naire.

We are aware, of course, that by using the above criteria, our selection of the
research sites  is by no means a representative or proportional sample of all Eritrean
schools. Out of the 38I Tigrigna medium schools in the country, for example, only
one school is represented, whereas out of the II Kunama medium schools, two
programmes are included (see Table 4.3)· Therefore, the findings and conclusions
o f our study apply only to the communities investigated.

The headmasters of the schools in the selected villages and towns were asked to
participate in the survey. The purpose, method, and subject matter of the survey

were explained, and arrangements were made for its administration. In principle, all
fifth grade pupils were respondents. Thus, we arrived at a total number of 359
participating pupils with an average age of I4·07 years (sd I.83). The mean age of
the children in the towns was I3·4I years (sd I.55), and in the villages IS.I8 years (sd
I.75). The mean age of I4·07 years and the difference between the urban and rural
areas in this respect need some explanation. Except for the capital Asmara, there is
no officially designated age of school entry in Eritrea. In the toWns, many children
enter primary school around the age of six,  but in rural areas many start at a much
later age (e.g. at the age of ten) because of the distance from their homes to the
school. Sometimes, the parents keep their children at home for herding sheep or

goats.
In order to examine parental attitudes and beliefs with respect to language in

education, we intended to interview ten parents at each of the selected schools,
representing the different ethnic groups attending the school. However, we came
across an accessibility problem. It was sometimes difficult to get as many parents as
we wanted because many failed to show up for interviews. Nevertheless, we
managed to involve ten parents from each site, adding up to a total of 83 partici-
pating parents.

The selected areas (towns and villages), their dominant regional language, the

language of instruction at school,  and the number of participating grade five pupils
are summarised in Table 3.2 on page 62.

Instruments
Three instruments were used in the sociolinguistic survey: a language use

questionnaire, an oral interview, and a writing assignment. The written question-
naire which pupils were asked to fill out, dealt with language variety, proficiency,
dominance, and preference. The interview guidelines contained several points
about parents' views on various languages, particularly with respect to the language
of instruction for their children. The writing task involved a page-long free
composition to be written in the school's language of instruction.
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Table 3.2: Overview of the selected research sites for the sociolinguistic survey and classroom
case studies ('the village of Ogana was included only in the survey but not In the classroom
case studies due to war)
Area Site Dominant Medium of Pupils

language instruction
Tigre Village: Melebso Tigre Tigre             23

(northern Eritrea) Town: Keren Tigre Arabic               47

Tigre and Saho Village: Sheab Tigre Tigre             54

(eastern Eritrea) Town: Ghindae Tigre Arabic               54

Saho and Tigrigna Village: Igila Saho Saho         41

(southern Eritrea) Town: Senafe, Tisha Saho Tigrigna         58
Kunama and Nara Village: Ogana' Kunama Kunama                15

(south-western Town: Barentu, Asiti Kunama Kunama         32
Eritrea) Town:  Barentu, Al Wahda Nara Arabic           35

Language lise survey
The language use survey was derived from the questionnaire developed by Broeder,
Extra and Maartens (I998; 2002) for use in the metropolitan area of multilingual
Durban, South Africa. The adapted questionnaire was piloted in November I998 at
an Arabic medium school in Emberemi with 32 pupils and at a Tigre medium
school in Metkel-Abiet with 38 pupils, both located in a Tigre area. Although some
of the questions led to confusion, the results of the pilot study warranted keeping
the questionnaire in its original form (see Appendix I). To avoid confusion in data
collection for tile main study, it was decided to pay special attention to the
instructions and examples given to the pupils prior to the administration of the
questionnaire.

The questionnaire consisted of three parts. First there were questions on
background data, followed by the pupils' home language profile and the school
language profile. The background questions (I-II) included the town, school, grade,
name of the pupil and his/her father,  sex and age of the pupil, place of birth of the
pupil and his/her father and mother, and the pupil's ethnic origin.

The home language profile section contained the following questions:
• Language repertoire: (12) Which languages are used in your home
• Language proficiency: (I3) For each language, can you understand, speak, read,

write this language 
• Language choice: (I4) For each language, do you speak this language (always,

often, sometimes, never) with your mother, father, older/younger brother(s) or
sister(s), best friend, or other people2

• Language dominance: (IS) Which language do you speak best2
• Language preference: (I6) Which language do you like to speak most2
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The school language profile section included the following questions:
• Language as a medium of instruction: (I7) In which language(s) does your

teacher speak to you2 (IB) Would you like your teacher to rather speak to you in
another language that you know  Ifyes, mention this language.

•   Language as a subject: (I9) Name all the languages that you learn at school. (20)
Name all the languages that you would like to learn at school.

• Language status: (zI) Name the language(s) which you think to be the most
useful for your future.

Within the set of background questions, the most important one is the question
related to the pupils' ethnic origin. Being well aware of the fact that the issue of
ethnicity is so touchy in Eritrean society, it was decided to leave it as an open
question that the pupils had to complete by writing down their ethnic origin. This
resulted in the majority of the pupils defining themselves as belonging to one of the
nine distinguished ethnic groups that inhabit tile country. Within the home lan-
guage section, the question on language variety yielded a profile of the pupils' first
most often used home languages, and, whenever applicable, their second and third
home languages. The questions about language proficiency had to be answered by
choosing between 'yes' or 'no'. The section on language choice offered the alter-
natives of'always', 'often', 'sometimes', and 'never'. In all other questions in this set
and in the school language profile group, the pupils had to fill in the language(s)

involved.
The questionnaire was translated into the five languages which are used as

languages of instruction at the schools (see Table 3·2): Arabic (three schools), Tigre
(two schools), Saho (one school), Kunama (two schools), and Tigrigna (one
school). Translations were made by staff members of Asmara University who are
native speakers of these languages and also have a good command of English.

Parents' interviews
Data on the sociolinguistic context were also collected by interviews with a number
of parents of the pupils who had completed the questionnaire. These interviews
were mainly concerned with language values and preferences of the parents, which
are believed to have some bearing on tile pupils' attitudes. Thus, information was
gathered on the views these parents hold on various languages, particularly with
respect to the choice of the language of instruction for their children. The interview
revolved around whether the utilized language of instruction was also the language

they would prefer as a school language. Core questions that were used as a point of
departure for the relatively open interviews were tile following:
• Are the parents satisfied with the status quo of the language of instruction for

their children2
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• Which language would they prefer as a language of instruction if they are not
happy with the actual choice of the school language 

•  What are the reasons for their preference of one language over tile other (with
reference to their mother tongue, the dominant regional language, and the high
status languages of Eritrea)2

Writing assignment
All the pupils who filled in the language questionnaire were also asked to write a
page-long free composition on the topiC 'The person I like most'. The composition
was written in the language of instruction of the school the pupils attended. No
further requirements were formulated.

Administration  of instruments
The language questionnaire and the writing assignment were administered in the
classrooms from February through May I999. This was done during the week in
which the classroom case study was conducted (see below). At each school, either
the headmaster or the class-teacher helped in administering the questionnaire. They
were given adequate orientation about the way it was to be filled in. They read the
questionnaire themselves and were asked if they had any problem in understanding
the content. Once the questions were clear, tile teachers or the headmasters tried
their best to have them filled out properly by the pupils. Whenever the students
had problems in answering some of the questions, we were available for clarification
and help. As a result of this procedure, the majority of questionnaires were
completed accurately. The pupils' responses had to be re-translated into English or
Tigrigna. Native speakers of the vernacular languages with a good knowledge of
English were recruited to assist in this task.

The interviews with the parents were conducted at the school compound with
the help of a translator (where necessary)  in the same week as the administration of
the questionnaire. The interviews were audio-recorded and later on transcribed and
translated into English.  In the process of conducting the interviews, some problems
related to a lack of common understanding of the purpose of the research arose.
Several parents were too conscious of being interviewed; others had problems
conceptualising what the interviewer wanted to know. However, this was by no
means an insurmountable problem. With some effort, it was possible to draw the
most vital information sought after by the research.

Data analysis
All questionnaires and writing assignment data were coded for entry into the
Statistical Package for tbe Social Sciences (SPSS, version 9.0). The writing assign-
ments were double-marked by research assistants on a semi-impressionistic scale for
content, language, and organisation. Marks varied from 3 (bad) to 9 (very good),
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according to what is generally used in educational evaluation in Eritrea. Parental
responses in the informal interviews were categorised in terms of whether they
showed positive or negative attitudes towards the medium of instruction at the
schools their children attend and what the reasons for their preferences were. The
main focus in the analysis of the survey data was on the repertoire, proficiency,
choice, dominance, and preference o f the different languages by the different ethnic

groups, both at home and at school. Descriptive analyses (mainly cross-tabulations)
were conducted separately for the schools in the toWnS and in the villages. Then, for
each site, the rural and the urban communities were compared. More details about
the coding and analysis of the data will be provided in Chapter 5.

Questions
The questions to be answered on the basis of the sociolinguistic survey are grouped
under the following headings:
Ethnicity and language repertoire
•    What  is the self-ascribed ethnic group membership of the pupils2
•    What are the most often used languages in the homes of the pupils2

Language proficiency and language choice
•  What is the pupils' proficiency in the most often used home languages in terms

of understanding, speaking, reading, and writing2
.     How good are the pupils' writing skills in their school's medium of instruction 
•  With whom are the pupils' most often used languages spoken and with what

frequency2

Language dominance and language preference
.   Which is the language the pupils speak best, i.e., their dominant language2

• Which is the language the pupils like to speak most, i.e., their preferred
language 

Languages at school
•   What language(s) do the pupils like to learn as a school subject2
•    What language(s) do the pupils like to have as the medium of instructioni
•  What language(s) do the pupils consider the most useful for their future,
Parental language attitudes and preferences
•  What is the parents' evaluation of the medium of instruction policy for their

children's education?

3.5 Language in education: classroom case studies

Aim
The primary purpose of the classroom case studies was to examine the use of

languages in education, which would provide deeper insight into multilingualism
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and language policy in Eritrean classrooms. The main issues in this study are: How
is the language policy translated into practice, given the language diversity of
different areas2 What languages do teachers use in teaching and interacting with
their pupils2 How do they deal with multilingualism in the classroom? Do they use
one or more languages in their interaction with the children and if so, in what
waysi In this study, the microanalysis of the classroom data will be linked to the
macro social forces and policy decisions responsible for shaping the reality in the
schools.

Method
This third set of research questions is addressed through an ethnographic
investigation of the classroom language behaviour of the teachers and the pupils at
the selected sites. In the classroom studies, the focus was on the subjects of
Mathematics, Science, and Geography. This choice was motivated by our interest
in the use of language as a medium of instruction across the curriculum (Corson,
I990),  and not so much in the explicit teaching of languages as school subjects.

As we explained in Chapter 2, there are various reasons for using classroom
ethnography in this study (see also Hammersley and Atkinson, I983; Woods, I986;
Jackson, I99O; Strauss and Corbin, I990; Green and Bloome, I997)· First, not
much is known about what goes on in Eritrean classrooms, language-wise. By using
ethnographic methods, such as observations, audio-recordings, field notes, inter-
views, and document analysis, it was possible to explore and uncover a highly
sensitive phenomenon about which little is known, without influencing it as much
as possible by the research method applied. Second, such methods put the focus on
the interaction between teachers and pupils, which can be considered a major part
of the educational process. The third and most important reason for using ethno-
graphic methods is that they allow for analysis and interpretation of classroom data
in the sociolinguistic and educational context of their occurrence.

Instruments
The ethnographic (and other) tools (Yin, I994) used in the classroom case studies
were:

•    Audio-recordings of three 40-minute lessons conducted by three teachers at each
school. The lessons included Mathematics, Science and Geography. Thus, each
group or class was observed and recorded for nine lessons lasting for a total of
360 minutes.

• Non-participant classroom observations accompanied the audio-recordings
resulting in field-notes that covered non-verbal events and contextual informa-
tion important for understanding the classroom interaction.

• Non-participant observations in the school surroundings, the playgrounds, and
staffrooms at all the participating schools, resulting in field-notes.
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• Informal interviews with (school) authorities, principals, education officers en-
gaged in curriculum development and supervision, teachers, parents, and pupils.
These interviews were not conducted uniformly. In some regions the relevant
people were either unavailable or unqualified to give reliable information. Our
questions to the teachers mainly focused on whether their language of instruc-
tion was considered a barrier in the classroom interaction.  One of the reasons for
not constructing a formal questionnaire for the teachers was our belief that it
would be more important to observe language behaviour in a natural setting
than to get reported data.

• Document analysis involving all kinds of school documents, such as information
booklets, pupils' work, teaching materials,  and end of term examination results.

Data analysis
The data from these sources in combination with the background information
gathered through document analysis in Chapter 4 and the sociolinguistic survey in
Chapter 5 form the ethnographic database that will be used to answer the third
research question pertaining to the way in which language policy surfaces in
Eritrean classrooms. In doing so, attention will be paid to sociolinguistic as well as
educational issues.

In order to make the classroom interaction data accessible for analysis and
interpretation, the classroom audio-recordings were transcribed. Transcription was
carried out by native speakers of the languages used as the media of instruction.
Where necessary, the transcripts were also translated into English. From these

transcripts, we selected a number of meaningful or critical pieces from each lesson
for further analysis. 'Meaningful' in this context means that the fragments in one
way or another shed light on  the main question of this part of our study,  i.e., how
multilingualism and language policy surface in Eritrean primary school classrooms.
The treatment of these fragments is derived from the procedure for the selection
and analysis of key incidents, developed by Kroon and Sturm (2000), Green and
Bloome (I997:I86), Wilcox (I980:9), and Erickson (I986). According to Erickson
(I986), who introduced the concept in tile I970'S,

"A key event is key in that the researcher assumes intuitively that the event chosen has the
potential to make explicit a theoretical 'loading'. A key event is key in that it brings to
awareness latent, intuitive judgements the analyst has already made about salient patterns
in tile data Once brought to awareness these judgements can be reflected upon
critically." (Erickson, I986:Iog)

This method will guide our exploration of salient features ofour classroom data.

Questions
The questions to be answered on the basis of the classroom case studies are the
following:
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•  How is the language used in the classroom related to the language used outside
the classroom, such as in the home and the community at large, in terms of
monolingualism versus multilingualism7

•   How is the language used in the classroom related to the broader language policy
goats2 How do the institutional arrangements and processes in the educational
system, for instance, translate language policy objectives into practice in class-

room discourse  How does language policy influence the kind ofdiscourse in the
classroom, or, conversely, how does classroom discourse influence the implemen-
tation of the polic),2

•    How is the nature of the communicative demands in the teaching-learning proc-
ess affected by the communicative resources available in a multilingual setting 
How do teachers and pupils at the schools where the language of instruction is
not the same as the home language of the majority of the pupils use their linguis-
tic resources in order to construct, organize, and mediate academic knowledge 

The three studies introduced above, which bring together data on language policy,

language diversity, and language in education in Eritrea, will be dealt with in
Chapters 4,5, and 6, respectively. Additional remarks on methodology will be
included where necessary.



CHAPTER 4

Language Policy and Education in Eritrea

4.1 Introduction

When geographical and political borders, religion, ethnicity, and language all
coincide, there is generally very little conflict over language policy, and the minority
groups whose political aspirations and language practices differ from the mono-
lingual majority often find very little room to make a claim for plurilingualism.
When, however, categories such as geography, ethnicity, and religion cut across
borders of language and literacy, the potential for controversy and even conflict
multiplies.  If we add  to  this a long history of war and colonialism, we begin to  get
some insight into the complexity of the language situation in Eritrea, one of the
world's most recently independent nations. Central Highlanders are predominantly
Christian and speakers of Tigrigna, the same name serving as reference to their
ethnicity. But there are also Tigrigna who live outside the Central Highlands as
non-natives of those areas, or who practice Islam and who speak Tigre or an„ther of
Eritrea's nine major languages. By the same token, there are Tigre, for the most
part Moslems, who live in the lowlands and make up Eritrea's second largest
ethnolinguistic group, who speak Tigrigna or are bilingual in Tigre and Tigrigna,
and practice one of three major varieties of Christianity in Eritrea. While the
Tigrigna and Tigre account for approximately eighty percent of the population of
Eritrea, there are seven other groups whose geographic, political, religious, and
ethnolinguistic identity cut across traditional sociolinguistic categories. This chapter
will situate this complexity within a broader socio-historical context and indicate
some of the major issues involved in Eritrea's emerging language policy. As such it
is an update of the overview of language policy and education in Eritrea by
Hailemariam, Kroon and Walters (I999), taking into account tile most recent
developments and events. The chapter will focus on the following questions:
•   What empirical knowledge and what institutional values, beliefs and orientations

about ethnolinguistic diversity and education are embodied in Eritrean language
policy development, documents and discourses from a historical and contem-
porary perspective.
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•    Who are the main actors, in terms of the elite and counter-elite, in the process of
the development, formulation, implementation and evaluation of Eritrean lan-

guage policy2
•   What are the general and specific objectives of Eritrean language policy, at what

level have these objectives been deliberated, and to what extent are they academi-

cally, politically and publicly supported 

Apart from this introduction, the chapter contains seven sections. Section 4.2 Will
provide a socio-political history of Eritrea with special emphasis on the last fifty
years. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 will deal with Eritrean sociolinguistic diversity, and
language use and ethnolinguistic relations, respectively, in order to provide a
context and foundation for the analysis of Eritrean language policy and its imple-
mentation. Sections 4.5 and 4.6 will deal with colonial and post-independent

language policy in Eritrea. The latter section will provide a critical analysis of two
(language) policy documents relevant to the recent national discourse opposing this
policy. Section 4.7 will go into language policy implementation, thereby paying
special attention to the languages being used as media of instruction in mother-
tongue education programmes. Section 4.8 draws several conclusions.

4.2 Historical background

Eritrea is a small country in the Horn ofAfrica, consisting of approximately II ,000
square kilometres. It is bordered in the North and West by the Sudan, and in the
South by Ethiopia and Djibouti. Since 1889, it has existed within the same external
boundaries following tile treaty signed between the Menelik, King of Ethiopia, and
the Italians, who were the first European colonisers of the country and who actually

gave it its name, Eritrea, literally meaning 'red earth'. Official census data on the
exact population size of Eritrea are not available so far. Selassie (I980:48) gives an
estimate of about 3.5 million, whereas according to the World Bank it is estimated
to be about four million. Approximately 70 to 80 percent of the population works
in agriculture; the yearly per capita income is $I70; and adult literacy for people
above fifteen years of age is 47 percent (World Bank, 200I:596).

Eritrea has a very complex history. It is a history of conflict revolving around
Eritrea's claim for nationhood versus Ethiopia's contention that Eritrea formed an

organic part of Ethiopia. Like many post-colonial states, Eritrea is a territorial entity
of the nineteenth century that was created by European colonialism and granted tile
right of self-determination. At the end of the Second World War, Italy lost the
possession of all its colonies. While they approved the independence of Italy's
former colonies, the United Nations federated Eritrea with Ethiopia. As the space

here does not allow uS to give a complete account of the debate at the General
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Assembly of the United Nations, the subsequent resolution, and the role of the
great powers, we will only present the highlights of the major events.

Many factors militate against the denial of Eritrea's right to self-determination.
Eritrea's multiethnic composition was exaggerated and picked on to present the
country as too fragmented linguistically and religiously to claim nationhood. In
fact, capitalising on this, the British considered, as early as I943, dividing Eritrea
into a Christian part that would join Ethiopia and a Moslem part that would form
part of the Sudan (Selassie, I980). That scheme was, however, rejected by the
Eritreans themselves (Tesfay,  I997)· The years between I94I and I952 were politi-

cally turbulent. Ethnic and religious politics, hitherto unknown in Eritrea, were
introduced during this period. By I945 three political 'parties' or groups had already
been formed: The Eritrean Independence Party, The Islamic League Party, and The
Unionist Party. But the government, the predecessor of the Eritrean Peoples
Liberation Front (EPLF), would argue, that whether Eritrea was as divided as it was
presented by Western writers, and whether the greater part of the Eritrean High-
lands formed an organic part of Ethiopia,  is a debate to be limited to academics,  the
essential problem here being a matter of self-identification. The Ethiopian
historians' contention that Eritrea, referred to by them as Mereb Melasb, which
literally means 'this side of the Mereb river' and as such a part ofEthiopia, possesses
no identity it can claim for its own, other than the north Ethiopian identity
(Abbay, I998), is dismissed by Eritrean scholars (e.g. Tesfay, I997)·

According to a critic of Ethiopian studies, Gebre-Medhin (I989), the Greater
Ethiopia thesis has for decades dominated regional studies in the area; thus Ethiopia
was studied as a distinct and unique entity and the Abyssinians were seen as the
carriers ofa superior culture, whereas the rest of the peoples in the empire were seen
as inferior. According to Clapham (I988:I95)

"Although Ethiopia is no less ethnically variegated than other large African states, the
political role of ethnicity has (...) differed significantly from the pattern found in most of
post-colonial Africa."

Ethiopia was an empire with the Amharic language as the core of the 'cultural area'
and it gave little weight to issues of ethnic origin and rights. As Hameso (I997)
noted, in the I880's when Emperor Menelik, a Shoan Amhara, expanded his
domain beyond the traditional feudal Abyssinia, the effect was soon matched by
linguistic, political and cultural domination. It was the Haile Selassie regime that
consolidated the Amhara rule by promoting the Amharic language to a 'national
status' (Bloom and Tamrat, I996). The origin and construction of the Eritrean
national identity, therefore, needs to be closely looked at against this background.

After years of neglect, the role of ethnic and religious divisions in Eritrea is
gaining attention. There are scholars who hold that religious and ethnic divisions
are  stronger than nationalist feelings (Araya, I990; Abbay, I998; Negash,  I997).
These writers base their observations mainly on the history of Eritrean nationalism
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movements and the role of ethnic and religious movements, with particular
reference to the I940's. Another view interprets Eritrean nationalism as a widely
shared sentiment superseding narrow ethnic and religious ties because the war
against Ethiopia had strengthened unity (Markakis, I994; Ottaway, I998). A third
perspective views Eritrean identity as a dynamic phenomenon in a constant process
of construction (Tesfay, I997). On the whole, it can be argued that the period of
Italian rule (1889-I94I) contributed by its very length to the strengthening of a sense

of Eritreanness (Erlich, I983; Pateman, I990). But national identity in the sub-
sequent periods, i.e. the British military administration (794I-1952), the Eritrean-
Ethiopian federation (I952-I962), and the Ethiopian occupation (I962-I99I), may
not be fully understood without proper analysis of the process of interaction,
competition, and conflict between and among the various cultural groups as well as
between the cultural groups and the nationalist movements in their efforts to gain
political power in Eritrea (Woldemikael, I993). According to Tesfay (I997:Io)

"The political parties of the I940's and I950's were so loosely organised that members

could move from one to the other, with amazing fluidity and frequency."

Apparently, the politics of the I940's seem to have provided a little distorted
impression. Moreover, the political and social history needs to be looked at in the
context of regional and international political alignment. A brief account of the
events related to the future status of Eritrea by the United Nations and the role of
Great Britain, Ethiopia and the United States should give a clearer understanding
of the origin of the conflict.

The origin of the Eritrean conflict can be traced particularly to the period

between I94I and I952. That was when the first generation of anti-colonialists failed
to form a coalition capable of establishing a united Eritrean state to counter

Ethiopia's claim. Iyob (1995) argues that the decolonialization of Eritrea was
complicated by six factors:

. (I) the overriding interests of the liberating Allied forces which delayed the process of

decolonialization; (2) an international consensus which favored Ethiopian territorial
claims; (3) Ethiopia's intervention in the internal Eritrean political arena; (4) tile absence

of any cohesive political institutions capable of reconciling the divergent interests of
multi-ethnic Eritrean society;  (5) the politicization of long-standing religious and regional

rivalries among tile inhabitants; and (6) the absence of a neutral and effective inter-
national decolonizing agency." (Iyob, I995:6I)

While further elaboration of the magnitude of each of these factors may give a
better understanding, the united intervention of Ethiopia and the United States is
evidenced  by the words  of John Foster Dulles,  the then United States Secretary  of

State, who candidly stated in a speech before the United Nations Security Council
in I952, as quoted by Selassie (I980:58):

"From the point of view of justice, the opinions of the Eritrean people must receive

consideration. Nevertheless, the strategic interest of the United States in the Red Sea
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basin and considerations of security and world peace make it necessary that the country
has to be linked with our ally, Ethiopia."

With such a background of the conflict, Eritrea presents an anomalous case of a
forgotten colonial struggle, in that, after its resolution to federate Eritrea with
Ethiopia against the wishes of its people, the United Nations never raised the issue
of the abrogation of the federal constitution. November I4, I962 marked the day of
complete annexation of Eritrea by Ethiopia. But the dandestine political struggle,
which had already started in the toWnS and villages, was transformed into an armed
struggle in September I96I by the Eritrean Liberation Front (ELF).

4.3 Eritrean ethnolinguistic diversity

Before addressing colonial language policy in Eritrea and its current state, tile
present section offers a general sociolinguistic portrait of the nation with a focus on
its multilingualism. Among the sociolinguistic categories relevant for generating
this picture are geographic distribution, demographic size, and ethnic origin. The
description of special status languages is also given distinct treatment because of its
importance in status planning. In addition, information about literary traditions
and the influence of colonialism on the sociolinguistic portrait are discussed. It is
important to note that the resulting portrait is not a definitive empirical socio-

linguistic profile of the Eritrean language context.
Before delving into details of describing the ethnolinguistic diversity of Eritrea,

we would like to add a note of explanation about the terms and facts included.
First, within Eritrea the terms 'nationality' and 'ethnolinguistic group' are used
synonymously to refer to the nine officially distinguished ethnic groups that inhabit
the country, i.e., the Tigrigna, Tigre, Afar, Kunama, Nara, Bilen, Sallo, Hidareb,
and Rashaida. In order to avoid possible connotations of these terms, in this study
we mainly use the term 'ethnic group'. Second, despite some reservations, due to
lack of well documented and published recent statistical census data, the present
portrait will rely on speculative estimates based on secondary sources as well as a
variety of yet unpublished sources and reports. Although many reports, e.g. Unicef
(I994)' describe ethnic composition figures in terms of percentages, others express
reservations about the statistical validity of these figures. The use of such attributes
like 'majority' and 'minority' in the following discussion is to some degree
influenced by the reference to these figures, without any negative or positive
qualification intended. With respect to the limited census data from the National
Statistics and Evaluation Office that are used in this study, we have to indicate here
that we do not know what kinds of questions were exactly posed to determine
ethnicity. Regarding the very term 'ethnicity' we should point out that it is a
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construct we used in our survey questionnaire to refer to self-ascribed ethnic group
membership of our informants. According to Longrigg (I974:2-3),

"To the Student of African races Eritrea offers a mosaic of peoples, whose past history can
with fair confidence be traced, and whose present diversity of cultures, languages, and

economic habit is instructive."
Similarly, Lambert (I996) describes societies like Eritrea as a language 'mosaic'. In
the case of Eritrea, this mosaic consists of nine ethnic groups, but their cultural,
linguistic, and religious diversity is so complex and overlapping that these groups
do not fit a single classification. While Clapham's (I996) reference to Eritrea as
'African Belgium'  is used in the political sense to stress the 'artificiality' of the state,

Woldemikael (I993:182) has observed that Eritrea shows a great deal of fluidity due
to factors such as widespread ethnic mixing, religious conversion, migration, con-

quest and wars in the region. A dichotomous categorisation of Tigrigna-speaking
Christian Hightanders versus Moslem Lowlanders assumes connections between
language, religion and geography. Residents of the Central Highlands generally
belong to the Tigrigna ethnic group and are predominantly Christians. In the
Lowlands on both the eastern and western side of the Highlands, formerly called

Gash, Barka, Semhar, and Senhit, live the other ethnic groups who identify pre-
dominantly with Islamic religious practices. While the majority of the Highlanders
are settled agriculturists, the Lowlanders are nomads, semi-nomads or settled
agriculturists. Although no reliable census has been published as yet for the
population of these communities nor for Eritrea's total population, the working
figures generally set the Christian and Moslem populations at more or less fifty
percent each. The following data, taken from EPLF (I977; I987) and Pool (I997),
attempt to describe Eritrean ethnolinguistic diversity. With the exception of the
Bilen whose language is called Bilin and the Rashaida who speak Arabic, in the
following enumeration the name of the ethnic group also refers to the language of
the group (cf. Hailemariam, Kroon and Walters, I999:484-485).

The majority of theTigrigna ethnic group who live in the Central Highlands
belong to the Coptic Orthodox Church; a minority are Catholics and Protestants.

The Tire live in a large area around the Central Highlands in the north-eastern
and western lowlands in the regions called tile Senhit, Sahel and Semhar. The
majority of Tigre are pastoral and agro-pastoral.  They are organized in tribes with

varying degrees of solidarity.  They are overwhelmingly Moslem.
The Afar inhabit the Dankalia, the most arid region located along the southern

coast. With the exception of small groups who live on agriculture or fishing and
trading, the Afar are nomadic pastoralists. They are very tightly organized socially,

and entirely Moslem.
The Kunama occupy the region around a small toWn called Barentu. They are an

agrarian people with some cultural elements of a communal society. While many
Kunama are Christians or Moslems, animist practices are still prevalent in the
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society. The Kunama are the minority group on which Italian colonialism and
missionaries left their strongest influence in terms of religion and literacy.

The Nara live to the north and east of Barentu. They are followers of Islam and
live on agriculture. They are surrounded by the Tigre ethnic group and are among
the ethnic groups least influenced by colonialism. Ethnic group solidarity is strong
among this group.

The  Bilen is an ethnic group that resides in areas around the towns of Keren and
Hagaz. They are surrounded by tile tWO major ethnic groups, the Tigrigna and
Tigre.  They are followers of either Islam or Christianity.

The Sabo live in a large area spread over the eastern escarpments stretched down
the coastal areas of the Red Sea, adjacent to the Tigrigna nationality ofAkeleguzay
and the Tigre of Semhar on the east and north. The Saho are predominantly
Moslems and, in contrast to those living in towns, have remained relatively
insulated from the influences ofcolonialism.

The Hidareb, who are called Bejas in the Sudan, are also one of the ethnic
groups least influenced by colonialism. They live in an area spread over the north-
western  part of the country that stretches up to the Sudanese border. The Nara and
Hidareb are affiliated culturally to the Tigre. In some sources, Beja and Hidareb are
interchangeably used (Negash, I999).

The Rasbaida are Arabic speakers living along tile coasts of the Red Sea from
around Emberemi and She'eb to Karora, the northern tip of the country. Tradi-
tional agriculture is practiced in some of the localities in the community, but the
Rashaida are fairly mobile, engaging in pastoral farming and trade.

An overview of Eritrea's ethnolinguistic  map is given  on  page 76.

According to Unicef (I994:I2) the Tigrigna ethnic group is the largest ofall, making
up  50 percent of the total population. Demographically, the second largest group is
tile Tigre which makes up 3 I percent of the total. In terms of distribution, the
Tigrigna ethnic group is the most widely spread over the major towns of the
country. But geographically, the area where the Tigre language is spoken as a first
language is the largest. In a recent survey in twelve major towns in the country
(National Statistics and Evaluation Office, I997:23), the Tigrigna-speaking ethnic
group was found to comprise over 77 percent of the total population, followed by
the Tigre, who made up I3 percent of tile population in those twelve towns.
Another feature of Eritrean linguistic diversity is the highlander and lowlander
residential distinction, which is paralleled by a religious distinction between
Christians and Moslems. Notwithstanding these social distinctions, no natural
barriers mark linguistic territoriality. Even before the new internal regional divi-
sions were created, geographic and linguistic borders did not coincide. The Tigre
speakers, for instance, are spread over the areas formerly called Sahel, Semhar,
and parts of Senhit and Barka. And the Saho nationality lives in both highland and
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lowland areas. The religious, regional, and ethnic group boundaries also cut across

geographic boundaries.
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Figure 4.1:  Map of Eritrea: ethnolinguistic groups and research sites (adapted from Pool,  1997)

Linguistically speaking the nine most widely spoken languages in Eritrea fall into
three major language families. Afar, Bilin, Hidareb and Saho are Kushitic lan-
guages; Tigrigna, Tigre and Arabic belong to the Semitic group, and Nara and
Kunama are Nilo-Saharan languages. The languages within each family are charac-
terised by dialect differences that lead to different degrees of mutual intelligibility.
As far as the nature of bilingualism is concerned,  it is not easy to state the degree of

bilingualism for each group with any degree of confidence. It can be generally
argued that the majority of the western lowland dwellers speak Tigre as either a first
or a second language. The question of whether Arabic is  a  real lingua franca at a
national or sub-national level is in need of investigation. It would be naive to
generalise that all Eritrean Moslems understand Arabic without proper qualification
in terms of the level of understanding, the domains of use, and the ethnic group
membership of the speakers. The special role of Arabic in Eritrea is further
discussed below.

Existence of a literary tradition is an important factor in the description of
Eritrean ethnolinguistic diversity. Although the literary heritage of the Tigrigna
language is not a long one, it has been a written language since the arrival of
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missionaries  and the onset of colonialism (from approximately the I88os). Tigrigna
is written in Geez orthography, as arrested by religious books and written laws.
Geez script is the indigenous script with the longest literary heritage, and is
considered the parent language of Tigre, Tigrigna, and Amharic. Tigre dates the
beginning of its literary development to I30 years ago.

In general it can be said that Tigrigna and Tigre together make up 80 percent of
the total population and are most widely distributed throughout the country. In
addition, by virtue  o f the urbanisation  o f Tigrigna and Tigre speakers,  they can  be
said to belong to a socio-economic elite. Both languages serve as languages  of inter-
ethnic communication, in that many members of other ethnic groups use one of
the languages as a second language. Thus, they can serve as lingua franca at either

national or sub-national levels.
Mazrui and Mazrui's (I992) distinctions are useful here as a clue to how native

languages coexist in a multilingual setting. The Eritrean languages, apart from
Tigrigna and Tigre, could thus be categorised as intra-ethnic languages of com-
munication and solidarity to which members are sentimentally attached. The
interplay of their functional roles as vernacular languages, as media of intra-ethnic,
inter-ethnic and/or official languages, is claimed to be very important (Mazrui and
Mazrui, I99 2:9 I).

Another dimension of Mazrui and Mazrui's analysis of African multilingualism
which may be used to describe tile Eritrean sociolinguistic patterns is their dimen-
sion of relative competition and complementarity. They delineate four categories:
Afro-ethnic, Afro-Islamic, Afro-western, and Western. According to this rubric,
Tigrigna and Kunama, and to a certain degree Bilin, could be counted as examples
of Afro-ethnic languages. Despite their family origins, the remaining Eritrean
languages, including Arabic, are Afro-Islamic. The influence of Arabic is  due  to  its
use  as a common religious language. Historically, the spread of Arabic southward
over the last few centuries and its assimilating effects are also relevant here. Recent
developments in the Tigre language are illustrative. Conditions ofwar in Eritrea led
to a massive exodus of refugees from Eritrea to the Sudan in the I960's and I970's,
and resulted in lexical influence of Arabic in terms of borrowing and code-
switching, especially in the speech of the younger generation.

In Eritrea, Arabic, Tigrigna and English are special status languages, each with
different functions in different domains. Though none of the languages is declared
an official language, tWO of them, Tigrigna and Arabic, function as working
languages, or de facto official languages. The nature of this status needs further
elaboration for the relevant contexts. These languages may be described in Cooper's
(I989) terms as working, symbolic or statutory official languages. These statuses
may not be mutually exclusive, however. Tigrigna is a symbolic official language in
Eritrea; it represents the state of Eritrea in the sense that its revitalisation is
associated with the success of the national liberation struggle, which accommodated
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Tigrigna linguistic nationalism. The imposition of Amharic as the only national
language and the resulting resentment helped Eritrean nationalism gain momen-
tum. The effect of this process was to engender among Tigrigna speakers common
romantic memories of language and aspirations for its revitalisation. The fate of the
language was very much associated with the success of the political struggle, earning

Tigrigna a symbolic significance. This process can be compared to tile symbolic

function Swahili had during the political movement in Tanzania (Cooper, I989).
When the British assigned Arabic a co-official status along with Tigrigna, it was

given a statutory official language function. This decision was based strictly on
demographic considerations. Although the use and spread of Arabic had been
suppressed, its survival had not been threatened by Ethiopian rule, since the
language had an alternative setting where it could develop and be used by native

speakers. It is a sacred and prestige language for Moslems in Eritrea. According to
Araya (I990), it is the preferred spoken language among the Moslem elite. Despite

cultural biases and stereotyping which promote polarities of'Arabic-Moslem' versus

'Tigrigna-Christian', future sociolinguistic research may clarify the role ofArabic as
a national lingua franca. This research should indicate, among other things, what

percentage of the Eritrean Moslem population makes use of Arabic, at what level of
proficiency,  and in what kinds of situations. Whatever the findings of such research

and whatever differences between reported and actual language use may emerge,
Arabic remains a language of official ceremonies, national gatherings and govern-
ment declarations. In this sense, therefore, both Tigrigna and Arabic enjoy both

statutory and official functions.
English is the medium of instruction from middle and secondary school up to

the university level. It also serves as the language of international communication
and business. Unlike the situation in many other African nations, it does not serve

as a gatekeeper to filter upward movement in the political domain. But it is the

language of the educated elite. Unlike in other developing nations of Africa, no
other private European community or English language schools for the children of
the upper class exist in Eritrea. With the growing need of international contacts, the

advantages of knowing English become apparent to larger segments of the

population.
The influence of the Italian language, even sixty years after the end of the

colonial period, is still strong. A good, but not exactly known percentage of the last
generation living in towns had a functional knowledge of Italian. The contribution
of the Italian language towards the enrichment of tile Tigrigna lexicon is signif-

icant. Presently there are a couple of Italian kindergartens and one Italian com-
munity secondary school. But the present generation, i.e., people above 25 years of

age now, which went through Amharic-medium schools at some level of its
education or worked in Ethiopian civil service positions, can be said to speak

reasonably good Amharic.
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Finally, the role of the classical language, Geez, deserves mention here. It is a

language now generally limited to religious affairs, particularly in the Christian
Orthodox Church. Ethiopists consider it to  be a carrier of Abyssinian culture  and
literary traditions (Gebre-Medhin, I989). It has the same function in Eritrea. Its
status and function is somewhat comparable to that of classical Latin among
Roman Catholics (Bloom and Tamrat, I996).

4.4 Language use and ethnolinguistic relations

As was outlined in section 4.2, scholarly views on cultural pluralism and nation-
alism in Eritrea have varied. Although it is difficult to refer to an exact point in
time in the past when Eritrean national consciousness took shape, there seems to be
some general agreement among Eritrean scholars that the I940's were an eventful
decade which strongly affected both Eritrean national consciousness and the
dynamics of its ethnolinguistic relations. But lack of proper understanding of the
internal dynamics during that period seems to have allowed many writers to draw
from their impressions and create a skewed image of Eritrean ethnolinguistic
reality. Eritrea was presented as too fragmented linguistically and culturally to
deserve self-rule, as if multiculturalism was Eritrea's unique feature. Tesfay (1997)
enumerates three major factors that contributed to this attitude: the policy pursued
by the British, Ethiopia's claim on Eritrea on the basis of historical, ethnic, cultural
and religious ties, and the so-called Ethiopian irredentism movement that allegedly
played a strong role in determining Eritrea' relations with Ethiopia both in the
I940's and the I950's. But, such phenomena have never been seriously studied,
particularly whether there was a credible Ethiopian irredentism in Eritrea. So,
scholars, writers and politicians seem to have presented Eritrean diversity so

negatively to the point of the conjecture whether Eritrea could be politically viable.
The present study is not about nationalist politics in Eritrea. But it is necessary to

touch upon the context in which language use and ethnolinguistic relations
converge. It is also necessary to provide some historical context.

The high sense of political community achieved by the Eritreans had been
gathering momentum since the I940's. Diverse ethnic groups have coexisted peace-
fully side by side. According to Tesfay (I997:8),

"The absence of deeply-felt inter-communal hatred or ill-feeling is, probably, attributable

to the fact that no ethnic or religious group ever succeeded in physically or politically

subjugating or dominating any of its neighbours."
Eritrean ethnolinguistic diversity is less rigid and stable than the kind of ethno-
linguistic diversity some writers want to depict. The fluidity is caused by factors

such as ethnic mixing, migration, and religious conversion. They could have a
moderating effect for possible conflicts.  But the suitability of such a social balance
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needs to be confirmed by changing social conditions, because ethnolinguistic
relations are mutable with respect to variety in language use accompanied by social
change. New language use values play a prominent role in emergent ethnolinguistic
relations. It is because of this realisation that Pateman (I996) makes the following
watchful statement with regard to sustainability of this social equilibrium:

"A common phenomenon among minorities in newly independent states is that they use
the new freedoms to complain of how much they were victimized under the old regime
and of how they continue to suffer under the new one. This assertion is usually coupled
with a lack of sympathy for the deprivations felt by other groups. Eritrea is no
exception." (Pateman, I996:41)

Pateman's statement points out that Eritrean nationalism, although unique, has
some commonality which it shares with other culturally plural societies. But,
perhaps what may be taken as a negative aspect of culturally plural nations else-
where in Africa, in Eritrea ethnic identification or declaration of one's ethnicity
does not create the kind of sensitivities and uneasiness that some may think exists
(Makki, I996). The need to identify one's ethnicity in Eritrea, Or tO declare one's
ethnic ancestry, has become a common practice since I993 when Eritrea held a
referendum on its sovereignty. Thus, the conflict that may arise out of the 'double
loyalty' dilemma in some African societies is apparently negligible in Eritrea, given
the fact that at least there is no need to conceal one's ethnic origin for fear of being
stigmatised. In a poll conducted six years after the independence ofEritrea, Garcetti
and Gruber (2000) found an absence of conflict or disjunction between main-
taining the balance between national unity and ethnic diversity:

"The poll found that 78.I percent of the respondents were proud of their ethnicity.
National pride is even stronger, with Ioo percent of the respondents affirming thar they
were proud of being Eritrean." (Garcerti and Gruber, 2000:26)

The limited government census data, e.g. with respect to primary schools, take
record of pupils' ethnicity.

"This data [on nationality, collected by the Referendum Commission; CH] has never
been published, nor has it been made available to independent researchers, a sure sign
that the question of nationality is still a very sensitive and potentially explosive issue."
(Pateman, I996:39-40)

However, Pateman's and Makki's claims that ethnicity is a charged and touchy
subject in Eritrea is difficult to sustain given the fact that in post-independence
Eritrea people are identified by their ethnic origin in many official documents. The
government's efforts to recognise ethnic identity in lieu of religious affiliation has
much to do with the EPLF's past which recognised nine ethnic groups in its pre-
independence period.

For a better understanding of the complex relationships between ethnicity,
language use, and tile construction ofsocio-cultural identity and for facing the issue
realistically and squarely one has to look specifically at the role the Arabic language
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plays in the complex ethnolinguistic situation in Eritrea. The Arabic language can
have both a divisive and unifying function, depending on the context. It is a
language which most of the Eritrean Moslem elite would like to promote as a lingua
#anca. It should also be mentioned that language use and language policy can be
manipulated to advance a group's vested political interests and goals because of the

naturally strong unifying as well as divisive function of language use and language
policy. In this connection the implication that links Arabic with Islam could easily

be manipulated by both elites and counter-elites. The language issue has been a
point of contention between the tWO main nationalist movements in Eritrea,
namely the Eritrean Liberation Front (ELF) and the EPLF, during the armed
struggle era (Markakis, I988).

This kind of thinking along religious polarities was easily exploitable by political
actors themselves even before the armed struggle era. The political turbulence of the
I940's was at times complicated by the symbolic and communicative role Arabic
played. In I947 Ibrahim Sultan had to name his party after Islam, Moslem League

CAL RabiTa al Islamia), because he found it  the only easy and feasible way of rallying
the majority of the Eritrean Moslems for independence. But Christian compatriots
who linked the League with Islam and the Arabic agenda were in fact suspicious,
and at times members of the Liberal Progressive Party, which also worked towards
the realisation of the independence of Eritrea, doubted its political goals (Tesfay,

200I). From the heated political discourse that went on in the newspapers of the

I940's such stereotypical views were easily reflected.
Christianity and Islam are the tWO oldest religions in Eritrea introduced from

abroad. Christianity was introduced to the region in the fourth century, while
contacts with Islam started in the year 61I4 (Trimingham, I952:44-45)· Since Eritrea
started to assume its present shape as a country, history has not recorded religious
wars being waged, and, as Tesfay (200I) has argued, various ethnic and religious
groups have mutually co-existed. But Ammar (I992:44) has a different way of
looking at this matter and says that both Christianity and Islam are the two oldest
and 'antagonistic' forces in Eritrea and Ethiopia. His perspective on the EPLF's

language policy, which he has criticised outspokenly, is developed along religious
polarities. This perspective goes beyond the 'language as a resource' paradigm

(Baker,  I996).  He sees language as an instrument of social inequality because of the
role k plays in securing economic and political benefits of dominant groups:

"The leading cadres of the EPLF fully appreciate the material advantages connec,ed with

languages and only by gradually dislodging Arabic from an official status in Eritrea can

they secure the position for Tigrigna and for themselves." (Ammar, 1992: Ios)

This kind of sentiment has the potential to grow and persist, since there are
Eritrean Moslems who agree with this opinion. From a number of informal inter-
views conducted with members of the non-Tigrigna educated elite (with minimum
first university degree), it is clear that there are Moslems who believe that the
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Government of Eritrea has a covert language policy to undermine the Arabic lan-
guage. But this claim is denied by the head ofstate (Afewerki, 200I). The argument
put forward by the opponents of the policy is that the government of Eritrea, by
relegating the Arabic language to a status equal to an ethnic language, is in effect
promoting Tigrigna which is already the language of the bulk of official trans-
actions. Critics of the policy also believe that this is motivated by the feeling that
Arabic could become a unifying factor for all Eritrean Moslems and a possible basis
for coalition of all Eritrean Moslems around the Arabic language to counter what
they see as the Tigrigna hegemony (Pateman, I996:40; Woldu, I996).

In contrast to the development and literacy history of Eritrean languages, the
study of language use in Eritrean languages is an area which so far has hardly been
empirically explored. As vital as national census data are for economic and develop-
ment planning, so are language use data for social and educational planning.
Nation-wide language surveys that would determine what languages are spoken as
first home languages and what languages are employed as second most often used
languages do not exist, except for scanty materials that focus on ethnic identity
which often is erroneously considered synonymous with language use.

Through the social change brought about by tile end of the Ethiopian rule and
the establishment of the Transitional Government of Eritrea and its subsequent
declaration of language policy, new language consciousness seemed to grow over the
last decade. This opened the window for awareness about language use in a
multilingual and multicultural context. Once Eritrea had done away with Amharic,
the superimposed colonial language, new interest in language behaviour, language
values, and language attitudes seemed to grow among both the Tigrigna and non-
Tigrigna linguistic communities. This is particularly connected with changing
sociolinguistic dynamics related to colonialism, migration, repatriation and lan-
guage policy. A survey, conducted with 36 Eritrean refugee families and I2O refugee
students in the Sudan, showed that these refugees consider themselves as belonging
to the Tigrigna, Tigre, Kunama, and Afar linguistic groups. The study also showed
that ethnic languages were not lost as they were actively used at home with
members ofthe family (Fre-Woldu, I992).

Among the limited literature related to language use in Eritrean languages a few
studies can be mentioned. As part of the massive East African Language Survey,
sponsored by the Ford Foundation in the early I970's, language use information on
selected domains and institutions is provided. Keren was one ofthe towns chosen as
sites within this very broad and countrywide (then Ethiopian) linguistic survey.
Bender  and  others compiled a report of this  large-scale  survey in  the book Language
in Etbiopia (Bender et aL, I976). Within this project, Cooper and Carpenter
(I976:246-248) found out high language competition between four languages in
terms of'transaction' on the market they surveyed. In their research they defined a
transaction as an interaction between a buyer and a seller, i.e. a buyer and a seller
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talking to each other for the purpose of making a purchase or sale. Arabic, Bilin,
Tigre, and Tigrigna turned out to be the languages in competition, making up I2,
17' 24, and 22 percent of the total number of linguistic transactions, respectively.
Within the same project, in a related study conducted to find out which languages

were used orally in court proceedings, Cooper and Nahum (I976:260) noted:
"With respect to Eritrean secular courts, in Asmara and Mitsiwa the judges most
commonly used Tigrinya, although the judges in Mitsiwa also used Amharic, Italian, and
Tigre. Tigre was used most frequently by the sub-wereda judge in Hirgigo. In the
Eritrean Sharia courts the languages used most often by judges were Tigrinya (in
Asmera), Tigre (in Mit:siwa), and Saho (in Senafe)."

Recently, an ethnographically oriented study examined the status of Bilen linguistic
and cultural identity in the face of the growing bilingualism of the Bilen language

community as a result of its interaction with tWO larger neighbouring communities,
the Tigre and the Tigrigna. With respect to the linguistic status of Bilin, Kitleyesus

(200I:85-86) observed:
"A 'drift' towards Tegra [Tigre; CH] in rural areas and Tegrenha [Tigrigna; CH] in
urban places, has been more apparent since recent times but this has not yer led to an
ultimate and complete 'shift'. Bilin development from 'drift' to 'shift' is still more or less

represented by a bilingual content. It is in this sense that the Bilin experience may be

regarded as a typical bilingual profile for the Tegrii and or Tegrefifia [Tigrigna; CH] in
the Bilin region."

4.5 Colonial language policy in Eritrea

European colonialism, in spite of some of its negative consequences, has undoubt-
edly contributed to the social cohesion of the Eritrean peoples (Hailemariam,
Kroon and Walters, I999:479-48I). This is particularly true of the impact of the
Italian colonial period (I889-I94I) (Negash, I987). Despite self-interest, the Italian
colonial administration secured the rule of law and social welfare for the Eritreans

(Trevaskis, I960:Io). Thus, the formation of Eritrea as a political community by
bringing together the various ethnic groups can be attributed in the first instance to
the Italians. According to Tseggai (I98I:I32):

44They connected each other by extensive road systems, telephone services and railway

systems connecting the economically significant cities in Eritrea. For the first time a set of

colonial rules and regulations applicable to all nationalities was enforced."

This account should not imply that the Italians had melded a cohesive political
unity. But, as was apparent from the era to follow, this unity did not prove to be
too fragile to succumb to the new colonizers' policy of'divide and rule'. Notwith-
standing attempts of more recent colonizers, the British and the Ethiopians, who
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incited divisions along religious lines, the Eritreans remained united for over a
century. As Pateman (I990:67) writes:

"Over the fifty years that Italians ruled Eritrea, some of the linguistic, religious and ethnic
divisions had broken down. Many people saw themselves primarily as Eritreans and not
as Christians or Muslims, Tigrinya or Saho, farmer or merchant. Differences still
remained, differences subsequently exploited very deverly by Ethiopia and unionists
within Eritrea."

The Italian period is not noted for its progressive educational policy, as it curbed
the native population's eagerness for knowledge by restricting education to the first
four years of primary school. In addition, educational policy was both discrimina-
tory and colonialist. It was discriminatory in that it allowed the natives to study for
only four years. It was colonialist in that the main content of the curriculum was
based on Italian geography, history and culture, as education was perceived as an
instrument for enhancing colonial rule (Negash, I997)

By comparison, the British policy for Eritrean education (I941I-I952) afforded far
more access to education and advancement of literary traditions. The British
promoted Tigrigna and Arabic on the grounds that the two languages could equally
serve the Christian Tigrigna group, which constituted approximately half of the
total population of the country, and the other half being predominantly Moslem
groups. This decision represented not only a push forward for the development of
the Tigrigna language, but also an important step that ushered the way for use of
this language as a language of political debate on the future of Eritrea in the
newspapers founded by the British Ministry of Information.  0f particular relevance
to this topic is that, when the weekly newspaper in the Tigrigna language made its
debut in  I942, the British Administration encouraged the formation  of the Tigrigna
Language Council which was responsible for corpus planning to help Tigrigna cope
with its linguistic limitations. These limitations "revolved mainly around the tWin
questions of spelling and terminology" (Fellman, I979:25)·

The rationale behind the British decision to promote only two languages, i.e.

Tigrigna and Arabic, as co-official languages and languages of education cannot be
accounted for as easily as the Italian policy, which promoted Italian to the exclusion
of all other languages. The British policy was based on both linguistic and political
grounds. From a linguistic point of view, Tigrigna and Arabic each had a written
tradition. Other Eritrean languages had no literary heritage other than the Bible
translation available for Tigre. The script most familiar to Moslem Eritreans is
Classical Arabic, which is learned via the Koran. Teklehaimanot (I996:I3) describes
British educational policy as follows:

"Instruction was given in Tigrigna for Christians and Arabic for Moslems. The textbooks
in Arabic were procured from Egypt and Sudan; and those in Tigrigna were prepared by
the Department [of Education], with the first textbook written by Ato Issac
Tewoldemedhen. "
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The other motive behind British language policy was political, and the political
goals of language decisions are often obscured by their overt linguistic ends
(Cooper, I989). The prevailing political conditions during the British Mandate
Period help shed light on the other motives for the language policy. The British
grand strategy to partition Eritrea, according to Tseggai (I988:7I),

"was drawn up so as to inflame religious animosity between Christians and Moslems to
the point that no unity among Eritreans seeking independence would become possible."

According to Trevaskis (1960), author of the most authoritative but not necessarily
the most objective chronicle of that period, religious differences which were muted
during the Italian period began to surface with the economic crisis. Trevaskis

(I960:5I) reports   that the Christian Highlanders were suspicious of British
intentions, since they felt that the British discriminated against them in favour of
other groups, viz. the highland trader community, Italians, Arabs and Sudanese.
The religious enmity fomented by the British culminated in an armed clash in the
capital Asmara at about the same time as the future of Eritrea was being discussed
by the United Nations (I950-I952). Meanwhile, the Ethiopians used the situation to
advance their own political ends, initiating a guerrilla war by infltrating into
Eritrea (Tseggai, I988:7I). The approach taken in this study uses overt political
decisions and actions to infer motives for language policy decisions.

Whatever the covert motive was at that time, Tigrigna and Arabic served as the

two official languages until I956 when the Ethiopian government began encroach-
ing on the Federation Agreement, prior to its total annexation of Eritrea in I96I.
Following annexation, Ethiopia declared that both Tigrigna and Arabic should
cease to be official languages (Bokru, I988:35)· Fellman (I979:26) notes the political
origins  o f this decision when he states:

"
Even the I952 Eritrean [Federal; CH] Government resolution declaring Tigrinya as the

official language, along with Arabic, was more a prestige resolution than a linguistic one."
The development of the Tigrigna language declined with the growing interference
of the Imperial government of Ethiopia in the affairs of Eritrea. With the I950
constitution of the United Nations resolution to grant Eritrea only local autonomy
within the Ethiopian Empire, the status ofAmharic, Ethiopia's 'national' language
began  to  rise  at the expense of Tigrigna. Ethiopian  rule was marked  by a deliberate
dismantling of Eritrea's educational and cultural institutions. All textbooks pre-
pared by the Department of Education were collected and burned in a big rubbish
area in a suburb of Asmara (Bokru, I988). Amharic replaced both Tigrigna and
Arabic in all official government and school domains. As a consequence, these two
languages remained limited to the home environment during the Ethiopian
colonial period. The educational consequences are described by Selassie (I980:61):

"The imposition of Amharic not only expressly violated a provision of the UN resolution,
but it imposed a painful obstacle in the path of tile Eritrean children - the effects of
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which were felt when countless numbers failed the secondary and university entrance
examinations and were then effectively denied higher education."

The last era of Eritrean colonial history (I962-I99I) is of greatest sociolinguistic
interest. Ethiopian prohibition ofTigrigna, which had achieved official status under
the British, was tantamount to waging war on the national identity of the Eritrean
people. As Araya (I99O:95) puts it:

"(...) the emperor imposed Amharic as the official language in Eritrea, and the resulting
widespread resentment undoubtedly helped Eritrean nationalism to thrive thereafter in
the highlands."

Indeed, in tile long years of struggle for national liberation and self-assertion of
national identity, the symbolic function of Tigrigna plays a major role. The libera-
tion struggle, drawing upon a romantic view of the Eritrean past and appealing to a
collective memory of that society, succeeded in pulling together all efforts to
develop the language, both in the diaspora and in the areas which were liberated.
Efforts exerted by the Eritrean Peoples Liberation Front (EPLF) in all forms of
development were described by Leonard (I988:I3I) as follows:

.6 I am not aware of any liberation front which under the conditions of a prolonged war
of national liberation, has achieved the level of political, social and economic develop-
ment one observes today in Eritrea."

But also the Social Affairs Bureau of the Eritrean Liberation Front (ELF) which
directed the Education and Literacy Campaign Department was successful in
wiping out illiteracy from among the ranks of its fighters (ELF Foreign Information
Centre, I977)·

4.6 Language policy in post-independent Eritrea

The educational policy of any country reflects its political options and goals, its
traditions, values, and visions, and it exists in the context of a particular economic
and political order. The brief account of the socio-political history of the country
that has been presented in the preceding sections, has attempted to place the
language policy discourse in its proper context in order to establish minimum
ground for understanding the language policy climate. Eritrean language policy has
its ideological roots in the EPLF's National Democratic Programme adopted at its
first congress in I977 (EPLF, I977)· This programme, which was also endorsed at
the second congress in I987, takes the language issue as an important element of its
commitment to ensuring equality of all Eritrean ethnic groups (EPLF, I987). Ac-
cordingly, no official status is offered to any one language in order not to marginal-
ize the speakers of other languages. The policy on languages and language planning
which has followed conforms to a decision-making process in which the Govern-
ment of Eritrea, the successor of the EPLF, sits at the top of the organisation chart
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and implements language policy decisions through its agent, the Ministry of
Education.

The essence of Eritrea's language policy is its recognition of multilingualism and
its decision to deal with the complexities thereof. The present government, being
aware of the problems of other multilingual nations, seems committed to ensure
equality of ethnic groups, and considers equality a right that is to be secured
through public policy. Equally important, the adoption of a language policy with
mother-tongue instruction as a main component, is motivated by the psychological
concern which holds that the mother tongue is the best medium of expression for
the child:

"Beyond the commendable desire to respect the cultural and linguistic rights of all ethnic
groups in Eritrea, the main argument for encouraging linguistic diversity has been an
equally admirable contention that use of the mother-tongue for instruction in primary
schools (all secondary school instruction is in English) is a proven means for the
successful education of children." (Makki, I996:484)

Decisions about language policies move top-down, and the public, which may
applaud or resent those decisions, expresses its reactions and exercises its evaluative
judgement. The forms of public evaluation vary according to the nationality in
question, the social and educational status of the members of that group, and the
religion or political ideology the group values. Whatever reasons and intentions, no
policy can be successfully implemented without being sanctioned by the govern-
ment. On the other hand, policies that do not take into account the wish of the
segments of society that are affected by the policy will hardly succeed (Ridge, I999)

In I996, in its plenary session at the First National Conference on Eritrean
Languages, the Eritrean Peoples Front for Democracy and Justice acknowledged
that the language policy was not a completely worked out perfect document and
that it should be open for improvements and modifications (PFDJ, I996). That was
the first and only forum where the language issue was debated by participants from
all walks of life and ethnic groups. It was also one of the hotly discussed issues,
mostly in non-Tigrigna areas, towards the approval of the draft-constitution (I995-
I997)· Apart from these public forums, the Eritreans in the diaspora, particularly
those in North America and Europe, have debated the issue on the Eritrean web-
site, Deba£ This has offered a means for criticism from those who preferred using
languages of wider communication at the expense of the indigenous languages.
However, the language policy issue has so far not been dealt with in academic
circles.

Language policies and ideologies are carried out locally without either coherent
policy or planning initiatives (Grabe, I994: vii). These phenomena imply that
policy decisions ought not to be considered absolute formulas to produce specific
results. As in social planning in general, language planning is not only unpiedicta-
ble but may also produce unexpected consequences (Fishman, I974)· In the African
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context, language planners are rarely interested in finding out the effects of their
policy decisions for a host of reasons, among which the financial constraints African
countries are generally facing, is a central one (Bamgbose, I99I).

The unpredictable nature of the projected outcomes of a social policy may,
however, serve as an excuse for an arbitrary policy adopted by planners without due
consideration to the inherent fluidity and variability of local situations. How the
policy is related to practice becomes a sociolinguistic problem that calls for proper
articulation and analysis. According to Hailemariam, Kroon and Walters (I999:490

"Solutions will depend on appropriate sociolinguistic investigations which look at
language use at different levels of communication vis-a-vis the effects of the policy on the

.
various facets of the society's life.

The success of a language policy does not necessarily depend on the type Of pOliCy
approach selected. Policies, apparently progressive or democratic at the level of
rhetoric, have sometimes proved failures in practice. This is particularly true of
fundamental decisions taken at the governmental level with respect to questions
such as whether a language should be an official one or whether it should be a
medium of instruction. Such decisions may be received positively or negatively and
accompanied by sudden shifts in attitudes, influenced by the prevailing social forces

of change. As a basis for empirical studies on multilingual Eritrea and its language
practice in education, two relevant policy documents will be subjected tO a

descriptive analysis.

4.6.IThe I99I language policy for education
Approaches to the study of language policy and planning can differ markedly, as a
result of differences in perspective. Baker's (I996) three-dimensional orientation
may be useful in our analysis. This framework derives from the different per-

ceptions of language in a multilingual situation. Language may be viewed as a
'problem', as a 'right' and as a 'resource' (Baker, I996:353)· In the following an
attempt will be made to deal with the post-independent language policy of Eritrea

using Baker's analytical notions.
The policy document which contains the basic principles and assumptions about

language policy in education is the Declaration of Policies on Education in Eritrea by
tbe Provisional Government. It was issued on October 2, I99I, the same year that
Eritrea became independent (Department of Education, I99I). This document, in

linking pedagogical ideologies and institutional arrangements, specifies what
language practices in the educational setting could be expected to be for the nascent

state. A look at the first sentence of the first article in the policy document 'On the
Media of Instruction' indicates the views underlying the ways in which educational
programmes and structures were to be organised:
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"I. Language is a system for the expression of one's thought and feelings. Language is a
means of communication and understanding between different social groups of a
country." (Department ofEducation, I99I:3)

Language as social practice is more than just a code; it is social and involves norms
for behaviour. Even when it is studied as a social phenomenon, language is not just
a medium between the speaker and the listener in a purely formal communicative
sense. For a more precise analysis, it may be helpful to view language as a right and
language as a resource.

The  way in which language is conceived, can either obscure  the real goals  of the
policy or influence language policy decisions by policy makers. The view which
reduces language to a mere medium of communication ignores its very social nature
and undermines its power as a means of social control. Wiley (I996), following
Leibowitz (I974), argues that language is viewed as a means of social control.  In its
most politicised form, language becomes a tool for both the elite and counter-elites
to rally their people behind them. According to Markakis (I988), this has been the
case in Eritrea, as both nationalist movements, the ELF and the EPLF, adopted
differing language policies.

Having established the premise that language is a means of communication, a
logical question may follow, i.e., whether communication problems exist within a
state and how such problems have to be solved via language policy. No doubt that
language problems are solved through language policies. But it does not follow that
language policy or language planning is only about the solution of language
problems. Seeing language planning as a Solution to language problems is not
wrong, but it deflects attention from the underlying motivation of language policy
and planning (Cooper, I989). Language planning is limited in its scope when it is
considered an activity only to solve language problems, as indicated by its early
definition as the "organised pursuit of solutions to language problems typically at
the national level" (Fishman, I974:79)· Ultimately, language policy and planning
are directed towards non-linguistic ends such as socio-economic modernisation, or
national integration (Mesthrie   et  aL, 2000). Following this basic assumption,
educational language policy of post-independent Eritrea seems heavily influenced
by linguistic concerns. One of the goals of Eritrean language policy is finding a
solution to language problems. The solution to these problems, however, needs to
be looked at from both individual and societal perspectives.

The educational language policy document cited above gives due acknowledge-
ment to societal multilingualism. Article I continues as follows:

"In Eritrea we will work hard to bridge up the linguistic and cultural gaps existing within
our society. As part of this endeavour, learning opportunities in the elementary will be
given to all nationalities in their own languages (...)." (Department of Education, 199I:3)

At the core of the policy is the provision that entitles all children of school age to
take their schooling in their mother tongue. In addition to that, depending on
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certain conditions, Tigrigna and/or Arabic are to be used. Articles 2,3, and 4 go
into Tigrigna and Arabic as languages of instruction and as compulsory subjects in
the curriculum:

'2. All school-boys and school-girls of primary level and whose medium of instruction is

Tigrigna, will take up Arabic as a compulsory subject.
3. All school-boys and school-girls of primary level and whose medium of instruction is
Arabic, will take up Tigrigna as a compulsory subject.
4. All school-boys and school-girls whose mediums of instruction at primary level have
been other than Tigrigna or Arabic, by the time they join the Middle School, taking into
consideration their standard, will commence the learning of Tigrigna and Arabic."
(Department of Education, I99I:3)

Though not so explicitly, these clauses suggest that the necessity of learning either
Tigrigna or Arabic at the primary school level points to the efforts on the part of
the state towards bridging the 'linguistic gap' at a societal level. On the other hand,
specific provisions for educational programmes that use the mother tongue of the
pupils seem to be motivated more by psychological and pedagogical concerns than
socio-economic ones.

With respect to the language of instruction after the primary level, the policy

document says:
"5. Following the completion of the Elementary level, for ensuing Middle School years

and above, the medium of instruction will be English. Other languages will also be taken

up as subject matters." (Department of Education, I99I:3)
Following Garahtu (I996:2), the Eritrean language policy for education can be
summarized as follows:

I. Each ethnic group has the right to use its language as the language of instruction at

elementary school level.

2. The language of instruction at post elementary school level shall be English, while
other languages could be introduced as subjects.
3. At the elementary school all those students whose medium of instruction is Arabic will
take up Tigrigna as a subject, and those whose medium of instruction is Tigrigna will
take up Arabic as a subject. Arabic is anyway taught at both levels as a subject."

(Hailemariam, Kroon and Walters, I999:489)
The teaching of both Arabic and Tigrigna as subjects seems to be motivated by
nation building and national unity concerns, although that is not expressly stated,
as is the case, for example, of Nigeria, where school children have to learn one of
the three major national languages - Hausa, Yoruba, or Igbo (Akinnaso, I99I:38;
Oladejo, I99I:256). The salient ramifications of these provisions suggest that the
policy gives due respect to the existence of multilingualism and that multi-
lingualism is regarded as an issue both at the individual and the societal level.

The need for citizens within the boundaries of a modern state, and particularly
for citizens of a multilingual state, to create a horizontal communication network is
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one of the facets of the nation-building process (Deutsch, I953)· The theory of
social communication networks within the modern multilingual state provides the
rationale. Language diversity provides an arena where nation building, language
policy and language practice meet.  This is so, because if all citizens spoke the same
language in a state, there would not even be the need for choice of a language or
any language policy issue (Fasold, I984). The need for citizens of a state to be part
of a communication network at a national level is paramount for the nation-
building process (Deutsch, I966). More generally, languages in contact and thereby
language diversity, are associated with language problems. Hence, solving language
problems is one of the goals of language policy and language planning (Grin,
I999:I4I).  In this sense language planning becomes the management of linguistic
diversity.

The educational institution is recognised not only as an agent of implemen-
tation, but also as an arena for the interface of macro-level ideologies and micro-
level language behaviour in the everyday life of speakers. Particularly in a
multilingual setting like Eritrea, it is a place where relationships of power among
ethnolinguistic groups may be formed. According to Pool (I997:I2)

"Cultural, educational, and language policies in the post-liberation period derive in the
large part from the EPLF practices during tile liberation struggle."

In keeping with its egalitarian practices of the pre-independence period, the
Ministry of Education of the Government of Eritrea seeks to realise the more
general macro-level national objectives of education policy in the school systems in
a disciplined and structured manner. According to Garahtu (I996:I), generally
stated, the aims of the language policy are:

.To foster Eritrean national consciousness and national unity, ensure social justice,
commitment to nation building and tile cultivation of good citizenry."

Against this background, the government works towards the realisation of its policy
through school programmes based on multilingual and multicultural considera-
tions. With mother-tongue education at the centre, the policy is based essentially
on a pluralist approach to education. The goal is preservation of minority languages
and enhancement of multilingualism. Generally speaking, this approach fits into
what is known as 'enrichment bilingual education', aiming

"(...)  to  go  beyond  static  maintenance  to  extending  the  individual and group  use  of
minority languages, leading to cultural pluralism and to the social autonomy of an ethnic
group." (Baker, I996:173)

In contrast, the switch from mother-tongue instruction in primary school to
English  at the secondary level,  and the teaching of Arabic and Tigrigna as subjects
characterise a bilingual approach with a clear transitional flavour. That transitional
orientation may be somewhat mitigated by tile multilingual nature of Eritrean
society and by the fact that English is a foreign, rather than a second language for
most of the Eritrean population, whereas most cases of transitional bilingual
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education involve transition  to a language spoken natively by a large segment o f the
indigenous population (e.g. English in the United States).

If we then look at the implications of the policy in relation to Baker's rubric
mentioned above, the requirement that each school child learns at least two
Eritrean languages, either Arabic or Tigrigna being compulsory, is a clear case of
multilingual education in agreement with the language-as-a-resource orientation,
which sees linguistic pluralism as a communicative resource for the user to survive
within the national system. On the other hand, the transitional nature of the

mother-tongue education approach reveals a language-as-a-problem orientation
which limits vernacular languages to tile primary school level and reduces the
dominant influence of the high-status or world languages, i.e. Arabic, English and
Tigrigna. The language as a right orientation is related to the issue of linguistic
rights of minority communities (see e.g. Skutnabb-Kangas and Phillipson,  I995).

From the state's point of view, the educational institution is important in
shaping a collective Eritrean identity, deeply anchored in the culture and collective
experience of the Eritrean people. According to Habmi (I995:I83-I84)

"As Eritrea faces the challenge of post-war nation building and social reconstruction, the

processes of forging and consolidating a multicultural society will have to address two

seemingly contradictory, but often complementary aspirations: the demands for

uniformity and diversity.
"

In these processes, as Habtai (I995) Points out, language policy figures as a major

regulating factor to ease the tensions and controversies generated in the state's

attempt to strike a balance between two competing commitments. Although nation

building is not a function of language policy decisions, the connection between

language and nationality and a sense of political community offers insight into the

political process.

4.6.2The Eritrean constitution
The second major document which contains relevant information on what can be
regarded as official language policy is The Constitution ofEritrea, which was ratified
on May 23, 1997. Article 4.3 in this document stipulates that "the equality of all

.
Eritrean languages is guaranteed (Constitution of Eritrea, I997:4)· It accords no

official status to any of the nine languages of the country. However, the fact that a
policy is declared does not mean that it can be realised in practice. Tigrigna and
Arabic are de facto languages of broader national communication.  More specifically,
Tigrigna is the most diffused language throughout the country in terms of the
number of speakers in the main urban centres (National Statistics and Evaluation

Office, I997). Also in this connection, there seems to be some understanding that
in terms of the magnitude of use,  it is the main language through which the greater

part of the formal printed government communication is made.
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Two macro-factors contributing to language policy decisions in post-
independence African states are colonial legacy and language diversity (Bamgbose,
I99I). In most cases the colonial languages continue to enjoy official status. World
languages or languages of higher status continue to be the languages that serve as

languages of wider national communication and post-independence nation
building. The rationale for the choice of such languages at the expense of indige-
nous languages lies in their neutrality with respect to ethnolinguistic relations
within the new nation-states.  If we take the Kenyan example, the absence of major
conflicts associated with language issues means that the language policy in Kenya
has worked. But the neutrality of English in Kenya applies to its macro-level
ethnolinguistic composition (Kamalu, I996). The Eritrean case is a typical example
of a Sub-Saharan multilingual African state's language policy that cuts off its
colonial legacy. It has not fallen to the 'trap of its past' as some Pan-Africanists
would describe it (Asmara Declaration, 2000). This is partially because none of the
successive colonial experiences could hand down a linguistic tradition strong
enough to leave behind a lasting linguistic culture.

In discussing implications of language policies as related to their orientations and
underlying ideologies, various distinctions have been made. Akinnaso (I99I:4I) dis-
tinguishes pluralism, assimilation, vernacularization and internationalization ideo-
logies. Kroon and Vallen (I997:206) discuss assimilation, integration and pluralism
policy positions. According to Ridge (I999:I03),

"
Language policies in Africa may have any of four rationales. They may derive from or

continue colonial policies through elite self-interest or a commitment to globalization
and modernization. They may have their roots in a pan-Africanist or a pan-Arabist
vision. They may seek to do justice to ethnic variety. Or they may be driven by national

pride or the exigencies of nationalist politics."
The language policy of Eritrea does not claim an affiliation to any of these

ideologies and orientations. Although is it not possible to pigeonhole Eritrea's
language policy into any of these ideologies, its commitment to pluralism seems
straightforward. Post-independent Eritrea does not accord official status to
languages but allocates certain roles to various languages within the state. While
Tigrigna and Arabic are referred  to  as  the two working languages, all languages  are
entitled to serve as media of instruction in primary schools. This policy, which has

its roots in the armed struggle, follows a rather egalitarian approach towards
diversity. The guiding principles underlying this policy are enshrined in the
National Democratic Programme, adopted by the EPLF at its first national
congress in I977 (EPLF, I977)· This programme, which was also endorsed at the
second unity congress of I987, takes the language issue as an important element of
its commitment to ensuring equality of all ethnic groups (EPLF, 1987). Although
no firm ideological foundation structures the policy, it can be understood from the
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way the discourse is constructed that the policy, in stressing the multilingual reality
of the country, derives from the basic belief of linguistic pluralism.

There are few sources available that tell us how the Constitution Commission of
Eritrea, which worked for three years on the drafting of the first Eritrean post-
independence constitution, made its decision on the language issue. It was one of
the issues intensively debated throughout the drafting process. The issue revolved
around one main question, i.e., whether Eritrea should have an official-language
policy. According to Negash (I999:54)

„'l...)    basically, two major propositions evolved   in the debate, representing   two
contending standpoints. These can be identified as the pro-oflicial language view and the

free language policy."
The pro-official language pOSitiOn WaS taken by those who thought that there was
adequately justifiable historical precedence for the country to adopt tWO official
languages, i.e., Arabic and Tigrigna. Among the proponents of this position were
some former ELF members (Selassie, 200I).

In response to an inquiry from the Awate website about how the government's

input has influenced language policy, Bereket Habte Selassie, chairman of the
Eritrean Constitution Commission and a noted scholar, shared his perspective on
how the Constitution Commission had arrived at the decision it made On this
controversial issue. According to Selassie, the second position, favoring 'free-

language', was based on principles of full equality for all Eritrean languages. The
proponents of this position strongly felt that it was consistent with the EPLF's
commitment to guaranteeing equality of languages by declaring equal status of all
languages rather than promoting one or two languages at the expense of the
remaining seven or eight. In the end, the Constitution Commission adopted the
latter position and recommended silence on the official-language issue. Selassie,
being chairman of the Constitution Commission, denied that this decision was
dictated by the EPLF input and sentiment, and said that the Constitution
Commission's recommendation coincided with the EPLF principle of equality of
languages. He added:

"However, the continued use of Arabic and  Tign na as working languages, with its origin
in the armed struggle, was duly noted and it was left to the future to determine if there is

a need for official language(s)." (Selassie, 2001:2)
But among those who support the pro-official-language view, many believe that the
language issue predates the armed struggle. With reference to historical precedents,
language policy in Eritrea may have to be considered in the light of the historical
experience of the Culturally constructed nationalist movements, parties and promi-
nent personalities that played a role in shaping contemporary trends on language
attitudes and values. Mistrust and stereotypical views on language use had their
roots  in the printed public political discourses of tile I940's,  i.e.  the  use of Arabic
versus Tigrigna, by rival political personalities (Tesfay,  2000. This trend  was  to
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continue in the more recent history of the armed struggle era. Markakis (I988:68)
comments on this as follows:

"Much more important have been the different perceptions thar the main rivals have of
the future for which they are fighting. One scenario is of a societ:y and culture based on

Islamic values and the Arab language, and closely linked to the Arab world which has
consistently supported the Eritrean revolution. This was the perception of the E.I.F., and
it reflects a deeply felt need of Eritrean Muslims, especially the intelligentsia, to identiB'
with a literate culture of historical importance and a renascent Arab world whose

economic and political support would be essential for the maintenance of Eritrean
independence in the shadow of Ethiopia. By contrast, the EPLF rejects the Arab language
and regards the Arab connection as artificial, even dangerous, because it highlights
religion and cultivates links of dependence with conservative Arab rdgimes in the Gulf. .

Markakis (I988) adds that mutual mistrust has grown because of such conflicting
perceptions over Eritrean identity and its future. However, scholars on Eritrean

history do not share Markakis' view. Neither does it agree with Markakis' own
more recent description of the level and proportion of Eritrean nationalism as
compared to Sub-Saharan African standards (Markakis, I994)· Markakis' view,
however, offers a perspective to help us look at the language issue against its socio-
political past. On the other hand, there are those who argue that what happened in

the I940's or during the armed struggle, cannot be extrapolated to the present
Eritrean reality. This may be because

"Talk of sub-national identities is a politically charged tOpiC in Eritrea, and evokes too

much uneasiness for it to be squarely confronted. The tacit censure that prevails is largely

due to  a troubled history of sub-national ethnic and supra-national religious conflicts that
profoundly affected the contours of the nationalist struggle, and shaped the composition

of tile nationalist leadership itself." (Makki, 1996:482)
Makki (I996:483) adds, that

"the policies of the Eritrean State are geared to respect religion as belief while under-

mining irs potential to become the basis for a politicized identity."
But whether or not language policy makers would like to face the language choice
issue now or to postpone it until some time in the future, the issue will remain a
sociolinguistic problem as long as there are segments of the society who think they
are affected by the policy. As Negash (I999:55) observes:

"Nevertheless, behind these well-founded arguments, there always was the political fear,
notably amongst some conservative Muslim dements within the ranks of this group, that
a denial of official status to Tigrinya and Arabic could eventually end up in the position

of Arabic in the country being undermined. Why it should be so important to them to
retain the "historical" status of Arabic is difficult to say. But the likely reason seems, at

least according to some sources, to be that a failure to adopt Arabic as an official language

of Eritrea might cause Eritrean Muslims to lose their homogenous readings of the Koran
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in Arabic as well as their shared religio-cultural, socio-political and intellectual experi-
ences.

However, the pro-official language versus pro-free language policy division does not
assume a religiously conditioned polarisation. This proves elusive, especially when
we realize that some of the outspoken proponents' religious background defies this
thinking. Bairu (2000), one of the advocates of the pro-official language policy, is
rather recognised as a political elite and a veteran of the ELF leadership than by his
Islamic religious background. In a nutshell he contends:

"Instituting Tigrigna and Arabic as the two official languages cannot be shelved for an
indefinite time for two reasons: I. Independent states have to have official languages. 2.

Tigrigna and Arabic are referent points for other Eritrean mother tongues." (Bairu,
2000.7)

The  politicisation of language policy as a rallying point  for both elites and counter-
elites becomes clearer in the recent political crisis in Eritrea, when a group of
dissenters in An Open Letter to tbe People ofEritrea raised the issue in what they call
"outstanding timely issues". These members of the Central Council of the ruling
party, the PFDJ, propose abandoning the mother tongue as a medium of instruc-
tion and demand the implementation of official languages for Eritrea. They
propose that public debate decide the official language(s) while they recommend
that Tigrigna and Arabic be the languages to be selected from (Open Letter, 200I).
Also a recent article by AbaArre (2000, published in Arabic in Eritrea AlHaditba,
one of the government newspapers, and translated into English by the Awate
Research Unit on the Awate website, is essentially an attack on the government's
education language policy.

4.6.3 Counter-dicourse
AbaArre's (200I) criticism begins by pointing out the multiple, but apparently
ambivalent, goals Eritrean language policy is designed to serve. He sees language
policy as serving nothing by way of easing the tension among Eritrean ethno-
linguistic groups, a tension he believes never existed. The other issue AbaArre picks
for critical discussion is how goals and means in educational policy appear to be

mixed. His arguments bring to light the often-misunderstood connections between
language and education. In this regard he refers to the lack of clearly stated lan-
guage learning objectives as opposed to the role of language in education in
educational policy. He calls attention for the need of clarifying the objectives of
language learning for its own sake, and language as a medium of instruction. He
then puts forward his suggestion for empirically based research to probe into this
undesirable situation which has resulted in much dissatisfaction to the non-
Tigrigna part of society.

Indeed,  the lack of clear co-ordination of the definition of roles of the multiple
languages a minority child is required to operate in, puts the child who has to learn
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at least two languages other than the home language in a difficult situation. In
connection to the demanding cognitive load, Dutcher (I998:268) observes the

following:
"This author, educated through only the Latin script, wonders how Eritreans will achieve

the mass education of their ideals with such cognitive demands on the students. There

are educated Eritreans who can use Tigrigna, Arabic, and English, both orally and in
writing, but it is difficult to believe that they represent more than a tiny fraction of the

"
society.

The fact that many pupils from minority ethnic groups also have to learn three
different scripts (Latin, Arabic, and Fidel; see below)  adds to the complexity of the
cognitive challenges.  But also the fact that 42 to 58 percent of the curricular time of
elementary schools is devoted to language-related subjects (Ali, I999), tUrnS these

schools into what Woldemichael (I995), as quoted by Woldemikael (2OOI), refers to
as "institutes of languages". This state of affairs also points to the limited coordina-
tion between language of instruction policy, language learning objectives, and
policy concerning the relative roles of high status languages such as Arabic and

Tigrigna and ethnic group languages used as medium of instruction. Particularly
crucial is the need to specify the role of English as a language of post-primary
school education and as an important target language to be mastered at the end of

primary education.
A similar perspective, the awareness that language is viewed not only as a means

of acquiring resources, but also as an instrument of social inequality, offers AbaArre

(200I) a basis for his critical analysis of the current language policy for education:
"The  mother-language is accused of widening the inequality of opportunities between  the

linguistics groups, rather, between Tigrigna and the other groups, on jobs and higher

education. That is because the low number of high schools in the regions, and because

the ministry prefers to send students who are qualified to enroll in universities, to the
teachers training institute to teach in 'the mother-language'. And the percentage of
students from the nationalities that the ministry celebrates the development of their
languages, is a hard evidence supporting this accusation. It is a fact that accelerated the
widening of the gap of inequality during the past years." (AbaArre, 2OOI:4)

In this connection, and in reaction to The Asmara Declaration on AjHcan Languages
and Literatures (Asmara Declaration, 2000)  that called for action on behalf of the
vitality and equity of African languages,  Blommaert (200I) criticised the Declara-
tion for its view based on the linguistic rights paradigm which is associated with the
works of Skutnabb-Kangas and Phillipson (I995). Although Blommaert sets out by
underscoring his sympathy to the issue of language rights, he sees the linguistic
rights discourse as a sociolinguistic problem that needs to take stock from recent

insights and developments in the study of language and society. He questions the
empirical sustainability of the 'language as a right' paradigm and its compatibility
with the context of linguistic pluralism. This is where the present study wants to
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makes connections between the intrinsic view of'language as a right' as opposed to
'language as a resource', discernible in a rather extrinsic view as a means of acquir-
ing economic and political benefits in keeping with Blommaert's (2OOI:I36) claims:

"The sheer coexistence of languages in one state cannot be an aim in itself when seen in
terms of equality and equal rights; the aim should be to make available the power
varieties of languages - any language so chosen - to all citizens. Overlooking internal
inequalities within what is commonly defined as 'languages' is overlooking the political
economy of linguistic-communicative resources  in a society."

Such a pragmatic view of language may help in further disentangling the socio-
cultural, linguistic and economic ramifications of the language policy implementa-
tion. This view in fact is as old as the I953 Unesco proposal on mother-tongue
education. But in the case of Eritrea, this is rather complicated by the limited
relevance mother-tongue education has to the life outside the community the
mother congues are spoken in. According to AbaArre (2000, this paternalistic
stance of the Ministry of Education in dealing with the matter is counterproductive
in the sense that it even reproduces inequality.

By way of consolidating empirical data from field research, we have undertaken
an effort to conduct informal interviews in order to gain some insight into
conceptions on language policy of the educational elite from the non-Tigrigna
ethnic groups. Such insight is deemed worth noting because it helps adding a
perspective on understanding language politics. As mentioned before, this is an
issue too politically charged to discuss candidly, as people would rarely agree to be
quoted. Although it may be an intractable issue because of political implications,
we believe it would be a mistake to gloss over existing views, sentiments, values, and
doubts pertaining to language policy by individuals who feel they are affected by
the policy, albeit they feel they do not benefit from it. In our endeavour, we
focussed on one key question to elicit reactions. The question was triggered by a
conference paper by Tecle Abraha, presented at the First International Conference
Commemorating the Tenth Anniversary of the Independence of Eritrea in Asmara
in June 200I. The paper basically endorsed the status quo of language equality as
opposed to the dual official language position, which has the potential for
polarising the Eritrean society along religious lines in terms of Christianity and
Islam (Abraha,  200I).

The query that we posed to some non-Tigrigna ethnic group members in various
academic capacities at the University of Asmara focused on the issue of whether
language policy plays a divisive role in Eritrean society. Two professors, one Bilen
and one Kunama by ethnicity, agreed with the idea of retaining the status quo for
consolidating the state, particularly since the upgrading of Arabic to an official
position would mean allowing Eritrean Moslems to form a coalition to counter-
balance the perceived Christian Eritreans domination (Interview 4·I; see Appendix
2). They also believe that language rights are fundamental in guaranteeing ethnic
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identity rights (Interview 4.2). On the other hand, two Saho and two Tigre profess-
sors felt that the present language policy confirms and sustains the hegemony of the
Tigrigna language and culture. According to this view, Arabic is very much part of
an Eritrean Islamic way of life derived from the sacredness of the language and its
orthography. Denying the right of Arabic language use means tampering with  the
natural course of events in the Eritrean Moslem's life, which the other half of the
society does not seem to realise (Interview 4.3)·

One university professor from the Tigre ethnic group feels that what is declared
as policy is not translated into practice, since in reality the policy is helping to add
strength  to the vitality of Tigrigna at the expense  of all other languages (Interview
4.4)· The same interviewee says that there are Arabic educated Eritreans who could
not get jobs because of the unfavourable job market, and some anxious parents have
started sending their children back to the Sudan, where they can get Arabic
medium education. Furthermore, it is said that tile policy cannot ameliorate the
ethnic and cultural cleavages, as tile school system perpetuates the creation of
parochial ethnic identities (Interview 4.5)·

4.7 Languages at home and at school

The Ministry of Education is the institution and agent of language policy imple-
mentation in Eritrea, while the Department ofNational Pedagogy is responsible for
documenting and following up the process of implementation of multilingual
educational programmes. Four phases of language policy implementation in Eritrea
can be distinguished: evaluation of first language programmes, survey of language
variation problems, survey of script problems, and plans for campaigning to
mobilise support for language policy at the community level (Dutcher, I998:265).
However, although documents about studies on these issues do exist, they are not
available to researchers. The same lack of information applies to empirical data
about language diversity in Eritrea in terms of the estimated number of speakers per
language. Available records with trends and patterns of ethnolinguistic distribution
have not yet been made public by the Referendum Commission.

A study on language policy and language practice in independent Eritrea cannot

find a better institutional site than the schools and their environments. The govern-
ment of Eritrea through its agency, the Ministry of Education,  is the main 'actor' in
the implementation process of language policy decisions. All efforts to influence
language behaviour through the institution of mother-tongue education, and the
processes of language improvement and standardization, are under the responsibil-
ity of the Ministry. As was explained in Chapter 3, in this study we mainly focus on
the languages that have been in use in a mother tongue medium programme fur at
least five years. In this section, following some general data, we present the mother
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tongue medium programmes according to the order of their launching (see Table
4.2).

Of all the indigenous Eritrean languages, except Arabic, only Tigrigna has its
own written tradition, based on the classical Geez script. Today Geez is generally
referred to as 'Fidel' (literally meaning 'alphabet'). Fidel is a syllabic writing system,
used also for Amharic, the official language of Ethiopia. Tigrigna contains over  zoo
such syllable forms, which pupils in Grade I are expected to memorize before they
can be promoted to Grade 2 (Dutcher, I998). Tigrigna also has a long history as a
language of education. For the other languages in Eritrea the literary tradition is
still young, and logistic and demonstrative challenges still exist. The processes of
corpus planning related to standardisation and graphization are still underway.
Table 4.I gives a brief overview of Eritrean languages and the time when they
started to be written.

Table 4.1: Eritrean languages and their scripts (source: Dutcher, 1998:263)

Language Script First written

Afar Latin now 1840 Latin; 1981 Fidel

Arabic Arabic 1000 years ago
Bilen Fidel Early 19th century
Hedareb No No
Kunama Latin 100 years ago
Nara Latin 1988

Saho Latin 100 years ago

Tigre Fidel 1889 Bible

Tigrigna Fidel 13th or 14th century

Table 4.2 gives an overview of when mother-tongue education programmes were
introduced for eight Eritrean languages in primary education. It shows that
Tigrigna, Tigre and Arabic were introduced first, already in the I970's, followed in
the 1980's by Saho and Kunama, and by Afar, Bilin and Nara in the I990'S; no
mother-tongue programmes have until now been introduced for Hidareb. This
order reflects the historical and political status of the languages as well as their level
of linguistic elaboration in terms of corpus planning.

Finally, Table 4.3 gives an overview of the number of primary schools in which
(combinations of) Eritrean languages are used as languages of instruction. The table
shows that Tigrigna  is by far the most widely used language of instruction, followed
by Arabic and Tigre. In cases where the table shows more than one language of
instruction per school, it means that the last one, which is in all cases the language
of higher Status (usually Arabic or Tigrigna, but sometimes Bilin or Kunama),  is in
the process of being replaced by the first one(s) (which is the major ethnic group
language for a given area). According to the Head of the Tigre language Panel it is
part of the ambitions of the Ministry of Education to promote vernacularization of
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education and to maximize the use of the mother tongue as a medium of instruc-
tion (Interview 4.6).

Table 4.2: Mother-tongue education programmes and time of introduction (source: Garahtu,
2000:15)

Mother-tongue programme Time of introduction
Tigrigna 1976

Tigre 1976

Arabic 1977

Saho 1983

Kunama 1984

Afar 1992

Bilin 1996

Nara 1996

Table 4.3: Medium of instruction in primary schools   in 1998-1999 (source: Ministry  of
Education, 1999)
Language of instruction Number of primary schools
Afar                                                                              2
Afar,  Arabic                                                                                                10

Arabic                                                                        71
Bilin                                                                             5
Bilin, Arabic                                                 2
Bilin, Tigrigna                                             13
Italian                                                                           1
Kunama                                                         10
Nara                                                                             2
Nara, Arabic                                                5
Nara, Kunama, Arabic                                  1
Saho                                       26

Tigre                                                            48
Tigre, Arabic 20

Tigre, Tigrigna                                              2
Tigre, Tigrigna, Arabic                                     1
Tigrigna 366

Tigrigna, Arabic                                            2
Tigrigna, Bilin                                        5
Tigrigna, Kunama                                    1

Below we will  give a brief outline of the languages under consideration.

Tigrigna
Demographically, the Tigrigna speaking community is the largest one in Eritrea.
Tigrigna is also the language most widely spread throughout the country. Out of
the total population in the twelve major towns in Eritrea, 77 percent are considered
to be Tigrigna according to ethnolinguistic criteria (National Statistics and
Evaluation Office, I997). In addition, many people who are not Tigrigna by
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ethnicity speak Tigrigna as a second language. At the national level, Tigrigna has a
formal status as a working language along with Arabic. This language in Eritrea is
the most standardised one due to historical reasons mentioned above.

The oldest written document in which Tigrigna is referred to is a Geez manu-
script written between the I4th and Isth centuries (Negash, 1999:67). The origin of
modern Tigrigna can be traced to a text of literary and linguistic interest, i.e. the
code or customary law of the district of Loggo Sarda written in the I9th century
(Sallie, 2000:7)·

Although the language has a literary tradition that dates back to the Igth century
(Aren, 1978), it was not until I943 that Tigrigna was to become a language of
education. It remained so until its prohibition during the reign of Haile Selassie of
Ethiopia (Kahsay, I996:42). After the independence of Eritrea, Tigrigna has become
the medium of instruction in 366 primary schools, and it is taught as a subject in
many parts of the country where there are teachers available (see Table 4·3)·

With its relatively long history of language education and tile demographic size
ofTigrigna speakers, Tigrigna medium schools account for almost 62% of the total
number of primary schools in Eritrea. This is a clear indication that Tigrigna has a
dominant status. Although not all pupils at these schools are Tigrigna by ethnicity,
according to Dutcher (I998:265)

"In primary schools in the Tigrigna-speaking areas of the highlands, the communities
have chosen Tigrigna as the media of instruction. Surveys indicate that they are happy
with that choice."

Tigre
Tigre is one of the languages genetically belonging to the larger Semitic family. It is
a language spoken by approximately 33 percent of the country's population. The
Tigre speaking community is the most diffused in terms of the spread of its native
speakers over a large area in the country. The homeland of the Tigre is a vast
geographic region that extends from East to West in the northern part of the
country, forming a large arch around the northern end of the Central Highlands.
Apart from native Tigre speakers, the Bilen, the Hidareb and Nara, and the
Kunama also have some knowledge of Tigre. In addition, some members of the
Tigrigna ethnic group are able to use the language in communication with native-
speaking Tigre. It can, therefore, be said that Tigre is not only a vernacular lan-

guage, but also a language of inter-ethnic communication.
Despite its spread and use, however, Tigre has a relatively low level of literary

heritage compared to Tigrigna. Thanks to the efforts made by the Government of
Eritrea and its predecessor, the EPLF, Tigre was made a language of literacy from
I978. It is now a medium of instruction in many parts of Eritrea. But Tigre
medium schools have not proliferated proportionately to the size of the population
because of an array of logistic,  administrative,  socio-cultural and historical  reasons.
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Tigre is second  in size demographically, compared to the numbers of speakers of
other languages in Eritrea. It was also nominated as a candidate official language in
tile constitutional debate (Selassie, 200I). Despite these facts, Tigre has assumed a
subordinate sociolinguistic status compared to the two working languages, Tigrigna
and Arabic. This can partially be explained by the hostilities Tigre had suffered.
The initiatives taken by the Curriculum Department in the ELF to develop educa-
tional materials for teaching in Tigre were curtailed when the Executive Committee
of the ELF destroyed the books (Adhanna, I996).

"As Adhanna's paper disclosed further, the reasons given by the executive committee in
their meeting and, ironically enough, particularly by those of Tigre ethnic background,
was that, in general, the innovation would set a precedent and, specifically, that the
encouragement of Tigre as a medium of instruction would have negative effects on the
advancement of the Arabic language which, in their view, had to be protected at all cost.
(Negash, I999:59)

This was not the first time that Tigre had faced such an attack. According to
Negash (I999:60) after Dehli (1996),

"In I952 for example, when it had to be decided in Eritrea which languages were to
become official under the federal administrative system, Tigre (together with Tigrinya)
was  a candidate. However, when certain political groups championed  tile case of Arabic,
Tigre had to be compromised and give way to Arabic."

In the actual educational policy implementation Tigre faces a number of challenges.

Among the most important one is the parents' resistance to mother-tongue educa-

tion. Until I995, in Tigre dominant regions there was not a single school teaching
in Tigre and competent teachers in the Tigre language were not easily available
(Woldu, I996). In fact, according to Dutcher (I998:267),

"Although tile TrI [Asmara Teacher Training Institute; CH] programme includes

provision for training in teaching the mother tongue, most of the TI'I students are native
speakers of Tigrigna because there has been a shortage of candidates from the other

language groups."
We also know from our field notes that the teachers in our case studies in the Tigre
medium schools for the most part are either non-Tigre by ethnic origin or Tigre
with a Sawra School background. Sawra is an Arabic and Tigrigna equivalent for
the English word 'revolution'; it refers to the primary schools founded in I976 by
the EPLF in the areas it liberated.

Arabic
The Arabic language has a long linguistic and literary tradition in Eritrea that is

very much associated with social, historical, and geographic factors. Islam, along
with the Koran, which  is read through the medium of Arabic,  is a widely spread

religion in Eritrea. For many years, due to geographic proximity, Eritreans have had            .j
contacts with Arabic speaking peoples of neighbouring countries, using land and          s

9
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sea routes for reasons of trade, education, and pilgrimage, and sometimes as
refugees. Most importantly, despite their small size, the Rashaida are one of the
ethnic groups who speak Arabic as a first language. The Rashaida present a concrete
historical remnant of the vitality and status ofArabic in Eritrea.

In this connection, two sociolinguistic facts deserve mention here. The first one
is the special role of Arabic as a unifying factor for all Eritrean Moslems. Generally
speaking, elites from various ethnic groups, except the Tigrigna majority, use
Arabic  as a lingua #anca. The second  fact  is the influence of Arabic  on the other
indigenous languages of Eritrea. Among the Afro-Islamic languages, modern Tigre
has drawn so much from Arabic that it is sometimes difficult to tell whether the
linguistic features acquired represent borrowing or mixing (Omar, I992:IZI).

The role of Arabic as a language of political and literary discourse has a long
record in Eritrea. The leaders  of one of the parties, The Moslem League, conducted
their political debates in Arabic, a choice they were criticised for as 'wanting-to-be
Arab' (Tesfay, 200I:206). The official status Arabic enjoyed during the Federal
Period (I952-1962), along with Tigrigna, contributed to its symbolic significance as

a language of national unity. Also, Arabic has been instrumental in stirring nation-
alist sentiment during the armed struggle era through songs, poems, and other
works of literature. This is one of the factors that set precedents for the proponents
of the dual official language policy during the constitutional debate (Negash,

1999:54)·

Saho
The Saho speaking group constitutes five percent of the total population of the
country. The Saho inhabit the north-eastern escarpments overlooking the Red-Sea
along the Asmara-Massawa road. They also live in the southeast from the south-
eastern border with Ethiopia along the eastern escarpments and in the toWnS of
Senafe and Adi-Keyeh. According to Bender (I976:3), both Afar and Saho belong to
the East-Cushitic linguistic family. Because of the relative position and spread of
this group, Saho speakers display varying forms of bilingualism depending on
which geographic area they inhabit. There are Saho-Tigre bilinguals who live along
the Ghindae-Massawa road, Saho-Tigrigna bilinguals who live in towns like Adi
Keyeh, Senafe and the surrounding countryside, and Saho-Mar bilinguals who may
be found in the northern Denakil desert around Bada. There are three mutually
intelligible dialects of Saho, i.e., Minifere, Hazu and Asa-orta. The Saho have a
semi-sedentary life, raising cattle and cultivating land. A small number live by
trading in some of the towns. It is one of the groups that suffered atrocities
committed by Haile Selassie's soldiers in the first decade of the war when whole
villages were burned down and many of their inhabitants uprooted. This was the
cause of dispersion and migration of many of the Saho, along with other groups
who were the victims of war in the I960's. This is a major factor that could explain
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why the majority of the Saho have been deprived of basic social rights and
educational services in particular.

As in the case of many minority languages, attempts to commit the Saho lan-
guage to writing were carried out by missionaries before the colonial period. .Among
the available evidence are a translation of the Bible, a short dictionary, and a Saho
grammar. But it was not until the EPLF contemplated launching a literacy pro-
gramme in all the Eritrean languages in I984 that the Saho language began to be
used as a language of literacy. Later in I990, one year before the total liberation of
Eritrea, the Saho language began to be used as a school language. This did not
occur, of course, without stumbling blocks, including difficulties in corpus plan-
ning as well as administrative and logistic problems.

Kunama
The Kunama speaking community is one of the smallest in Eritrea. Its population
is estimated to be less than 70,000 (Ministry of Education, I996). Linguistically,
Kunama is one of the languages that belong to the Nilo-Sallaran family (Bender,
I976:5), and that, along with Nara, is referred to as Nilotic in Eritrea. There are
four dialects of Kunama, which roughly coincide with the geographic position of
the dialectal communities. These are Kunama Aimasa in the western part of the
regional capital Barentu, Kunama Barka along the Gash River in south-eastern
Barentu, Kunama Marda in the north-eastern part of Barentu, and Kunama Tika
along the Gash River in the southern part of Barentu.

Kunama speakers belong to different religious groups in Eritrea and profess
Catholicism, Protestantism, Islam, or the Coptic-Orthodox faith. They also have
the reputation for a highly organised tribal system, distinguished by its animistic
cult and matrilineal tradition. The Kunama are surrounded by two major groups,
i.e. the Tigrigna and the Tigre.

Kunama is one of the few Eritrean languages which had the opportunity to be
committed to writing in the Latin alphabet when the Kunama had their first
contacts with European missionaries. Kuluku and Sosana were famous sites for
customary missionary activities, including language learning and religious training
in beliefs and customs. This was followed by active creation of literature in
Kunama.

"A few books had been produced in the vernacular: a spelling-book and a small hymn-
book had been published in I903 and the Gospel of St Mark in I906. The other Gospels
and the Acts had also been translated but existed only in manuscript." (Aren, I978:367)

The early 206 century was also the time in which massive conversion of Kunama to
Christianity took place. Tribal chefs themselves took the lead in the conversion
(Aren, I978:368).

According to an interview we conducted, the history of efforts with respect to
the Kunama literary tradition began in I903 with the writing of the first book in the
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Tika dialect by a Swedish missionary called Augustus Anderson (Interview 4.7)·
Later, in I927, another Swedish missionary translated the Bible into the Kunama
language. During the first half of the twentieth century, many short Bible stories
and related materials, including the New Testament, were published by European
missionaries. Since then, there have been various attempts to standardise the
Kunama language. According to Father Nelson Hiskel, who himself is working on
the standardisation of the language, there are four dialects mentioned above from
which he has tried to develop a common modernised Kunama (Interview 4.7)·

Nara
The Nara language is spoken in the western part of Eritrea in the region of Gash-
Barka. The Nara are bordered by the Tigre, Kunama, and Hidareb. The Nara
language virtually has no history of literary tradition until only I976 when some
concerned members of the ethnic group tried to write the Nara language using the
Arabic script. This attempt did not succeed because the Arabic script was in-
adequate to properly represent tile Nara sound system (Adem, I996:I). In addition,
absence of any written grammar in the languages made the task more difficult.  The
Nara mother-tongue education programme was launched in I996. But challenges of
implementation still remain. According to one of the teachers, the textbook that is
used has all kinds of flaws, starting from the lack of a standardised form of the
language to represent its four dialects, i.e. Higer, Koita, Mogoraib and Santorta
(Interview 4.8). Another problem that is observed in the textbook is a lack ofproper
adaptation when translating texts from the source language, Tigrigna, into Nara. A
general problem is the shortage of teaching materials produced. The Nara mother-
tongue education programme is not part ofour case studies because of its short age.

Afar, Bilin, and Hidareb
Afar is one of the languages which  is also spoken across tile borders of two ccuntries
neighbouring Eritrea in the South and Southeast, namely Ethiopia and Djibouti.
For logistic reasons mentioned in Chapter 3, it was not included in our study
despite its long history.  But it is also one of the languages with a history of literacy.
A major problem of corpus planning with regard to the preparation of teaching
materials is faced by the Afar Language Panel of the Ministry of Education. This
problem pertains to lexicography and grammar (Mohammed, I996).

So far no data on the implementation of Bilin as a medium of instruction have
been available to US. One of the reasons is that the Bilin programme is one of the
last ones to be implemented in Eritrea. Sources with respect to the literary history
and materials so far written in Bilin, are mentioned by Hamde (I996). This
includes a bibliography of religious and secular books available since the language
started to be written.
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Finally, one Eritrean language which thus far has not had the opportunity to be
treated for language planning processes is Hidareb. Until now, it has not been used
as a medium of instruction, nor is it a school subject. One reason for this situation,
according to an official in the Ministry of Education, is that all attempts to recruit
and train native teachers from the Hidareb group have been unsuccessful (Interview
4.9)·

Despite some complaints in the public media (e.g. that of Dawud, 200I) with
regard to the quality of materials produced at the Curriculum Department of the
Ministry of Education and the selection and recruitment of the personnel to
perform such challenging jobs, by and large the endeavours of the Ministry in
corpus planning have been extraordinary. In a short period of time, tile Ministry
has accomplished such tasks as commitment of languages to writing and standard-
isation of hitherto unwritten languages. Enabling some of the Eritrean minority
groups to realize that their children can read what they normally speak was a

significant achievement, not only linguistically but also socioculturally, since it led
to a building of confidence and cultural self-respect of these groups.

4.8 Conclusions

This chapter began with a historical account of Eritrea, through its successive
colonial eras, with special emphasis on the I940's, during which important episodes
of social and political significance took place. We saw how the diversity of ethnic
group relations within Eritrea and the international and regional politics at the end
of the Second World War complicated the nation-building process. The main cause
was the denial of Eritrean people of their right to self-determination, which in turn
was the root cause of the thirty years of war with Ethiopia. A genesis of the colonial
language policies helped shed light on language use and attitude patterns, which
themselves influenced language politics in the successive eras and subsequently
affected the post-independent language policy of Eritrea. The interface of language
use and attitudes over the various historical periods showed patterns of language
behaviour that suggested parallels to elite versus counter-elite discourses in the
I940's. The role of Arabic in the process of shaping ethnolinguistic relations was
also treated. We saw how the Arabic language has both unifying and divisive
functions, particularly when it is used by both elites and counter-elites alike as a
political tool for rallying people behind their views.

Against this background, the chapter went on to an analysis of documents and
secondary data related to the language policy of post-independent Eritrea. Two
major documents which have been subjected to critical review are the language

paragraphs in the Declaration  of Policies  on  Education  in Eritrea (Department of
Education, I99I) and the Constitution of Eritrea ratified in I997. Despite limited
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sources available from the process involved in producing these policy documents, a
brief account of the general and specific objectives of the documents was given. The
EPLF, by virtue of being the dominant political force in the liberation struggle, was
the main actor in generating the documents. The Constitution ofEritrea ratified the
language policy that protected the equality of all languages after intense debate and
deliberations. This master document stipulates, in general terms, the provisions of
linguistic rights as an issue of democracy. The document from the Department of
Education, in contrast, briefly states the general objectives of the language policy
declaration. It was made clear that the policy fundamentally embraces the principle

of linguistic pluralism, which also entails provision of mother-tongue education.
However, neither of these documents explicitly states the role of each language in
achieving the stated educational objectives. Also unclear is the demarcation of lines
between goals and means, such as, whether mother-tongue education should be
provided as a means of breaking the vicious circle of perpetuation of social
inequalities through the educational system or whether mother-tongue education
should be an end in itself on pedagogical and psychological grounds in the child's

schooling. On the whole, institutional values and beliefs about linguistic diversity
are embodied in these documents. 'Language as a communicative resource' and
'language as a democratic right' paradigms seem to underlie the orientations of the

language policy documents.
Documents, particularly research findings on outcomes of policy implementa-

tion, either do not abound or are inaccessible to researchers. Absence of such
official information may not mean that efforts have not been made by the Ministry
of Education to secure feedback on facts about the implementation of mother-
tongue education programmes. Public evaluation through semi-formal and in-
formal channels, the most important ones of which have been reviewed in this

chapter, have already come from different directions. Nevertheless, in Eritrea, the

language issue has been eclipsed by its politically charged history and denied its due

importance as an academic problem, whereas otherwise
"Concern with language is common both to academic and to policy planners in African

states and to social and cultural anthropologists writing about African societies: (Fardon
and Furniss, I9942)

As mentioned before, the main reasons that complicate the language issue and its
intractability as a subject to be dealt with openly, are its multifarious features. More
specifically,  language is intricately related to various markers of identity. Thus, the
need is greatly felt to locate the sources of the complexity of the issue and openly
face it. The existing tension may be described as the government's decision to
accord Arabic its statutory and symbolic official position, and to allow its use in the
school curriculum on the one hand, and strong disapproval of its potential for
being used as a resource around which a new identity could be constructed on the
other. It is not within the scope of this study to suggest ways of solving such a
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complex problem. Hailemariam, Kroon and Walters (I999:49I) note that careful
articulation of the cultural, religious and political dimensions of language choice
may help to clarify some of the complexities associated with language policy in
Eritrea.

Indeed, the need to disentangle the language policy issue from such complexity
is of great importance. Language policy faces all kinds of reactions, ranging from
the sentimentally charged applause ofgovernment supporters to outright disapprov-
al in the polemics of counter-elites. The direction from which these reactions
emanate may be less important than the question ofwhose interests these discourses
represent. A critical question for language planning in Eritrea should focus on
bringing together the macro and micro level perspectives on language issues.
Solutions will depend on appropriate sociolinguistic investigations, which look at
language use at different levels of communication vis-8-vis the effects of the policy
on various facets of the society's life. As was mentioned earlier in Chapter 2, some
language policies claim their foundations in appealing ideologies. But how effective
these policies are, remains a problem that needs to be studied in tile light of recent
sociolinguistic insights (Blommaert, 200I). Although language policies take a long
time  to show the sought-after outcomes, early outcomes of policy implementation
could be sociolinguistically studied. The main index of the effects of language
policy is the projected language repertoire that a state's language policy wants to
influence.  Exploration into the unknown area of knowledge of language behaviour
becomes the concern of the sociolinguistic scholar as it is the concern of the policy
planner. To that effect, sociolinguistics as an interdisciplinary field of inquiry is
aimed at clarifying problems of language policy issues using sociolinguistically and
ethnographically oriented approaches to language use mapping. The patterns are
not as static as language planners may like to perceive them to be. Their fluidity can
be manifested in the micro dynamics of language use, which the individual's
language repertoire represents.  The main purpose of this study is motivated by the
quest to find out how the linguistic landscape in different communities in post-
independent Eritrea impinges on language policy.
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CHAPTER 5

Languages at Home and at School

5.1 Introduction

Although nation building is not a function of language policy decisions, the
connection between language, nationality, and the sense ofpolitical community can
offer insight into the political process (Hailemariam, Kroon and Walters, I999)
Linguistic diversity, a phenomenon common to many other African states besides

Eritrea, is usually dealt with by policy makers in such a Way that it is compliant
with the national goals of the post-colonial state-building process. The fact that
linguistic complexity has led the newly independent countries to make difficult
choices regarding language policy is beyond doubt. The complex issue of'unity in
diversity'  is at the heart of the debate  over the selection of any language policy.  For
the African sociolinguistic situation today, the concern may be to look at the
fundamental issue of how diversity is conceived and dealt with in the local
multilingual and multicultural context. This is because the discourse of language

policy is constructed around these fundamental views and orientations about
language and linguistic diversity. In such an endeavour, the knowledge base about

linguistic diversity is crucial. How is the information that the policy maker has

about this diversity at the macro level related to micro level sociolinguistic
dynamics on the ground, Providing these data is  the main objective of this chapter.

The way in which language is problematized may differ depending on the
framework for looking at language diversity. According to Eastman (I99I:I37),

-rhe political linguist focuses on language policy at the level of the nation or the state,

while the sociolinguist looks at policies affecting interpersonal linguistic interaction."
The political linguist or the language planner may at the onset be concerned with
listing or cataloguing the languages existing in a state and specifying their domains

of use and status. This is the state's objective at the macro level, looking at language

issues and multilingualism from a top-down perspective. On the other hand, one
must also consider the micro dynamics of language practice reflected in individual
language repertoires, the fluidity and variety of which are expressed in daily

interaction. The African sociolinguist's task is to give multilingualism a bottom-up
perspective as opposed to looking at the phenomenon from a perspective closely
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related to the state. In addition, the African sociolinguist should examine the links
between the micro and macro, rhetoric and practice, top-down and bottom-up
aspects of the language policy ofa state in the process of its construction.

In their attempts to present a picture ofAfrican linguistic diversity, scholars have
tried to produce a linguistic map, which would depict different linguistic regions
using a number of correlates within the national boundaries. None of the maps,
even those with the highest representation of the national languages within the
boundary, are exactly like what may exist on the ground. Examining four kinds of
maps and their respective flaws, Fardon and Furniss (I994:II) make a distinction
between the image of diversity as it appears to the 'language planner' and to the
'ethnographer'. According to these authors, who acknowledge that language is the
concern of both the academic and the policy planner, scholars should adopt an
ethnographically grounded approach to linguistic listing or mapping. The real
measure of national multilingualism in a post-colonial modern African state is
grounded in individual language repertoires (Laitin, I992). The concept of language
repertoire is adopted from Gumperz (I97I) and used here in relation to the ideas of
state construction, which in Laitin's view should be the core concern of socio-
linguistic research. The way in which such research can help show the connection
among language diversity, language policy, and language practice, is summarized by
Laitin as follows:

"A state's language policy seeks to influence, yet is a product of, the language repertoires
of its citizens. It is therefore imperative to discern these repertoires and to analyze the
forces leading to their change." (Laitin, 1992:4)

Following this basic approach, the present part of our study will try to offer an
image of the linguistic diversity in post-independent Eritrea. The issues to be dealt
with in this respect pertain to reported language behaviour in the selected linguistic
communities in Eritrea, the form of multilingualism that exists in these com-
munities in terms of the language repertoires, the relationship between language
behaviour and language policy, and the differences and commonalties between the
selected linguistic communities.

The main means of data collection for answering these questions were a socio-
linguistic survey, a writing task administered to primary school pupils, and guided
interviews with their parents. Thus, this particular study secured data on language
use in the different linguistic communities selected. The selection procedure was
based on the information from the official government documents mentioned in
Chapter 3, such as basic education statistics from the Ministry of Education (I999)
and from the National Statistia and Evaluation Office (I997). According to one of
the major criteria discussed in Chapter 3, i.e., the optimal representation ofmother-
tongue education programmes,  five of the existing programmes of education in the
mother tongue were included in this survey, i.e., in Tigrigna, Tigre, Arabic, Saho,
and Kunama. All the programmes were launched between I976 and I984. Two of
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the existing programmes, using Bilin and Nara, were not included, since they were

implemented only in I996 and have not yet included fifth grade pupils (Garahtu,
2000:I5; see also Table 4.2). The only mother-tongue programme that is as
established as the others but that was not included in the case studies iS the Afar
programme. The Afar community is situated very far from the centre ofthe country
and  could  not be reached because of war-related accessibility problems  and  lack of
time and resources. The other main selection criteria were the representation of
ethnolinguistic groups and language contact and competition at the sites. In the
end, these criteria produced a sample ofeight sites in four regions of the country, as
summarized in Table 5.I.

Table 5.1: Overview of the selected research sites (V=village; T=Town).
Area Site School Dominant Medium of

language instruction

Tigre and Bilen V. Melebso Melebso Primary School Tigre Tigre

(Northern Eritrea) T: Keren Al Nahda Primary School Tiqre Arabic
Saho and Tigre V: Sheab Sheab Primary School Tigre Tigre

(Eastern Eritrea) T: Ghindae Al Awda Primary School Tigre Arabic

Saho and Tigrigna V: Igila Igila Primary School Saho Saho

(Southern Eritrea) T: Senafe, Tisha Tisha Primary School Saho Tigrigna

Kunama and Nara V: Ogana Ogana Primary School Kunama Kunama
(South-Western Eritrea) T: Barentu, Asiti Asiti Primary School Kunama Kunama

T: Barentu Al Wahda Primary School Nara Arabic

In this chapter, we will try to draw a picture of language diversity and language  use

at home and at school on the basis of the sociolinguistic survey data. The main
focus will be on the relationship between home- and school-related language use
and attitudes. In addition, an attempt will be made to expose a possible link
between the patterns of language use in the context of linguistic diversity in the
specific linguistic communities on the one hand, and Eritrean language policy
decisions in general and their influence on community language use on the other.
The questions to be answered in this respect are grouped under five different
headings, as follows:

Ethnicity and language repertoire
•    What is the self-ascribed ethnic group membership of the pupils?
•    What are the most frequently used home languages of the pupils2
Language proficiency and language choice
•   What is the pupils' language proficiency in their most frequently used languages

in terms of understanding, speaking, reading,  and writing2
•    What is the pupils' writing proficiency in their school's medium of instruction2
• With whom are the pupils' most frequently used languages spoken and with

what regularity2
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Language dominance and language preference
•  Which is the language the pupils speak best, i.e., their dominant language2
• Which is the language the pupils like to speak most, i.e., their preferred

language2

Languages at school
• Which language(s) do the pupils like to study as a school subject 
• Which language(s)  do the pupils like to  have as the medium of instruction2
• Which language(s) do the pupils consider the most useful for their future,
Parental language attitudes and preferences
•  What is the parents' evaluation of the medium of instruction policy for their

children's education2

As explained in Chapter 3, we present the data mainly using tables with percentages
and/or frequencies. For each site, the primary focus is on the language-related
behaviour of the ethnic groups that are represented. In order to avoid unnecessary
complexity in the tables, in the data on language proficiency and language choice,
the focus is on the respondents' first and second languages, independent of their
ethnicity. Most of the tables are based on the answers given. There are, however,
two exceptions to this general rule in the data on language choice. When answering
the questions on how often they use a language with particular interlocutors, the
pupils could choose between 'never', 'sometimes', 'often', and 'always'. Since the
difference between the last two categories is too small to make a clear-cut distinc-
tion, 'always' and 'often' are combined together as 'frequently'. For the sake of
comparison between the reported language use with different interlocutors, the
answers to the questions about language use with the mother, the father, and the
siblings are pooled into language use in the family. 'Never' means never with any
family member. 'Sometimes' means either sometimes with one or more family
members, or frequently with one family member (for example, the mother) and
never  with the others (for example,  the siblings). 'Frequently' means frequently
with most family members. Finally, with respect to the writing task, it should be
noted that the marks (ranging from 3 to 9) were recoded into 'low proficiency' (3-
5.5), 'intermediate proficiency' (6-7.5) and 'high proficiency' (8-9).

The order of data presentation in Table 5·I  follows the order of our visits to the
research sites. We started with the village of Melebso and the tOWn of Keren in the
Tigre area in northern Eritrea.  Next we came to the village of Sheab and the toWn
of Ghindae in the Saho and Tigre area in the eastern part of the country. Then we
went to the village of Igila and the toWn of Senafe, Tisha in the Saho and Tigrigna
area in southern Eritrea. We concluded data collection for the study with a Visit to
the toWn of Barentu and the village of Ogana in the Kunarna and Nara area in the
south-west. For each school, we discuss our survey data grouped under the five
headings mentioned above, and for each research area, we make a comparison
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between the tWO schools observed. Conclusions of a more general nature are

presented in the final section.

5.2 The Tigre and Bilen area

In the northern Tigre area, two research sites were selected on the basis of our
knowledge of the region's linguistic configuration and the official documents
mentioned above. These are Melebso, a village with approximately 2,000 in-
habitants, and the town of Keren, with about 70,000 inhabitants. In Melebso, we
gathered our data at Melebso Primary School, which has Tigre as the medium of
instruction, and in Keren, at Al Nahda Primary School, which has Arabic as the
medium of instruction.

5.2.I Melebso
Melebso is a village about 50 kilometres north of Keren, which we reached after a
rough drive in a district called Maria Keyah. For the most part, the dry weathered
road winds up a mountainous terrain. Because it is an administrative cenue and
serves as a Saturday market for the neighbouring villages, Melebso also enjoys the
privilege of being an educational centre for the areas under its authority. While the
pupils in Melebso come from a number of surrounding villages, the teachers may
be from anywhere in the country, i.e., they may not necessarily belong tO the Tigre
ethnic group. Today, although Tigre is the most dominant language in the village,
just a few minutes' walk or a visit to some of the small shops reveals that many
people are bilingual or even trilingual. Arabic is heard in bilingual discourse with
Arabic phrases used periodically and, although infrequently, in monolingual Arabic
conversation. We could speak Tigrigna with many of the villagers,  but not with old
people, who sold sheep or butter in the marketplace. The presence of a small
military garrison with predominantly Tigrigna-speaking young conscripts and
demobilised ex-fighters with a good command of Tigrigna, who settled down in
their home villages, gives the first impression that Tigrigna is the national lingua
lianca along with Arabic.

Ethnicity and language repertoire
At Melebso Primary School, 2I boys and two girls filled out the questionnaire. As
Table 5.2 shows, all 23 pupils claim to be ethnically Tigre, and Tigre is also reported
to be the first most often  used home language for all of them.

When the mother tongue of a child from an ethnic minority group is not the
official language of the state, it is often the case that the child has a range of
languages at his or her disposal to fulfil the communicative needs and secure
upward social mobility. As Table 5.2 shows, 56.5% of the pupils reported that they
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speak one language other than Tigre at home, and 26.0% claimed that they speak
more than one. Of these, twelve pupils reported to speak Arabic and six Tigrigna.

Table 5.2: First. second, and third home language by ethnic group, Melebso Primary School

Ethnicity Tigre (N.23/10096)
Language 1 N                                    96
Tigre                                 23                                    100.0
Language 2 N                                    %
Tigrigna                               2                                       8.7
Arabic                                          11                                                  47.8
None                                           10                                                  43.5
Language 3                              N                                            %
Tigrigna                                                              4                                                                           17.4

Arabic                                                  1                                                          4.3
English                                1                                       4.3
None                                    17                                         73.9

Arabic  is the second language of about half of the pupils. However,  it does  not play
the role of a language of interethnic communication, as Melebso is highly
dominated by the Tigre ethnic group. Tigrigna is spoken by an insignificant
minority of the pupils. Considering the geographic position and the remoteness of
Melebso, it is unlikely that Tigrigna could have spread to the district of Maria
Keyah so much as to be the second most often used language. In this village, the
presence of Tigrigna-speaking people from the Highlands is not conspicuous. Small
shops and public places are owned by the locals from Melebso, and there is little
chance for a situation calling upon the interlocutors to use Tigrigna, in contrast to
the other parts of the country. Practically everybody who lives in Melebso.
including the teachers from the Highlands, speak Tigre as a second language. This
does not mean, however, that Tigrigna is not spoken in Melebso at all. Being the
national lingua #anca, Tigrigna seems to be promoted in the community through
the strong minority of soldiers, teachers, civil servants, drivers, and traders who
have moved from the centre of the Highlands to the northern Tigre area.

The reported language repertoires in the village of Melebso basically show that

Tigre is the dominant home language and Arabic is a second intra-ethnic language.
This additive Tigre-Arabic bilingualism is congruent with the school's mother
tongue (Tigre) medium policy; thus, there is no disjunction between the home and
the community's dominant language and the school language. In addition, the fact
that over so%  of the pupils in Melebso have a command of Arabic as a second
language that is used next to Tigre corresponds to the apparent societal bilingualism
and the school language policy.
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Language proficiency and language choice
As can be seen from Table 5.3, 91123 pupils claimed to have an oral and written
command of Tigre, their most frequently used home language. With respect to
their second most frequently used languages, eleven out of twelve pupils reported
oral and written proficiency in Arabic, and only one pupil stated that he does not
speak Arabic, although he can understand, read, and write it. Also, the two pupils
who mentioned Tigrigna as their second language claimed to be fully proficient in
it. The writing scores of the pupils confirmed the declared knowledge of Tigre,
since only three out of the 20 pupils who had completed the writing test received
low scores, while half of the pupils (Io) received intermediate scores, and seven got
high scores.

Table 5.3: Reported proficiency in first and second language, Melebso Primary School
(frequencies)

Understanding Speaking Reading Writing
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Language 1 (N.23)
Tigre 23 - 23 - 23 - 23     -

Language 2  (N=13)
Arabic 11 - 10 1 11 - 11     -

Tigrigna 2 2- 2- 2-

Table 5.4: Context and frequency of use of first and second language, Melebso Primary School
(frequencies)

i       . Fam4 Friends Other people
· Never  ·Some. Freq. Never  Some. Freq. Never  Some.  Freq.

Language 1 (N•23)
Tigre .     8     15 - 5     18    4     4     15
Language 2 (N=13)
Arabic -8 3 1 8 2272
Tigrigna 1 1-1 1 1 1-

Table 5·4 shows that the majority of the pupils use Tigre frequently with all family
members, friends, and other interlocutors, even more frequently with friends than
with the members of the family. The category 'sometimes' is also mentioned for the
use with family members, friends, and other people. Four pupils say they never
speak Tigre with other people. Although Arabic is learned at school, it is also used
outside the school domain. The majority of the pupils who reported Arabic as a
second language stated that they speak it sometimes within the family and with
friends and frequently with other people. The same is true for Tigrigna.

I knguage dominance and language preference
As Table 5.5 shows, 211 23 pupils say that Tigre is their dominant language, i.e., the
language they speak best. Apparently, this language is also the dominant language
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in the community to which these children belong. Despite this, the language
preference data in Table 5.5 suggest a clearly positive attitude to or preference for
Arabic. Although all the pupils in Melebso are Tigre by ethnicity, and Tigre is their
dominant language, which indicates a match between language and ethnicity,
Arabic seems to be the most favoured language of all. According to 56.5% of the
pupils, Arabic is the language they like to speak most.

Table 5.5: Language dominance and preference by ethnic group, Melebso Primary School

Ethnicity Tigre (N=23)
Dominant language N                    %
Tigre                                 23                                    100.0
Preferred language                    N                                            %
Arabic                                                13                                                        56.5

Tigre                                  6                                     26.1
English                                           3                                                  13.0
Tigrigna                               1                                       4.3

Table 5.6: Preferred languages as a subject and as a medium of instruction and perceived
language status by ethnic group, Melebso Primary School

Ethnicity Tigre (N=23)
Subject N                   %
English                                                             23                                                                         87.0

Tigrigna                                   12                                           52.2
Arabic                                  19                                       83.6
Tigre                                  7                                    30.4
Bilin                                                                                     1                                                                                            4.3

Medium                                   N                                            %
Arabic                                                      11                                                               47.8

English                                           4                                                 17.4
Tigrigna                                                              3                                                                         13.0
No other                                                   5                                                              21.7
Status                           N                               %

English                               18                                    78.3
Arabic                                                               11                                                                         47.8

Tigre                                2                                   8.7

Tigrigna                               1                                      4.3

Languages at school
In addition to Tigre, the language of instruction, Melebso Primary School offers
English and Arabic as school subjects. In Table 5.6, we see that these languages are
also mentioned by the pupils as the languages they would like to learn, although
Tigre is less frequently mentioned than English and Arabic. More than half the
pupils said they would also like to learn Tigrigna, a language that was supposed to
be in the curriculum but was not taught at the time of the study. When asked
whether they would prefer their teachers to use a medium of instruction other than
the present school language, i.e. Tigre, nearly 80% declared that they would like
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their teachers to speak to them in another language, while only five (about 22%)
preferred the status quo. Arabic was the most favoured medium of instruction,
although both English and Tigrigna were mentioned as well. English and Arabic
were considered by far the most important languages for future life, while Tigre and
Tigrigna appeared just a few times in this respect.

Parental language attitudes and preferences
The parents varied in their responses to the three core questions of the guided
interview that we conducted concerning language values, preferences, and attitudes.
Some eloquendy elaborated their points, while others were very short in their style
and gave more categorical answers to language preference questions dealing with
their children's schooling. Only two of the ten parents interviewed wanted their
children to be instructed in another language, namely, Arabic. Arguments against
Tigre were that Tigre is the child's first language anyway and that it is not
worthwhile to devote time to learning it. Arabic was thought to be a more
important language, both in Eritrea and in the neighbouring states. The parents
also mentioned that their children needed Arabic to better understand the Koran,
and that they tagged behind in Arabic due to switching into Tigre after the initial
learning in Arabic at Koranic schools.

The reactions of the eight parents who were in favour of the mother tongue, i.c.,
Tigre, as the medium of instruction, suggested that they had been exposed to the

government's mother-tongue medium awareness campaign. Their arguments
indicated some responsiveness to the education officers' efforts to promote the
importance of using the mother tongue as the school language. The reasons they

"gave were that lt lS  easy and quick to learn in the mother tongue", that it is "our
own language and unless we respect it, no one will pay attention to it", and that
"one should first learn one's own language before learning someone else's

language".
Within both groups, however, some misconceptions with regard to the issue of

language and learning seem to exist. The parents do not make a clear<ut
distinction between learning the mother tongue as a subject and using it as the
medium of instruction. The fact that the opponents of Tigre as the language of
instruction use the children's lagging behind in Arabic as an argument is a result of
their lack of awareness of the fact that the child also learns Arabic as a subject even
when the school medium is the mother tongue. Similarly, the mother-tongue
education proponents' concern with linguistic and cultural self-respect could be a
consequence of lack of knowledge of the policy, which gives the children from the
minority ethnic groups the possibility to learn both Arabic and English as subjects
at the primary school level.

Reported language proficiency and language choice with respect to Arabic, i.e.
the pupils' claim that they use Arabic with their parents, siblings, and other people,
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suggest the existence of some degree ofTigre-Arabic bilingualism in Melebso. The
relatively higher preference for Arabic both as the language of daily communication
and as the school language is in some agreement with the reported language
proficiency and use. The pupils could have acquired these language preferences
from their parents, who are very much concerned about their children's future
careers and their own language attitudes, which may be connected with religious
values. The parents also want their children to be good readers and speakers of
Arabic. The fact that the Arabic language maintains a high omcial status both in
Eritrea and the neighbouring countries is very important, since it is likely to
influence the attitude of both the pupils and the parents towards language status
issues. On the other hand, although Tigrigna is a co-official language in Eritrea, the
value of this language is incomparable to Arabic and English. This may be ex-
plained by the fact that geographic and demographic factors have not allowed lan-
guage contact to bring about a pervasive Tigre-Tigrigna bilingualism in Melebso.

5•12 Keren
Keren is one of the towns that were chosen as research sites for the comprehensive
nationwide linguistic survey conducted in the early I970's as part of a larger project
sponsored by the Ford Foundation. Bender et aL (I976) compiled a report of this
large-scale survey in the book Lsnguage in Ethiopia. The authors of that study state
that the majority of market transactions in Keren were carried out in Tigre. A
transaction was defined by Cooper and Carpenter (I976:246) as an interaction
between the buyer and the seller, i.e., the buyer and the seller talking to each other
for the purpose of making a purchase or sale. Since then, a lot of events of
paramount social and political importance have taken place. This definitely has had
a direct bearing on tile language situation in and around Keren.

Keren is the capital of the Anseba province or Zoba (zonal administration), as it
is called today. According to the recent division into internal administrative
regions, this is roughly equivalent to the former Senhit province. Keren is a town
located in the semi-lowland area at the crossroads between tile Highlands and the
Lowlan(is of Eritrea. Similar to the way in which its history is connected with its
strategic location, its sociolinguistic importance is related to its ethnolinguistic
make-up. The town of Keren is a melting pot of cultural and linguistic diversity.
Three ethnic groups live together in Keren, namely, the Bilen, the Tigre, and the
Tigrigna. In and around the town, one can see Moslems, Catholics, Protestants,
and the adherents of the Coptic Orthodox Church. It is also a town in which three

language communities coexist side by side. Tigre, Tigrigna, and Bilin are spoken as
home languages. There are eighteen primary schools in the district.  Out of these,
seven are Tigrigna medium schools, six Arabic, four Bilin (less than three years old),
and one Tigre. These figures reflect the typiCal multilingual situation in urban
Eritrea.
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Out of the two Arabic medium schools in Keren, Al Nahda Primary School was
selected for the study because it is funded by the government. The other school in
the town that gives instruction in Arabic is funded by the Islamic Community. Al
Nall(la has a total of 2,486 students. On the playground, the boys skip rope and
play football, and the girls sit chatting in groups. The first impression one gets is
that Tigre is clearly the dominant language. Other languages were only very rarely
used by the pupils belonging to the same ethnic group or were not audible enough
to be heard. At the administration office, the parents or guardians were seen talking
with the teachers about the problems with their children. The most common

language of such conversations was Tigre.

Ethnicity and language repertoire
The patterns of diversity in the reported ethnic identity of tile respondents were
similar to the figures released by the National Statistics and Evaluation Office
(I997)· The numbers indicate a competitive variety in terms of the ethnic com-
position of Keren: the Bilen constitute 24% of the households, and tile Tigre and
the Tigrigna are 38% and 35%, respectively. However, at At Nahda Primary School,
the Tigrigna ethnic group (4.2%) could not be proportionally represented, since
there is a separate school for the Tigrigna children. Of all the pupils, 66.0%
claimed to be Tigre by ethnicity and 29.8% reported to be Bilen.

Table 5.7: First. second, and third home language by ethnic group. Keren. Al Nahda Primary
School

Ethnicity                     Ti,e (N.31/66.0%)  '   .:Men (N.14/29.896) Tigrigna (N-2/4.2%)
Linguege 1 N      %      N ' ' % N%
Tigre                 26           83.9          4           28.6         1              50.0
Arabic                      3                 9.7              -                    -                                     -
Tigrigna              2            6.5          1            7.1         1             50.0
Bilin                         -                    -             9               64.3            -                        -
Language 2 N             %             N % N %
Arabic                      9               29.0             2               14.3            -
Tigrigna               4            12.9          1             7.1         -
Tigre                  1             3.2          6           42.9
English                                          1                                   3.2                             -                                         -

Bilin                                                                   -                    3                      21.4                  -
None                   16             51.6            2              14.3          2               100.0
Languagi 3                     N.                       .%                     . N %             N   :          %   :
Arabic                      4               12.9              1                 7.1
Tigrigna                1              3.2
Tigre                                   -          1             7.1         -
Bilin                                                                                                                     -                                   1                                            7.1                                -

Kunama                    -                    -              1                 7.1            -                        -
None                  26            83.9          10            71.4          2              100.0
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The first impression one gets from the figures in Table 5.7 is that there is no one to-
one relationship between ethnicity and the most frequently used home language.
Not all the Bilen, Tigre, or Tigrigna pupils reported their ethnic group language as
their first most often used home language. Five out of the I4 Bilen pupils speak a
first home language other than Bilin. Out of these five, four are native Tigre
speakers and one is a Tigrigna speaker. This is an indication that the Bilen tend to
be bilingual and show low ethnolinguistic vitality. The vitality of an ethnolinguistic
group is defined as "that which makes a group likely to behave as a distinctive and
active collective entity in intergroup relations" (Giles, Bourhis and Taylor,
I977:308).

The fact that a Bilen child in Keren is more likely to acquire Tigre than Tigrigna
can be attributed to a greater number of interactions with the Tigre than with the
Tigrigna ethnic group and the use of Tigre in such interactions. Two important
macro-sociological issues need to be considered here. One is that the Bilen ethnic
group, which is demographically by far the smallest within the groups under study
in this school, finds itself geographically surrounded by two larger language
communities, the Tigrigna and the Tigre. Secondly, the Bilen can be divided along
religious lines in terms of Islam or Christianity. Moslems are likely to go to Al
Nahda Arabic medium school, which participated in this study. In any case, a Bilen
child in Keren is more likely to be bilingual than a Tigrigna or Tigre child.

In the case of the Tigre, there is a stronger relationship between ethnicity and the
most frequently used home language. Tigre is the second most frequently used
native language in the country and the most dominant language around the town
of Keren. Twenty-six out of the 3I Tigre children in our study (83.8%) wen, native
Tigre speakers, while the other five had Arabic or Tigrigna as their first home
language.

In addition to their first home language, the Tigrc children spoke a second
language, either Arabic or Tigrigna. While nine pupils stated they had Arabic as
their second home language, four reported using Tigrigna. The children's claims are
not surprising given the fact that Arabic is the school language. The classroom
interaction data (see Chapter 6) show that the pupils had a reasonably good
command of the language in all communication skills. Sometimes, trilingualism is
observed here, when a child from either the Bilen or Tigre group speaks his main
ethnic group language, an inter-ethnic school language (Tigre or Arabic), and
Tigrigna, which  is  also  the  national  Lingua #anca in places like Keren.  Five  of the
Tigre and  four of the Bilen children daimed they could speak a third language.  In
general, this may fit into what Laitin (I992) calls a 'three plus or minus' language
outcome. In Mazrui and Mazrui's (I992) terms, a minority child needs a language
portfolio ranging between 'two and four'. This is the situation where the child has
to use an intra-ethnic language (Bilin), an inter-ethnic language (Tigre) and a
higher status language or a national lingua#anca (Tigrigna and/or Arabic).
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Language proficiency and language choice
The language proficiency o f the whole group of pupils at Al Nahda Primary School
is too intricate an issue to be dealt with in a simple depiction. It shows a lot of
mixing and overlap between the first and the second most frequently used home
languages. As Table 5.8 shows, most pupils claim a high proficiency in their first
home language. Exceptions  are a few speakers of Tigre  and one speaker of Arabic
who  report not being  able to speak their first language,  and one speaker of Tigre
who declares to have no proficiency at all. The picture of reported proficiency in
the second language is mixed. Of the 27 pupils who claimed proficiency in a second
language, the majority of those who spoke Arabic or Tigrigna reported high
proficiency, while for Tigre and Bilen, the proportion was smaller.

Table 5.8: Reported proficiency in first and second language, Keren, Al Nahda Primary School
(frequencies)

Understanding Speaking Reading Wriung
Ye$         No Yes No Yes        No Yes No

Language 1 (N.47)
Tigre 30 1 27 4 30 1 30     1

Bilen 81 9 9- 9-

Tigrigna 4- 4- 4 4

Arabic 3 21 3- 3-

Language 2 (N=27)
Arabic 83 74 83 83
ngre 34 34 25 34
Tigngna 41 32 41 32
Bilen 12 12 12 12
English 1- 1 1 1

Across the ethnic groups (no tables presented), the overall impression is that a
majority of the children are proficient in the oral and written modalities of two
languages. A few pupils reported not being able to speak their first language; less

than half the pupils claimed no proficiency in either the oral or written domain of
the second language. As shown in the data on language repertoire, the second most

frequently used languages may have been acquired from the pupils' social environ-
ment or through formal instruction at religious or secular schools.

In the results of the writing test in Arabic, which is the school language, there
was about the same proportion of high and intermediate scores among the Tigre
and the Bilen (about three quarters), while the pupils who spoke either Tigrigna or
Arabic as the first language did not receive high scores.

As Table 5.9 shows, tile most notable finding regarding language choice and use
is that a considerable proportion of tile pupils reported speaking their first language

only sometimes with family members, friends, and other people. Moreover, a few
Tigre speakers never used their first language at home. Of 47 pupils, 27 claimed

proficiency in a second language. Most second languages are sometimes or even
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never spoken in the family, and only in a few cases, when the second language is
Arabic or Tigrigna, it is used frequently in conversations with the parents or the
siblings. About half of these pupils report never speaking their second language
with friends or other people, while the other half use it sometimes or frequently
with these interlocutors.

Table 5.9: Context and frequency of use of first and second language. Keren. Al Nahda Primary
School (frequencies)

Fah* , ,·: '  . Friends.  ·      '.          '  · Other people
Ne•Br   Some.   Freq.    Never   Some.. Freq. Never Some.   Freq.

Language 1 (N-47)
Tigre 3      26    2     4      16    11 5 26     -

Bilin                             -             9          -            1              7            1 1 71
Tigrigna -4- -3 1- 4-
Arabic                          -                         3 - 1 2- 12
Language 2 (N•27)
Arabic                       2            7        2 6 4 1 3 53
Tigre 3 4-3 3 1 5 2-
Tigrigna 2 2 1 3 -2 2 12
Bilin                             -              3          -            1              2            - 2 1-
English                    -            1

For an adequate interpretation of the data on language proficiency and choice at Al
Nahda Primary School, it is necessary to look at the different ethnic groups (no
tables presented). A considerable proportion of the Tigre pupils report that they are
proficient in their first home language, which is Tigre for most of them, and a
second language, which is Arabic or Tigrigna. These children use Tigre more at
home with immediate family members than with friends and other acquaintances.
Regarding tile second most frequently used home language for the Tigre children,
Arabic is reported to be spoken with a higher frequency and by more pupils than
Tigrigna. The Tigre declare proficiency in Arabic and report they use it more often
with acquaintances than those who claim proficiency in Tigrigna.

A noticeable feature among the Bilen children is their considerable proficiency
and use ofTigre as either a first or second home language. While four out of the I4
Bilen pupils say they speak Tigre sometimes with most interlocutors, six report
using it frequently asa second language. It can, therefore, be said that a Bilen child
at this school is very likely to become a Bilin-Tigre bilingual. This may not neces-
sarily be true of the Bilen children who go to a school elsewhere in the district of
Keren, where the medium of instruction is other than Arabic. For the tWO pupilS
from the majority Tigrigna ethnic group who happen to be a minority here, only
the information on their first most often used language is available. One pupil
reported speaking Tigrigna, and the other claimed having Tigre as his first home
language.
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According to Dutcher (I998:269), there is "much anecdotal evidence that
Eritreans can and do speak three or four languages" because for them, "learning the
other languages of the people with whom they must speak is a necessary aspect of
living in a multilingual society". This is realized in multilingual Keren, where a
Bilen child uses Bilin and Tigre at home, Tigrigna in his neighbourhood, and
Arabic at the school, as was observed at At Nah(la Primary School. A Tigre child
from the same school has a minimum of two languages to operate in besides
Tigrigna, which he or she takes as a school subjea. In many Afric  multilingual
contexts, like in the case of the Bilen pupils in Keren, there is a need for children to
learn three languages at the same time. Taking into consideration the language
profiles of the school and the community, the pupils from the minority ethnic
group have the most diverse language repertoire.

Language dominance and language preference
Table 5.Io shows the connection between language dominance and language
preference. An overwhelming majority of the Bilen pupils (78.6%) and more than
half the Tigre pupils (58.I%) report that Tigre is the language they speak best
(dominance). However,  6 ·3% of the Bilen  pupils declared that Bilin is their most
frequently  used home language.  At the same  time,  22.6% of the Tigre pupils said
they speak Arabic better than any of the languages in their repertoire. These figures
again attest to the fact that there is no perfect match between self-ascribed ethnicity,
the most frequently used home language, and the language which is spoken best. In
other words, not all the Bilen and Tigre pupils speak their respeaive ethnic group
language.  In  relation  to such a pattern of language dominance, the overall prefer-
ence for Arabic by the Tigre, Bilen, and Tigrigna pupils (SI.3%, 71.496, and 50.0%.

respectively) is clearly significant.

Table 5.10: Language dominance and preference by ethnic group. Keren. Al Nahda Primary
School

Ethnicity Tigre (N-31) ellen (N•14)                - '-= 119*lm'(N.2)
Dominant language     N % N     % N'·,.·              962

Tigre                    18            58.1          11            78.6          -
Arabic                        6              22.6             2               14.3
Tigrigna                                    6                         19.4                        -                                 -                   2                            100.0
Bilin                                                                                                  -                           1                                  7.1                                                                           -

Preferred language N %          N          % N %
Arabic                                      25                        83.3                    10                        71.4                    1                               50.0

Tigre                     2              6.7           3            21.4          -
Tigrigna                  2              6.7           1              7.1          -
Saho                        1               3.3             -                  -           1                 50.0
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Languages at school
According to the school's curriculum, the pupils are instructed in Arabic and learn
three languages as subjects, namely, Arabic, English, and Tigrigna. All these
languages are important for a child interested in social mobility, who has to survive
in the national system.

Table 5.11: Preferred language  as a subject  and  as a medium of instruction and perceived
language status by ethnic group, Keren. Al Nahda Primary School

Ethnicity Tigre (N-31) Bilen"(N.14) . ligrigna (N.2)

Subject                N % N.·-.96: N  -    96
Arabic                         29                93.5             14                 100.0 2 100.0
English                  29            93.5          12              85.7 1 50.0
Tigrigna                                 12                        38.7                       6                            42.9

Tigre                      3             9.7           2              14.3
Kunama                        1                  3.2                -                        -            -
Bilin                               -                      -               2                   14.3
Saho                             1                  3.2                -                        -            -
French                1           3.2         -

Italian                           1                  3.2                -                        -
Medium              N           %           N           % N %
English                  27            87.1            6              42.9 1 50.0
Tigre                      1              3.2           3              21.4
Tigrigna                  2             6.5           1                7.1         -
No other                     1                3.2              4                28.6 1 50.0
Status                   N             %            N             %            N             %
English                     29              93.5            13                 92.9 1 50.0
Arabic                         23                74.2             14                 100.0 2 100.0
Tigrigna                  6            19.4           3              21.4 1 50.0
Nara                              1                  3.2

As Table 5·II shows, the languages that are offered by the curriculum are also the
most preferred languages.  But it is also interesting to  note the variety of languages
the pupils suggest they would like to learn. Tigrigna is mentioned less often than
Arabic and English, which are at  the top of the pupils' preference. Also five pupils
would like to learn Tigre and two Bilin, while some other languages are mentioned
once as well by the Tigre pupils. On the whole, there are only a few pupils (four
Bilin, one Tigre, and one Tigrigna) who prefer the continuation of the status quo,
which means the use ofArabic as the medium of instruction. Most Tigre pupils and
nearly half of the Bilen prefer English as the school language, while only a few
pupils from all the ethnic groups mention Tigre or Tigrigna. English and Arabic are
considered to be the most useful languages for future life by the majority of the
children from all the ethnic groups. Tigrigna is mentioned as an important lan-
guage by about one fifth of the pupils.
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Parental language attitudes and preferences
The language preferences of the pupils and the parents have similar patterns in that
they are all in favour of maintaining the status quo. Eleven parents, induding three
illiterate mothers who participated in an adult literacy programme at the same
school, were interviewed. In their reaction to the basic question whether they would
like their children to learn in their mother tongue or in Arabic (the practice at the
moment), an overwhelming majority of the parents (nine out of eleven) approved
of tile present policy,  i.e.,  the  use of Arabic as the language of instruction in their
children's education. For all of them, Arabic was the most important language
facilitating their children's cultural and economic development. They said they
preferred Arabic because they thought it was useful for communication both inside
and outside Eritrea. «Our children", they said, "need both Arabic and English for
their future". Another justification for not opting for the use of the mother tongue
was that Arabic is the language of the Koran, which the children have to learn from
early on. In addition, the parents claimed that learning the mother tongue is a
waste of time because it can still be retained even when it is not learned at school.
Also, they felt that it is better to learn other languages rather than the language one

already knows. As far as parents' preference for Tigrigna is concerned, it is motivat-
ed by its pragmatic value inside Eritrea.

The parents seem to have not distinguished between learning a language as a
subject and having it as the medium of instruction. No reference was made to the
comparative mastery of the mother tongue versus a non-mother tongue in the
learning of academic subjects. Given the educational level of the average parent in
Keren, which may not go beyond basic literacy or primary school, one cannot
expect a more elaborate explanation of the pedagogical value of the use of the
mother tongue. One important aspect related to the pupils' pre-school educational
background is that for the most part they have gone to what are called Mebaad
schools, run by Islamic institutions teaching the Koran. Pedagogically grounded
arguments in favour of the mother tongue medium may not find support here, as
many of the pupils use Classical Arabic, to which they have been introduced at the
Koranic school and which is different from Modern Arabic taught in primary
school.

Only one mother was in favour of education in the mother tongUe, and one
other woman defensively refused to give her opinion on the grounds that both
Tigre and Arabic are equally good. The former mother argued that it is easy to
learn in the mother tongue. At the time of the study, she was taking adult literacy
lessons in Tigre. The role that Tigre has played in her progress in literacy may have
contributed to her positive attitude towards this ethnic group language.
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5.2.3 Comparison between Melcbso and Keren
The main purpose of making a general comparison between the village of Melebso
and the tOWn of Keren is to see how the patterns oflanguage behaviour of the Tigre
children in a village (N=23) and in a multilingual town (N=30 may be related.
Table 5.Iz gives a list of language-related variables against which the language
behaviour of these groups is to be compared. The data on individual plurilin-
gualism may offer insight into societal multilingualism. In addition, the variables
may indicate general trends in language use and tile connections between language
practice and policy in education. In the foregoing sections, the reported language
data should provide a picture of multilingualism within a geographic area that is
delineated as a linguistic region dominated by a specific ethnic group.

Table 5.12: Comparison between the Tigre pupils in Melebso and Keren (' multiple response)

School     Actual .·  ·  language    1* Hom, -· ' r Horne.'  p0*#f :·' Preferred  .  Pref ned::=

Melebso Tigre Arabic - 47.8% - 56.5% 47.8%
(N=23) Tigre 100.096             - 100.096 26.1% 21.7%

Tigrigna           -          8.0% 4.3% 13.0%
English            -                             - 13.0% 17.4%

Keren Arabic Arabic 9.7% 29.0% 22.6% 83.3% 3.2%
(N=31) Tigre 83.9% 3.2% 58.1% 6.7% 3.2%

Tigrigna 6.596 12.9% 19.4% 6.7% 6.5%
Saho                 -                                  -            3.3%
English             -           3.2%              -              -           87.1%

In the two schools that use different media of instruction, i.e., Tigre and Arabic,
the most frequently used home language is Tigre. On the whole, Arabic is reported
to be the second most frequently used home language. Also,  the majority of the
pupils  from both groups choose Arabic as the language of communication.  With
respect to the preferred medium of instruction, we see a trend calling for a change
in the status quo. In both cases, the language perceived to be of a higher status is
favoured, i.e., Arabic in lieu ofTigre in Melebso, and English in lieu ofArabic in
Keren. This is despite the fact that generally Tigre is the most frequently used home
language. In line with broader policy decisions, the pupils in these schools are
required to learn Arabic, Tigrigna, or sometimes both as subjects, regardless of the
language of instruction. In Melebso, the pupils had to learn only Arabic and not
Tigrigna, the national language of communication. In both sites, the dominant
regional language is Tigre, although Bilin is also  tile language of a minority of the
population. Arabic is taught as a subject in both schools, but it is the language of
instruction only in the multiethnic town of Keren. Tigre is the most often used
home language  of I00%  of the pupils in Melebso, while it is  the most often  used
home language of BI.7% of the pupils in Keren. In both cases, there is a high
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preference for Arabic as a language of communication, but in Melebso Arabic is
preferred as a language of instruction too.

5.3 The Saho and Tigre area

Two research sites were selected from the eastern Saho and Tigre area on die basis
of their linguistic configuration and the official documents mentioned above: the
village of Sheab and the town of Ghindae. In Sheab, we collected our data at the
Tigre medium Sheab Primary School, and in Ghindae, at the Arabic medium At
Awda Primary School.

5·3·I Sheab
The village of Sheab has a special meaning in the context of the thirty-year war for
independence. It is associated with the martyrdom of the Eritrean civilian

population. In the years before the liberation of Eritrea, Sheab was just a big village
inhabited by a Tigre community. Now it has about 3,200 households and is the
administrative centre of the sub-district. The majority of the people of Sheab

(about 80%) engage in agriculture. The rest are semi-nomadic pasturalists and
traders. The village is located in the valley in the north-eastern part of the Eastern
Lowlands. Sheab can be reached by four-wheel-drive vehicle or bus via a road
leading to the valley from a junction at Gahtelay, about 70 kilometres from Asmara
on the way to Massawa. Because of its position in the valley, it is one of the places

with the highest summer temperatures, which sometimes exceed 40 degrees Celsius.
At the time of the study Sheab Primary School had 57I students from the village

itself and from the neighbouring villages. Sociolinguistically speaking, it is very
much a part of its surroundings because of the prevalence of the Tigre language at
alllevels of communication, i.e., in pupil-pupil, pupil-teacher, and teacher-teacher
interactions. However, Tigrigna is also heard among the teachers, as there are
several Tigrigna- speaking teachers at the school.

Ethnicity and language repertoire
As table 5.I3 shows, the class under study has 54 pupils,  of whom 48 report to be
Tigre by ethnicity and six claim to be Afar. In Sheab, as in Keren, ethnicity and
home language do not match perfectly. The Mar pupils do not report having the
Mar language in their language repertoire. All 54 pupils in Sheab, regardless of their
ethnic background, speak Tigre as their first home language and, in most cases,

speak a second or third home language. The most frequently reported second home
language for this group is Arabic, and the third language is Tigrigna.
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Table 5.13 First. second, and third home language by ethnic group. Sheab Primary School

Ethnicity Tiqre (N=48/88.996)                       Afar (N=6/11.1%)
Language 1                N % N'%
Tigre                      48                    100.0               6                     100.0
Language 2                N % N                      %
Arabic                         26                         54.2                   2                           33.3
Tigrigna                                                 3                                                       6.3

None                          19                         39.6                   4                           66.7
Language 3                N                      %                      N                      %
Tigrigna                   16                     33.3                1                       16.7
None                          32                         66.7                   5                           83.3

Although all the villages within the administrative jurisdiction of Sheab are
predominantly Tigre-speaking communities, the use of other Eritrean languages
becomes possible in this area due to a number of factors. Located in the fertile
valley between  the foot of the Central Highlands and the adjacent plains at the Red
Sea coast on the one hand, and at the middle of the highway connecting the Sahel
region via Afabet on the other, Sheab serves as a meeting point for Lowlanders and

Highlanders, who may seasonally come down to this place. This natural social
environment of Sheab and its surroundings allows for local ethnic contacts and
resultant language transactions. The position of Arabic as the second most
frequently used language is predictable given the fact that the Arabic-speaking
Rashaida ethnic group, estimated to be below I% of the total population, has some
settlements of a nomadic nature in the area. In fact, according to the school's data
on ethnic composition, seven of the 578 pupils at this school are Rashaida by
ethnicity and, as a consequence, are considered to be Arabic by linguistic identity.
Similarly, taking into account Sheab's proximity to the Highlands and itS
functioning as a point of intersection between various ethnic groups, it is under-
standable that Tigrigna serves as a language of inter-ethnic communication as well.
Such  use of Tigrigna needs some elaboration here. Sheab Primary School does not
offer Tigrigna as a subject, although there are many teachers from the Tigrigna
ethnic group working at the school. The semi-nomadic life of the Tigre in the
district of Sheab, however, allows for frequent contacts with the speakers of
Tigrigna. Their seasonal mobility to the areas east of Keren, mainly to Geleb, where

Tigre and Tigrigna bilingual communities are found, invites a lot of bilingual
transactions. The fertile farmlands that attract farmers from the Highlan(Is, the job
opportunities for civil servants, and the marketplace of Sheab itself bring together
the speakers of Tigrigna and Tigre for some form of bilingual interaction. This is
particularly the case at the Sheab marketplace, where there is a need for a common
language for commerce-related communication. Moreover, despite their small
number, the civil servants working in various government offices like schools and
clinics contribute considerably to the spread ofTigrigna in this area. Therefore, it is
not surprising that I7 of the pupils (3I.4%) reported Tigrigna as the third language
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in their language repertoire, although this group did not have Tigrigna as a school
subject.

Language proficiency and language choice
Table 5.I4 shows that all the pupils declared full proficiency across tile four skills in
their first language, Tigre.  Of the 3I pupils who reported a second language, the
majority claimed full proficiency in Arabic, and only three to five children left out
either the oral or the written domain. All who mention Tigrigna as the second
language can read in it, while tWO pupils reported they can also understand, speak
and write in this language. The self-declared proficiency in written Tigre, which is
the medium of instruction at the school, is confirmed by the fact that only one
pupil got a low score on the writing task, while about a half (22) received inter-
mediate scores, and nearly a half (I8) got high scores.

Table 5.14: Declared proficiency in first and second language, Sheab Primary School
(frequencies)

Understanding Speaking Reading Writing
Yes No          Yes No Yes No Yes NO

Language 1 (N.54)
Tigre 54 - 54 - 54 - 54     -

Language 2 (N=31)
Arabic 25 3 23 5 23 5 22     6

Tigrigna 21 21 30 21

We can see from Table 5·IS that the first language, Tigre, is frequently spoken with
family members, friends, and others. In most cases, Arabic as a second language is
sometimes used in the family, with friends, and with other people. A few pupils
report never speaking Arabic with family members, and a few declare frequent use
of this language with friends and others. Tigrigna as a second language is sometimes

spoken with family and friends and frequently with other people.

Table 5.15: Context and frequency of use of first and second language, Sheab Primary School
(frequencies)

Family Friends Other people
Never Some. Freq. Never Some. Freq. Never Some. Freq.

Language 1 (N=54)
Tigre  - 2 52 - 11 43 3 16 35
Language 2 (N=31)
Arabic 6 21 1    3     19 6 7     17     4

Tigrigna  -2 1 3- -3-

Across the ethnic groups (no tables presented),the majority of the pupils are Tigre
and Arabic bilinguals who use Arabic with different interlocutors and with varying
degrees of frequency. One third of the ethnic Afar and slightly more than half of
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the ethnic Tigre in this group are proficient in both the written and the oral
modalities of Arabic. The same proportion uses Arabic with friends and other

people.
The pupils' declared basic literacy in Arabic could be confirmed by the semester

report of the school, which shows that out of the 63 registered pupils who took the
first semester exam, only ten did not attain a passing mark, and these were the ones
who also failed the Tigre language exams.

Language dominance and language preference
As can be noted from Table 5·I6, the Sheab pupils claim Tigre to be their most
frequently used home language and the language they speak best. However, for six
of them, Tigre is not the ethnic group language, since they identify themselves as
Afar by ethnicity.  One fact of sociolinguistic interest here is that, although they are
Afar by ethnicity and constitute a minority in this group under study, these six
pupils do not have the Mar language in their language repertoire, which means that
they have lost the language for Tigre, the dominant language in the community.
This is also evidence for the fact that internal migration can result in assimilation of
the immigrant minority into the host community. The shift to Tigre or Tigre-
Arabic bilingualism by the Afar is a function of their detachment, in time and
space, from the Afar-speaking community. The third or fourth generation of
migrants from the Afar homeland in the south-eastern tip of the country are very
likely to lose Afar and switch to Tigre.

Table 5.16: Language dominance and preference by ethnic group, Sheab Primary School

Ethnicity Tigre (N=48) Afar(N=6)
Dominant language        N % N           %
Tigre                       43                   89.6                6                     100.0
Tigrigna                     4                     8.3                 -
Arabic                               1                            2.1                       -
Preferred language         N                        %                       N                        %
Arabic                           35                       72.9                    3                           50.0
Tigre                       8                  16.7               3                    50.0
Tigrigna                     5                    10.4

As Table 5.I6 also shows, the language preference of this group is expressed by the
preference of an overwhelming majority to speak Arabic. There are many reasons

for this. Arabic is the second most frequently used language, and as such, an
important part of tile pupils' language repertoire. It is also taught as a school
subject. The relative proximity of the Rashaida and tile Saho and their high
mobility bring the inhabitants of Sheab into contact with their fellow Eritreans of
different ethnicities. Many suggest that Arabic could be a language of interethnic
communication. This, however, has to be confirmed by empirical data, because not
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all Eritreans, who report knowing the Classical Arabic of the Koran, have the
command of colloquial Arabic required in their daily lives.  But in places like Sheab
and its surroundings, further research into the events of micro inter-personal
interaction is likely to validate such claims.

Tinguages at school
At Sheab Primary School, Tigre is the medium of instruction, while Tigre, Arabic,
and English are taught as school subjects. Some consistency can be seen between
the general language preferences reported above and the school language profile as
presented in Table 5·I7·

Table 5.17: Preferred language as a subject and as a medium of instruction and perceived
language status by ethnic group. Sheab Primary School

Ethnicity Tigre (N=48)                              -    ' . .    Mar (N46)
Sutiect N           %          N           %
Arabic                      44                     91.7                  5                        83.8
Tlgre                      13                   27.1
English                   45                   93.8                 6                     100.0
Tigrigna                 28                  58.3                5                    83.8
Medium       N 940 ' iNI'l %
English                   22                   46.8                 5                      83.4
Arabic                                         22                                       46.8                                  1                                              16.7

Tigrigna                   3                     6.3
French                 2                4.2

No other                         6                          12.5                       -
Status -N ..94. N:.    1        %
Arabic                        22                       45.8                    3                           50.0
English                   16                   33.3                 1                       16.7
Tigre                                            10                                       20.8                                  2                                             33.3

The languages that are actually taught as subjects, Arabic and English, are also the
languages nearly all the pupils would like to learn. Besides, in more than half of the
subjects' responses, Tigrigna is also mentioned as a desired language. while the
language of instruction, Tigre, is only mentioned thirteen times out of 54. Only
about I2%  of the pupils prefer the present medium of instruction, Tigre, while the
majority of the pupils would like to have either English or Arabic as the school
medium. Arabic and English are also considered to be tile most important
languages for future life, while Tigre is mentioned as such in just about 20% of the
responses. In summary, Arabic and English are preferred as subjects, instruction
media, and most important languages for the future. A look at the parents' attitudes
towards the ethnic group language versus Arabic may help to reveal what lies
behind these preferences.
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Parental language attitudes and preferences
In Melebso, the parents expressed a very positive attitude to the policy of
instruction in the mother tongue. On the other hand, in Sheab there was still some
preference for Arabic. Slightly more than  a half of the ten parents interviewed were
in favour of the mother tongUe medium of instruction. One of the parents was
rather hesitant but made a hard choice in favour of the mother tongue as a medium
of instruction after extensively elaborating on the pros and cons. The arguments in
favour of Arabic as the language of instruction in many cases included the better
opportunities that it offers later in the social life of the child. In spite of the
common misconceptions pertaining to the real meaning of the mother-tongue
education policy and the distinction between the mother tongue as a school subject
and as the medium of instruction, we could get an impression of the collective
opinion and wisdom of these parents from the way they tried to put their points
across. The opponents of the mother tongue as the medium of instruction said that
it is less important for the child. Since Arabic has a wider use later in life, these
parents consider it easy and valuable to |earn this language. "If our children can
acquire their mother tongue at home, why should they study it at schoon- they
add.  On the other hand, besides tile hazy idea about the use of the mother tongue
that the proponents of mother tongUe medium instruction had, their arguments in
support of the mother tongue were rather sentimentally based.  Five out  of the ten

parents strongly argued: "One should learn his own language first before one learns
other languages." However vague the notion of these parents is about the language
policy, their attitudes and consequences may play an important role in policy
making.

5·3·2 Ghindae
Ghindae is a town 45 kilometres away from Asmara along the road to Massawa. It
can be seen as a landmark separating the two geographic regions in Eritrea, namely,

the Highlands and the Lowlands. It is situated between Asmara at an altitude of
2,400 metres above sea level and the port of Massawa. Thus, Ghindae is a place

with a relatively moderate dimate. Although it is in the Lowlands like Keren,
Ghindae is a gateway connecting the Eastern Lowlan(Is with the Highlands of
Eritrca.

Ghindae's multilingual and multicultural composition is expressed by the variety
of traditional clothes people wear in the centre of the town. Sociolinguistically
speaking, Ghindac is one of the towns with high language diversity and competi-
tion. The Tigre ethnic group is the largest in Ghindae (65%), followed by the Saho

(I8%) and the Tigrigna (I6%). These data from the National Statistics and
Evaluation Office (I997) pointing to diversity were the basis for the selection of the
town for the study. However, the by-product of the selection was that the pupils
from the Saho ethnic group were over-represented. There are three times more
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Saho (I3) than Tigre (39) in our sample. An explanation of this mismatch will be
given below.

Al Awda Primary School, where we collected our data, is not different from the
other schools in terms of the general physical set up of the compound and its
buildings. It has a small compound, which is also shared by the neighbouring
Tigrigna medium school. It accommodates 229 Tigre, 259 Saho, and 2 Tigrigna
children. It is the only school under the supervision of the Ministry of Education
that uses Arabic as the medium of instruction.

Ethnicity and language repertoire
Considering the data from the National Statistics Office (I999) on the relative size
and composition of the ethnic groups in Eritrea, one can notice right away that the
ethnic composition of Al Awda Primary School is not consistent with the ethnic
distribution in Ghindae.  In our survey, the ratio of Saho to Tigre pupils is three to
one. This looks anomalous vis-h-vis the national statistical data, since in that
document the Tigre constitute 65% of the population in Ghindae. There is a
specific socio-political reason for this fact. All these pupils are from the community
that came from the Sudan and was given a new settlement at the outskirts of
Ghindae. This should also explain the unexpected language repertoire at Al Awda
Primary School.  For I00% of these pupils,  the most frequently used home language
is Arabic, and not the ethnic group language, i.e., Tigre or Saho.

Table 5.18: First, second, and third home language by ethnic group, Ghindae, Al Awda Primary
School

Ethnicity Saho (N=39/72.2%) Tigre (N=13/24.1%) Tigrigna (N=2/3.7%)
Language 1            N             %             N             %             N             %
Arabic                         39                100.0           13                100.0 2 100.0

Language 2 N%N % N %
Saho                           33                  84.6              -                        -
Tigrigna                  3               7.7          2             15.4 1 50.0

Tigre                      1               2.6         11              84.6 1 50 0
None              2          5.1       -            -

Language 3 N%N%N %
Tigrigna                20             51.3         10             76.9 1 50.0

Tigre                                           6                            15.4                      -                                    - 1 50.0

Saho                             2                    5.1              1                    7.7             -                          -
None                          11                   28.2              2                  15.4             -

As Table 5·IS shows, the second most frequently used language varies with the
ethnicity of the pupils. For 33 out of the 39 (84.6%) Saho pupils, Saho is the second

most frequently used language. Similarly, by some strange reason, for eleven out of
the I3 (84.6%) Tigre pupils, Tigre is the second most often used language. It can,
therefore,  be  said that there  is a clear indication of strong Arabic-Saho bilingualism
and Arabic-Tigre bilingualism existing side by side at the school. There is some
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knowledge of Tigrigna in both groups: 7.7% of the Saho and IS·4% of the Tigre
pupils reported Tigrigna to be their second most frequently used language. Of the
two ethnic Tigrigna pupils, one speaks Tigrigna as a second language, while the
other one has Tigre as a third language. In addition, 5I.3% of the Saho pupils and
76.9% of the Tigre speak Tigrigna as a third language. On the basis of the reported
language repertoire with respect to the first, second, and third home languages, it
can be concluded that Arabic is the language that is acquired from early childhood.
A look at the background data of the pupils shows that Only 29.6% were born in
Eritrea, while a majority of 70·3% were born in Arabic-speaking neighbouring
Sudan. As a language of higher status and wider use than the vernacular languages
both in Ghindae and in the Sudan, Arabic is the medium of most of their linguistic
transactions. Thus, it looks like Arabic, which was a necessity in their former host
country, is now serving the role of tile language of inter-ethnic communication
between the Sallo and the Tigre pupils within the school compound and the
national lingua f+anca for both the Saho and the Tigre returnees in their new
settlement. It is interesting to note that despite having been born in a neighbouring
country and using Arabic extensively in daily interactions, the children from both
groups were still able to maintain their mother tongue.

Language proficiency and language choice
Table 5.I9 shows that all the pupils reported full oral and written command of their
first language, Arabic. The same is true for three of the four domains of second
language use. For the other three languages, the pupils claim proficiency in under-
standing, speaking, and reading, but not in writing. The fact that Arabic is both the
first most often used language and the language of instruction is reflected in the
results of the writing task, with the majority (26 out of 45) having received high

scores, and only two pupils with a low score.

Table 5.19: Declared proficiency in first and second language, Ghindae. Al Awda Primary School
(frequencies)

Understanding Speaking Reading Writing
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Language 1 (N.54)
Arabic 54 - 54 - 54     -       54      -

Language 2 (N=52)
Saho 33 - 33 - 33 - -     33

Tigre 13 - 13 - 13 - -     13

Tigrigna 6- 6- 6- -6

We can see from Table 5·20 that Arabic is sometimes or frequently used with all tile
interlocutors, with only a few pupils having reported never to speak this language
either in the family, with friends, or with others. The second languages are fre-
quently used within the family, and only a minority claims to speak it sometimes.
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Nearly all of the respondents report using their second language sometimes or

frequently with friends and/or with others. A few speakers of Saho as a second

language never use it either with friends or with other people.

Table 5.20: Context and frequency of use of first and second language, Ghindae, Al Awda
Primary School (frequencies)

Family Friends Other people
Never Some. Freq. Never Some. Freq. Never Some. Freq.

Language 1 (N=54)
Arabic 2      36    16     5     19    30     2     34     18

Language 2 (N=52)
Saho              -       7    26     4     14    15     4     13     16
Tigre                                            -                     2              1 1 - 7 6- 58
Tigrigna -3 3 1 3 2- 42

The language proficiency of the group has much to do with their reported language

repertoire. The first home language is Arabic. It is also the language used in the
school compound. Therefore, there should not be much doubt regarding the
pupils' functional knowledge of the language and its adequacy for academic pur-
poses. Their reported proficiency in their second language, in this case, the ethnic
group language, is indicative of the balanced bilingualism prevailing at this school.

The fact that Arabic, the most frequently used language, is spoken less frequently
in the family, has to do with differences in language use with parents (especially the

mother) and other family members. Only 25% of the pupils say they use it with
their mother. On the other hand, the ethnic group language, i.e., Saho or Tigre,
which is the second most frequently used language for these children, is spoken
with the mother more than with any other interlocutor. This confirms that the
pupils at this school are Arabic-Saho and Arabic-Tigre bilinguals, where Arabic
serves as the school language, as the language of inter-ethnic communication, and
the national lingua#ancain this part of the toWn of Ghindae.

The children from both the Tigre and the Saho ethnic groups could com-
municate in at least two languages at various levels and with a varying degree of

proficiency. Language use with immediate family members suggests clearly
bilingual interactions for a significant part of the child's daily life. The frequency of
use of their first language, Arabic, and their second language, the ethnic group
language, is similar for both the Saho and the Tigre pupils. It is interesting to note
that the pupils' frequency of use of both languages with family members, with
fiends, and with others, is different from what may be expected in other situations.
Here, Arabic is at the top of the language repertoire, while the ethnic group
language comes in the second place. For 57% of the pupils, Tigrigna is the third
most frequently used language in any of the domains.
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Language dominance and language preference
The relationship between the order of the languages in the repertoire and language
dominance is as atypical as the pupils' language repertoire. As Table 5·21 shows,
when asked which language they used as first language, the pupils, regardless of
their ethnicity, claimed that it was Arabic. But in response to the question which
language they speak best, a considerable percentage of the children reported their
ethnic group language (Saho or Tigre). What is intriguing here is how likely it is
that  the  language  they declare  to be their second in terms of the frequency of use is
the language they speak best. While Ioook of the Saho reported Arabic as their most
frequently used language, 74·3% of them said Sallo was the language they spoke
best. Similarly, while I00% of the Tigre reported that Arabic was their most
frequently used home language, 92.3% ofthem claimed that Tigre was the language
they spoke best. Keeping in mind the overall sociolinguistic situation, where the
pupils have to use Arabic as lingua .#anca, classroom language, and language of
daily communication with members of other ethnic groups in the village com-
munity, we may conclude that Arabic plays a significant role in Ghindae. Never-
theless, the mother tongue, however limited its domain of use may be, is the
language which a great majority claim to speak best.

Among the children from the three ethnic groups that make up the class, the
Saho show the highest preference for Arabic (79·5%), followed by the Tigre
(53·8%), while none of the two Tigrigna children favour Arabic. Instead, they prefer
their own ethnic group language, Tigrigna. It is also interesting to note that these
two children report non-use of their second language with  any interlocutor. A look
at the school language profile may offer insight into these language attitudes.

Table 5.21: Language dominance and preference by ethnic group, Ghindae,  Al Awda Primary
School

Ethnicity Saho (N=39) Tigre (N.13) Tigrigna (N=2)
Dominant language N %N%N%
Saho                            29                74.4
Arabic                         9               23.1              1                 7.7            -
Tigre                         1               2.6           12             92.3           1                 50.0
Tigrigna                    -                             -                -          1               50.0
Preferred language N %N%N%
Arabic                        31               79.5              7               53.8
Tigrigna                   4            10.3           1              7.7          2              100.0
Saho                  3           7.7         -                                       -

Tigre                       1              2.6           5            38.5          -

Languages at school
In addition to Arabic, the school's medium of instruction, Al Awda Primary School
offers English and Tigrigna as curriculum subjects.
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Table 5.22: Preferred language as a subject and as a medium of instruction and perceived
language status by ethnic group, Ghindae, Al Awda Primary School

Ethnicity Saho (N=39) Tigre (N=13) Tigrigna (N-2)
Subject N %N%N%
English                  38             97.4           13              100.0 2 100.0
Arabic                       32                82.1              11                   84.6 2 100.0
Tigrigna               28            71.8          10              76.9 2 100.0
Saho                2           5.1

Tigre                 1            2.6          -

Amharic                      1                   2.6
Italian                         1                   2.6
Medium       N      %     ,N t     %      N      %
Saho                           9                 23.1                -
English                  1              2.6           5              38.5
Tigrigna                 -                              -                   - 1 50.0
No other                   29                74.3               8                   61.5 1 50.0
Status               N           % N %           N           %

English                  38             97.4           11                84.6 2 100.0
Arabic                       31                 79.5             11                   84.6 1 50.0

Tigrigna                  4              10.3            1                  7.7          -
Tigre                  1             2.6

We can see from Table 5·22 that the languages actually offered at school are the
languages most preferred by all ethnic groups. In addition, some Saho pupils
reported several other languages that they would like to learn, while the mother
tongue was only mentioned twiCe. In comparison to Sheab, where a majority of the
pupils expressed the desire for a different language of instruction, here we see a
relatively small percentage of those wanting another language: more than 70% of
the pupils favour the continuation of Arabic as the instruction medium. About a
quarter of the Saho favour their first language as the medium of instruction, and
about 40% of the Tigre prefer English as the school medium. None of the Tigre
mentioned Tigre as the desired language of instruction. No explanation for these

clearly ethnicity-specific patterns of preference has been found yet. English and
Arabic are mentioned most often by all the groups as the languages that are
important for their future, while about I0% of both the Saho and the Tigre also
reported Tigrigna to be essential. This finding may be closely related to the fact that
the pupils know that English will be the medium of their post-elementary edu-
cation, and since it is international, English, like Arabic, is a language valued as a
means to educational and social advancement. The indifference expressed towards
Tigrigna (see Table 5.2I) is in apparent contradiction with the expressed desire to
study Tigrigna as a school subject. This seems to be due to the realisation by the

pupils of the role and status of Tigrigna as a national majority language, a co-
official language and a language ofwider national communication.
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Parental language attitudes and preferences
Ten fathers from the toWn of Ghindae and tile new settlement were interviewed.
Eight of them supported the status  quo, i.e., Arabic as the medium of instruction.
As their arguments for maintaining Arabic as the school language were very similar,
they can be summarized in the following main points. According to the fathers,
their children have been using Arabic along with the mother tongue because they
lived in the Sudan. Since everyone already has a command of his or her own
language, it is not worthwhile to learn this language at school. As Moslems, the
pupils need to know Arabic in order to understand the Koran and to use Koranic
Arabic in the Kelwa (Koranic schools). Furthermore, Arabic is a world language and
much more valuable than local or national languages like Saho or Tigrigna that are
limited to Eritrea. A statement that summarizes the pragmatic parental attitudes is
"one has to know his benefits" referring to the material benefits the knowledge of
Arabic may bring.

In  contrast to these eight parents  who  were in favour of Arabic, there  were  two
parents who preferred the mother tongue as the school language, while acknowl-
edging the importance of Arabic and English. Their arguments related to socio-
cultural concerns and the desire to speak one's own language.

5·3·3 Comparison between Sheab and Ghindae
In Table 5·23, we present a comparison between the village of Sheab and the town
of Ghindae for several central language-related variables. This comparison is limited
to the pupils from the main ethnic group in the area that is represented at both
sites, i.e., the Tigre ethnic group.

Table 5.23: Comparison between the Tigre pupils in Sheab and Ghindae (* multiple response)
School Actual language       1* Home 2"° Home Dominant Preferred Preferred

medium language language language language medium'

Sheab Tigre Arabic - 54.2% 2.1% 72.9% 46.8%

(N=48) Tigre 100.0%             - 89.6% 16.7% 12.5%

Tigrigna            - 6% 8.3% 10.4% 6.3%

English                                         - - 46.8%
French                 -                                    -                  -               4.2%

Ghindae Arabic Arabic 100.0% - 7.7% 53.8% 61.5%
(N=13) Tigre

- 84.6% 92.3% 38.5%

Tigrigna -           15.4%               -               7.7%
English                                         - - 38.5%
Saho          -

The comparison between the Tigre in Sheab (N=48) and Ghindae (N=I3) reveals
some interesting contrasts in terms of the nature of bilingualism. As Table 5.23
shows, for both groups Tigre is the ethnic group language; however, for the pupils
in Ghindae, the most frequently used home language is Arabic. Therefore, it may
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sound unusual when almost all of these pupils say that the language they speak best
is Tigre. Whatever tile underlying reason for such a mismatch between the most
frequently used home language and language dominance may be, it can be said that
the Tigre children in both cases have maintained their ethnic group language in
spite of the presence of other languages in their language repertoire. Another

interesting point of comparison is the overlap of language repertoires. While Arabic
is the most frequently used home language for the Ghindae Tigre pupils, it is the
second most frequently used home language for the Sheab Tigre pupils.

A common denominator for language preference is the positive attitude towards

Arabic. 53·8% of the children in Ghindae, who attend an Arabic medium school,

and 72.9% of the Sheab pupils say that Arabic is the language they like to speak

most. Note that there is no disjunction between the language of instruction at Al
Awda Primary School in Ghindae and the general language attitudes.

The last point of comparison relates to the question in what language the pupils
would like their teachers to instruct them. Nearly half of the Sheab children prefer
Arabic or English, while hardly anyone is satisfied with the status quo. In Ghindae,
6,% are in favour of continuation of the status quo, i.e., Arabic as the medium of
instruction, while 38% choose English. Although there is a difference between the
schools in the preference for a change in the status quo, a considerable percentage of
the pupils in both groups tends to favour the language of a nationally or interna-
tionally higher status, i.e., Arabic rather than Tigre, or English rather than Arabic.

5.4 The Saho and Tigrigna area

The Saho ethnic group constitutes 5% of the total population of the country. The
Saho inhabit the north-eastern escarpments overlooking the Red Sea along the road
connecting Asmara and Massawa. They also occupy the area in the southeast from
the south-eastern border with Ethiopia along the eastern escarpments and the toWnS

of Senafe and Adi Keyeh. According to Bender (I976:3), both the Afar and the Saho
belong to the East-Cushitic linguistic family. In his opinion, these two ethnic
groups are close to mutual intelligibility. Due to the relative position and spread of

the Saho, they display varying forms of bilingualism depending on the geographic

area that they inhabit. As a result, it is generally believed that there are three types

of bilingual Saho, i.e., Saho-Tigre bilinguals, who live along the Ghindae-Massawa
road, Saho-Tigrigna bilinguals, who live in towns like Adi Keyeh, Senafe, and the
surrounding countryside, and Saho-Afar bilinguals, who live in the northern
Denakil desert around Bada. In this area, we selected the village of Igila and its
Saho medium primary school, and the toWn of Senafe, Tisha, and its Tigrigna
medium primary school as research sites.
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5·4·I Igila
The school in Igila is one of the oldest in the area serving students from the
surrounding villages. This school pioneered the introduction of Saho as a school
subject and as the medium of instruction, well before the mother tongue policy was

implemented. Igila was selected as a case study site mainly because it uses Saho as
the medium of instruction.

Ethnicity and language repertoire
What is obvious from Table 5.24 is the existence of Tigrigna-Sallo bilingualism.
These pupils belong to the second type of Saho bilinguals mentioned above, as
opposed to the Saho-Arabic or Saho-Tigre bilinguals observed in the eastern region,
where the Saho live in close proximity to the Tigre. It is natural for the Saho in and
around Igila to speak both Saho and Tigrigna, given the fact that Igila is situated at
the main highway connecting Adi Keyeh and Senafe, tWO towns dominated by
Tigrigna speakers. Moreover, Igila is considered to be a Saho area,  like most of the
villages in the Central Highlands and to the east of the Asmara-Senafe highway,
which connects the Highlands with the eastern escarpments. In this case, the geo-
graphic and demographic factors have a strong bearing on the language situation.

Another clearly observable fact about tile language repertoire is that for the
overwhelming majority of the Saho, Arabic is the third most frequently used
language.

Table 5.24: First, second, and third home language by ethnic group. Igila Primary School

Ethnicity Saho (N=39/95.2%)         Afar (N=1/2.4%) Tigrigna (N=1/2.4%)
Language 1 N%N %N%
Saho                           39                 100.0 1 100.0 1 100.0
Language 2              N % N%N %
Tigrigna                  37               94.9
Arabic                           2                     5.1             -
Saho                -              -       -              - 1 100.0

English                     -                    - 1 100.0
None

Language 3              N                %               N                %               N                %
Arabic                            37                     94.9 1 100.0              -

Tigrigna                   1                 5.1          -
English
None                           -      -             - 1 100.0

Language proficiency and language choice
Table 5.25 gives an overview of the reported proficiency and use of the languages in
tile pupils' repertoires. In addition to full proficiency in the mother tongue, which
is also the medium of instruction, most of the children report that they have both
receptive (understanding and reading) and productive (speaking and writing) skills
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in Tigrigna. The difference between the second languages, Tigrigna and Arabic
(only mentioned twice), requires some explanation. Tigrigna was not offered as a
school subject during the school year in which our data were collected, although it
was supposed to be taught according to the policy. Arabic, on the other hand, was
given as a subject. The pupils' report that they are more proficient in Tigrigna than
they are in Arabic can be attributed to the geographic and demographic factors
mentioned earlier. This attests to the fact that Arabic is less frequently used in daily
interaction although it is taught at school.

In contrast to the other schools in which the language of instruction and the
mother tongue are the same, the scores on the writing task in Saho are relatively
low, as Table 5.25 shows. Only two students received a high score, a majority (22)
writes on an intermediate level, and about one third (IO) received a low score.

Table 5.25: Declared proficiency in first and second language, Igila Primary School (frequencies)

Understanding Speaking Reading Writing
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Language 1 (N-41)
Saho 40 - 40 - 40     -      40       -

Tigrigna 1-1-1-1-
Language 2 (N=41)
Tigrigna 31 6 29 8 28     9      27     10
Arabic 11 2- 1111
English 1-1- -1-1
Saho 1-1-1-1-

Table 5·26 shows the frequencies of use of the first and the second languages within
the family, with friends, and other people. All the pupils reported frequent use of
Saho and Tigrigna in every context. The second languages are only sometimes used
with family members, and a small proportion of the pupils never use Tigrigna at
home. Most of the pupils speak their second language sometimes with friends and
other people. A few of those who have Tigrigna as the second language claim they
never use it either with friends or with other people.

Consistent with their declared language repertoire, many Saho children in Igila
use Tigrigna within the family, with friends and other people. Over 80% of the
children report that they speak Tigrigna with family members and other people
sometimes or even frequently. The use of Tigrigna with the mothers is high (79%),
suggesting societal bilingualism in this community. Ethnographic evidence that will
be dealt with in Chapter 6 corroborates the wide use of the Tigrigna language
outside the school compound. The teachers also frequently speak Tigrigna among
themselves.
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Table 5.26: Context and frequency of use of first and second language, Igila Primary School
(frequencies)

Family Friends Other people
Never Some. Freq. Never Some. Freq. Never Some. Freq.

Language 1 (N=41)
Saho               -       -     40 - -    40 - -    40

Tigrigna                 -           -         1 - - 1 1

Language 2 (N=41)
Tigrigna 5 32 -     5 31 1    7     30
Arabic                          -             2            - - 2- - 2-
English                   -          1         -        -          1         -        -          1         -
Saho                            -             1             -          -              1             -          -              -            1

Language dominance and language preference
It is not surprising that for the pupils from the Saho ethnic group in Igila, Saho is
dominant among the three languages that they report to know Gee Table 5·27)·
One exception here is the Tigrigna child, who declared Tigrigna to be his most
frequently used home language, and yet claimed to speak Saho best. However,
taking into account the immediate social environment of this child and the
language of instruction at the school, this claim may not necessarily be a case of
conflict between the order in the language repertoire and language dominance.

Igila may be taken as an example of a congruity of language dominance with
language preference. The most frequently used home language of almost all of the
pupils is Saho, which  is also the language of instruction at the school.  It may seem  a
little odd that none of the respondents preferred to speak the second language in
the list of their language repertoire. This apparent linguistic self-consciousness may
need to be confirmed by the school-related language attitudes below.

Table 5.27: Language dominance and preference by ethnic group, Igila Primary School

Ethnicity Saho (N=39)                Afar (N.1) Tigrigna (N=1)
Dominant language      N % N%N%
Saho                             39                100.0 1 100.0 1 100.0
Preferred language N % N %                N                 %

Saho                             39                100.0 1 100.0 1 100.0

Languages at school
Igila Primary School offers Saho, its medium of instruction, English, and Arabic as
subjects. The almost perfect match between the patterns oflanguage repertoire and
the attitudes and preferences regarding the school language, as shown in Table 5·28,
is hardly observed at any other site. Saho, the dominant language of the group, is
the most favoured one both as a subject to be learned and as the medium of
instruction. This is an ideal situation, where the home language is the language of
the school, and the pupils fully support the policy. However, this group does not
differ from the others in its collective opinion about the most useful language for
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upward social mobility: 89.7% of the Saho acknowledge that English is the most
important language for their future.

Table 5.28: Preferred language as a subject and as a medium of instruction and perceived
language status by ethnic group. Igila Primary School

Ethnicity Saho (N=39)                 Mar (N=1) Tigrigna (N=1)
Subject N%N%N%
Saho                           37                  94.9 1 100.0 1 100.0
English                   1               2.6
Arabic                           1                     2.6            -                          -           -
Medium                   N                %               N                %               N                %
English                      -                    - 1 100.0 1 100.0
No other                  39               100.0
Status                         N                  %                 N                 %                 N                  %
English                  35              89.7 1 100.0           -
Arabic                                                 2                                     5.1                       -                                                -                     -                                                 -

Saho                             1                     2.6 - 1 100.0

Tigrigna                                    1                               2.6                  -                                                           -

Parental language attitudes and preferences
Ten  parents were interviewed about the policy of instruction in the mother tongue.
None of them expressed any kind of negative feeling about it. The reasons given in
support for mother-tongue education varied according to personal perceptions and
wishes. There were many common points made by these parents. Some of the
arguments were that one should first learn one's own language before learning other
languages and that it is easier to learn in the mother tongue in the transition to the
next stage of learning.

However, the parents had one reservation. They were not in favour of replacing
Saho by any of the languages which they mentioned as more important. Each one
of them pointed out that they wanted their children to be good Tigrigna, Arabic,
and English speakers as well. They all have a rather pragmatically motivated
attitude towards  the high status languages, particularly towards Tigrigna, of which
their children already have a good command. As we understood from our interview
with Omeredin Saleh, the Ministry of Education officer in the district (Interview
5.I), this was one of the areas that people were very responsive to the intense
campaigns to promote mother tongue instruction programmes through raising the
awareness of the advantages of mother tongue education. In fact, some of the
interviewees were on the parent committee co-coordinated by the Ministry. It
should, therefore, be expected that this village solved tile issue right after the
liberation of Eritrea. Thus, there was a general positive attitude towards mother
tongue-education policy in this area.
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5·4·2Senafe, Tisha
Senafe is a town found in the south most part of tile country.  It is the closest town
tO the border with Ethiopia. The population of Senafe is estimated to be about
I2,000 peOple, and Tisha is one of the villages in tile periphery of Senafe.  It has a
population of less than I,000 people, and it is a village where the Saho and the
Tigrigna live together. Tisha Primary School receives pupils not only from these
ethnic groups,  but also  from the surrounding villages and the centre of Senafe itself.
Thus, more than half of the pupils are native speakers of Saho. However, the
medium of instruction at this school is Tigrigna.

Ethnicity and language repertoire
The village of Tisha is multilingual. Linguistically, Saho and Tigrigna come into
contact here. It is a place where the members of two different ethnic groups co-
exist, which is not so common in the other villages in the area. This is not merely a
coincidence. Many of the inhabitants of Tisha are in fact closely related by blood
but have different first home languages. In addition, Tisha Primary School is not
limited to the village children, since many of the pupils come from the town of
Senafe.

Table 5.29: First, second, and third home language by ethnic group, Tisha Primary School

Ethnicity Saho (N=37/63.896) Tigrigna (N=21/36.2%)
Language 1 N           %          N          %
Saho                                36                          97.3                        1                            4.8
Tigrigna                     1                     2.7                 19                   90.5
Tigre                                              -                1                   4.8

Language 2                 N                      %                     N                     %
Tigrigna                      34                     91.9                   1                       5.3
Arabic                               1                            2.7
Saho                                 1                            2.7                        9                          47.4
English                                                                                 -.                               6                                 31.6
No other                           1                            2.7                        3                          15.8
Language 3                   N                        %                       N                        %
English                     18                   48.6                  6                   33.3
Arabic                              14                          37.8                         -
Afar                        2                   5.4                 -

Tigre                                                                                                    -                                    2                                       1 1.1
No other                        3                         8.1                    10                       55.6

As Table 5.29 shows, the pupil body at Tisha Primary School is comprised of 63.8%
Saho and 36.2% Tigrigna ethnic group members. There are twice as many Saho
children as Tigrigna; however, the language of instruction at the school is Tigrigna.
Ethnicity and the most frequently used home language seem to fit almost perfectly:
while 97·3% of the Saho pupils speak Saho, 90.5% of the Tigrigna speak Tigrigna.
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As far as the second most frequently used home language is concerned, the Saho
and the Tigrigna have each other's ethnic group language as their second most
frequently used language, although not in equal proportions. Social mobility of
minority group children may play a role in the motivation to master the majority
language. Tigrigna being tile co-official language of the state, nearly twice as many
Saho (9I.9%) speak Tigrigna as a second language than do Tigrigna who speak
Saho as their second language (47·496)· As Mansour (1993) notes, individuals from a
minority group who aspire to higher socio-economic positions will need to learn
one or two lingua #ancas in addition to the official language, while others, whose
native language happens to be the national lingua franca, only need to acquire the
official language. As their third language, the Saho pupils mainly report English and
Arabic, whereas the Tigrigna pupils mainly mention English.

Language proficiency and language choice
As Table 5.30 shows, all pupils declared an oral proficiency in their first languages,

Saho, Tigrigna, or Tigre, while part of the Saho speakers claimed having no reading
and writing skills in their first language. Thus, the reported language proficiency of
both groups shows differences with respect to oral and written language skills. The
Saho pupils understand and speak Saho better than they read and write in it. Saho
is neither a medium of instruction nor a school subject in Tisha. The results of the
writing task do not confirm the expected advantages of instruction in the mother
tongue. The Saho speakers in the study actually did better on the writing task in
Tigrigna than the Tigrigna speakers themselves. Half of the Sallo speakers had
intermediate (II) or high (4) scores, while ten out of the I6 Tigrigna speakers
received a low score, and only one speaker a had a high score.

Table 5.30: Declared proficiency in first and second language, Tisha Primary School
(frequencies)

Understanding Speaking Reading Writing
Yes No Yes NO Yes No Yes No

Language 1 (N-58)
Saho 37 - 37 - 32     5      23     14

Tigrigna 20 - 20 - 20     -      20

Tigre 1- 1- 1-1-
Language 2 (N=52)
Tigrigna 35 - 35 - 35      -       33       2
Saho 55 55 4646
English 51 51 6-6-
Arabic 1- 1- 1-1-

On the other hand, since Tigrigna is the medium of instruction, it is the language
in which all the Saho pupils reported to master all four language skills. For the
Tigrigna children, Saho is at the top of the list of most frequently used home
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languages (42.8%). While the acquisition of Saho by the Tigrigna pupils may
understandably be the result of a contact situation that calls for bilingual com-
munication, the tWO pupils who reported that they know and use Amharic may be
the children of returnees from Ethiopia.

Table 5·3I shows the frequency of use of the first and second languages. A
majority of the children reported speaking their first language with family
members, friends, and other people. Only two children whose native language is
Saho claimed to never use it outside the family. Of those who mentioned Tigrigna
as the second language, the majority reported using that language sometimes with
311 interlocutors. About one third claimed never using it either within tile family or
with other interlocutors. The other second languages mentioned are less frequently
used. About half of the respondents report never speaking their second language
either within the family or with other interlocutors, and none use it frequently.

Table 5.31: Context and frequency  of  use of first and second language, Tisha Primary School
(frequencies)

Family Friends Other people
Never Some. Freq. Never Some. Freq. Never Some. Freq.

Language 1 (N=58)
Saho -      6     31     1      10     26     2     13     22

Tigrigna -             1           19 - 5 15 -     5    15

Tigre                       -         -         1 - - 1 1

Language 2 (N=54)
Tigrigna                                   1 1               23                 1                8                 23                 4 1 1 21      3

Saho 55 -6 4-6 40
English 42 -5 1-5 1-
Amharic 11 -1 1-2- -
Arabic -1- -1- -1-

The fact that most of the 37 Saho report that they use Tigrigna with the parents
and siblings as often as with other interlocutors outside the family indicates that
this group consists of Saho-Tigrigna bilinguals (no tables presented). Similarly,
about half of the 2I Tigrigna children claim speaking Saho with family members as
well as with others. Regarding the tWO Tigrigna pupils who declared the use of
Amharic as the second language, they speak this language more often with their
parents than with any other interlocutors, which confirms that they are the children
of returnees from Ethiopia.

Language preference and language dominance
It seems logical that the language dominance patterns of both the Saho and the
Tigrigna pupils correlate with their ethnic group language and with their most fre-
quently used home language, although there is no perfect fit between the language
these pupils report to speak best and their ethnicity.
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Table 5.32: Language dominance and preference by ethnic group, Tisha Primary School

Ethnicity
N        %

Saho (N=37) Tiqrigna (N=21)
Dominant language         N                          %
Saho                                32                         86.5                        1                           4.8
Tigrigna                        4                     10.6                  20                    95.2
Arabic                                 1                           2.7
Preferred language        N                     %                     N                     %
Arabic                         25                    67.6                   8                     38.1
Saho                                   7                         18.9                        1                           4.8
Tigre                            2                    54.0                   4                     19.0
Tigrigna                      1                    2.7                  6                   28.6
English                          1                      2.7                    2                      9.5
French                    1                 2.7

The most preferred language for both groups is Arabic. In fact, the proportion of
those in favour of Arabic is greater than the combined percentage of all four other
choices, i.e., English, Tigrigna, Tigre, and Saho. The difference in ratios across the
ethnic groups shows that the preference for Arabic is higher than for Saho. The
sociocultural fact that Arabic is the language of the pupils' religion may influence
language values and attitudes. However, why the pupils of the same ethnicity in
Igila, which is only about 25 kilometres away, have a much higher preference for
their own ethnic group language demands further investigation.

Languages at school
Tisha Primary School offers Tigrigna, its medium of instruction, English, and
Arabic as subjects. According to Table 5·33, most of the pupils seem to support
teaching English and Arabic at school, while Tigrigna, the medium of instruction,
is mentioned in about a quarter of the responses of both the Saho and the Tigrigna
pupils.  Both Saho and Tigre are mentioned by a minority of both ethnic groups as
the languages they would also like to learn at school. The picture is quite different
when it comes to the language they would like their teacher to speak. Nearly all the
Saho mention their ethnic group language, while the majority of the Tigrigna
favour English as the medium of instruction. Hardly anyone names Tigrigna as the
preferred school language. English is considered to be by far the most important
language for the future by both ethnic groups, while Arabic is often mentioned by
the Saho and only three times by the Tigrigna. Tigrigna is reported only twice as a
status language.
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Table 5.33: Preferred language as a subject and as a medium of instruction and perceived
language status by ethnic group, Tisha Primary School

Ethnicity Saho (N-37) Tigrigna (N=21)
Subject N           %           N           %
English                      32                     86.5                  16                     76.2
Arabic                             32                          86.5                      17                          81.0
Tigre                        7                   18.9                  5                   23.8
Tigrigna                    9                   24.3                  6                   28.6
Saho                                6                          16.2                        5                          23.8
Kunama                           2                            5.4                         -
Afar                                  2                            5.4
Amharic                           1                            2.7
Medium                         N                           %                          N                          %
Saho                               36                          97.3                        1                            4.8
English                                                   -                  16                     76.2
Tigre                                             -                 2                   9.5

Arabic                               1                            27                        3                          14.3
Amharic                            -                                -                        1                            4.8
No other                        -                            -                      1                         4.8
Status                             N                           %                          N                           %
English                    23                   62.2                 15                   71.4
Arabic                                13                             35.1                            3                             14.3
Saho                                 1                           2.7                         1                            4.8
Tigrigna                       -                         -                    2                      9.5

Parental language attitudes and preferences
In Tisha, eleven Saho parents were interviewed. Only two had objections to using
Tigrigna as the medium of instruction. Although such near unanimity may not be
expected, a general shared feeling of agreement on the issue of the language of in-
struction is not surprising, given the fact that the Ministry of Education asked the
community beforehand what language of instruction they wanted their children to
learn in. It was, therefore, with the consent of the parents that Tigrigna was
assigned, although some parents think that their children have lost some of the
privileges their peers at the Saho medium school receive, i.e., assistance in food and
lodging given by post-elementary schools to children from mother tongue schools.

The two supporters of Tigrigna as the medium of instruction argue that it is
good because their children have no problem with the knowledge of the language.
One parent asked rhetorically: "Who said that the Saho speak only Sahor Another
father added: "This is a community of mixed ethnicity. We have many children
from Senafe, and all speak Tigrigna." The main concern of these parents is that
they want their children to be as good in Arabic and English as they are in Tigrigna,
since they consider Arabic and English to be more important.

The parents who were in favour of education in Saho had their own reason for
not wanting Tigrigna. One of them says: "This is a Saho area, so Saho in Latin
script should be the medium of instruction." Another parent seems to be more
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sensitive to the pedagogical advantages associated with the Latin script in which the
Saho language is written. He says that if the children learn in Saho now, they will
have advantages later on in reading in English. Thus, the Latin script has some
special meaning for these parents. Their use of compound terms like "Latin-Saho"
gives the impression that they perceive the Gheez script associated with Tigrigna as
more provincial than the Latin one, which is thought to be cosmopolitan and more
popular.

5·4·3 Comparison between Igila and Tisha
In order to see the relationship between the pupils' language behaviour and
language policy and practice, the Saho children from each school were selected for
comparison of tile village of Igila (N=39) and the town of Senafe, Tisha (N=37)· For
almost all the Sal:to pupils, the most frequently used home language is Saho,
regardless of the medium of instruction, i.e., Saho or Tigrigna.

Table 5.34: Comparison between the Saho pupils in Igila and Tisha (-multiple response)
School Actual Language l' Home 2"' Home Dominant Preferred Preferred

medium language language language language medium*

Igila Saho Arabic 5.1%

(N=39) Tigrigna .           94.9%                 -                   -

Saho 100.0%             - 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Tisha Tigrigna Arabic . 2.7% 2.7% 67.6% 2.7%

(N=37) Tigrigna 2.7% 91.8% 10.6% 2.7%
Saho 97.3% 2.7% 86.5% 18.9% 97.3%
English                                          -           2.7%
Tigre                                         -          5.4%

French                 -                                      -               2.7%

As can be seen from Table 5·34, there is a nearly perfect congruity between ethnicity
and language related-variables, which is more evident than in any other site. All the
Sallo in Igila report Saho as their most frequently used home language. It is the
language all speak best, and, most importantly, it is their most preferred language.
With respect to the desired school language, the Igila pupils favour their mother

tongue, i.e., Sallo, as the language of instruction, which it already is. All the Tisha
pupils but one also report Saho as the preferred language of instruction, although
their actual school medium is Tigrigna.

5.5 The Kunama and Nara area

The Kunama ethnolinguistic community is one of tile smallest in Eritrea. Its pop-
ulation is estimated to be less than 70,000 (Ministry of Education, I996). Kunama
belongs to the Nilo-Saharan language family (Bender, I976:5), also referred to as
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Nilotic in Eritrea. There are four dialects in the Kunama language, Kunama
Aimasa, Kunama Barka, Kunama Marda, and Kunama Tika. According to Bender
0976), Nara is one of the Eastern Sudanese languages. The population of this
linguistic group is estimated to be a little more than 40,000. The community lives
in the area west of the regional centre Barentu close to the Tigre, the Kunama, and
the Hidareb. The Nara constitute about 2I% of the inhabitants of Barentu
(National Statistics and Evaluation Office, I997). Very little interest and energy has
been devoted to the study and modernisation of the Nara language, which has
practically no literary tradition. Despite the persistent efforts of the Ministry of
Education and some zealous individuals frOm the ethnic group, the Nara show
rather limited enthusiasm and attachment to their own language.

In the Kunarna and Nara area, data were collected at the Kunama medium Asiti
Primary School and the Arabic medium At Wahda Primary School in Barentu, and
at the Kunama medium Ogana Primary School in Ogana.

5·5·I Barentu, Asiti
Barentu is tile provincial capital of Gash-Barka, a region with approximately I7,000
inhabitants considered to  be the breadbasket of Eritrea.  It is located at the top of a
hill overlooking the vast plains of Gash-Barka that make the watershed to which
most of the major rivers of the country empty a huge volume of the summer rain.
The region produces about 80% of the country's agricultural products. Since I994,
when Barentu was granted the status of the capital of zonal administration, a lot of
attention has been given by the government to building a modern infrastructure
and various social institutions. The number of schools has also increased substan-
tially. Barentu's multiethnic composition is reflected  in  the  languages of instruction
adopted by the schools and sanctioned by the policy. In and around Barentu, there
are now ten schools giving instruction in Kunama. Within the town there are three
government primary schools which give instruction in three different languages,
namely Arabic, Kunama, and Tigrigna. This is consistent with the multilingualism
that one observes in the toWn: according to the figures released by the National
Statistics and Evaluation Office (I997), 39% of the population are speakers of
Tigrigna, while the Kunama and the Nara constitute 35% and 22%, respectively.
The Arabic language school has a majority of Nara children; at the Kunama
medium school 100% of the pupils are Kunama, while at the Tigrigna medium
school, the majority are the Tigrigna children.

Barentu's multiculturalism and multilingualism is evident in its sights and
sounds. A few minutes in the dusty streets in the centre of the toWn are enough to
realize this reality. The variety of music coming from the shops and the ubiquitous
tea houses, the scent of pungent spices and the redolence offouL a typical Sudanese
breakfast, together with the people chatting on the terraces of the houses give the
feeling that one is in a truly multicultural town. The way someone is dressed and
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his or her facial features can suggest to which ethnic group the person belongs. One
can at least make a simple association between the rather dark Black African facial
complexion together with the gaudy dress of a Kunama man versus the relatively
fair complexion of a Tigrigna or Tigre man or woman. Similarly, one can tell
whether the person at the market is a Tigrigna or a Nara from the way he is dressed.

Whereas all the schools in the multilingual towns thus far reported give
instruction in the national or local language, Asiti Primary School is one of the
schools in Barentu that gives instruction in Kunama. All the pupils and teachers live

in Barentu, and all the teachers are Kunama by ethnicity. Despite the mosaic of the
linguistic ecology surrounding the school, it is monolingual, with all discourse
within the school compound being exclusively in Kunama. Detailed data on

language behaviour are presented below.

Ethnicity and language repertoire
Table 5·35 shows the simple language repertoire of the Kunama pupils at Asiti
Primary School. Almost all the pupils speak Kunama as their first home language,

and slightly more than a half (53·I%) use Tigrigna as the second language, while an
insignificant percentage speak Arabic or Nara, the language of the neighbouring

linguistic group.

Table 5.35: First, second, and third home language by ethnic group, Barentu, Asiti Primary
School

Ethnicity
%

Kunama (N.32/100%)
Language 1                            N
Kunama                                        31                                                 96.9

Tigrigna                               1                                      3.1
Language 2 N                     %

Tigrigna                                17                                        53.1
Arabic                                             2                                                   6.3
Nara                                      2                                         6.3
None                                                 11                                                       34.4
Language 3                               N                                            %
Arabic                                        1                                              3.1
None                                    31                                        96.9

Language proficiency and language choice
As we can see from Table 5·36, all the respondents report full oral and written
proficiency in their most frequently used language, which is Kunama for nearly all

the pupils. However, only one pupil received a high score on the writing task,
despite the fact that instruction is in the mother tongue. All other pupils received

intermediate scores. Of the 2I pupils who mention a second language, the majority
report full proficiency in the oral domain, but not in reading and writing.  A few
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who mention Tigrigna as a second language report no oral skills in this language
either.

Table 5.36: Declared proficiency in first and second language, Barentu, Asiti Primary School
(frequencies)

Understanding Speaking Reading Writing
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Language 1 (N=32)
Kunama 31 - 31       -       31        -      31        -

Tigrigna 1- 1-1-1-
Language 2 (N=21)
Tigrigna 15 2 13 4 4 13 3     14
Arabic 2- 2- -2-2
Nara 2- 2- -2-2

As Table 5·37 shows, the most frequently used home language, Kunama, is used
frequently within the family and with friends, while only sometimes with other
interlocutors. The majority of tile respondents report speaking their second lan-
guage sometimes either within the family or with other interlocutors. Only two
pupils report non-use of Tigrigna within the family, and one pupil states :hat he
speaks Arabic frequently with friends.

Table 5.37: Context and frequency of use of first and second language, Barentu, Asiti Primary
school (frequencies)

Family Friends O,her people
Never Some. Freq. Never Some. Freq. Never Some. Freq.

Language 1 (N.32)
Kunanna             -       2     29 - 8     23 - 24     7

Tigrigna                  -           -         1 - -1- 1-
Language 2 (N=21)
Tigrigna 2 15 -     5      11 1 3     12    2
Arabic                        -            2           -         -            1           1 - 2-
Nara                          -            2           -         -            2           -         -            1         1

As is the case with the other ethnic groups studied, first language use with the
members of one's immediate family is an integral part of daily life even in such a
multilingual town (no tables presented). The mother is mentioned as the most
important interlocutor with whom interaction is the most frequent. While I00% of
the pupils report that they speak Kunama with their mothers, a smaller percentage
state that they use it with their fathers. A closer look at the background data reveals
that some children were born to non-Kunama fathers who no longer live with
them. The use of Kunama with people outside the family is less common than with
family members, as only a minority mention that they speak it frequently with
other people. It should be clear then that the Kunama in Barentu use other
languages for inter-ethnic communication.
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Language dominance and language preference
Table 5.38 shows that the language that all the children speak best is reported to be
their first language, Kunama. The fact that these pupils attend a Kunama medium
school makes it reasonable to expect a positive attitude toward this language.

Indeed, the language which the majority of the pupils like to speak most is Kunama

(65·6%), whereas Tigrigna is favoured by 28.I%. Here, the order of the languages in

the answers to preference questions seems to be consistent with the order in the
language repertoire. In addition, it is important to note that more Kunama pupils
mention Tigrigna as a preferred language than the pupils in the Tigre areas we have

seen thus far.

Table 5.38: Language dominance and preference by ethnic group, Barentu, Asiti Primary school

Ethnicity Kunama (N=32)
Dominant language                     N                                                 %
Kunama                                        32                                                 100.0
Preferred language                     N                                            %
Kunama                                    21                                              65.6
Tigrigna                                  9                                          28.1
Arabic                                        2                                                6.3

Languages at school

Table 5.39: Preferred language as a subject and as a medium of instruction and perceived
language status by ethnic group. Barentu, Asiti Primary School

Ethnicity Kunama (N=32)
Subject N                   %
English                                  29                                       90.6
Arabic                                        3                                             9.4

Tigrigna                               3                                      9.4
Kunama                                      1                                              3.1
Medium N                    %

Arabic                                       24                                            75.0
Tigrigna                                  9                                        28.1
English                                5                                    15 6
No other                                    4                                            12.5
Status                            N                               

 %

English                                  30                                       93.8
Arabic                                           25                                                 78.1

Tigrigna                                 19                                        59.4
Kunama                                      4                                            12.5
Tigre                                1                                   3.1

Bilin                                       1                                          3.1
Nara                                      1                                          3.1

The Asiti Primary School offers Kunama, its medium of instruction, and English as
subjects. It is not unusual that 90.6% of the pupils at Asiti Primary School prefer
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learning English as a subject. This desire is consistent with their feeling that English
is the language that is the most useful for their future. Given a choice, this group of
Kunama pupils would prefer a language of instruction that is higher in status than
their own. Thus, Arabic (and not English) is mentioned 24 times while Tigrigna is
mentioned nine times in this respect. This mismatch between the preferred
language of instruction and the perceived language of prestige may have to be
examined in relation to the fact that in Barentu, where the Tigrigna, Nara,
Kunama, and Tigre ethnic groups converge, the role of Arabic as a local lingua
»nca is evident and Tigrigna seems to be more important than the mother tongue,
Kunama, which is hardly mentioned at all. So even for a linguistic group with the
highest language loyalty and vitality, the urge to reinforce the language repertoire is
rationally driven by the challenges that the multilingual situation poses to such
actors.

Parental language attitudes and preferences
Ten parents of each sex were interviewed to find out their reaction to the mother
tongue medium policy at their children's school. None of these parents had any
objection to the use of Kunama as the medium of instruction.  It is logical to expect
such unanimity because they have already made their choice of the school language
by sending their children to the Kunama medium school, when they could have
opted for the Arabic medium Al Wahda Primary School or the Tigrigna medium
Negus Bazen. The reaction of at least a majority of the parents, if not all, to
language preference questions is predictable. The policy of instruction in the
mother tongue, which entitles them to use their own language at school, was
described by one of the parents as "a great success for the ethnic group".

All parents supported continuation of the present policy. Their justifications for
using Kunama at school were also very much alike. The most common arguments
and opinions of all the parents are simple and straightforward. The fact that three
parents mentioned language in connection with culture, implying that the
preservation of one's language is important for the preservation of one's culture,
suggests that the Kunama are highly conscious of their cultural survival tnrough
language maintenance. That is why one of their arguments was: "One has to first
learn his language in order to know his culture." The other most recurrent
explanation was that it is easier to learn in one's own language. It can be said that
the views of the Kunama pupils and parents towards their own language are
sentimentally motivated, as opposed to the attitudes of the parents from other
minority groups who find it useful for their children to learn in the majority
language. As in may other sites, the pedagogical advantages of using the mother
tongue in instruction were not adequately spelled out and elaborated by the
parents.
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5.5.2 Ogana
The village of Ogana is found I8 kilometres east of Barentu in the remote parts of
the Gash-Barka Administrative Zone. Ogana was included in the sample in order to
see the difference in language behaviour between the Kunama pupils in urban and
rural areas, where the language of instruction was held constant, i.e. the mother
tongue. Only fifteen pupils, who took their classes in the shade of a big tree in one
of the hottest parts of the country,  made up the sample.

Ethnicity and language repertoire
Judging by the relatively invariant language repertoire of the Kunama pupils in
Barentu, a multiethnic and multicultural town,  the kind of language behaviour to
be fuund in an exclusively Kunama village like Ogana was not expected to differ.

Table 5.40: First, second, and third home language by ethnic group, Ogana Primary School

Ethnicity Kunama (N.15/100%)
%Language 1 N

Kunama                                             15                                                      100.0

Language 2 N %
Arabic                                                                   2                                                                            13.3

Nara                                               1                                                     6.7
None                                        12                                             80.0
Language 3 N                     %
Nara                                               1                                                     6.7
None                                            14                                                  93.3

As expected, in this remote village, all the children are native Kunama speakers with
a very limited degree of individual or collective bilingualism. The reported exposure
to any other language is insignificant, as can be noted from Table 5.40· The
knowledge of Nara as a second language by one of the pupils can be attributed to
the spatial proximity of the Kunama to the Nara linguistic community.

Language proficiency and language choice
The reported proficiency in Kunama, as shown in Table 5·41, is not surprising given
the fact that it is the language of instruction at the school. All of the pupils are

proficient in every domain of their first language. Ten out ofeleven pupils received
intermediate scores on the writing task in Kunama, and only one pupil received a

high score.
Only three pupils reported to know a second language, with two mentioning

verbal and written skills  and one reporting only  the oral command of Arabic.  One
child's claim that he can write in Nara is not fully credible. The doubt relates to the
fact that the difficult codification process of the Nara language is too young to be
learned by a child from the neighbouring ethnic group.
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Table 5.41: Declared proficiency in first and second language, Ogana Primary School
(frequencies)

Understanding Speabng Reading Writing
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes Na

Language 1 (N=15)
Kunama 15 - 15 - 15 - 15

Language 2 (N=3)
Arabic 11 2- -2 11
Nara 1- 1- -1 -1

As Table 5.42 shows, the use of these pupils' first and second languages is also
limited. While all report speaking their first language frequently within the family
and with friends, and a majority sometimes use Kunama with other people, the use
of a second language is hardly reported. In such an inaccessible area and such a
small community, the children may not come across multilingual situations in their
daily life. There were only the shade of a tree, which served as a classroom, and the
homes, where the pupils went after their lessons.

Table 5.42: Context and frequency of use of first and second language, Ogana Primary School
(frequencies)

Family Friends Other people
Never Some. Freq. Never Some. Freq. Never Some. Fre4.

Language 1 (N=15)
Kunama                                   -                    -                  1 5 - 2     13 - 10    5

Language 2 (N-3)
Arabic 2 -1 1- -2-
Nara -1- - -1 1- -

Language dominance and language preference
Clearly, the language the Kunama pupils speak best is Kunama (see Table 5.43)·
Despite the small number of speakers of Tigrigna as a second language, it is
reported to be the preferred language by nine out of fifteen pupils (60.0%).

Table 5.43: Language dominance and preference by ethnic group, Ogana Primary School

Ethnicity Kunama (N=15)
Dominant language N                    %
Kunama                                             15                                                       100.0
Preferred language                     N                                             %
Tigrigna                               9                                      60.0
Kunama                                          4                                                   26.7
Arabic                                             2                                                   13.3

Languages at school
Ogana Primary School offers Kunama, its medium of instruction, Tigrigna, and
English as subjects. With regard to the preferred language as a subject, this small
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group is highly heterogeneous. As Table 5·44 shows, the choices are spread over
three languages, with English at the top of the list, followed by Arabic and
Tigrigna.

Table 5.44: Preferred language as a subject and as a medium of instruction and perceived
language status by ethnic group, Ogana Primary School

Ethnicity Kunama (N=15)
Subject N %
English                                9                                     60.0
Arabic                                            6                                                 40.0
Tigrigna                               6                                     40.0
Kunama                                         2                                                 13.3
Medium N                    %
Tigrigna                                             11                                                       73.3
English                                8                                     53.3
Arabic                                                                                2                                                                                         1 3.3

Status                           N                                %

English                                  12                                       80.0
Arabic                                            8                                                 53.3
Tigrigna                                  6                                        40.0
Nara                                              2                                                 13.3
Kunama                                         1                                                   6.7

A similar pattern is observed with respect to perceived language status. As far as the

preferred medium of instruction is concerned, Tigrigna is clearly the pupils'
favourite, followed by English. The relationship between the preferred language of
instruction and the perceived language status lacks congruence. While Tigrigna is
the most favoured language of instruction, it is Only third to Arabic and English in
the list of languages thought to be the most important for the future. This dis-
harmony in school language attitudes might be explained by the conflict between
the desired language exposure, which has much to do with affective or emotional
factors, and the utility value of a language judged by its necessity for upward social
mobility. Due to certain circumstances, it was not possible to conduct interviews
with the parents on language attitudes and preferences.

5·5·3 Comparison between Asiti and Ogana
In order to see the relationship between the pupils' language behaviour and
language policy and practice, in Table 5·45 only the Kunama pupils at each school
are taken into consideration for a comparison between the town of Barentu, Asiti
Primary School (N=32), and the village of Ogana (N=IS)(Table 5·45)·

Except for some slight differences, the Kunama pupils in the town of Barentu,
Asiti, and in the village of Ogana are very much alike with respect to their language

repertoires and other language-related variables. The data suggest strong ethno-
linguistic vitality in both groups, as expressed by the reported home language and
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language dominance. However, the language preferences are different. The majority
of the Asiti pupils prefer their home language, while the majority of the Ogana
children favour Tigrigna as the language they would like to speak most. The desire
to have Arabic and Tigrigna as the medium of instruction in Asiti and Ogana,
respectively, seems to stem from the awareness of the demands of the 'linguistic
market', both inside and outside Eritrea. One important dimension pertinent to the
social dynamics and social change in Eritrea is that for the Kunama, despite the fact
that they are one of the minority groups that have been aggressively maintaining
their linguistic identity, the acquisition ofArabic or Tigrigna becomes a question of
survival. This is particularly true given the multiplicity of the languages spoken
around them and the constant mobility of many neighbouring ethnic groupS tO and
from the Sudan.

Table 5.45 Comparison between the Kunama pupils in Asiti and Ogana (*multiple response)
School Actual Language       1* Home        2- Home Dominant Preferred Preferred

medium language language language language medium*

Asiti Kunama Kunama 96.9% 6.3% 100.0% 65.6% 12.5%

(N=32) Arabic                  -             6.3%                 - 6.3% 75.0%
Tigrigna 3.1% 53.1% - 28.1% 28.1%
English                                                        -          15.6%

Ogana Kunama Kunama 100.0%              - 100.0% 26.7%               -
(N=15) Arabic - 13.3% . 13.3% 13.3%

Tigrigna           -                             - 60.0% 73.3%
English                                           - - 53.3%
Nara                    -             6.7%                                   -

5.5.4 Barentu, Al Wahda
Al Wahda Primary School in Barentu is different from the other tWO schools in that
it uses Arabic as the medium of instruction. The children at this school are from
various ethnic origins. The main group is the Nara, but there are also pupils from
the Kunama and the Tigre, and very few children of immigrant descent. The latter
come from families who reportedly immigrated from Nigeria generations ago and
now inhabit the areas near the border with the Sudan. Because of their size and
other sociocultural reasons, they do not qualify as one of the officially recognized

ethnolinguistic groups in Eritrea.

Ethnicity and language repertoire
As Table 5.46 shows, the majority of the Nara pupils (79.2%), who are the largest
group in this class, have Nara as their most frequently used home language, whereas
a  minority  of I6.7% claim  to be native Arabic speakers.  Five out of six Tigre pupils
report Tigre as their first home language, while one pupil is a speaker of Arabic.  All
the Kunama pupils use Kunama as their first home language. It may be important
to mention here that the Kunarna appear to maintain their ethnic group language
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regardless of the school they attend. At all three schools with Kunama pupils, i.e.,
Asiti, Ogana, and At Wahda, regardless of the immediate social environment,
Kunama was reported to be the first home language. Of the total of 40 Kunama
pupils who were included in this study, only one child in Asiti claimed to speak

Tigrigna as the first language. Of the two immigrant children, i.e., the Zairian and
the Hausa, one pupil is a native speaker of Arabic and the other claims to use
Hausa, a very uncommon African language in Eritrea.

Table 5.46: First, second, and third home language by ethnic group. Barentu, Al Wahda Primary
School

Ethnicity Nara Tigre Kunama Zairian Hausa

(N=24/68.6%) (N=6/17.2%) (N=3/8.6%) (N=1/2.8%) (N=1/2.8%)
Language 1    N        %       N        %       N        %       N        %       N        %
Nara           19      79.2
Arabic 4 16.7 1 16.7 - - 1  100.0 -    -
Kunama 1        4.2 - -3  100.0 -   - -
Tigre   -   -5  83.3 -
Hausa   -   - -   - -    - -    -1  100.0
Language 2    N          %         N         %         N         %         N         %         N         %
Arabic               18           75.0 4 66.7 2 66.7 - - 1  100.0
Nara 3 12.5 -   - -   - -   - -   -
Tigrigna 1        4.2 2 33.3 1 33.3

English 1        4.2     -

Tigre 1        4.2     -

Swahili  -   - -   - - -1  100.0 -
Language 3    N         %        N        % N %         N         %         N         %
Tigre 3  12.5 -   - -    - -    - -
Arabic 2       8.3 1 6.7 1 33.3 -

Tigrigna 3        8.3 2 33.3     -

English 2        8.3     -

Kunama 1  4.2 -         - -    -1  100.0
Nara 1        4.2     -

None  13 54.2 3 50.0 2 66.7 1 100.0 -

As also shown in Table 5.46, Arabic is the second most frequently used language for
a large proportion of the pupils. The role Arabic plays at school and in the
community as the language of interethnic communication serving the Kunama, the
Nara, and the Tigre children at the same time is clear.

Language proficiency and language choice
As shown in Table 5·47, all but one of the pupils (who claims no proficiency in his
native language) at Al Wahda Primary School report full proficiency both in the
oral and the written domain of their first language. Most scores on the writing task
(in Arabic) are intermediate, while two Nara speakers got high scores and a total of
seven pupils with different mother tongues received low scores. The results of the
pupils whose mother tongue is Arabic (which is also the language of instruction) are
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not better than those of the Nara or Tigre speakers. The questions about proficien-
cy in the second language were left unanswered, although several languages were
mentioned.

Table 5.47: Declared proficiency in the first language (data on second language proficiency are
missing). Barentu, Al Wahda Primary School (frequencies)

Understanding Speaking Reading - Writing
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes NO

Language 1 (N=35)
Nara 19 - 19 - 19 - 19     -
Arabic 6- 6- 6- 6-

Tigre 5- 5- 5- 5       -

Kunama 31 31 22 31
Hausa 1- 1- 1- 1-

Table 5.48 shows that all pupils report some or frequent use of their first language
in every micro-societal context, i.e. family, friends or with other interlocutors. Nara
is spoken more frequently with other people than with the closer interlocutors,
while there is no difference between these domains for the other languages. The
data on second language use in different contexts are missing.

Table 5.48: Context and frequency of use of the first language (data on second language use
are missing), Barentu, Al Wahda Primary School (frequencies)

Family Friend Other people
Never Some. Freq. Never Some. Freq. Never Some. Freq.

Language 1 (N=35)
Nara                             -             11          8 - 11     8 - 8      11

Arabic                          -              2          4 - -6-2 4
Tigre                       -            1        4 - 2 3-2 3
Kunama                       -              1          3 - 2 2-2 2
Hausa                           -               -          1 - -1-1-

Ifwe look at the different ethnic groups separately (no tables presented), I9 out of
the 24 (79·I%) Nara speak their ethnic group language as the first home language.
The others mention Arabic and, in one case, Kunama in this respect. Five Tigre
pupils are proficient in Tigre, while one reports Arabic as his or her most frequently
used home language. So, what was reported on the first language proficiency

questions is not necessarily about the ancestral or ethnic group language. Our field
notes and classroom data clearly show the knowledge of Arabic as a second

language. Unfortunately, the survey data on the contexts of its use are missing.
For the I9 Nara pupils, the ethnic group language is not so frequently used

within the family as might be expected. It is spoken with the parents more often
than with older siblings and other people outside the family. Similarly, in the case
of the Tigre, Tigre is more often used with the parents and younger siblings.
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The Nara constitute only 22% of the total inhabitants of Barentu. Since the
majority of them were born in the Sudan and live and study with children ofmixed
ethnicity, their use of the Nara language is likely to be restricted to the home
domain. Moreover, the choice of Nara as the language to be spoken at home is
rather infrequent. This may be an indicator of low ethnolinguistic vitality, which
may be directly connected with the parents' language values and attitudes.

Language dominance and language preference
Table 5.49 shows that half of the Nara, 60% of the Tigre, and all the Kunama
pupils report speaking Arabic best regardless of the declared most frequently used
home language, i.e., Nara, Tigre, and Kunama, respectively. It is, however, in line
with the reported use of Arabic as a second home language by 75·0% of the Nara,
66.7% of the Tigre, and 66.7% of the Kunama pupils. The preference for Arabic is
rather high for all the ethnic groups, except for the Kunama, who show a mixed
picture. For the Nara and the Tigre pupils, this preference is even higher than their
reported Arabic language dominance.

TableS.49: Language dominance and preference by ethnic group, Barentu, Al Wahda Primary
School

Nara Tigre Kunama Zairian Hausa

Ethnicity (N=24) (N=6) (N=3) (N=1) (N=1)
Dominant language     N         % N % N %N% N    %
Arabic                        12       50.0 3 60.0 3 100.0 1 100.0 1 100.0
Nara                                           10            41.7         -

Tigre 1       4.2 2 40.0

Tigrigna 1       4.2    -

Preferred language N %N%N% N%N%
Arabic                        16       66.7 4 66.7 1 33.3 1 100.0 1 100.0

Tigrigna 4 16.7 1 16.7 1 33.3 -
Nara 4 16.7 - - 1 33.3  -

Saho        -   -1  16.7 -    - -

Languages at school
Al Wahda Primary School offers Arabic, its medium of instruction, English, and
Tigrigna as subjects.

Table 5.50 shows, as expected, that Arabic and English are at the top of the list of
preferred languages, but Tigrigna is also mentioned in I3 cases. With regard to the
question whether they would like to have a language of instruction other than the
one they already have, i.e., Arabic, about half of the Nara, Tigre and Kunama
pupils favour English. Fewer pupils seem to be satisfied with the present policy,
while a few also mention Tigrigna as the preferred medium of instruction. This
agrees in a way with many other cases where the pupils favoured a higher status

language than their mother tongue as tile school language. The data on perceived
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language status reinforce the pupils' preferences: English and Arabic are listed as the
most important languages for the future, although a quarter of the Nara also
mention Tigrigna.

Table 5.50: Preferred language as a subject and as a medium of instruction and perceived
language status by ethnic group, Barentu, Al Wahda Primary School

Ethnicity       Nara (N=24) Tigre (N=6) Kunama (N=3) Zairian (N=1) Hausa (N=1)
Subject        N % N % N % N % N %
English          16        66.7 4 66.7 3 100.0 - - 1  100.0
Arabic  11 45.8 4 66.7 1 33.3 1 100.0 -   -
Tigrigna        10        41.7 2 33.3 1 33.3   -

Kunama 4 16.7 - - -
Afar 1        4.2     -

Tigre   -   -1  16.7 -   - -   - -
Italian   -   -1  16.7 -   - -
Medium N %          N          %'          N          %.N          1%  '       N%
English         14       58.3 3 50.0 1 33.3 - - 1  100.0
Tigrigna 2        8.4 - 1 33.3   -

Arabic - -1 16.7 -
Italian - -1 16.7
No other 9      37.5 2 33.4 1 33.3 1 100.0 -
Status N%N%N%i N%N%
English 18 75.0 5 83.3 3 100.0 1 100.0

Arabic               11           45.8 4 66.7 2 66.7 - - 1  100.0
Tigrigna 6 25.0 1 16.7 -
Tigre 2        8.3     -

Parental language preferences and attitudes
At this last site, twelve parents showed up for the interview. The parents put their
ideas and personal opinions across with more clarity and coherence than any of the
parents interviewed elsewhere. They were asked whether they were satisfied with
the medium of instruction programmes their children were currently in. Eleven
parents were decisively in favour of the status quo, which they thought to be
beneficial for their children. The main reason for this position was that their
children are more proficient in Arabic, whereas their knowledge of Nara is not good
enough. Another reason was that they want the most important language for their
children: "Unless our children get their education in the language we want them to
learn, it is better for them to go after the cattle."

As compared to the Kunama, the parents of the Nara pupils sounded a little less
conscious of their linguistic identity. Although similar demographic, geographic,
and status factors may work against the ethnolinguistic vitality of both groups,  the
Nara may be considered as a direct contrast of the Kunama. One of the parents
who is relatively educated says: "Nara has no grammar, everybody speaks the way
he likes." Two other parents were not aware that Nara has a written modality. By
this they implied that Nara still needs to be standardized, but their tone suggested a
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low cultural and linguistic self-respect. Only one of the twelve parents expressed
concern about the threat of language death of Nara unless something is done to
prevent it. So, he was in favour of the use of Nara as the medium of instruction.

The most eloquent supporters' of Arabic as the language of instruction counter-

argument was: "Nara cannot die out since we used it at home even while we were in
the Sudan." Their main contention, however, is based on their awareness of the
sociolinguistic, economic, and political (status) implications of the role of the
minority language. One of them says: "After all, no one speaks it here in the toWn;
all the people here in Barentu speak Arabic or Tigrigna." A much more assertive
and realistic argument comes from one father who says: «We want our children to
be leaders. So we want them to master the language of the town." This statement is
definitely a very pragmatic one in that the parents seem to be aware of how learning
a  language of power and prestige is of great importance for their children's future.

5.6 Conclusions and discussion

This chapter has presented the trends in language use across nine selected
communities in five main areas from the four corners of Eritrea. The sociolinguistic
information was derived from 359 informants and related to language repertoire,
language proficiency, language choice, language dominance, language preference,
and school-related language attitudes. Interviews with 84 parents, who were the
main source of data on language attitudes and values, served as an additional
database on the overaillanguage behaviour patterns in the communities researched.
In addition, to complement the reported language proficiency data, writing task
scores were used as an indication of the pupils' knowledge of their school's medium
of instruction.

As far as the medium of instruction is concerned, the selection of the schools  for
our  study is  by no means representative  of all  the schools in Eritrea.  Out  of the  38I
schools that have Tigrigna as a medium of instruction, only one school was
selected; out of III Arabic medium schools, three were selected; out of 48 Tigre
medium schools, two were selected; out of 26 Saho medium schools, one was
selected; and out of II Kunama medium schools, two were selected (see Table 4.3)·
This poses no problem in itself, since our selection was based on other criteria. It is,
however, important for the interpretation of, for example, the preference for Arabic
rather than Tigrigna as a language to be learned and as a medium of instruction. In
other words, the fact that there is a tendency in most of the schools studied to
favour Arabic does not imply that the same tendency will be observed in the
majority of the schools in Eritrea, which use Tigrigna as the medium of instruction.
With this in mind, we suggest that the findings of this study in terms of individual
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language repertoire shed light on the trends in language use in the communities
under investigation.

Two major factors commonly believed to influence language use patterns in a
community are the ethnic background of the speaker and language policy. This
chapter attempted to show the connection between the language-related variables
mentioned above and these two macro factors in terms of the pupils' ethnicity and
the school's medium of instruction. Table 5·SI shows this relationship.

Table 5.51: Home language, dominant language, preferred language, and preferred medium of
instruction by actual medium of instruction and ethnicity, per school

School Medium Ethnicity N Home Dominant Preferred Preferred
language language language medium
equals ethnic equals ethnic equals ethnic equals actual

group group group medium of
language (%) lanquaqe (%) language (%) instruction (%)

Melebso Tigre Tigre 23 100.0 100.0 26.1 21.7

(N=23)
Keren Arabic Tigre 31 83.9 58.1 6.7 3.2

(N=47) Bilen 14 64.3 7.1                         -                  28.6

Tigrigna 2 50.0 100.0                        -                  50.0
Sheab Tigre Afar 6 100.0 (Tigre) 100.0 (Tigre) 50.0 (Tigre) 33.3 (Tigre)

(N=54) Tigre 48 100.0 89.6 16.7 12.5

Ghindae Arabic Tigre 13 - 92.3 38.5 61.5

(N=54) Saho 39 - 74.3 13 76.9

Tigrigna 2 - 50.0 100.0 50.0

Igila Saho Afar 1   100.0 (Saho) 100.0 (Saho) 100.0 100.0

(N=41) Tigrigna 1 100.0 (Tigrig.) . (Saho) 100.0 (Saho) 94.89

Saho 39 100.0 100.0 (Saho) 100.0 100.0

Tisha Tigrigna Tigrigna 21 90.5 95.2 28.6 4.8

(N=58) Saho    37 97.3 86.5 18.9                           -

Asiti Kunama Kunama 32 96.9 100.0 65.6                           -

(N=32)
Ogana Kunama Kunama   15 100.0 100.0 26.7              -

(N=15)
Barentu Arabic Kunama 3 100.0              -     33.3
(N=35) Nara 24 79.2 41.7 16.7 37.5

Tigre 6 83.3 33.3                        -                  33.3

Other 2   50.0              -              -           50.0

The very first and most noticeable relationship in Table 5·SI is between ethnicity
and ethnic group language or ancestral language. Except for Ghindae and some of
the Bilen in Keren, where there is a clear mismatch between ethnicity and the most
frequently used home language, by and large the first most frequently used home
language in all the sites is the same as the ethnic group language. However, the fact
that there is no perfect fit between home language and ethnicity has no influence
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on tile pupils' self-ascribed ethnic identity. Regardless of whether a pupil uses the
ethnic group language as a home language, he or she directly and without hesitation
declares membership in one of the six ethnic groups. As expected, the mismatch
between language use and ethnic identity is observed more in the towns than in the
villages, and where the language of instruction is not the ethnic group language.

In Eritrea, declaring one's ethnic identity does not manifest strong sub-national
sentiments. This is because no stigma is attached to ethnic identification. On the
other hand, identification by ethnic origin has special significance in the position of
tile Eritrean government on identity recognition, which sanctions only ethnic
identity and not other possible sub-national identities that people may choose to
have. This became particularly important in the first tWO years of independence
when Eritrea held a referendum on whether the country should be independent.
During that process, self-ascribed ethnicity together with Eritrean citizenship was

not granted unless one confirmed his Eritrean origin by tracing back his origin and,
therefure, his Eritreanness. This had a lot to do with the troubled history of the
I940's, when, according to some people, the Eritreans of Ethiopian descent played a
decisive role in the future of Eritrea by favouring Ethiopian occupation. Despite
these historical circumstances that defined the notion of ethnicity, identification  by
ethnic origin did not collide with tile core principle of linguistic pluralism adopted

by the government of Eritrea, which is committed to promoting 'unity in diversity'
by guaranteeing the linguistic rights of each ethnic group. Except for the Hidareb
and Rashaida, all ethnic groups were represented in this survey.

Before commenting on the findings concerning language dominance (see Table
5.SI), some remarks are in order about linguistic diversity. Linguistic diversity is
characterized by the prevalence of bilingualism in the communities under consid-
eration (see the tables in sections 5.2 through 5.5). The pupils' language repertoires
suggest that the mother tongue and a minimum of one other language are used at
home. In some cases, three languages are reported to be spoken with varying
proficiency and frequency. Almost half of the respondents claim knowledge of a
third language. In areas where a single ethnic group dominates and the vernacular
of the area is the medium of instruction at school, e.g. in Melebso, a lower level of
linguistic diversity is observed. On the other hand, despite its homogeneous com-
position and instruction in the mother tongue, the Saho medium school in Igila,
for example, displays a significant degree of Saho-Tigrigna bilingualism due to
geographic and demographic factors. The pupils report knowledge of a second
language, whether or not that language is learned at home. Diversity increases with
linguistic heterogeneity in the towns, where the languages of inter-ethnic com-
munication become important. This occurs in multilingual towns like Keren,
Ghindae, Barentu, and Senafe, where a medium of instruction other than the
mother tongue is adopted. In these types of schools, a child's most frequently used
language did not always correspond to his or her ethnic group language. In other
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words, in a considerable number of cases, a child from such areas happens to be a
bilingual possessing not only oral but also written skills in a second language.
However, a significant majority of the bilingual children speak the first home
language best,  even  if some claim  to use it less frequently outside the home domain.

Generally speaking, there is a reasonable match between ethnicity and first most
often used home language and the dominant language in the pupils' repertoire as
Table 5·51 shows. The dominant language may not necessarily be the language of
one's ethnic group. Nor is the ethnic group language necessarily the language most
often used at home. Yet, a look at the ethnic groups that make the bulk of the
population in specific schools reveals a strong match between ethnic group language
and language dominance in the case of the Saho, Tigrigna, and Kunama. With
regard to the Tigre this link is still maintained in Melebso and Ghindae, but with
less strength in Keren and Barentu. The link between ethnic group language and
language dominance is the weakest for the Bilen and the Nara. It can therefore be
concluded that these tWO ethnic groups display lower ethnolinguistic vitality.

The picture becomes even more diverse when one looks at language attitudes,
i.e., the preferred language and the favoured medium of instruction. The general
tendency is a desire for the replacement of the status quo in favour of a language
thought to be higher in status than the actual medium of instruction, both in the
mother tongue and the non-mother tongue medium schools. Except for the tWO
Tigrigna pupils in Ghindae, the main exception to this trend are the Saho pupils in
Igila and the Kunama pupils in Asiti whose preferred language is also their ethnic
group language. For the rest of the groups, the match between ethnic group lan-
guage and favoured language varies from less than Io% (the Tigre and the Bilen in
Keren) to nearly 40% (the Tigre in Ghindae)  of the cases.

The most interesting finding concerning the preferred medium of instruction is
the fact that only the Saho in Igila and Tisha prefer their ethnic group language as
the school medium. In the cases where Arabic is the school language, the pupils
claim to be satisfied with the status quo. At tile other schools, the children want the
classroom medium to be a language other than their ethnic group language, mostly

English or Arabic.

Being well aware of the limitations of reported language-related data, we
administered a writing task to get some insight into the pupils' knowledge of the
language of instruction, regardless of whether it is the same as the home language.
Table 5.52 gives a summary of the scores on the writing task.

The table shows how the writing scores classified as low, medium, and high are
distributed with respect to the medium of instruction. In general, there is no clear
bias in the scores towards any particular language of instruction. It is noteworthy
that almost all the pupils at the Arabic medium schools in Ghindae and Keren and
the majority of the pupils at the Tigrigna medium school in Senafe are not
instructed in the mother tongue, according to the definition of the Ministry of
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Education. At the Arabic medium schools that have ethnic Tigre, Sallo, Nara,
Kunama, and some Tigrigna pupils, the distribution of the scores looks normal.
What appears relatively different is the Tigrigna medium school in Tisha, where
many pupils received low scores. This is not consistent with the observed inter-
action  in the classroom  (dealt with in Chapter 6)  that can be described as one of the
best in terms of the pupils' output in teacher-pupil communication. What makes

i this case even more intriguing is that in such an ethnically mixed group of pupils,
the low scores show no clear correspondence with ethnicity, as both the Saho and
the Tigrigna are among the low achievers. In fact, tile proportion of those who
received low scores is very close: Io out of the I6 Tigrigna pupils and IS out of the
30 Saho children belong to this category. Thus, there is no evidence that the Saho
pupils in Tisha have difficulty in following their lessons in Tigrigna, which is the
medium of instruction at the school.

Table 5.52: Writing task scores by the first home language and the medium of instruction, per
school (frequencies)
School Medium First home language N Writing score

low medium high
Barentu, Asiti Kunama Kunama                        26                            25              1

Tigrigna                     1                         1
Ogana Kunama Kunama                               11                                     10                  1

Sheab Tigre
Tigre                                           41                      1                   22                  18

Senafe, Tisha Tigrigna Tigrigna                  16         10          5           1
Saho               30      15      11       4

Tigre                     1                                1

Igila Saho Saho               34      10      22       2

Melebso Tigre Tigre                     20          3         10          7

Barentu, Arabic Nara                                      1 4                  2                10                  2

Al Wahda Arabic                             6              2              4
Tigre                    5         1         4

Kunama                       2             1             1
Hausa                1        1

Ghindae Arabic Arabic                                        45                     2                  1 7                  26

Keren Arabic Tigre                     24          5         12          7

Bilen                               8              2              4              2
Tigrigna                     4            1            3
Arabic                             3              1              2

Considering these features of the language repertoire in the selected communities,
the implication of societal multilingualism for language policy decisions becomes
one of the central issues. This is because of the inherent relationship between
language use and language policy. As much as a state's language policy seeks to
influence the language repertoire of its citizens, it should  itself be derived from the
language repertoire. Instructing bilingual children in their first or second home
language should be sociolinguistically and educationally sound. In the Eritrean
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multilingual context, this presupposes that on average, a child can operate in at least
two languages. But defining the mother tongue as the pupil's ethnic group language
and assigning him or her a language of instruction on this basis would make little
sense sociolinguistically. That is why the forces in favour of maintaining the status

quo of Arabic as the instruction medium in Keren, Barentu, and Ghindae are
strong. By and large, the individual language repertoire and the state's language
policy produce no dissonance at least at the level of the specific educational
institutions. However, an important aspect of language behaviour which macro
level decisions want to influence concerns global and national goals. This is because
the absence of a conflict between policy and practice at the school level may not
guarantee the success of the language policy in a broader national context. This
issue will be further dealt with in Chapter 7.

At the rural mother-tongue medium schools, the main language in the area was
always the most frequently used home language, the dominant language, and the
language in which the children were the most proficient. It can, therefore, be said
that there is a consistency among ethnicity, the language which is most frequently
used by the child, and the language in which he or she is the most proficient. The
home language was in most cases the pupils' ethnic group language. As opposed to
the rural schools, at the four schools in multilingual towns, the mother tongue was
not always the most frequently used home language, but it still served as an identity
marker of the children.

The relationship between the pupils' reported language dominance and prefer-
ence is one of the most important findings of this study.  By and large, regardless of
their birthplace (urban or rural), the pupils' dominant language was consistent with
their ethnic group language. On the other hand, several very limited examples of
language shift among the Bilen and the Nara were noted. While some Nara shifted
to Arabic, a few Bilen shifted to Tigrigna or Tigre. The question whether these
cases are representative of their group requires further probing into their socio-
cultural contexts and calls for ethnicity-specific studies. The fact that half of the 24
Nara pupils reported that they were more proficient in Arabic is an indication of a
language shift in process in the semi-urban Nara population. Thus, one of the
remarkable findings of our study of language behaviour patterns with respect to the
Nara has to do with the pupils' and parents' language preferences.

An equally important component of the language survey was the school-related
language preference or language attitude section in the pupils' questionnaires and
the interviews with the parents. In the multilingual towns selected, there is a clear
preference for high status languages. Both the pupils and the parents favour
languages of a higher status as the medium of instruction at the respective schools.
This is an indication of how the people affected by the official language policy
confirm their language preference. A striking example is that out of the I20 Tigre
pupils,  84 or 70.0% preferred to speak Arabic. Furthermore,  out of the total of 359
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pupils that cut across six ethnic groups, I85 or SI.096 favoured Arabic as the
medium of instruction and I09 or 30·5% qualified Arabic as the most useful
language for their future, while 2II or 59.I% considered English to be tile most
important. Language preference seems to have a clear pattern with respect to the
urban versus rural context. In general, the preference for high status languages is the
most common trend, both in the townS and the villages. Regarding the pupils' and
parents' language values, there was some consistency between the pupils' answers
and the parents' attitudes towards high status languages. The preference for Arabic
and particularly for English should be understandable. However, some of these
views can only be taken as manifestations of aspirations. The idea of English as a
language of instruction at the primary school level is only wishful thinking on the
part of both the parents and their children that cannot be realized for many reasons.
Finally, perhaps one of the most interesting outcomes of the language values and
attitudes the pupils hold with respect to Tigrigna and Arabic, the two co-official
languages of Eritrea, is that Arabic is favoured more as a language the majority of
the pupils would like to speak most than Tigrigna. Yet, Tigrigna is preferred as a
school language to be learned. The implication of this apparent contradiction
should give us some insight into underlying reasons for 'wanting to speak' a
language and 'wanting to know' a language. So, there are more pupils who want to
know Tigrigna than those who want to speak it.

Table 5·53 contains an overview of the parents' attitudes regarding the languages
of instruction used at their children's schools.

Table 5.53: Parental approval and disapproval of the schools' medium of instruction, per school
(' in Ogana, no interviews with parents could be conducted) (frequencies)
School Urban/rural Medium of Approval of Disapproval of

instruction medium medium
Melebso Rural Tigre               8                2
Keren Urban Arabic                      9                          2

Sheab Rural Tigre               6                4
Ghindae Urban Arabic                      8                          2

Igila Rural Saho            10             0

Senafe, Tisha Urban Tigrigna              9                   2

Barentu, Asiti Urban Kunama                10                       0

Ogana Rural Kunama
Barentu, Al Wahda Urban Arabic                          1 1                                  1

The table shows general approval of the current policy at the respective schools.
This is true for both the multilingual toWns, where Tigrigna and Arabic are the
medium of instruction, and the rural areas, where the medium of instruction is the
mother tongue. One exception is Sheab, where four out of ten parents resist the
existing school language. One possible explanation for this opposition to the use of
Tigre may be related to aspirations for mobility and modernization, reflected in the
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preference for a language of wider communication, such as Tigrigna or Arabic.
Another reason  is that in Sheab, the medium of instruction was decided upon based
on sociolinguistic considerations. On the other hand, in Tisha and Ghindae, the
Ministry of Education consulted the parents on the question of learning in the
mother tongue. In urban centres like Barentu, where clearly identifiable ethnic
diversity and concomitant bi- or multilingualism are observed, the assignment of
the ethnic group language as the language of instruction cannot be preferable.

Sociolinguistically speaking, the Asiti school in Barentu is an extraordinary case,
providing evidence contrary to expectations. In no town other than Barentu was a
school assigned the mother tongue as the medium of instruction. Moreover, the
parents were unanimously in favour of maintaining the mother tongue as the
school language. Similar unanimity in support of the mother tongue as the medium
of instruction was registered in the village of Igila. One point of contrast is that
Igila is located in a rural area, while Asiti Primary School is located in multilingual
Barentu. Another difference is ethnic identity: Igila is a Saho medium school while
Asiti is a Kunama medium school.

The reasons for their preference for high status languages are rather eloquently
expressed by the parents. In tWO of the towns, the parents' inclination towards
Arabic as the medium of instruction was motivated by the practical benefits the
language may offer. Although the opinions of the parents may be an indication that
in the towns Tigre is losing its status in favour ofArabic, the vitality ofTigre is still
strong, particularly in lower-order public domains both in the towns and the urban
areas. Those who think that learning in the mother tongue is a disadvantage, take
that position for social and economic reasons. The commonly held opinion is that
success is associated with the knowledge of one or all  of the three languages which
are considered important in Eritrea, namely English, Arabic, and Tigrigna. The
high prestige assigned to English and the apparent stigmatisation of vernacular
languages by the parents and the pupils reflect their belief that English is the
language of higher learning in the country, and hence, a key to upward social
mobility. A very extreme example could be the Nara parents' attitude towards their
own language. Out of the twelve parents interviewed, all but one see no reason why
their children should be taught in their mother tongue, which has a limited scope
of use. Instead, they consider Arabic to be an important language for the future.
The Nara parents also reported that their children tend to shift towards Arabic. The
awareness of the fact that high-status languages offer greater practical economic
advantages seems to have a strong influence on language preferences. This is in
stark contrast with the Kunama case. Although both the Kunama and the Nara live
close by and have a similar socio-economic status, they hold contrasting attitudes
towards their respective mother tongues. In the multilingual town of Barentu as
well as at the Kunama medium school in one of the remotest areas in Gash-Barka,
all discourse was exclusively in Kunama, which is consistent with the parents' and
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the pupils' reported language preferences. It can, therefore, be said that the Kunama
are the group with the highest ethnolinguistic vitality. That is to say, there is less
tendency for a Kunama child to shift to another language.

The reasons for favouring the mother tongue by the parents in Melebso (Tigre
medium), Sheab (Tigre medium), Igila (Saho medium), and Asiti (Kunama medi-
um) are very similar. Two of the most frequent explanations given were that it is
easier to learn in the mother tongue, and that "one should first learn one's own
language before one begins to learn the languages of others': While the former
argument appears to be motivated by linguistic and cultural loyalty and self-respect,
the latter is probably a result of heavy campaigning in favour of the mother tongue
to which the parents in these communities were exposed. It appears that education
officers made these parents aware of tile educational advantages of using the mother
tongue as the medium of instruction. However, the most recurrent reason given for
preferring the mother tongue as medium of instruction was associated with what
Baker (200I) calls a language-as-a-right paradigm, which assumes that the presser-
vation of linguistic and cultural rights can be achieved through learning the
language itself. However, judging by the arguments the parents gave regarding the
mother tongue as the medium of instruction, they seem to confuse the concepts of
language-as-a-right and language-as-a-resource. This seems to be caused by a lack of

understanding of the rationale behind the use of a language as a school subject and
as the medium of instruction.  If one has to make a clear-cut distinction, language-

as-a-right would be learning the language in question as a subject, while language-
as-a-resource would imply the use ofthe language as the medium of instruction.

In sum, thus far we presented the trends of language use at the community level
using a variety of methods. In doing so, we also tried to show the interplay between

language use and language diversity. Ethnic identity and language policy were
identified as important socio-structural and institutional factors for determining
language use in a multilingual context. However, these macro factors are not the
main forces that shape the language behaviour in a community. Micro level
interaction is another facet of language use that demands an in-depth study and
profound analysis. The next chapter will deal with language behaviour at schools
both as micro social environments and institutions intervening between micro level
interaction and macro level structures and policy decisions.



CHAPTER 6

Language in the Classroom

6.1 Introduction

The previous chapter tried to give an overview of trends in language use in six
selected areas represented by five languages. This chapter moves the task one step
further by going into the place where the actions of language practice are found,
i.e., in the schools and their classrooms. The general aim of this chapter is to
provide a close observation and analytic description of how languages are used in
schools  vis k vis how languages are used outside the school. Two major macro forces
that are believed to influence language use in multilingual situations ve the
language policy context, as discussed in Chapter 4, and the sociolinguistic context,
as reported in Chapter 5 (Gudykunst and Schmidt, I988).

The sociolinguistic survey presented the existing diversity in the focal com-
munities in terms of the language repertoire of the subjects of the study. This
classroom study will look into how language use in the selected schools in these
communities relates to Eritrean language policy and the immediate sociolinguistic
context. The overall objective of the classroom study is to provide insight into the
ways in which language practice, i.e. classroom discourse in the school as a micro-
social educational institution, is related to the wider sociocultural and institutional
context, i.e., to language policy, and existing sociolinguistic diversity.

Apart from this introductory section, which briefly goes into how classroom
discourse has been analysed  in this study and which gives an overview o f the study's
research questions and design, the contents of the remainder of this chapter are as
follows. In sections 6.2,6.3,6.4, and 6.5, the outcomes of the classroom study are
presented for the four different regions that were selected as research sites. Except
for the last one (the Kunama and Nara area in Western Eritrea), in each of these
regions two schools that differ in terms of background characteristics relevant to  the
study have been selected. The classroom discourse in Mathematics, Science, and
Geography lessons in one classroom in each of these schools will be analysed and
compared. In section 6.2, the Tigre and Bilen area in Northern Eritrea is dealt with.
Here, a Tigre medium classroom in the village of Melebso and an Arabic medium
classroom in the town of Keren are compared. Section 6.3 is about the Saho and
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Tigre area in Eastern Eritrea, and compares a Tigre medium classroom in the
village of Sheab and an Arabic medium classroom in the toWn of Ghindae. In
section 6.4, the Saho and Tigrigna area in Southern Eritrea is discussed. Here a
Saho medium classroom in the village of Igila and a Tigrigna medium classroom in
Tisha, a village in the periphery of the town of Senafe, are compared. In section 6.5,
tile Kunama and Nara area in Western Eritrea is dealt with. Two classrooms are
described here, a Kunama and an Arabic medium classroom, both in the toWn of
Barentu. Due to the war at the time of data collection, it turned out to be
impossible to collect classroom data in the Kunama medium primary school in the
village of Ogana, which was paired with the Kunama medium school in Barentu.
No comparison, therefore, could be made. A general summary and discussion of
the findings of this chapter are given in section 6.6.

6.I.I Analysis of classroom discourse
In Chapter 2, discourse was defined as a social as well as an individual practice
(Fairclough, I989). According to the critical linguistics tradition, discourse is used
to encompass micro- and macro-level practice and the ways in which language both
shapes and is shaped by socio-political realities (Sarangi and Baynham, I996:77)·
Discursive events in the classroom are very much influenced by different levels of
social organisation outside the classroom. But discourse is not always constrained
by social and institutional structures. As well as being constrained by social struc-
tures, discourse also has an effect on social structures and contributes to the
achievement of social change (Fairclough, I989:37)· An example of a type of dis-
course is teacher-pupil talk in the classroom. Here, the discourse is shaped by the
social context. Conversely, the verbal interaction shapes the classroom context (Van
Lier, I988:47)· This implies that institutionalised language policy, as a top-down
macro force, may not always be the only factor to determine language use in the
educational context. Thus, in a teacher-dominated classroom, key issues that need
to be considered in analysing oral discourse are the socio-cultural and institutional
contexts in which the wider policy context plays a major role, and the immediate
context in the school milieu, which is determined by the power relations, the
curriculum, the purpose of a specific learning event, etcetera. Thus, in order to
investigate the links between the macro and the micro perspectives or analytical
paradigms of language use, one needs to make an in-depth study ofthe institutional
arrangements and processes of specific educational locations.  In this sense, schools
are considered as intervening factors between the macro and micro factors that
shape language use.

Analysing classroom discourse is necessarily an interdisciplinary venture.
Building on recent insights in modern sociolinguistics and educational linguistics as
discussed in Chapter 2, the study of classroom discourse can provide insight into
the social role of language in the process of teaching and learning and in its
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centrality in relation to language policy. In particular, analysing teacher-pupil talk is
one way of studying how classroom knowledge is constructed. Spoken language in
the classroom is not just talk; it is a 'social mode of thinking', a means by which
humans can jointly construct knowledge and understanding (Mercer, 1995:29). The
structuring of teacher-pupil talk is primarily shaped by the immediate context and
the contents of the discourse. Crucial to classroom-based research that uses
ethnographic tools (Green and Bloome, I997) is an orientation to the Social context

of classroom interaction. In this sense, ethnographic research is sociolinguistic
research (Van Lier, I988:69). Thus, as a meeting point of social, linguistic, and
educational dimensions, the study of classroom discourse has more descriptive than
prescriptive features (Pontecorvo, I997:I69) and is process- rather than product-
oriented (Bogdam and Bilden, I997:6).

Language in the classroom has a multidimensional character. Depending on
specific research questions, for example, with respect to academic learning, social-

ization, discourse, or language development, it can be approached from different

disciplines, such as sociology, psychology, anthropology, or linguistics. It may not
be easy, however, to label classroom discourse regarding its linguistic, social, or
educational dimensions. In this study, not all the possible dimensions of language
in the classroom are visible or relevant enough to lend themselves to analysis. The
nature of a school's culture, for instance, which can be a reflection of ethno-
linguistic conditions and institutional factors outside the classroom in one specific
ethnolinguistic community, may not be easily discernible in the other. The social
dimension of language practice, however, may well be captured from teacher-pupil
talk to make judgements on teacher-pupil power relationships in specific ethno-
linguistic communities. The same applies to the kind of language values and
attitudes that are held with respect to the language repertoires that teachers and
students share,  and that may be inferred from classroom discourse, which itself has
a social nature. What classroom discourse is trying to achieve needs to be looked at
in the light of the context, in which it is found and by which it is shaped.

Regardless of its topic, teacher-pupil talk is greatly determined by the context of its
occurrence. What counts as educational knowledge, in the classroom sometimes
becomes a matter of pragmatics because knowledge and learning are constructs that
are defined on the spot in accordance with the social and cultural setting in which
the interlocutors, i.e., pupils and teachers, find themselves (Green and Bloome,

I997)· This ethnographically oriented study on language practice in education will
therefore revolve around the question «Who uses what language with what socio-
cultural and educational implications2" As a consequence, in dealing with the
analysis of classroom discourse, tWO major complementary dimensions have been
adopted, a sociolinguistic and an educational one. Each of these will be briefly
outlined below.
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In the linguistic sense, discourse is
"(...) a continuous stretch of naturally occurring spoken or written language that is larger
than a sentence and in structural or functional ways, hangs together as a unit for
analysis." (Freeman, I993937 as quoted by Hornberger, I995:236)

A primarily linguistically oriented analysis of oral discourse could result in
specifying the role of the linguistic form and contents of a typical classroom
discourse with categories that fit into Sinclair and Coulthard's (I975) Initiation-
Response-Feedback (IRF) exchanges. But as in Sinclair and Coulthard's analysis, in
this study, the linguistic forms are not simply matched with the communicative
functions per se. Describing spoken discourse as purely a linguistic system is not the
purpose of this study. IRF exchanges are analysed with respect to their content and
the context of their occurrence. Any oral discourse in the classroom has a context,
the structure and continuity of which are greatly shaped by the goals of the lesson
in which it takes place. What makes classroom talk different from any casual talk is,
in fact, that it is based on a tripartite IRF structure. Our analysis will, therefore, be
more sociolinguistically oriented, and relate, for instance, to variation in the
discourse, such as code-switching, conspicuous language-related classroom events,
e.g. a teacher telling a pupil to change his or her language, and possible mis-
communication. More precisely, the sociolinguistic dimension is about the nature
ofcommunicative demands and the use ofcommunicative resources available in the
classroom to both the pupils and the teachers.

This study will look into how the micro-sociolinguistic dynamics in eight
classrooms in Eritrea are shaped by the macro-level policy decisions through the
structures and processes of tile major agency, i.e., the educational institution. In
doing so, this study will investigate the relationship between what is known to exist
in relation to policy, and what happens in actual practice in the schools and their
classrooms, thus trying to find out whether policy decisions are a factor in shaping
language practice, or whether the local sociolinguistic conditions generate disson-
ance with the language ideologies, and thus lead the social agents to attempt to
(re)design the social pattern of language use. This approach will then help to find
out whether there is some kind of collusion and tension between these two forces,
generated overtly, for instance, in the open resistance to the legitimacy of the
medium of instruction, or covertly,  in the non-use of certain discursive practices.

The educational dimension will look at how knowledge is organised in the
classroom and examine the special role of language in academic learning. Although
there is no absolute means for judging how much learners have learned in the
classroom, there are several ways of making a reasoned evaluation of learning in the
classroom based on our analysis of the IRF exchanges for mainly two reasons.
Firstly, these exchanges are narrowly limited by the context, i.e., what is said and
done is influenced by what has happened in the earlier lessons. Secondly, what
pupils say and how they talk is very much related to and restricted by the
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curriculum content (i.e., Mathematics, Science, and Geography lessons), which is
almost always based on the transmission and construction of specific facts that
allow reasoned inferences on whether learning has taken place or not, which can be
drawn from process-related incidents in the classroom. The fact that the syllabuses
across the government schools are based on the same curriculum material will help
to make a comparative analysis of the role of language in academic learning across
ethnic groups in terms of mother tongue versus non-mother tongue medium
schools. Therefore, studying oral discourse in the classroom becomes paramount
because it mediates the sociolinguistic connections between the curriculum, the
teacher, and the pupil.

Our ethnographic method  of data analysis focuses  on how speakers sel rtively
make use of their language repertoire to meet the communicative demands in the
educational domain, since it is generally believed that communicative demands are
partly determined by the curriculum and the classroom culture. Our approach to
tile  study of language in education  is a sociolinguistic rather than a purely cognitive
one (Bloome, Puro and Theodorou, I989; Green and Bloome, I997). This approach
emphasizes the contemporary situation rather than seeking to make a link between
how what happens in the classroom will influence the knowledge the students will
gain in the future. According to Spolsky (I998:24),

"Psycholinguistics deals with the individual speaker's acquisition and use of language, and
relates this to mental processes. Sociolinguistics is concerned with language in situ and in
vivo. alive in its geographical and social setting and space."

The ethnographic perspective on how knowledge is constructed in the classroom is

particularly based on 'sociolinguistic ethnography' (Bloome, Puro and Theodorou,
I989:266; Heller, I999). To make this more concrete and relevant to the central
purpose of the study, tWO main dimensions, the sociolinguistic and the educational,
are used to analyse the discourse. Accordingly, the selection of the transcripts for
analysis mainly takes into account the sociolinguistic and educational aspects
represented in IRF exchanges. Transcripts are followed by brief descriptions in a
narrative-interpretative style with due attention to the context of their occurrence.
However, quantitative data regarding these events will not be presented because this

part of the study is meant to interpret language practice in a sociolinguistically
specific educational setting. Language practice in the eight schools that constitute
this case study will be used to build relevant generalizations about language practice
in education in the selected communities. As mentioned earlier, in this study,
audio-recorded data of classroom discourse are selected to integrate the above-
mentioned perspectives and put the data in an interpretative frame.
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6.I.2 Design
In Chapter 3, we already dealt with the research questions and the design of the
classroom study as part of the whole investigation. Although the time spent in each
research site was limited, and although the contacts with the subjects in each site
may have been superficial, we nevertheless used ethnographic tools in the data
collection process (Green and Bloome, I997), such as audiotaping classroom dis-
course, classroom observations, interviews, field notes, and local document analysis.
As such, the outcomes of this small-scale ethnographic study complement the large-
scale sociolinguistic survey data presented in Chapter 5. In this section, for the
reader's convenience, we repeat the research questions of the classroom study and
briefly give some additional information about the setting in which the data were
collected.

Research questions
This chapter will try to answer the following major questions.
•  How is the language used in the classroom related to the language used outside

the classroom, such as in the home and the community at large, in terms of
monolingualism versus multilingualism2

•  How is the language used in the classroom related to broader language policy
goals  How do the institutional arrangements and processes in the educational
system, for instance, translate language policy objectives into practice in
classroom discourse  How does language policy influence the kind of discourse
in the classroom, or, conversely, how does classroom discourse influence the
implementation of language policyi'

• How is the nature of the communicative demands in the teaching-learning
process affected by the communicative resources available in a multilingual
setting  How do the teachers and pupils at the schools where the language of
instruction is not tile same as the home language of the majority of the pupils,
use their linguistic resources to construct, organize, and mediate academic

knowledge 

Setting
As mentioned earlier in Chapter 3, the selection of the schools and research sites for
the case study was made on the basis of several considerations. These considerations
include (I) the geographic distribution of the languages, (2) the ethnic composition
of the sites in terms of whether they lend themselves to bilingual or monolingual
discourse depending on the language competition in the respective social settings,
(3) the urban or rural environment, (4) the duration of the mother tongue medium
programme since its implementation. The application of these criteria produced
four research sites with four pairs of schools. The schools in each region were paired
for the sake of comparison, leading to urban Arabic or Tigrigna medium schools
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versus rural mother tongue medium schools. One region that did not allow this
kind of pairing was the Kunama and Nara region in Western Eritrea. Unlike  in  the
Saho and Tigre regions, the Kunama pupils, whether in the urban or rural area,

were found to attend the Kunama mother tongue medium school. On the other
hand, the Nara mother-tongue programme was still in its infancy, and all grade five
Nara children still went to the Arabic medium schools. The two schools could not,
therefore, be subjected to the kind of comparison that was applied to the other six
schools.

In each case, when we went to the sites, we approached the school administra-
tion with a letter of introduction from the Regional Education Office. One of the
most important tasks at the onset of our visit to the schools was to explain to the
teachers whose classes we were going to observe the main purpose of our visit. We
made it clear to them that we were not there to supervise them, but to do research.
We could observe that the teachers in these schools were hardly ever conscious of
our audio recording. Teacher talk related to discipline, expressions of anger,
humour, satisfaction, and praise were indications that the teachers were doing what
they would normally do most of the time. These incidents showed that the presence
of the researcher was not obtrusive. In all our visits, despite the disadvantage of not

being a speaker of four out of the five school  languages that were in the case study.
We believe that our very role as a non-participant observer enabled us to get a
deeper insight into the dynamics of language in education in the communities
investigated.

Data
Eight solid weeks were devoted to the recording of classroom language. For the
transcription and translation, native speakers of the pertinent Eritrean languages
were hired as research assistants. The Tigrigna language classroom data were the
only we transcribed ourselves. Prior to transcription, a brief orientation and
training session were given to the assistants, who were university students in their
senior year, with  a good knowledge of their native language, Tigrigna, and English.

On average, recordings of each teacher's lessons lasted for about 90-120 minutes.
This resulted in a voluminous corpus of transcripts from the eight schools. Data
from on-the-spot interviews and field notes supplement the recorded data (see
Appendix 2 and 3). Only a selection of the data is presented here. This selection is
based on the significance of classroom events with respect to the analytical socio-

linguistic and educational dimensions mentioned above.
In Table 6.I, for each school a numbered overview of transcripts is provided,

documenting the pupils' home languages, the school's medium of instruction, the
recorded lessons and time in minutes, the teachers' names and their ethnicity. The
teachers' names are invented. The schools' names are often the same as the name of
the village, since there is only one school in the village.
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Table 6.1: Overview of 59 classroom transcripts
Site Home Lesson Medium Time Teacher Teacher's Transcript
(school) language ethnicity

Melebso Tigre Maths Tigre 120 Finhas Tigrigna        1,2

Science 100 Omer Tigre       3.4

Geography 120 Rusom Tigrigna    5,6
Keren Tigre Maths Arabic 120 Siraj Tigre       7,8
(Al Nahda) Tigrigna Science 120 Mohammed Saho 9,10,11

Bilin Geography 120 Naser Tigre 12,13,14
Sheab Tigre Maths Tigre 120 Samuel Tigrigna 15,16.17

Science 120 Habtelssa Tigre 18,19

Geography 90 Tigre 20,21
Ghindae Saho Maths Arabic 120 Nuru Tigre 22,23,24
(Al Awda) Tigre Science 120 Abdu Saho 25,26

Tigrigna Geography 120 Abdulkarim Tigre 27,28,29

Igila Saho Maths Saho 120 Dawud Saho 30,31,32,33

Science 120 Ibrahim Saho 34,35

Geography 90 Ibrahim Saho      36

Senafe, Saho Maths Tigrigna 120 Tesfay Tigrigna 37,38,39,40
Tisha Tigrigna Science 120 Seltene Tigrigna 41, 42, 43

Geography 120 Mustafa Saho 44,45,46,
Barentu Kunama Maths Kunama 120 Ghenet Kunama 47,48
(Asiti) Science 120 Woldeyesus Kunama 59,50,51

Geography 90 Aurelio Kunama 52,

Barentu Kunama Maths Arabic 120 Ismael Tigre 53,54,55,56
(Al Wahda) Nara Science 120 Yusuf Nara 57,58

Tigre Geography 120 Naser Tigre         59

Other

The transcripts are translations into English from the language of instruction used
in the classroom. The title of each transcript contains an indication  of this language
of instruction. Code-switching to other languages is printed in italics. In the
presentation of the transcripts, the following notations have been used:
T                       teacher
P                   pupil
Ps pupils (responding in unison)
PGI secretary/rapporteur of a pupils' group I
Tkp teacher and pupils (speaking at the same time)

Name name of a specific pupil
text (text; language) code-switching (content; indication of the language)
[text] comment
. . . . short pause.
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6.2 The Tigre and Bilen area

In the northern Tigre and Bilen area, the two sites selected were Melebso, a pre-
dominantly Tigre village, and Keren, a multilingual town with native Tigre
speakers making 38% of the population (National Statistics and Evaluation Office,
I997) Melebso and Keren are paired in order to make the data amenable to a
comparative study. The national census data and the Ministry of Education's basic
information document on the distribution of mother tongue schools indicate that
the most widespread language in these regions is Tigre (Ministry of Education,
I999). Melebso is a big village and an administrative centre of the surrounding
villages and settlements, while Keren is the capital of the whole region. In both
cases, the Tigre ethnic group is dominant. The difference between the two villages
is that in Melebso, Tigre is the first home language of all pupils and the official
medium of instruction, whereas in Keren, Tigre is the first home language of BI.6%
of the pupils,  and the official medium of instruction is Arabic.

6.2.I Classroom observations in Melebso Primary School
Melebso Primary School is the only school in Melebso run by the government. This
is why it has the name of the village itsel£ unlike some of the schools in the urban
centres that are known by their particular names. The school is a building with no
defined compound and no fences. The classrooms are in a block of a building form-
ing an L-shape.  One of the blocks has rooms, where the teachers live. Regarding the
language mostly heard in the school compound, including the teachers' living
quarters, Tigre is clearly tile dominant language, both inside the classroom and the
school compound. In the middle of the compound is a big playground, where the
pupils line up for a daily ritual raising of the flag of the state of Eritrea before they
go into their classrooms. The very first sign of a commitment for cultural pluralism
of the government is symbolised as one observes the national anthem being sung in
Arabic. As in the case of many schoolyards in the country, animals roam freely, as
there are no fences built around the school. The cry of a donkey was so loud that it

was clearly audible from one of the classroom recordings.

Mathematics
The Math teacher, Finhas, is a native Tigrigna speaker who learned the Tigre
language only as an adult after going to work in the Tigre area eight years ago. The
class has 23 native Tigre pupils. The teacher conducted a Geometry lesson standing

by the blackboard and using chalk. The most common mode of conducting a
Geometry lesson in the classroom is that the teacher would introduce the topic with
a few words like "We are looking for the area of a square". He would then illustrate
the subject by working out an example himself and ask the pupils to volunteer.
Earlier, the teacher introduced the pupils to the area of rectangles, squares, and
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triangles. In the following episode, the pupils are asked to work out the area of a
triangle on the board.

Transcript I (Tigre)
T         Now we shall try question number one, who will try to work out on the blackboard2
P        Side is two centimetres.
T         Howl
P               Area is length times side [pupil writes  on  the blackboard]. Twenty  over ten equals

ten times side. Side equals two centimetres.
T What about question twO1
P        First we write the formula, then, area equals side times length. Three hundred to the

power of two equals side times fifteen. Side equals twenty. Three hundred square
equals side times fifteen. Side equals three hundred times fifteen. Side equals tWenty.

T         Very good, it is twenty metres.

Transcript I shows a mathematical discourse conducted in the Tigre language.
Guided by their teacher, the pupils are asked to solve problems. This procedure is
repeated throughout the lesson. After one illustration, the teacher asks the pupils to
work out the problems by going to the blackboard. But when a pupil is stuck, the
teacher takes over, and the activity becomes collaborative, with the teacher prompt-
ing the pupils to answer in unison. It can, therefore, be inferred from Transcript I
that the Tigre language serves as an effective medium between the teacher, the
pupils, and the process of learning and teaching a Geometry lesson.

Transcript 2 (Tigre)
T        Who can work this out on the blackboard1

P         [working it out on tile blackboard as he speaks, but inaudible]
T        Why did you increase ie

P [silence]
T         Go back to your seat. Who can try it2
P         Area is one over two times ten times eight. Area equals forty centimetres cube.
T     Why are you so afraid  To find the area you know that it is one over two times

height times base.  Here the height is...1
P       Ten centimetres.
T       The base is...1

P        It is eight centimetres.
T      The area is then one over two times ten times eight equals forty centimetres square.

Okay (English) if tile area of a triangle is sixteen metres square and the base is six
metres, then what is the height2 First we have to find what 

P             The formula of a right-angled triangle.
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T       Yes, we write the formula for area, that is area equals one over two times base times
height. Now the area is 

P        It is sixteen metres square.
T       Who can do it then 
P Sixteen equals one over two times six centimetres times the height [working it out on

the blackboard]. Sixteen over three equals   the  height.  Five point thirty three equals

t:he height.
T        That is right, it is five point thirty three.

From Transcript z, the dominant posturing of the teacher in determining the
structure of the discourse is noteworthy. Sometimes the pupils are required to go to
the blackboard and work out problems. While the teacher compliments them for
getting the answer right, he would tell  them  to "go back" to their seats if they are
unable to proceed. Another aspect of the discourse to look at could be the silence
and timidity of the pupils. Apparently, in the case ofTranscript 2, the confusion on
the side of the pupils was not language-related but content-related.

The Maths teacher, who is actually not from the Tigrigna-speaking ethnic

group, could use Tigre without much difficulty, as he had been doing for eight
years. His intermittent use ofArabic has little educational value as it has little to do
with the curriculum content, cf. Koys (Okay; Arabic) or Asmaknaya Saidna (Listen

our gentleman; Arabic),  as a sarcastic  form of address to the pupils. The function of
this phrase in bridging communication problems is not visible. Rather, the use of
such sporadic expressions in Arabic, particularly related to advice and recommenda-
tions in a sarcastic manner, signals the power and authority associated with the
Arabic language as a language perceived to be higher in status compared to Tigre.
This becomes clearer when one observes that it is only the teacher who makes use of
such code-switches. It can also be a sign of the tendency on the part of the teacher
to display his language repertoire.

In the Maths lessons, a closer look at the social dimension of language use
further revealed that the teacher, despite his dominant position, complimented his
pupils when necessary, e.g., whenever they got the right answer. On the other hand,
requiring some of the pupils to go to the chalk board resulted in exposing them to a
mild kind of embarrassment as a result of their failure to get things right. The
pupils would be asked to give their reactions, as their classmate had to go through
the 'test' at the blackboard, and would say "Yes, he is right" or "No, he is not
right". However,  this was not  the most prevalent mode of classroom conduct. The
teacher himself would also stand by the blackboard for quite a long time to work on
geometry problems. As far as the cognitive dimension of language use is concerned,
the role of the Tigre language in the mathematics discourse was characterised by
symbolic representation of geometric concepts and their meaning, the teacher
guiding and prompting, and the pupils producing factual answers. Throughout
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these lessons, the Tigre language mediated the teaching-learning process without
discernible communication barrier.

Science
The Science teacher, Omer, is a native Tigre from the Maria Keyah district. He has
fourteen years of experience in teaching in Tigre. As he is also the director of the
school, who has known the pupils from the first grade, he seems to have full control
of the discipline in the classroom. Transcript 3 is carried over from the previous
lesson, in which the teacher had a long lecture on the functions of the flower. The
following dialogue is a typical IRF type of exchange, in which the teacher is
prompting the pupils to give responses to find out if they can reproduce factual
input from the preceding lesson's instruction and explanation. They have to
respond to teacher-initiated questions without looking at their book or their notes.
Sometimes, the pupils also initiated the discussion by asking the teacher for
clarification on the doubts they might have.

Transcript 3 (Tigre)
T         The different colours of a flower help to attract the insects and these insects are like

bees, butterflies, and so on. First, the bees come to the flower and suck some fluid
from the flower to help them prepare the honey. Thar is, the flower helps the bees to
prepare food, which is honey, and the bees help the flower to reproduce.

Nasir  Do bees go to the flowers to prepare their own food and purposely make the flower

to reproduce 
T        No, the bees do not go to the flower to help it reproduce. Do you think that bees are

like human beings  They go to the flower in order to prepare their own food only,
but on their way, they take the sperm from the anther of one flower to the other
similar flower. If the flower has both the male and the female parts together, how
does it reproducd Who can answer this'

P      It reproduces, when the sperm from the anther falls to the stigma and then passes

through the style to the ovary, then reproduction takes place.

T       Yes, Omar, very good. If a flower does not include both the male and the female
parts together, how can it reproduce 

P        It can reproduce from its neighbouring flowers, either through an insect or the wind.
T                Ya h:Lim,  yakalam  (very  good,  very good; Arabic). Flowers  have a special smell  that

can attract insects.  If the sperm that comes from the flower through bees or tile wind
is not its type, how can it reproduce2

P       If its is not the same type as the new flower, the sperm doesn't help the flower in

reproduction.
T          Koys.' Kof.' Shan'rl (jolly good! Jolly good! That is the answer, you are smart; Arabic).

The stamen is the male part, which includes the anther and the filament, and the
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pistil is the female part, which includes the stigma, the style, and tile ovary. Is it
cleari

In Transcript 3, the words in italics are examples of a very rare instance of code-
switching to Arabic by the teacher.  But the switches are at the level of phrases of

approval only, when complimenting pupils for getting the answers correct. Similar
expressions of disapproval in an authoritative tone related to discipline were also
used by the other two teachers. Some of the comments are positive and express

approval. One of the commonest is Koys, which is used in the positive sense to
mean 'Okay', 'Good, I agree', or 'Jolly good'. But also the teacher adds the Arabic
adjective Sbatir, meaning 'smart' in English, to praise a pupil who has not only
produced the answer to a 'what' question, but was also able to give an answer to a
'why' question on the academic content. Such incidents suggest that not only had
learning taken place, in that the pupils could reproduce the information that had
been given to them in the previous lesson, but also in that they sometimes went one
step further and posed some very basic questions, such as the one in Transcript 4.

Transcript 4 (Tigre)
P        Sir, I have a question. In your yesterday's class, you said we have two types, male and

female parts, and you also said there are what we call full flowers and half flowers,
what do you mean by this 

T          The male and female parts together mean a full flower, and if it has got either male
or female only,  it is a half flower.  Is that clear now2

P        Yes, it is.

The Science teacher, like the Maths teacher, dominates the discourse both in the
social and the educational sense. He seems to give much attention to class man-
agement and discipline, making sure that everybody is concentrated on what is
going on  in the discussion.  But also,  like the Maths teacher,  he  is  fond of compli-
menting pupils for work well done. This can be partially attributed to the fact that
he is the director of the school, who has known the pupils since the start of their
education in Melebso. The switches he makes to Arabic do not accomplish any
educational objective, as code-switching may sometimes do (Chick, I998:95). In the
examples from Transcript 3, the switches to Arabic are expressions signalling more
cultural affiliation to the Arabic language and culture than resources to achieve
communicative demands. In a way, they also signal a religious culture, associated
with the religion of Islam, which both the teacher and the pupils share.

Geography
Rusom is the Geography teacher. He is originally from the Tigrigna-speaking
ethnic group. He acquired Tigre as a second language from the community in
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Western Eritrea, where he was brought up. Russom graduated from the Teacher

Training Institute in Asmara only a year and a half prior to data collection. He is
discussing the continent of Europe as a part of the topics in the second chapter of
the Geography book. This is a discourse in which the teacher is making a summary
of his previous lectures and reviewing the lecture through his prompts to elicit
answers.

Transcript 5 (Tigre)
T             Yaweled (You boy; Arabic) don't sleep! Wake up!
T       Where do most Europeans live  Omer.
Omer  They live in the cities.
T         What do most Europeans do for their living,
P     One third of the Europeans live on farming while the others live on fishing,

industrial activity, and other occupations.
T         How do they plough the land 
P          They use machines like tractors, unlike Africans, who use oxen and camels.

T     Yes, in Europe, farming is communal, not individual. It is like Timur-mahres (co-
operative farming; Tigrigna) in our country today. What kinds of food and
vegetables grow in Europe 

P Wheat, maize, potatoes, and other vegetables.
T        Ir is correct.

Transcript 5 contains two switches, one to Arabic and one to Tigrigna. The first
switch has to do with discipline, where the teacher seems a bit angered by the
pupil's 'sleeping' or absentmindedness in the classroom and uses an Arabic
expression of address, while the second switch is aimed at putting his point across

through a concrete example referring to a mode of co-operative farming, which has
become popular in Eritrea in the last three years. An even more interesting event of
meta-linguistic implication is the question raised by the pupil who wants to know
the meaning of ishtrakiet, a term borrowed by Tigre from Arabic, meaning
'socialism'. It is interesting to note that the teacher had to tell the pupils that the
term was originally derived from Arabic. This is also an incident of educational
importance, as it exhibits some factual or conceptual problem. The pupils had to
learn about whether countries were capitalist or socialist, when such concepts are
becoming meaningless ten years after the collapse of the Berlin Wall (Field-notes,
6.I).

The Geography teacher uses a variety of modes of classroom talk, which
demonstrates his awareness of the advantages of collaborative learning. He has
asked the pupils to form groups and report the results of their discussion through
their respective group secretaries.
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Transcript 6 (Tigre)
T             Now the others can ask this group,  if you have anything not clear.
PGi   You said diat Europe has more developed equipment for fishing, can you tell us

some of these
PG2 In Europe, there are boats and other equipment for fishing.

Nur   Yes, you are discussing fishing, but also you are discussing industrial development
and this topic is ours. Why don't you stick to your topic2

P        Yes, you have to  know that without industrial development you can't 1.ave de-
veloped fishing. They are related.

Ib.      You are saying in Europe, there are boats for fishing, do you mean Africa hasn't got

boats for fishing7
P      In Europe, the boats are well developed, whereas in Africa, the boats are simply

wooden with simple manual instruments.

Discussion
In the above selected transcripts from the audio-recorded data, an attempt has been
made to give a feeling of how things are done by looking at the language behaviour
in the actual classroom situation as it relates to sociolinguistic and educational
dimensions. Also an attempt was made to examine the connection between policy
context, institutions, socio-cultural contexts as well as the immediate classroom
contexts and their interplay in shaping the classroom discourse. In Melebso, the
home language of all 23 pupils is reported to be Tigre, and the school language is

also Tigre. None of the pupil-pupil and teacher-pupil interaction showed any kind
of disjunction between the home language and the school language as demonstrated
by the patterns of communication. The official government policy, the educational
institution, in this case the school norm, and the sociolinguistic situation outside
the school fit together to create a certain language environment recognised by its
Tigre monolingualism. Teacher-teacher talk, however, was not always Tigre, as the
teachers' mother tongue was either Tigrigna or Tigre, and they could always use
both in bilingual communication encounters, as our field-notes show (Field-notes,
6.2). But these were more isolated code-switching events than communicative
devices to bridge misunderstanding. Teachers may use Arabic here and there at the
level of phrases. Such discourse features imply some language values held by the
users in appreciation of the values that the Arabic language may symbolise. The
responses given by both the pupils and their parents on language preference
questions discussed in Chapter 5 also help to elucidate the classroom events. We
have noted that a considerable number of the pupils and their parents have a
positive attitude towards the Arabic language.

The classroom discourse clearly shows that it is teachers who dominate. In
Melebso, despite the fact that both the teachers and tile pupils share the same
language, the dominant posturing of the teachers is apparent.  It is the teacher who
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is always taking the initiative by prompting the pupils to participate or asking them
to work on mathematical problems. The Geography teacher, despite the fact that
he has only one year of teaching experience, appears to apply the buzz group or
group work mode of constructing knowledge in the classroom, as opposed to the
entirely teacher-led discourse his colleagues are used to. This can be attributable to
his recent training at the Asmara Teacher Training Institute. Because of our
familiarity with this institution, we know that it has made quite a change in terms
of the orientation and methodological approaches that encourage an interactive
teaching mode.

Going back to the questions this chapter wants to answer, it can be concluded
that the oral classroom discourse in the lessons of three of the teachers shows that
the dominant language of the community, Tigre,  is also the language of the school
and its compound. The observed language behaviour of the teachers apparently
hints at a tendency to a positive attitude towards Arabic, although Tigre mediates
the bulk of language transactions for all functions of communication. Notwith-
standing attitudes that may grow or diminish over time, the existing sociolinguistic
situation in the community is highly consistent with the language policy of mother
tongue instruction.

6.2.2Classroom observations in Keren, Al Nahda Primary School
The town of Keren is a melting pot of Cultural and linguistic diversity, with a
variety of ethnic groups, religions, languages, and, finally, multiple media of in-
struction in its primary schools. We conducted our observations in the Arabic-
medium At Nahda Primary School. The school has a total of almost 2,500 pupils.
As far as our observations in the playground go, Tigre is clearly the dominant
language. Other languages are only very rarely used by pupils as well as by parents
visiting the school, guardians, and teachers. The most common language in such
types of communication is still Tigre (Field-notes,  6.3)

Mathematics
The Math teacher, Siraj Abdu, is a native Tigre from Keren. He was educated in
Keren and Dekemhare in the Central Highlands, and has a good command of
Tigrigna. He went to a teacher-training college in the Sudan for two years. One of
the most important features of Siraj's lesson is active pupil participation. It is a
teacher-initiated group chorus, in which a rhythmic quick turn of IRF exchanges is
created. Pupils may give complete responses or may contribute to the completion of
tile answer, while both the teachers and the pupils work together on geometry
problems, as the transcript of the following episode shows. The teacher has a very
dominating posture.  He is loud and full of vigour, so much so that he could easily
control the class, making sure that everybody is following.
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Transcript 7 (Arabic)
T        To find the area, area equals base times height. Who can tell me the base, the base of

the big triangle  Jaffer!

Ja.       Equals five.
T       Equals five, yesi
P         Equals one over two.
T        One over two  Yes, you at the back.
P         It is two.
T         Yes two, bur why Iwo2
Ps [Silence]
T      It is because we divided the base into two. This is how we find out, we have A,

equals one over two times two times five equals five centimetres square. Similarly, for
triangle B, B equals two. Do you agree 

Ps         Yes [in unison].
T         Who said one over two  Abdutrahman, are you sure that it is two 
Ab. Yes.

T        Because we divide the triangle into two equal parts, isn't it 
Ps         Yes [in unison].
T       Then the area of triangle B equals one over two times two times five equals five

centimetres square, the same as in triangle A We have got the area of triangle A and
triang|e B, now we are required to find the area of triangle ABC, what do we have to
do to find it2

P            We add the area of both.

T           Yes, we add the area of triangle A and triangle B, this gives us 

P Five centimetres square plus five centimetres square.
T        Then2
P        Ten centimetres square.
T        Yes, and this gives us the area of triangle ABC. Is this clear, particularly, Monsour

and others who were absent last time7 We will always apply the same rule, you will
be given tile height and the base to find the area, or given the height and the area to

find the base, or given the base and the area to find the height. In this case, you

apply tile formula by substituting the values, yes2

P         Yes.
T    Whether the triangle is inverted or not, apply the rule. Suppose the triangle is

inverted this way, who can tell me what the base is  Monsour.
MO. That one
T         Oh! You are not here! This is the base. Anyone to tell me which the base is 
P        This one.
T       Why not this one7
P         No.

T        Why not 
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P            Sebetita neas. (Since it is smaller; Tigre)
T           Mish ilaf (That is noe; Tigre)
P         Yes.
T               Go  back to  your seat [giggling].

Ps       [laughing in unison]

The phrases in italics above are two of the rare instances showing a switch from
Arabic to Tigre. This is also the only time the teacher used Tigre, and only because
the pupil took the initiative by responding in Tigre.  But no teacher's reaction of a
metalinguistic nature that implied discouragement or tolerance could be drawn as a
reaction to the pupils' talk in Tigre. Siraj, the teacher, reported that switching is not
part of his usual teaching behaviour (Interview 6.I). The Maths teacher's effort to
involve the whole class in his lesson and to secure feedback is easily noticeable.
Addressing the pupils by their names may also contribute to ensuring that they all
remain attentive during the lesson. Before moving on to a new topic on drawing
circles, he reviews the topic on the area of triangles while helping the pupils to
reflect on what went on in the previous lessons.

Transcript 8 (Arabic)
T         What did we learn in our last period 
Ps              The area of a triangle [in unison].
T             Who can tell us the formula for finding the area of a triangle 
S              The area of triangle is one over two times base times height.
T             The area of what kind of a triangle is this, Romodan 
Ro. The area of a right-angled triangle.
T         If we have a triangle the sides of which are equal, what do we do to find its area,

Yakob 

Ya. We divide tile triangle into two equal parts.

T         Very good Yakob!

The above Arabic classroom discourse shows how language is used to mediate
between the curriculum content to be shared benveen the pupils and the teacher.
With his projective voice, the Maths teacher has the ability to motivate a group of
predominately Tigre home language pupils to get involved in co-constructing an
extended and coherent Arabic discourse. As events in the classroom unfold, it is
clear that Arabic serves its purpose of transmitting knowledge about geometry as
defined in the context of the classroom situation.

Science
The Science teacher, Mohammed, is a native Saho. Although he says he speaks
Tigre as well, he has never used it in or out of the classroom. He thinks pupils come
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to the school with an adequate knowledge of Arabic from the Koranic schools

(Interview 6.2).
Mohammed is demonstrating all parts of the flower with the help of a diagram

he has drawn on the blackboard. In Transcript 9, Mohammed creates a particular
context. That particular context limits both the pupils' and the teacher's linguistic
form, which itself is shaped by the academic discourse. But the usual formality,
which detaches the teacher and the pupils, is broken by an event that creates a
rather relaxed atmosphere.

Transcript 9 (Arabic)
T    Within the anther, there is the sperm, just like a person's. This helps in the

reproduction of the flower. Here is like a man and this is the stigma, like a woman.

So the plant's reproduction includes all the things human beings include, doesn't it2

Ps              Yes,  it does [they laugh together].
T      Do not laugh, look here! In this flower, we can see the male and the female parts

together. But like in human beings, in some other flowers, the male and female parts
are found separately.  What  is this [pointing at  the  blackboard]  

Ps        It is the stigma.
T         Now keep quiet and pay attention. I will review the lesson.

Ps [two pupils sitting close beside the researcher's tape-recorder speaking in Tigre]
Werdet ke,nseladam gebe't €jibtu (A flower becomes like a human being, really

wonderful; Tigre).

The very fact that the teacher tries to make an analogy between the flower's and the
human reproduction system was a laughing matter for some of the boys. That was
not the case for the girls, who are very shy and who have tucked themselves in the
corners of the classroom, a territory they find more secure (Field-notes, 6.4). In
reaction to the teacher's analogy between the flower and humans, two boys make a
remark in Tigre at the end. But as was confirmed from the interviews, Mohammed
neither encourages nor discusses language choice in the classroom. In such a rare
incident as the one below, the teacher seems disinterested and rather insensitive to
the choice of the pupil to use the home language Tigre word for onion (beselet)
rather  than the Arabic variant (beseh.  The word beselet instead of besel was  the  free
choice made by the pupil rather than a forced use because of a language handicap.

The teacher, in reaction to the utterance including the Tigre word beselet, uses the
Arabic word beselwithout further feedback remark.

Transcript Io (Arabic)
T        What does this look likd
P         Beselet [onion;Tigre]  the female part of the flower.
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T       Yes, it looks like the onion and it is both the stigma and the ovary. It is the female
part. So, is the papaya female or male 

P         Female.

The Science teacher seemed interested in finding out how well or fast his pupils
read. He asked five pupils in a row to read what he had written on the blackboard.
From his responses, all seem to have read reasonably fast, although how fat they
read may not indicate how well they also comprehend. Despite trying to make
some fun of the lesson on the flower reproduction system, it looked unusual for
him to be rather authoritative as he was observed.

Transcript II (Arabic)
T             So who can tell us the parts of the flower2
P         They are the stigma, the stamen, the ovary and the anther.
T         Who can define the stamen  Don't open your exercise book!
P        Itis the male part in the flower, and it contains the sperm in the anther.
T           It has a filament which carries the anther with the sperm of the male. Then who can

tell us the definition of the pistil  Those who are not participating, you will pay for
it. A bit louder so we can hear you.

P        It is the female part in the flower.
T        Therefore, the pistil is the female part, then how many parts does it have1

Among the three teachers observed, Mohammed iS the most serious and stern in
dealing with matters of discipline.  He has the habit of scolding the pupils both for
misbehaviour and low participation in the discussion. In line with his claims, he
uses Arabic exclusively for all functions and purposes. Transcript Iii is taken from a
lesson dealing with review questions by the teacher, ensuring that the pupils answer
the questions from their memory and not by looking at their notes. For the rest of
the episodes, there is a long dialogue that looks more productive in terms of the
pupils' output than the common practice of unidirectional lecturing. This dialogue
is constantly initiated by the teacher and restricted to the topic, i.e., the different
parts and functions of the flower. The long dialogue could show that the teacher
and the pupils were engaged in academic discourse based on the curriculum
content, the coherence and sequencing of which is achieved by the teacher's
questioning. Furthermore, apart from the specialised genre, i.e., the subject matter
of biology, the power relationship between the teacher and the pupils significantly
contributes to the form of the discourse. In the social and educational senses, the
teacher possesses the ultimate authority to initiate the talk by his questioning. The
pupils answer in unison without being addressed, or sometimes compete for
attention by calling out "Sir! Sir!" or snapping their fingers, which the teacher dis-
approves (Field-notes, 6.5).
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Geography
Naser is the Geography teacher. He has a BA in History from the University of
Khartoum in the Sudan. Before he starts his lecture, a pupil erases the blackboard
for him. It is a rough surface that needs paint badly. But the teacher has a good
world map and a globe to serve as teaching aids. Like all the other lessons, the

Geography lesson is also very much teacher-dominated. On the other hand, unlike
some of the teachers in many other schools, who would stand by the blackboard or
just in front of the class, Naser is in constant movement around the classroom. The
very first impression that we could get from the Geography lesson was that the
dialogue that went on between the teacher and the pupils was an orderly sequence
of questions and answers distinguished by the teacher's voluble and melodious
Arabic. Transcript I2 is taken from a lesson carried over from his previous lesson. It
is essentially a review exercise to secure feedback in the form of questions and
answers, initiated by the teacher. The transcript illustrates how pupils complete the
sentences produced by the teacher. Giving some clue to answers also seems to mark
the style of the Geography teacher.

Transcript I2 (Arabic)
T             How do the Central Highlands look like  Look like an overturned what-.. 
P         Look like an overturned dish.
T        Who can tell me what are the main flowing waters in South America2 Who can tell

Ine>

P          The Amazon 
T           Yes, tile Amazon, which we said is the largest, what... 
Ps The largest river in the world.
T         What does the largest mean 
P Which carries much water.
T Another river, what do we call the other one, anyone who can try, Did you forget

that
P        The River Bran.
T Excellent Ahmed. Where do both rivers empty their water finally2
Ps Teacher! Teacher! (Arabic: Usdradth/ Usdradth.0
T Just raise your hands, don't shout!
P         In the Atlantic Ocean.

A little bit further on, the teacher remarks: «You raise your hand! Do not simply
talk, this is not your house." As the pupils shout to get the attention of the teacher,
he has to keep reminding them to raise their hands or speak one at a time. The
competition for attention and responding spontaneously in unison could be taken
as a straightforward example of the effective role of the language as a mediator
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between the academic content, the pupils, and the teacher, despite the fact that
Arabic  is  not the home language of over 90% of the pupils.

The lessons are conducted in the same mode as the Science class, with a long
teacher-pupils exchange as part of an entirely teacher-led question and answer

session. In doing so, the teacher makes sure that the pupils depend on their
memory to reproduce what they have learnt or grasped from the lecture rather than

look at their notes for answers (see Transcript  I3)·  This   is  how the teacher
guarantees that knowledge has been imparted. But Naser's mode of conducting the
dialogue is different in that he would write down all the answers to his questions in
the form of a mind-map sketch, SO that the pupils could visualise and recapitulate
what has been said orally (Field-notes, 6.6).

Transcript I3 (Arabic)
T       Yes Europeans. And we said that they came from where  Salah, close your exercise

book. Where did they come from?

P         They came from Spain and Portugal.
T       They came from Spain and Portugal and other European countries like Britain. Did

you just read it from your exercise book2

P        No teacher, I have studied it already.

Naser also wants to make sure that his lectures are received by the whole class and
easily detects who is not participating. Singling the girl Jemila out of 47 pupils by
calling out her name because she seems not involved in the events of the classroom,
shows how effectively he monitors the classroom (see Transcript I4)· Throughout
the lecture, not a single utterance was heard in any language other than Arabic,
either from the teacher or from the pupils. This seems to substantiate what Naser
claimed during the interview, i.e. that he never used Tigre to speak to the pupils
(Interview 6.3). All content-related and discipline-related discourse is carried in the
Arabic language exclusively. By abstaining from any kind of code-switching, despite
sharing a common language with the majority o f the pupils, he seems to uphold the
unwritten rule of'Arabic only', which the pupils also seem to have internalised.

Transcript I4 (Arabic)
T        Who can tell us what is the longest river in North America 
P        It is the Mississippi River.
T       Very good. The other river is the Colorado. What is wrong with Jemila, she doesn't

answer?

Discussion
The preceding Transcripts I-I4 have shown how discourse in the classroom is
shaped. By and large, in Keren, classroom discourse is dominated by the teachers.
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Despite the fact that Tigre is the home language of the majority of the pupils and
the dominant language on the playground, Arabic is the only language used in the
classroom. The teachers are the ones who determine the use of the legitimate or
authorised language, i.e. Arabic, throughout all their lessons, with the exception of
rare pupil-triggered code-switches to Tigre. While in most cases the teacher and the
pupils share the same language (Tigre), no sign of such a shared linguistic identity is
observed. This raises the question as to why Tigre, which is part of the teachers'  and
the pupils' verbal repertoire is not used in favour ofArabic.  Part of the explanation
is the choice that the parents have already made by sending their pupils to the
Arabic and not to the Tigrigna medium school. This choice undoubtedly reveals
their preference fur Arabic over Tigrigna. Judging by the religious background of
these pupils, Arabic is given higher preference, as was seen in the previous chapter.
The Islamic religion  is a common denominator of both the Tigre and Bilen  pupils,
and Arabic is believed to be tile carrier of the Islamic cultural tradition. Similarly,
the  tendency  not  to use Tigre in favour  of Arabic  by the two Tigre teachers can  be
explained on two accounts. Although they themselves are Tigre, they have not gone
to a Tigre school nor have they ever taught in Tigre. They all received their higher
education in Arabic. Secondly, although there are half as many ethnic Bilen as
Tigre, and although Tigre is a part of the shared repertoire for almost all of the
pupils and the teachers, the language which is considered the medium of expression
of Islam and their traditional and religious culture, seems to be favoured more than
a common regional language with less prestige at the national or international level.

The way lessons are conducted allows for the pupils to work in teacher-assisted
groups to construct their own knowledge. At the same time, the teacher is con-
sidered the sole provider of knowledge. Throughout the lesson, only Arabic serves

as the medium of instruction. What all this points to is that the classroom discourse
is not only shaped by the academic content it has to convey, but also by the
immediate social milieu. The school in Keren seems to favour certain language
values, which are taught and learned along with the curriculum content. As noted,
the school ethos favours the use ofArabic between the teachers and the pupils at all
levels of communication,  in and outside the classroom  (Field-notes, 6.7)· We may
further infer from the classroom discourse that the institutional arrangement that
promotes the  use of Arabic as the medium of instruction seems to have exerted a
strong influence. This is expressed by the fact that there is some cacit understanding
between the teachers and the pupils that Arabic is the authorised language of
communication within the school. Also, many parents state that languages like
Tigre and Bilen are too limited to their territorial boundaries to benefit their
children. Language values are transmitted from both the home and the school to
the learners through the parents and the teachers, respectively. So, two major social
institutions, the home and the school, and the main actors in each, tile parents and
the teachers, militate against the use of local languages, and thus contribute to their
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rejection as economically and socially less viable languages, as opposed to Arabic
which is perceived as a language of a higher status by the pupils and their parents
alike.

6.2.3 Comparison of Melebso and Keren classrooms
From the foregoing discussions about both Melebso and Keren, the following
parallels and points of contrast can be made. According to the data provided by the
National Statistics and Evaluation Office (I977), the Ministry of Education (I999),
and the sociolinguistic survey presented in Chapter 5, at the macro ethnolinguistic
level, in both sites, the home language of the overwhelming majority of the pupils is
Tigre. While in Melebso, the home language of all pupils is Tigre, in Keren only
61.6% of the pupils' first home language is Tigre. However, Keren is a multilingual
town with contact situations that bring together four languages, namely Tigre,
Tigrigna, Arabic, and Bilin as first home  languages of the pupils, as opposed to the

monolingual Tigre situation in Melebso.
On the other hand, at the macro policy level, the languages of instruction differ.

While in Melebso all the pupils receive the lessons in their first and most frequently
used home language, Tigre, as the language of instruction, in Keren only 6.4%
receive the lessons in their most often used home language, i.e., Arabic. Despite
marked differences with respect to the adoption of the first home language versus
non-first home language as a medium of instruction, in both cases the teachers
dominate the discourse. Typically, the oral discourse in the classroom is partly
structured by IRF exchanges. In both cases, the curriculum material and the school
subject have also greatly shaped the discourse, particularly in the Science and
Mathematics lessons.

There is hardly any evidence to suggest that more knowledge is transmitted or
constructed in the mother tongue medium classroom in Melebso than in the non-
mother tongue medium classroom in Keren. Failure to impart or construct

knowledge could not be associated with language choice. In all cases, knowledge
was constantly defined in the classroom through the interaction between the
teacher and the pupils. In general, learning was defined in the process of producing
knowledge based on the curriculum content on the part of the pupils and the
approval  by the teacher in terms of sanctioning it. This happens  if both the teacher
and the pupils have a shared meaning of subject-related ideas and symbols they use
in their conversation. Therefore, it was not easy to compare which medium of
instruction transmitted knowledge more effectively.

In both sites, the micro language situations in the classroom on the one hand
and the macro policy and institutional contexts on the other, affected each other.
The interface of both shaped the language situation in each school. In Keren, in the
school and its classrooms, the teacher has the authority to determine the use of the
officially recognised school language, and diversion from this authority is not
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encouraged, although it is not openly stigmatised. The pupils in Keren seem to be
learning language values and attitudes favouring the Arabic language. In Melebso,
although there is a positive attitude towards Arabic, which is higher in status than
the first home language, the school culture and the policy complement each other
in forming a Tigre-dominant linguistic situation.

A final point regards the match or mismatch between language policy and
educational practice. In Melebso and Keren, the school as an agency in the policy
implementation process exerts strong influence in shaping a monolingual discourse
in its classrooms through strict enforcement of the authorised language, in spite of
the prevalent language repertoires of the pupils. To give a concrete example, in
Keren, where Tigre is a shared code of at least two of the teachers and the majority
of the pupils, code switching is not exploited as a communicative or pedagogical
device. In fact, the teachers' discourse typeS and variation reflect the hierarchy of
language values of the surrounding community. The teachers determine the
legitimacy of Arabic at the expense of Tigre in the school and its classrooms (Field-
notes 6.8). Arabic represents a social order more associated with town-orientedness
and elitism as compared to the rustic and parochial Tigre or Bilen. The implication
of the language values being advanced in this community is that those who have
access to Arabic maintain prestige.

6.3 The Saho and Tigre area

The tWO research sites selected from the Saho and Tigre area in eastern Eritrea were
the village of Sheab and the tOWn of Ghindae. In Sheab, we collected our data in
the Tigre medium Sheab Primary School, and in Ghindae, in the Arabic medium
Al Awda Primary School.

6.3.I Classroom observations in Sheab Primary School
Sheab Primary School, which is named after the martyr Mohammed Seid Shemsi,
has 57I pupils coming from the town of Sheab and its neighbouring villages. In the
school, there  is a clear prevalence  of the Tigre language  at all levels of commun-
ication: pupil-pupil, pupil-teacher, and teacher-teacher. But among the Tigrigna-
speaking teachers in the school, Tigrigna is heard as well.

There were 54 pupils in the target class, all of whom had Tigre as their home
language. Their uniforms suited to the hot climate were tailored in the traditional
nomadic Middle Eastern style. The pupils, neatly dressed, did not look like they
came from families who live on subsistence farming, although the area has a
relatively high agricultural potential. However, the previous harvest season (I998)
was not so good, and the effect of this was carried into the classroom. The reasons
for the forgetfulness of the pupils could sometimes be poor nutrition. We were told
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by a teacher that milk, which the pupils used to get every morning, was no longer
available since that year (Interview 6.4).

Mathematics
The Maths teacher, Samuel, had a one-year training at tile Asmara Teacher
Training Institute. Although he is a native Tigrigna speaker, he grew up in Keren
and thinks he has adequate language proficiency to teach in Tigre. The classroom
discourse shown in Transcript IS, involving concepts like 'radius', 'diameter' and
the mathematical symbol Pi (70, is exclusively in Tigre. As the transcript reveals, as
far as the mathematical discourse is concerned, the pupils' confusion and silence are
not caused by language-related problems.

Transcript Is (Tigre)
T          If the radius of the circle is seven centimetres, then what is the circumference of the

circle2 What do we do first to find the circumference2
Ps              We write tile furmula of circumference.
T         Okay, very good, tell me the formula for circumference.
Ps Circumference equals two Pi r [both pupil and teacher working out while teacher

writes on the board].
T               What is the value of tile radius 
Ps Seven centimetres.
T       Okey, now pay attention. [on tile blackboard] Circumference equals two Pi r. Two

times twenty-two over seven times seven equals forty-four. How about if the
diameter is twelve metres  Okay, you 

P Circumference equals 2 Pi r [while writing the steps on the blackboard], equals two
times twenty-two over seven times twelve, equals seventy-five point four metres.

T        Is he corr.2
Ps       No, he is not!
T        Who can try 
P Circumference equals Pi times the diameter, twenty-two over seventy times twelve,

seventy-seven point seven metres.

T         Very good.

In Samuel's lesson, unlike in some of the other schools observed, the pupils are not
required to go to the blackboard and work on the problems. Here, the teacher
works out the problems while eliciting tile response from the pupils. Every step in
working out the problem is preceded by prompts like "What do we do to find
the....1".  So, the pupils,  for the most part, contribute  to the dialogue with one or
two words to complete his questions. Feedback is secured indirectly by asking the
pupils if they have been following, in which case the pupils have to give a "yes" or
"no" answer. And in most cases, they would respond positively.
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Transcript I6 (Tigre)
T      If the diameter is given, we don't write 2 Pi r, we only multiply Pi by E. If the

diameter of a circle is fourteen centimetres, what is the radius 
P         We divide it by two, i.e., fourteen divided by two equals seven.

T         Right. Why do we divide tile diameter by tw02
P        To find the radius.
T             Ir is because the radius is half the diameter.  Is this clear 
PS       YeS it iS.

T What about if the radius is given,  to find the diameter 
P        We multiply the radius by tWO.
T     Right, i.e.,like, for example, the radius equals seven, and the diameter tWO timeS

seven equals fourteen centimetres.

As Transcript I6 illustrates, both the teacher and the pupils communicate using
mathematical jargon to construct shared meaning. The kind of language used
presumably represents identical concepts in the minds of both the teacher and the
pupils. Learning becomes complex when the pupils' understanding of the mathem-
atical concepts and the sought-after meaning of these concepts do not match.  How-
ever, the connection between the symbolic representation of the concepts, the
teacher talk, and the pupils' factual responses look a little incoherent. In the
transcript, a common conceptual understanding seems to exist, which is established
after the teacher's initiation "Why do we divide the diameter by two2" has failed to

produce a correct factual response. The question required a more reflective higher-
order knowledge typical of 'why' questions. The 'because' response in the form of
feedback is provided by the teacher, i.e., "The radius is the diameter divided by
two".

Even with this very specialised geometric language, involving such tasks as
producing and constructing the meaning of the notation Pi (10, miscommunication
is hardly noted. However, this may not necessarily mean that there was quite a firm
common conceptual ground for understanding the relationships between various
bits of knowledge. The status of producing a correct factual response depends on
the ability of the pupils to recall the formula, which is the most important step in
the geometric problem-solving task. This is reflected in the IRF exchanges.

Transcript I7 (Tigre)
T           We have just been discussing the circumference of a circle when either the radius or

the diameter is given. Now we will see the area of a circle in different ways. Now, if
the area of a circle is six hundred sixteen metres square, what is the radius  If you
want to find the radius, what do you do firse

Ps        We write the formula for area.
T             What did we say about the area of a circle 
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Ps Area equals Pi r square.
T      Okay, let us work it out together. The area equals twenty-two over seven times r

square. Six hundred sixteen equals twenty-two over seven times r square. Two
thousand one hundred fifty six divided by eleven equals r square. r equals square root
of one hundred ninety- six. r equals fourteen centimetres.  Is this clear now2

Ps Yes.
T             The radius of a circle is three centimetres, find the area of the circle. Now we will use

the value  of Pi as three point one four.
Ps&T Area equals Pi r squared [steps written on the blackboard]. Equals three point one

four times three times three. Equals twenty-eight point three square centimetres.
T         Now look at this diagram [teacher draws a cube on the board]. This is a box, and we

will see the area and the volume of this cube or box. How many faces does the box
have)

Ps [silence]
T           It has six faces.  Okay to find  the area of a box, we have to find the area of each six

faces and then add all tile areas of the faces, okay2 It is simple to get the volume, we
multiply the height, the base and the length of the box.

Transcript 17 is carried over from Transcript I6, and the discourse in this transcript
is co-constructed through tile shared meaning of mathematical registers and their
connections. Mathematical thinking is facilitated by the exclusive use of the Tigre
language. The construction of knowledge of higher-order mathematical skills is
mediated through the Tigre language. The teacher is a major partner at the initial
stage  of this kind of guided construction of knowledge. However obvious  the dom-
inant posturing of the teacher, the pupils' output in the process, although limited,
suggests that both tile teacher and the pupils are using the linguistic resources
available to them to meet the communicative demands which the Geometry lesson

requires.

Science
The Science teacher, Habte, is Tigre and a native of Keren. Linguistically, he is a
Tigre-Tigrigna bilingual. Habte has worked for three years after graduating from
the Asmara Teacher Training Institute. Habte has introduced his pupils to the
topic of agkib (conservation; Tigre). The concept of conservation is illustrated by
examples that the pupils are familiar with, and no culturally bound concepts are
presented. Such ideas as conservation of water, soil, vegetation or forests, and wild
life are illustrated with simple examples. Nevertheless, Habte's presentation of the
subject matter was not preceded by any kind of brainstorming, which could have
given the pupils an opportunity to take part in the construction of knowledge or
activate them for the introduction of the new material. He has a rather different
way of allocating class time with respect to the activities to be accomplished. The
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teacher spends twenty-five minutes writing on the blackboard, while the pupils chat
and copy down from the blackboard. Of the forty-minute lesson, the last fifteen
minutes are devoted to a question and answer session (Field-notes, 6.9).

Transcript I8 (Tigre)
T         Have you finished writing 
Ps Yes.
T     Okay, we will revise what we have been learning. What are the most important

things for living things 

P        Water, air, food, and light.
T      Very good. And we have to use these necessities effectively to obtain all the other

important things. How can we conserve running waterP

Ps [silence]
T         Didn't we discuss this minutes ago2
P      We can conserve water by making bridges, dams and cultivating plants at the place

where the water flows.
T         How can we make the farmlands fertile2
P          We first plough the land to store more water, and then we sow the seeds.

T       Plants also need water, food, air and sunlight. Okay2 [a long pause] Hey Ali, pay
attention! If we conserve the water and soil effectively, we are indirectly conserving
tile plant. If the present year we got more yields from this land, we have to plough it
with the grass in it so that it will be more fertile for tile next year. Okay  We have
three layers  of soil.  They are tile first layer, tile second layer,  and the third  layer.  The
first layer is exposed to erosion by winds, water, and the sun. Which layer is the most
fertile 

Ps The first layer.
T       Yes, it is the first layer because the leaves, cattle manure, and grass are stored there,

but if we don't conserve it, for sure it will be infertile land.
P              If the trees are very tall, can they prevent erosion?

T         Good, they can prevent to some extent by their roots, but it is good if there is a lot
of bush under the big trees to prevent erosion.

Ps [buzzing]

In Transcript I8, the silence of the pupils and an unusually long pause of the
teacher combined with the pupils' chatting are some of the features that make this
piece of dialogue look rather loosely constructed. One of the major elements that
maintain the flow of conversation in classroom oral discourse is a coherent IRF
exchange. The absence of an immediate response from the pupils implies failure to
produce the desired output based on a previous lecture. At the beginning, the
teacher's attempt at eliciting quick responses succeeds only partially, since the
pupils have forgotten the previous lecture. The pupils are made to move on to the
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question and answer session immediately after engaging in copying down from the
blackboard.

Transcript I9 (Tigre)
T            What are the agents of erosion 
P        They are the water, wind, and animals beating the road.
T             How many types of rain do we have
ps bilence]
T         There are two types of rain. The first one is rain that is fast and stops immediately.

Actually this type of rain is not good for plants and soil. It increases erosion. The
other type of rain is slow and has a long raining duration, which is very useful for the

plants and soil. Do you have any questions?

Ps      [no responsel

As can be noted from Transcript I9, and as our field notes show, the teacher's input
and the pupils' output appear to be limited (Field-notes, 6.Io). Both the teacher
and the pupils appear reticent in that they use few words in taking turns. Also, even
though the subject was relatively familiar and unsophisticated, there is little indica-
tion that the teacher and the pupils are involved in a coherent academic discourse.
The advantage that the pupils may be expected to have by sharing the same
language with their teacher, i.e., facilitation of the transmission of knowledge, was
not obvious in the case of this specific teacher's lesson. However, pupil reticence
cannot always be attributed to a difficulty in the academic content. This will be
further explained later in this chapter, where the same topic is treated by a teacher
in a non-mother tongue medium school in the nearby town of Ghindae.

Geography
Issa, a Tigre by ethnicity, is the Geography teacher and the headmaster of the
school.  Issa  is one of the  'products' of the Sawra or Revolution School. In I987, in
the pre-independence period, he took a six-month course in education in the field.
Currently, he is enrolled in the summer in-service programme in educational
administration for student-teachers at Asmara University.

Transcript 20 (Tigre)
T     What is the name of the mountain that is found in the eastern part of South

America? Salih!
Salih It is called Brazil Mountain.
T        Is there anyone else with different answer 

Ps [Silence]
T         Is there anyone with a different answer?
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P       The mountains are connected like a chain and extend from side to side towards the

eastern part.
T        He is saying, the mountains are attached like a chain from one side to the other side.

On tile other side are the plains that get water from the rivers and rain. Okay, there
is one thing that we need to know. What have we said about the similar thing in
Mrica, the canal we have mentioned is 

P          [Answers too low for the tape recorder to catch; possibly he said tile Suez Canal]
T        In South America, we also have a similar canal called the Panama Canal, which joins

the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. What is the name of the grassland in Africa.
P        It is Savannah grassland.
T What about the grassland in South America 
P         It is called Pampas.
T             Now, is it clear for all of you 
P      Yes, teacher.
T         In Europe and Australia, they use the river water for the dry land if there is no rain.

So they use the river effectively.

The Geography teacher introduces his topic on the way of life of the people in
South America. His teaching style includes reading aloud from the book, while

moving around the classroom. After having read aloud every short paragraph, he
recapitulates its content. The teacher makes very little use of the blackboard. This is
immediately followed by a question prompting the pupils to answer by simple
recall. In the transcripts selected to illustrate the teacher-pupil dialogue, this
teacher's role as a facilitator in helping to construct a coherent discourse is not
apparent. Another clearly observable feature in this teacher-guided oral discourse is
that no adequate feedback is given wherever appropriate. Expanding on the pupils'

responses by way of reformulating is practically non-existent.

Transcript 2I (Tigre)
T         Are there any questions2
P      You said that after tile coming of the European colonisation to South America,

many people were scattered to the plains and mountains, are these people the Red
Indians or the Africans?

T     Who can answer his question2 Who can answer his question2 Hey you, give an
answer!

P These people are the Red Indians only.
T       Yes, very good, they are the Red Indians only. The Africans were working with the

colonisers as slaves.
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In Transcript 2I, the teacher's power is clearly demonstrated. Although the dialogue
is pupil-initiated, the teacher exerts pressure on the pupils instead of motivation to
co-operate in the mutual construction of knowledge.

On the whole, with regard to the educational dimension of the discourse,
questioning sequences are the prominent feature of Geography classroom talk,
where the teacher has the  role of an organiser o f the interaction and an evaluator of
what the pupils know. The common teaching strategy adopted by the Geography
teacher more or less fits into the common sequence in teacher-led speech events. At
the initial stage, the teacher is the provider of facts and explanation of concepts to
be followed by question and answer sessions. Considering the nature of the subject
matter, grade five Geography, the pupils have to reproduce the factual information
introduced by the teacher. Throughout this process, the Tigre language serves as
the medium that transmits Geography facts and concepts.

Discussion
The last few Transcripts have shown how the classroom discourse is constructed in
Sheab Primary School. As mentioned earlier, sociolinguistically, the school is very
much a part of the village and its surroundings. The entire school's soci21 space
portrays the dominance of the Tigre language. Talk in and outside the classrooms is
in Tigre. Unlike in Melebso, where at least some code-switches were observed, here,
in the classroom in Sheab, no such variation of language use whatsoever is
witnessed. The major finding in this particular study is that the Tigre language,
which is officially designated as the school language, is used as the language of
academic discourse. Although Arabic is part of the pupils' repertoire, it is Tigre that
mediates teacher-pupil talk. It is useful to note that about halfofthe Sheab pupils
report that they use Arabic with their parents, siblings, and friends with a varying
degree of proficiency. Furthermore, about half of the parents favour Arabic as
medium ofinstruction for their children, instead of the mother tongue. Probing the
teachers' backgrounds will help here. Of the three teachers, the Maths teacher is
from the Tigrigna ethnic group, the Science teacher is a Tigre-Tigrigna bilingual
from the town of Keren, and the Geography teacher is a Tigre brought up and
educated in an area then controlled by the Eritrean Peoples Liberation Front
(EPLF).

Three of the teachers seem to share the same mode of imparting knowledge.
They are tile ones who decide the patterns of classroom interaction. The delivery of
the curriculum content, particularly in Science and Geography, is very similar in
terms of teacher-led talk and questioning. Keeping in mind that eliciting enthu-
siasm is one of the measures of effective educational  talk and considering the pupils'
frequent timidity and silence, both teachers could have made the oral discourse

stimulating enough to invite more pupil participation.
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Another major finding of educational and sociolinguistic importance is the way
the mathematical discourse is shaped. The Tigre oral discourse in the classroom
proved to be effective in facilitating the construction of knowledge and shared
meaning of mathematical registers. Mathematical abstractions and ideas translated
into the Tigre language appeared satisfactorily conceptualised. This becomes
noticeable in the pupils' interpretation of mathematical symbols, as they are
verbalised in Tigre. Through the discourse, both the teacher and the pupils know
that shared meanings are constructed about some conventions and concepts that
call for higher-order mathematical skills, such as the symbol Pi. Lastly, considering
the fact that learning is a construct defined in the context of the specific classroom
situation and negotiated in the classroom  by the interlocutors,  in the case of Sheab,
the oral discourse, as can be understood from the IRF exchanges, can be taken as an
example where the communicative resources at the disposal of both the teachers
and the pupils fulfil their communicative needs. The fact that mathematical
concepts and conventions were properly interpreted implies that the Tigre language
effectively rendered the transmission of the academic content in the classroom.

6.3·2Classroom observations in Ghindae, Al Awda Primary School
Al Awda Primary School has a small school area, which includes 229 Tigre, 259
Saho, and tWO Tigrigna children (Field-notes, 6.II). Although Arabic is the only
language of classroom communication in the school, Tigre and Sallo are heard
within the school compound in intra-ethnic communication among some pupils.
We observed a pupil tutoring his fellow Tigre in a mathematical task in Tigre just
outside the classroom. When asked what language he used, he reported that he was
using Tigre. But the teachers used Arabic among themselves (Field-notes, 6.I2).
The language survey discussed in Chapter 5 has shown that while Arabic is the most
frequently used home language, almost all pupils report that they speak their
respective ethnic group language (i.e. Saho and Tigre) best. This suggests that this

group may possess some kind of balanced bilingualism, in which an equivalent
competence is reached in both languages (Hamers and Blanc, 2000:368). This
section will try to determine whether this language behaviour is reflected in the
classroom discourse.

Mathematics
Nuru is the Maths teacher. He has completed a two-year teacher-training course in
the Sudan. In the Geometry lesson, Nuru demonstrated how the pupils could draw
a circle using a ruler and a protractor. He also showed them how they could
measure the circumference or the perimeter of a circle using a piece of rope. He
started by reviewing the previous lesson to make sure the pupils remembered it.
Nuru seemed to believe that reading and repetition before tile 'number talk' helped
the learning process. The following transcript may point to this fact.
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Transcript 22 (Arabic)
T Salih, read!

Salih    Half of the diameter of a circle is seven centimetres, how long is its circumference
and its diameterl

T            Abal (Yes!; Arabic) Abdul

After Abdu, another nine pupils read the same mathematical problem in exactly the

same way.
In Transcript 23, the teacher goes on to explain how Pi can be represented in a

fraction as well as in decimals for the pupils to see the derivation. After the initial
demonstration, the pupils seem to understand the approximate equality of the
numerical representation of the value of Pi both in decimals and fractions. The
teacher then proceeds with tile application of the symbol in working out the
circumference of the circle. The class discussion continues as follows: the teacher
writes an example on the blackboard for the pupils to read silently, and then to read
it aloud one after another.

Transcript 23 (Arabic)
T         How long is the diameter.i
P        It is fourteen metres.

T        How big is the circumference1
P        It is forty-four metres.

Diameter =2 x r

Diameter = 2,[7 » I.*rn, 1[ 22/7 or 3·I4

Circumstance = TE x diameter

= 22/7 X I4m = 44m

Figure 6.1: Blackboard text

What was written down on the blackboard as both the teacher and the pupils
talked, is encapsulated in Figure 6.I. Here, the extent of the teacher's influence on
the pupils' performance can be noted. The pupils depend on the teacher's lead in

reproducing mathematical formulas, arithmetic computations, and problem-solving
strategies.
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Transcript 24 (Arabic)
T           Hey,  look at the third example, half of the diameter of a circle is thirty centimetres,

find its perimeter.
Ps           [calling out]  Sir! Sir! Me...
T           First, the diameter is...  two times thirty...
PI       Sixty centimetres.
T           Very good, Ali. Then the perimeter equals...1
Pz     Pi times diameter equals three point one times sixty, equals one hundred eighty-six

centimetres.
T Okay, example four, half of the diameter of a circle equals ten metres, find the

diameter and the circumference.
TUPs The diameter equals two times ten, equals twenty metres. The circumference equals

twenty times three point one, equals six hundred twenty metres.
T        In the previous lesson, the answer for this example was sixty for the diameter because

the radius was thirty. Now write the examples in your exercise book without making
much noise.

As can be noted in Transcript z4, in this process the pupils are required to memor-
ise the furmulas or at least to reproduce these with some help of the teacher.  But in
addition to fulfilling this bottom-line requirement, they also show some degree of
independence by acting as co-producers of knowledge. This is done by the contri-
bution they make towards completing this geometric problem-solving discourse.

The Maths classroom is undoubtedly teacher-dominated. Nuru is a young
teacher full of energy and enthusiasm.  It was clearly observable that he dominated
the class.   On tile other hand, his attempt to secure the attention of the whole class
was marked by the regular use of the phrase yajam ha (guys; Arabic).  He was never
observed using any language other than Arabic, consistent with his beliefs that the
pupils have no problem with Arabic; therefore, he has no reason to switch to any
other language (Interview 6.5). According to Nuru, the silence in the classroom has
little to do with the language acting as a barrier. He added that the silence could be
related to some other problems, which are not easily explicable. It could be the
subject matter itself or, according to Num, problems related to the pupils' lives.
Nuru says quite a number of them come from broken homes (Interview 6.5).

An incident related to language awareness was observed, as Nuru corrected the
stress in tile Arabic word taman» meaning 'eighty'. He told one of the pupils that
the correct pronunciation in Arabic was td-Fnanya, and not t'mfnya, as the pupil had
pronounced it. This is one of the events that could indicate that the pupils were
expected to speak proper Arabic, i.e., with no phonological interference from their
mother tongue. Nuru, who is himself a Tigre, says the teachers' code-mixing or
code-switching to their mother tongue would have been received by amazement
from the pupils, who have never heard any of them speak in the mother tongue.
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Nuru says that the pupils' remark could be "The teacher can speak the mother
tongue" (Tigre or Saho). It is not surprising that they would be amazed, as the
school encourages the use of Arabic only, even in the playground (Interview 6.5).

Science
Abdu is the Science teacher of the group. He is a Saho by ethnicity and has spent

the greater part of his life outside Eritrea. He received his BA in Statistics from
Sebaha University in Libya. He has been teaching Science for the last five years,

since he came back to Eritrea. He is also one of those who think that the pupils'
understanding is not affected by the language of instruction. In his view, as his
pupils were born in the Sudan and use Arabic at home, it is not a barrier in the
teaching and learning process. According to him, very rarely does he use the
vernacular with the youngest pupils in their first or second grades (Interview 6.6).

In Transcript 25, Abdu and his pupils were engaged in a discussion of
conservation. In the previous session, Abdu had already given a lecture on the topiC.
This lesson was, therefore, a follow up, in which the teacher led the discussion by
prompting the pupils to give responses to his questions.

Transcript 25 (Arabic)
T         The advantages and conservation of forests. Name two advantages of the forest.

PI        It is used for making furniture, medicines and more in factories.

Ps The forest is used to conserve soil erosion and for wood.
P2        It is used as a home for different wild animals.

T          Excellent, I think you studied it well. What is a forest after alli
P                Sir,  me sir  [very  loud]. The forest  is  a  place where the plants' height reaches  tWO  and

a halve meters and above.

T          Yes, it is a place in which plants are fully grown and full of trees. Okay, what is the

advantage of thick forests 

Ps          Sir, Sir, Sir [very loud].
P         A thick forest helps to bring rain and serves as the home for wild animals.
T          How do plants reduce pollution2
P Plants inhale carbon dioxide and exhale oxygen, so they help to reduce pollution by

inhaling carbon dioxide.
T           Excellent,  you are right, Osman.  If we don't care about the forests, we couldn't get

the advantages of the forests. But if we conserve the forests, we can get all the
advantages of the forest easily. What is the effect of fire on a forest 

P        It burns all the trees and animals.
T      Clever. Fire is the main reason for deforestation, i.e., all the plants and other living

animals  in the forest will  be eliminated. Therefore, we have tO take good care of fire
in a forest.
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In the time that follows Transcript 25, the teacher has involved the whole class in a
continuous fifteen-minute dialogue. The pupils compete to get attention so that
they can get a turn to answer the teacher's questions. In all cases, the teacher is
satisfied with the pupils' responses. The compliments in each case show that the
pupils have met his expectations. Such expressions as "Excellent!", "Very good!",
"Aituar (right, okay; Arabic) are most common. The pupils effectively participated
in the dialogue, although the whole discourse pattern was dominated by the teacher
himself. What can be inferred from this discourse is that academic learning has
taken place as affirmed by the teacher in this classroom, in that the pupils have
demonstrated their knowledge through simple recall. This may be partially
explained by the fact that all the examples and illustrations of the subject
conservation' were relevant to the local culture. All had to do with forests, wild
animals, soil, water etc. The next transcript on soil conservation could be relevant
to the Eritrean situation, considering the rugged topography of the country, which
makes it vulnerable to soil erosion.

Transcript 26 (Arabic)
T         How can we conserve land erosion,
P         By growing plants around the area and some fertilisers to cultivate these plants.
T          Very good, Ali! If we cultivate the land to make more plants but finally put fire to

these plants, what do you think will happen 
P         The land will be deforested.

T         Okay, how can we prevent escarpments from being eroded2
P       By making terraces using small stones and then by cultivating plants that can stop

erosion.

T         Well done! Okay, sit down. Okay, who can read for us 

The pupils apparently seem not only to have mastered a part of the subject matter,
but they are also aware of the classroom rules that govern how knowledge is
constructed in the classroom. There is no indication of passive listening, forgetting,
or detachment from the events taking place. This can be substantiated by the
absence of negative disciplinary remarks by the teacher. In addition, despite tile
teacher's attempts to get the pupils to initiate a discussion, they practically never do
so. The most common response to the question "Is this clear2" is "Yes!", but chere is
no response to the question "Do you have any questions2". These pupils are
younger than their counterparts in, for instance, Sheab (the pupils' average age is
I2.8 and I5·2 years, respectively), and that may be why they look rather timid and
shy.

An episode of meta-linguistic interest was noted later on, showing the Science
teacher's concern with the Arabic language proficiency of his pupils. He asks the
pupils to read paragraphs from the textbook. He writes down whatever tile pupils
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read on the blackboard on the conservation of forests. He then lectures and reviews
the same text. He then asks the pupils to write on the board what he reads from the
textbook, for which many volunteer. In this process, he would correct the written
language by pointing out the omission of the appropriate diacritic marks for the
pronunciation of the vowel sounds and stress positions, thought to be important in
the Arabic writing system. The Science teacher's awareness of his pupils' use of
Arabic has much to do with the teacher's personal background. He himself is one of
the returnees from refugee life in the Middle East and has internalised the Arabic
language and culture. For the Science teacher and his colleagues, who have been
educated in the Middle East, there appears to be some unwritten rule for
promoting the  use of Arabic through helping to improve the linguistic competence
of the pupils, even when this is considered the domain of the language teacher.

Geography
The Geography teacher is Abdulkarim Adem. He lived in the Sudan for about
fifteen years. He went to a teacher-training institute after completing his high
school education. Abdulkarim is a Tigre from the northern part of the country, but
he can use four languages, namely Tigre, Bilen, Arabic, and Tigrigna, without
much difficulty.

The Geography curriculum content is presented in about tile same way as in the
Geography lessons observed in the previous three schools. It includes lecturing on
basic facts  and information about the world's  continents,   i.e., the geographic

location, features, the way of life, etc. This is then followed by a teacher guided
discussion or review of the facts in the form of teacher questioning and the pupils

responding. Abdulkarim's lessons are characterised by loosely connected utterances
or units of a topic. The Way the geography discourse is constructed may be noted
from Transcript 27. Although the structuring of the discourse is unified by the
curriculum content, the teacher-pupils dialogue lacks coherence, i.e. transitions
between the specific tasks the pupils are asked to do. Reformulation of the pupils'
responses by the teacher, for instance, is evidently missing.

Transcript 27 (Arabic)
T         Who can tell me tile main lakes and rivers in North America 

P      Sir, Sir, Sir, me...
T      Which are the countries in North America or into how many parts do we divide

North America2
P Into three countries.
T       Which are these three countries1

P        Canada, USA, and Mexico.
T     Okay, you are right. What are the main factories that we have learned ir North

America 
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Ps Teacher, teacher,  me  [shouting].
P              Factories of airplanes, weapons, cars, and so on.

As can be noted from the first line in this transcript, the teacher asked a question
and posed another question before receiving an answer to his first question.
Effective questioning seems to have suffered here. In addition, the pupils' responses
are not given appropriate feedback. Moving on to the next question may imply
acceptance of the correctness of the answer.  But the absence of a clear-cut answer
could be rather misleading for some of the pupils. In response to the first question
in Transcript 28, three different answers are given, but the teacher doesn't tell
which is the correct one. This means that in the IRF shaped oral discourse, the
Feedback move is clearly missing.

Transcript 28 (ArabiO
T         Which is the most known country in petroleum production in North America, 
Ps      Sir, Sir, Sir!....
PI Canada.
Pz Mexico.

P3      It is the USA.
T        Which is the most famous country in metal production 
P         It is the United States ofAmerica.
T        Name tile countries which produce more whead
P          The USA and Canada.
T         Which is tile most known country in gold 
P         It is South Africa.

The  fact that the teacher discusses South Africa in the middle of a lesson on North
America is an indication of his digression. It can also be easily noted how the
teacher wanders from the tOpiC of North America to Africa. Despite the lack of
feedback, a valuable component of the IRF exchanges, the pupils still compete to
get the teacher's attention. By asking the pupils to read paragraphs from the
textbook, the Geography teacher was presumably attempting to give some time to
reading practice, a job considered the responsibility of the language teacher. The
pupils would read one after another. He would then correct right away and tell
them to read properly, in most cases telling them not to rush, as some were
skipping words here and there (Field-notes, 6.I3)· According to Abdulkarim,
reading fast is sometimes illusive; the pupils may read fast and decode, but that may
not necessarily mean they comprehend well what they read. He seems to hold a
different opinion about the pupils' language skills and says, "In the exam paper,
they sometimes miss the meaning of the instruction, and they fail to do the task
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they have to do" (Interview 6.7). But tile other two teachers don't share his
opinion, arguing that the language is not the cause of bad results (Interview 6.8).

Transcript 29 (Arabic)
T Writedown these notes.

PI        Teacher, on a paper or in our exercise book?
T     Where do you like to write it  Sure, you have to Write ir on your exercise book.

Abdulawel, Abdulawel, you boy watch out (Arabic:  }'d wel .
P2        Is it on a paper teacher 

T          You boy, I said in your exercise book, are you sleeping!
P         Teacher, we didn't bring our exercise book.

T        Why didn't you bring your exercise boold How many of you did nor bring your
exercise book

Ps [silence]
T       Okay, copy it down fast on whatever you like. You also write the date, okay2 Who

can read very loudly 
P         [shouting] Teacher me, me, me teacher.
T          Tomorrow you will have a test at four o'clock, take heed.

Ps          [a lot of noise]
T         It will be tomorrow, do you listen to mt You boy keep quiet!
Ps       [more noisel

Transcript 29 is about discipline, giving instructions, and announcements, such as
"Are you sleeping2", "Watch out!",  "How many of you do not bring your exercise

book ", "Tomorrow you will have a test at four o'clock, take care!", all having
different forms and functions, but not directly connected to the academic content.

With regard to the pupils' behaviour and attitude, it is interesting to note that they
pay more attention to the subject itself than to the Geography teacher. Despite
active participation in the discussion, they were so noisy that the teacher couldn't
ensure full control.  This  is in a stark contrast to the behaviour of this same group in
the Science lesson, in which the teacher made practically no remarks related to
discipline. From Transcript 29, one can get the impression that the Geography
teacher depends on ordinary talk charged with emotion and 'power', rather than
'authority', which some teachers, such as the Science teacher, naturally possess. In
this transcript, what is the most important sociolinguistically is that the discourse,
regardless of the variety of discourse functions, moods, and tones, is entirely

monolingual Arabic.

Discussion
In Elle above, an attempt has been made to look at the sociolinguistic and
educational implications that can be drawn from the classroom discourse in Al
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Awda Primary School in Ghindae. All three teachers have implicitly and explicitly
expressed an awareness of their pupils' Arabic language competence. The need to
promote and maintain this competence is revealed in their consistency and
persistence in using Arabic only. One of the reasons they give for that is that there
is no need for using the mother tongues because all the pupils understand Arabic.

Besides, they are of mixed ethnic origin or home language; hence, Arabic is the
neutral language to use.  But one ofthe three teachers questions the pupils' language
competence, saying that there is sometimes a communication gap, particularly in
clearly interpreting examination paper instructions. Judging from the classroom

discourse, however, Ellis comment was hard to substantiate. In general, it can be
said that the classroom discourse was essentially academic in nature, although non-
subject talk was proportionally voluminous. There was adequate evidence that
supports the Mathematics and Science teachers' claims that the Arabic language was

not a barrier in the joint construction of the academic discourse.
It can also be safely inferred that Arabic plays the role of an inter-ethnic medium

of communication between the children of Saho and Tigre ethnic origin. Both the
Saho and the Tigre children reported that Arabic was the language they spoke most
often. This could be directly related to the fact that 70·3% of them declared they
were born in the Sudan. However, as was mentioned in Chapter 5, their language
preferences tended to favour Arabic, despite the fact that they declared linguistic
dominance in the respective mother tongues. Parental language attitudes showing
that the greater majority were supportive of the status quo, i.e., having Arabic as a
language of instruction, further confirm that language values are transmitted and
shared. Other factors that influence the overall language situation is home language

use as reported by the pupils, combined with the prevalent school culture, which is
expressed through the use of Arabic. It can, therefore, be argued that the school
ethos and the pupils' and teachers' social background linked to migration, home
language use, and ethnic background are responsible for shaping the language

behaviour of the pupils in At Awda Primary School. It is apparently peculiar,
however, that Arabic monolingualism dominates the discourse  at all levels, despite

the reported language repertoire of both the teachers and the pupils. Looking at this
language situation from the perspective of congruity of policy and practice, the
classroom discourse displays a fit with the kind of language behaviour believed to
exist in accordance with the policy, i.e., the official recognition of Arabic as the
medium of instruction at Al Awda Primary School.

6.3·3 Comparison of Sheab and Ghindae classrooms
As was mentioned earlier, census data on the ethnic composition of Ghindae and
the ethnic composition of the pupil population did not tally. In this school, the
Saho were over-represented, while the official statistics indicate the predominance
of Tigre in the town. Nevertheless, a comparison between the school where the
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home language of all the pupils is Tigre and the Saho and Tigre mixed school can
be made. In addition, with respect to school language policy, i.e., mother tongue
versus non-mother tongue medium, the following comparison can be drawn.

In Sheab, Tigre is the home language of all pupils, while in Ghindae, it is only
the second home language of 24·0% of the pupils. While about half of the pupils
(SI.8%) in Sheab report to speak Arabic as the second most often used home
language, in Ghindae, Arabic is the first most often used home language of all
pupils. However, despite reported language use, the positive attitude held towards
Arabic,  and its perception as a language of upward social mobility in Sheab, micro-
level interactive data do not reflect the language behaviour depicted in the socio-
linguistic survey. Similarly, in Ghindae, the image of diversity that was provided by
the sociolinguistic survey, expressed in terms of the pupils' language repertoire and
the observed language behaviour in the playground, was not in agreement with the
ethnographically grounded data confirming the existence ofArabic monolingualism
in the classrooms. It can, however, be said that a certain form of diglossia ofArabic
as a 'high status language' on the one hand and Tigre and Saho as 'low status lan-
guages' on the other exists. In Ghindae, where the pupils are from both the Saho
and the Tigre ethnic groups, tile school language serves as the language of inter-
ethnic communication in the schoolyard.

In both schools, the languages of instruction appear to have served the academic
purpose of mediating between the curriculum content, the pupils, and the teachers,
showing no marked differences between the language of instruction that is the
mother tongue and the one that is not. The presentation of the same curriculum
material  on a variety of topics,  such as conservation and geometry tasks, in different
languages has confirmed this fact. The teachers' pedagogical skills and styles of
lesson presentation, which varied from school to school and from teacher to
teacher, appear to have a certain influence on the way knowledge is constructed
through oral discourse. Teacher evaluation and reformulation of responses have a
special role here. But in both cases, there was no indication whatsoever that a
linguistic handicap was the reason fur the failure to properly conduct the classroom
interaction. In Ghindae, the Maths, Science, and Geography teachers' reformu-
lating of the pupils' responses explicitly shows their keen interest in promoting their
pupils' language proficiency.

In both cases, the authorised school languages were the exclusively used
languages of classroom discourse. In addition, judging by the discourse contents,
language-related talk was never raised, i.e., the legitimacy of the choice of the
language of instruction was never contested, and each school seemed to value its
own language of instruction, which might not be the case in other situations of
bilingual oral discourse. Through strict adherence to the use of the authorised
medium of instruction,  both the teachers' and the pupils' compliance with language
policy is strongly affirmed. In a social sense, the teachers always dominate in
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shaping the discourse type because of the very nature of IRF exchanges.  In the same

way, it can be argued that the teachers are the ones to determine the kind of
discourse in terms of language variety, as was explicitly admitted by enforcing
Arabic monolingualism.

Whether the discourse was mainly influenced by macro policy decisions and
socio-cultural factors outside the classroom or by the immediate micro context,
which the interlocutors themselves create in their interaction, becomes the pivotal
issue. This issue needs further exploration by probing deeper into the sociolinguistic
data. In Sheab, despite the Tigre language of instruction, there is a generally

positive attitude towards Arabic in both the affective and the instrumental sense. In

the same manner, in Ghindae, the macro variables outside the classroom, such as
the policy, the socio-cultural, the socio-political, and the particular historical
background variables associated with both the teachers and the pupils converge to
create a 'linguistic climate' favourable to the use of Arabic as a 'high status

language'. But also, Tigre and Saho are used for lower sociolinguistic functions as

It can, therefore, be concluded that the language practice in each school is in
languages of intra-ethnic and intra-family communication.

reasonable consonance with the nature of the linguistic situation prevailing in each

school. That is to say that the monolingual Sheab Primary School using Tigre as
the mother tongue and the bilingual or trilingual Ghindae Primary School using a

neutral language of instruction, i.e. Arabic, show no mismatch between policy and

practice.

6.4 The Saho and Tigrigna area

As has been indicated earlier, the Saho not only inhabit the north-eastern escarp-

ment overlooking the Red Sea along the road between Asmara and Massawa, but
they also live in the south and southeast of the country along the road from Adi-
Keyeh to Senafe that runs up to the Ethiopian border. Villages with mainly Saho
population are located to the east of this road. Although there are towns like Senafe

with a considerable number of inhabitants of Saho origin, in Adi-Keyeh, for
instance, only I8% of the inhabitants are Saho, while the overwhelming majority
are Tigrigna (National Statistics and Evaluation Office, I997). What this tells about

tile linguistic situation iS that one is likely to find Saho-Tigrigna bilingualism to be

prevalent in both these urban centres. Cooper and Nallum (I976:260) note that
Saho is the most frequently used language in the Sheria court in Senafe. In this

area, classroom observations have been conducted in the Saho medium primary

school in the village of Igila and in the Tigrigna medium primary school in Tisha, a
village  in the periphery of the toWn of Senafe.
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6.4.I Classroom observations in Igila Primary School
Igila is a village ten kilometres south of Adi-Keyeh and about twelve kilometres
north of Senafe. It is found half way between Adi-Keyeh and Senafe, on the
highway connecting these two towns. Igila Primary School is one of the oldest
schools in the area, which many of the surrounding villages send their children to.

Some of the pupils have to walk from villages five to eight kilometres away. This is
one of the reasons that some of the young children have to wait before they go to
school until they are old enough to walk that distance. In the meantime, they
simply sit at home idly. Girls are normally not encouraged to travel that far because
families feel it may be unsafe for them; one of the main preoccupations in particular
is  the  risk of being sexually assaulted.  Even when they have a good record of school
performance, there is little chance for these girlS tO continue higher schooling
because of constraints that orient them to a strictly family- and culture-centred
married life. In our case study school, only four out of 4I pupils were girls.

In Igila, we fuund the same kind of school building as in all Eritrean villages.
The school has no wall fences. Instead, some dry branches from thorny acacia
shrubs serve as hedging to protect it from intruding domestic animals. The class-
rooms, the director's office, and the staff room are all in  the two blocks forming an
L-shape. Some hundred meters away is a block of rooms, where some of the
teachers live. In the middle, there is a pole for the flag. In the morning daily ritual,
before classes start, the pupils sing the national anthem, while hoisting the Eritrean
flag.

The language of instruction in the Igila Primary School is Saho. In the first day
of classroom data gathering, just a few minutes before the class started, we were
struck by the following encounter. The male director of the school and a female
teacher were conversing in Tigrigna, despite the fact that they both were Saho from
around Adi-Keyeh. It was a serious discussion related to the whereabouts of a
teaching-aid that the teacher wanted to use. It was also easy to note that two other
teachers,  who were also both  Saho, used a lot of Tigrigna in their interaction with
each other (Field-notes, 6.I4). One simple explanation could be that all four
teachers who gave this first impression grew up in Tigrigna-dominated small toWns
and had their schooling in languages other than Saho (Interview 6.9). The profile of
the Igila teachers reveals that most of them went to schools in the nearby towns

during the years before independence (Interview 6.Io). Regardless of their up-

bringing and educational background, the teachers seem rather enthusiastic about
teaching in their native language (Field-notes, 6.If).

Mathematics
Dawud is the Mathematics teacher. He had not attended any teacher training
school before he was recruited as a teacher, but he received in-service training for
two summers. He has taught in Saho for only two years. Teachers like Dawud are
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what is sometimes called 'direct teachers', who filled the vacancies the Ministry of
Education had in its deliberate efforts at recruiting mother tongue teachers. The
classroom has fewer teaching aids than many of the schools  that we visited.

Agbina Mabteni is die Saho greeting in the morning, and throughout the dis-
course, only Saho is used. In Transcript 30, we see how the teacher dominates the
discourse, even though Saho, the language used as the official medium of instruc-
tion, is the first home language of all the pupils. The topiC is ratios and deals with
giving the equality of the figures represented in a ratio. The teacher has already
explained the concept of a ratio in mathematical conventions. He has shown that
multiplying a number by a ratio having a weight of unity doesn't change the value
of the original number. In the transcript, the teacher and the pupils are working
together on the problems he has assigned them to work on.

Transcript 30 (Sabo)
T      So let us see the corrections together, and then we can pass on to the next lesson.

Two over four is what, separately  One at a time!
Ps       Six over four, by tWO.
T        Three over four, separately. We multiply by the same number so that it remains with

tile same value. For example, three over four times two over two equals six over
eight, equals three over four, equals nine over twelve, equals three over four timeS

four over four, equals twelve over sixteen.
Ps        Six over eight equals nine over twelve, equals twelve over sixteen.
T       We can go on in the same way. So these numbers are equal. Three over four equals

six over eight, equals nine over twelve, equals sixteen over twelve
Ss        That is not correct sir, you have it wrong.
T Sorry, twelve over sixteen. When we simply multiply the numbers, the result is three

over four. Therefore,  from this we can understand that if we multiply any ratio of
numbers by the same number, then the result is tile same. For example, three over
four  equals  twelve over- . .1  Are they equal  or not2  How2 To check whether  they are
equal or not, we simplify the second ratio by the same number, so [writing on the
blackboard] three over four equals... 

Ps        Twelve over sixteen.
P        Five over six.
T         Five over six, twenty over thirty, are they equa12

Ps        Yes they are! No they are not!
T      We can check by first eliminating the zeros from the second ratio. Hence, five over

six is not equal to twenty over thirty, and five over six is not equal to two over three;
so, they are not equal, are they 

In Transcript 30,  Nuru has done the major task of working out the mathematical
problems, although he says "Let us work this out together". What happens in
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reality is that he initiates the discourse by writing the equation and the subsequent
steps. The pupils are only invited to complete the steps here and there. The same
happens in Transcript 3I.

Transcript 3I (Sabo)
T        Have you understoodl
Ps Yes.
T           Good! Now find the ratio of their area. Who can try, Saada.
Saada  Am I gOing to find their area2

T        Yes, find the area, Saada.

Saada Area equals length times width.
T       Speak up! Area equals six times six, equals thirty-six square metres. Area equals eight

times eight, equals sixty-four square merres. Ratio equals thirty-six colon sixty-four
[36:64]. Okay, is she right7

Ps      Yes, she is.

The next topic was on proportions, changing decimal numbers to fractions and
solving the value of variables  and of an algebraic equation. It looks rather advanced
in terms of the level of difficulty, since this equation involved moves that are to be
performed sequentially and simultaneously. Nuru has adopted the same mode and
procedure as above. Standing by the side of the blackboard and using a lot of chalk,
he goes on to work on mathematical tasks with many steps to arrive at the final
solution. The pupils' role here is to contribute to the process with a word or a
phrase to respond to the question "Have you understood " that comes inter-
mittently. While this can give some immediate feedback on the effectiveness of his
mathematical discourse, i.e., whether or not the pupils are following him, it may,
on the other hand, fail to indicate the real effect on the majority of the class. This
could be particularly applicable to such a group of pupils, who seem to be timid
(Field-notes, 6.I6). Whereas he does the majority of talking, he may at times ask
pupils to work out the problems, so that the others would also participate by
reacting to their classmates' work. Transcripts 32 and 33 show this.

Transcript 32 (Sabo)
T        Who can try the second question  Ibrahim, Ibrahim Osman, speak loudly while you

are working out.
Ib. Zero point nine over zero point six equals A over twelve. We cross-multiply. Zero

point nine times A equals twelve times zero point six over zero point nine. A equals
four.

T        Is he righe
Ps       No, he is not right.
T         No, he is not right. Who else can do it correctly  Just correct his mistake.
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A girl goes out to try one of the problems, but in vain. The teacher takes over.

Transcript 33 (Sabo)
T          Who can properly work the fourth question2
Ps         Me, me, me sir, me.
T           Who can try of the girls  YOU take the chalk and speak loudly.

Girl Seven times L equals eight times fourteen over one hundred....  [very low voice].  L is
equal to, Over twenty-five [the last part of this utterance is inaudible].

T     Okay, I will do that for you. Seven times L equals eight timeS fourteen over a
hundred.

Ps       By four two. By four twenty-five. Two times two is equal to four over twenty-five. L

equals four over twenty-five.

The mathematical task always has the function of checking or testing under-
standing. As can be noted from the transcript above, Nuru uses questioning as a
feedback mechanism and constantly asks "Have you understood ". The other most
important measure in this classroom is the final result of the pupils' 'public
enactment', for which they have to take the role of the teacher to work out the
mathematical task. Some succeed in writing it completely; some have minor errors
in computation while being able to conceptualise the mathematical thinking that
the task requires; others fail to finish the task for reasons not known, as in the case
of the girl above. The girl not only failed to answer the question, but her voice was
almost inaudible. Two other pupils also failed to solve the problem.

As for voice and audibility, it was found that the timidity of the pupils in general
was a characteristic feature of Igila Primary School (Field-notes, 6.I7). This was
revealed by the fact that the Mathematics teacher, who stood close to the black-
board, was unable to understand the pupils' utterances and had to remind them
several times to speak loudly. The language could not be a factor, as the home
language and the school language was the same for all pupils. It was clear that the
teacher dominated the discourse in the social sense, as Transcripts 32 and 32 show.

By and large, in the Maths class, the teacher's dominant posturing was evident
from the structure and content of the discourse. Within tile conventional IRF
exchanges, the teacher's turns were by far greater in number than those of the
pupils. The most common mode of class activity was introducing the conceptual
understanding of the topic and illustrating it through a formula for a basic math-
ematical operation. The pupils were expected to use the same formula and the same

problem-solving strategy. In other words, they were not required to adopt a
different strategy to accomplish the classroom task. Also, the teacher's main concern
seemed to be the final result or solution of the task. He worked at the blackboard
using the same procedure for as many problems in as short a time as possible. That
way the pupils could check or monitor their own performance from what he called
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"correction". In that lesson, the teacher had to work out the solution to the math-
ematical problems he had assigned the pupils earlier. He seemed to function as tile
provider of the right answer with a lot of'chalk and talk'.  He was, however, asked
by one pupil to give more explanation of some questions because "they are
difficult". These were problems related to linear equations, in which finding the
value of the variables is required. A possible explanation for such a 'difficulty' is that
the pupil's level of mathematical thinking is not up to an understanding of a
slightly more abstract relationship between different elements, such as in a linear
equation.

Science
While Nuru says "agbina mabtent„ in Saho, Ibrahim prefers to greet his pupils with
"asalm alekbum" in Arabic, which sounds more cosmopolitan than the Saho
greeting. Ibrahim is both the Science and the Geography teacher. He had no prior
teacher-training course, but he received two summers of in-service training.  He has
been working as a teacher for four years. The mode of presentation and explanation
of his lessons is very similar to the ones already discussed. In the first lesson
observed, the teacher says "We are now going to discuss magnets", as the usual
introductory statement declaring what the new material to be learned is. In his
presentation, he poses some rhetorical questions intended to activate the attention
of the pupils, rather than to find out facts and ideas from the learners by means of
brainstorming. No visual aids are available in the classroom. The materials he uses
are only the textbook and the blackboard.

Transcript 34 is a follow up of the lesson he gave in the earlier period. He wants to
check the effect of his teaching by asking the pupils to answer questions from the
earlier lecture. After they have copied the questions from the blackboard, they have
to prepare the answers for class discussion.

Transcript 34 (Sabo)
T         Where does the word magnet come from?

P          Magnet [very low voice].
T    The word magnet came from the place called Magnesia. How many types of

magnets are there,
P        There are tWO typeS of magnets.
T        What are they'
P Natural magnet and artificial magnet.
T Very good! They are natural and artificial magnets. Name nonmagnetic materials.
P Rubber, paper, wood, chalk, plastic.
T Name magnetic materials.
Ps Iron, copper, aluminium, nails, blades.
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T         Yes, these are magnetic materials. What is a compass2
P            A compass is an instrument which has pieces of materials that can show the direction

of the North and the South Poles.

T Okay, yesterday we learned about the direction of tile magnet, and we said that the
magnet has the south and the north directions regardless of its size. What types of
materials does the magnet attract 

P        Me! Me sir!
T         What is a compass used for2
P Magnetic compasses are used for showing directions.
T      Yes, it helps sailors, pilots, soldiers, etcetera. How do we protect the magnet from

being damaged  Since magnets are used for different purposes, we have to take care
of them. Some of tile methods are the following. They should be protected from
high temperature, they should not fall and rub or hit each other, one should not be
placed over the other, and they should be stored facing opposite directions, with the
south pole of one facing the north pole of the other.

In between the question and answer session, the Science teacher intermittently
lectures on  the  uses of the magnet, the parts of the magnet, the characteristics of the
magnet, etc.  He also enumerates the different uses of the compass. Here as well, the
pupils are passive listeners while the teacher goes along giving his lecture. Teacher
questioning is the only mechanism he employs to allow the pupils to participate.
All teacher questions have a learning value by testing short-term memory of the
target material. But although he sometimes passes on from lecturing to a question
and answer session using 'sign posting' like "Now I will ask you questions", he still
reverts to lecturing and explaining the new material or details of the target material.
The lack of 'framing', i.e., the lack of an appropriate transition between the
question and answer session and the presentation session (Sinclair and Coulthard,
I975)' characterises Ibrahim's style and mode of classroom conduct. Teacher
reactions and remarks of praise are very rarely heard, and correct answers are not
reformulated right away to reinforce learning. The teacher's reaction towards
correct answers is not forceful. Remarks like "Very good" or "Excellent" are rarely
heard.

The episode on the topic of the functions of the flower is important as a
reference point for comparison, since it was a subject which also happened to be
discussed in the Melebso and Keren schools. It can be taken as an example of an
item based on the same curriculum content presented in three different languages,
i.e., Tigre (Melebso), Arabic (Keren), and Saho (Igila). The curriculum begins with
tile physical characteristics of a typiCal flower, the different parts of the flower,  and
the functions of these parts in tile reproduction process. The same content is now
introduced and explained in the Igila Primary School. But the discourse in this
lesson is apparently teacher-dominated, although each of the languages serves the
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primary purpose of mediating among the pupils, the materials to be learned, and
the teachers. As in the previous episodes, no noticeable linguistic devices distinguish
between the teacher's presentation of the new material and the teacher's question-
ing and related activities.

The Science teacher starts by drawing the structure of the flower with white
chalk only. No visual aid was available in the classroom, in contrast to the class-
room in Keren, where the teacher had a multi-coloured picture of a flower hanging
on the wall. Nor was there any brainstorming session to activate and prepare pupils
for an interesting discussion. The teacher goes on to give details with intermittent
questioning. He asks the pupils to give short answers, and uses mostly 'what'-
questions requiring one-word answers. The questions the Science teacher in Igila
poses are rather simple as compared to the ones posed by the other tWO teachers in
Melebso and Keren in terms  of the level of difficulty and abstraction they require.
In other words, simple recall questions that do not require higher-order learning
ability were asked. Transcript 35 is on the question and answer exchanges.

Transcript 35 (Saho)
T             What are the parts of the flower.

P        The pistil.
T            The pistil, the female part of the flower.
P         The stamen.
T             The stamen,  the male part of the flower.

P        The petal.
T           The petal, the coloured part of the flower.

P Sepals.
T            The sepal, the green part of the flower. These parts of the flower enable the flower to

produce seeds. Without these parts, the flower cannot reproduce.

Ps [laughing]
T       The function of the parts of the flower. The sepal. It covers the petals to protect

them during the early stage of flowering and supports the whole flower. Petals.  It is
the bright-coloured part of the flower. Petals attract insects with their colour and

pleasant smell. Some petals are always closed. For example, the petals of potatoes and
peas are closed. They never open. But some flowers' petals are open like those of
oranges. The stamen. This is the male part of the flower.  It is found inside the petals.

Look, this is the shape of the male reproductive part.

Ps [laugh]
T        Don't laugh, science is science.

"Don't laugh, science is science", says the teacher after the pupils giggle. This is an
incident similar to that in the Keren Science lesson. Although not so open as the
Keren teacher's attempt to compare the reproduction of flowers to human sexual
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behaviour, Ibrahim's mention of the flower's male and female reproductive parts
was a laughing matter for young village boys and girls coming from a rather rural
background. Apart from this incident, a remarkable incident of social interest was
nowhere to be found. The main reason is that the classroom was teacher-
dominated, both socially and academically. The entire pattern of the discourse,
together with the knowledge presented to the pupils, was monitored by the teacher.
No pupil-initiated talk occurred. As mentioned earlier, topics were not distinctly
introduced and terminated. There was always wandering between introducing bits
of knowledge, teacher questioning, and recapitulation of main points. Further
analysis of Ibrahim's lessons will be made in the following section, where Ibrahim is
the Geography teacher as well.

Geography
The topiC is the geography of Europe. At the beginning of the period, the teacher
declares that he is going to teach about the governments, population, agriculture
and the way of life in European countries. Using a map of Europe, he indicates
where the respective countries are. This is followed by writing on the blackboard
and the pupils copying. Relatively less time is given to the presentation or explana-
tion of the content of the new material. It was interesting to not:e here that
European countries were divided according to the kind of government they had,
i.e., whether they were capitalist or socialist. Here, the terms imberaliun (capit-
alism) versus ishtrakiun (socialism) are used. These words are borrowed from Arabic
and appear in all three textbooks, the Arabic, tile Tigre, and the Saho. This is
because the books were translated from the same Arabic or Tigrigna source material
and were not updated even when such concepts changed their meanings. Also,
Ibrahim does not make any attempt to make the pupils realise that this classifica-

tion may be outdated.
Questioning appears to have the purpose of evaluating what and whether the

pupils have learnt. But this is determined by how leaning is defined in the Class-

room.  If we study the above episode from this perspective, the validity of factual
information, i.e., classifying countries into whether they belong to capitalist or
socialist camps cannot be taken as absolute knowledge. Yet, even when such
concepts have lost their meaning, the teacher and the pupils have established this
understanding according to which the pupils should reproduce the 'correct'

response.

Transcript 36 (Sabo)

T   The European countries are divided between communist and non-communist
nations. First of all, Europe has forty-seven nations. From these forty-seven

countries, the western nations are non-communist. Now, can you mention three

countries, which are non-communist nations2
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Ps Britain, France, Denmark.
T    Yes, these countries are non-communist, but also we can mention more. The

western nations make up what is known as Western Europe. Can you mention some
of tile communist countries 

Ps Romania, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Albania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia.
T Good! These countries are the socialist countries. Do you have any questions2 Or let

me ask you myself. What is the name of the body of water, which connects the
continent ofAfrica with the continent of Europt

P        The Mediterranean Sea.
T           What is the name of the body of water, which is in the western part of the continent

of Europer
P          The Atlantic Ocean.

T           Yes, it is the Atlantic Ocean because the continent itself is situated in the north-most
part of the world. How is the continent of Europe separated from the continent of
Asie

P         It is separated by the Ural chain of mountains and the Black Sea.

T       Which is the largest river in Europt
P        The Volga.
T      Yes, the largest river in Europe is the Volga, while the largest river in Africa is the

Nile.

In the Geography lessons, as in the Science lesson, no distinct spacing is made
between the presentation and explanation  of the new material  and the question and
answer session. The pupils are required to give answers in one word or a short
phrase. All of the questions demand nothing more than recall from memory. As can
be seen from the above transcript, the pupils' responses do not receive much in the
way of feedback. The teacher either passes on to the next question or just gives
impersonal remarks like "Yes" or «Good". Pupil-initiated talk is practically non-
existent. What this points to is that no opportunity is provided for the pupils to
construct their own knowledge. The utterance that may substantiate this fact is that
after the teacher has said "Do you have any questions?", he starts questioning them.

Discussion
In the description of classroom language in Igila Primary School, an attempt was
made to show how the discourse was shaped with respect to its pedagogical and
sociolinguistic characteristics. One feature that is discernible across the entire dis-
course is the pupils' lack of participation. Although school children in Eritrea are
generally shy, as noted in the presentation of the previous two sites (Melebso and
Sheab, in contrast to Keren and Ghindae), the Igila pupils are an extreme example.

Considering the central role talk plays in classroom learning, the pupils' shyness

would seem to indicate that little learning is taking place. But the first semester
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examination results do not confirm this impression (Field-notes, 6.I8). The general
performance of the group can be called good, whereas few pupils have failing
grades.

The second main feature of the discourse, despite the fact that teacher and pupils
share a common language, is that it is dominated by the teacher so much that
communication seems to be lacking. The discourse is restricted by the limited
function it serves to mediate among the curriculum, the teacher, and the pupils. It
is characterised by repetitive presentation of bits of curriculum material exclusively
in the Saho language, which is also the language of the playground. However, the
fact that the Saho language was used exclusively to fulfil communicative needs in
constructing content is noteworthy. It can, therefore, be said that the language has
done its job in transmitting academic knowledge. On the other hand, the talk in
the classroom was very much restricted to the material content. Discourse serving
other functions of daily school life was very hard to detect. At times, the classroom
would seem stark and devoid of human emotion.

Having reported that all the pupils in this group have Saho as their first home
language, and that Saho is the language of instruction preferred by the over-
whelming majority of the pupils, we may logically expect to find a Saho mono-
lingual discourse dominating in the school. Indeed, as expected, the homogeneity
in terms of the relationship between the language and ethnic identity of both the
pupils and the teachers and the language values and attitudes held by both, as
reported and observed, add up to a strong match between macro policy decisions
with respect to the use of Sallo as a medium of instruction and its micro level
practical implications.

6.4·2Classroom observations in Senafe, Tisha Primary School
Tisha is one of the villages on the periphery of the town of Senafe in the southern
most part of the country, just north of the border with Ethiopia. The village has a
population of less than I,000 people, consisting of mainly Saho and Tigrigna. The
home language of two thirds of the pupils is Saho.

Despite its predominantly Saho-speaking population, in Tisha and its surround-
ing villages, the medium of instruction is Tigrigna. This is because the natives of
tile village preferred Tigrigna, and the government endorsed their preferences
(Interview 6.II and 6.I2). In addition, the school serves pupils not only from the

surrounding villages, but also from Senafe. The school complex is not different
from the ones we have seen so far. Two blocks form an L-shape around the main
courtyard. At the centre is a pole to hoist the flag. The national anthem is sung here
in Tigrigna every school day.

Three of the teachers are the subjects of the audio-recorded classroom data, tWO
of whom are Tigrigna-speakers and one a Saho. Data collection took place, when
the teachers in the area had already been told to finish the syllabus as early as
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possible so that the exams could be given earlier because of the impending dangers
of war, Senafe being only 25 kilometres away from the main front at the border
with Ethiopia. Incidentally, the war broke out exactly one year later, and this
research site fell to the Ethiopian occupying force following the large-scale offensive
of mid-May 2000. One cannot, therefore, overlook the efforts exerted by the local
educational administration, the teachers, and the pupils to keep daily school life
going in a war zone. The sheer determination and enthusiasm of the teachers not
only to see the educational plan through, but also to make sure that it was done
appropriately, deserves admiration.

Mathematics
The Maths teacher, Tesfay Tewolde, was trained as an elementary school teacher.
He received one year of training at a teacher training school and has ten years of
teaching experience. During our first visit, Tesfay was doing geometry, more
specifically,  the area and the perimeter of circles and rectangles.  He has the formula
for finding the circumference of a circle using the mathematical symbol designated
as Pi with a value of 22/7.  This is how the dialogue proceeds.

Transcript 37 (Tigrigna)
T         Who can tell me how we can find the perimeter of a square and a rectangle  First,

the perimeter of a rectangle, who can tell me 
Omer Two times, between brackets width plus length, equals perimeter; two times, within

brackets length plus width, equals perimeter.
T      To find the perimeter of a rectangle, we first add what is in brackets and then

multiply it by two [writes on the blackboard taking a new line with each step in the
mathematical operation]. Example,   the  length  of a  rectangle  is  five  centimetres  and
the width is four centimetres. Then, to find the perimeter, it is for this rectangle,
okay, according to this formula, the perimeter equals two timeS, within the brackets
four plus five, equals two times nine, equals eighteen centimetres. Therefore, the
perimeter  is eighteen centimetres.  Who is not clear with the perimeter of a rectangle1

Any question 
P             Can we find the length or tile width if he gives  us the perimeter 
T       Okay, yes, he can give you tile perimeter and one of the sides and can ask you to

find the other side [works on an example on the blackboard].

After making sure that the class has understood the topiC, he passes on to the area
of a rectangle. He starts the discussion by inviting volunteers to respond. This is
how the dialogue proceeds.

Transcript 38 (Tigrigna)
T           Yes, Ismael, the perimeter of a square. Okay, what does a square mean2
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P        A rectangle with all the sides equal.

T           Yes, a square is a rectangle with all the sides equal. For example,  if the length of one
side is five centimetres, what is the perimeter, Tesfalem 

Tes. It is five times four.

T Whyi
Tes.     Because all the four sides are equal.

T        Therefore, the perimeter is five times four, equals twenty.

In Transcript 38, the teacher calls on one of the pupils by addressing him by name
(Ismael)  to tell him how they can find the area of a square. But he wants him first
to define what a square is. Ismael defines the square using geometry jargon in
Tigrigna, which is quite expressive and specific, to describe the geometric features
of the shape. The teacher approves. The mathematical discourse is then pushed
further, indicating shared mathematical meaning and connections, as the pupil has
to answer not only 'what', but also 'why'-questions. Further, Tesfalem is asked to
answer the question 'why', rather than the routine 'what'. This incident shows how
the pupils are engaged in a rather higher-order reflective activity that can be
considered evidence of learning through talk in the classroom.

Transcript 39 (Tigrigna)
P          What do we do to find the perimeter of a cirde 
T             The perimeter of a circle, who can tell him2
Girl The perimeter of a circle is twenty-two over seven times the diameter.
T               If the diameter is given  to  be ten.
P         Twenty-two over seven times ten equals two hundred twenty over seven.
T Speak loudly!
P         Two hundred twenty divided by seven is thirty-one point one.
T        So, if the diameter is given, it means that you find tile perimeter, and it is twenty

over seven times tile diameter [recapitulates the procedure and verifies the girl's
answer].

A more formal, but by no means authoritarian tone characterises the teacher-led
dialogues. Addressing the pupils by their names may have an important social
function creating a rather warm and friendly relation on the side of the pupil,  more
so in a large class such as this one, in which remembering 58 names would be too
cumbersome. Yet, he addresses practically all the pupils by name when calling on
them tO answer. What makes Tesfay Tewold's class sound more formal is the fact
that he tries to control the sequential order of unfolding events by specifying their
boundaries throughout the entire lesson. At the beginning of the lesson, he gives
directives, such as "Take out your note-books" and "Stop talking". The transition
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to the next event is signalled with such effective sign posting as "You have no
questions?" and "We are moving on to the next topic".

Sometimes pupil-initiated discussion demands clarification, which the teacher

redirects to the other pupils. Questions like "Who can tell him " trigger further
discussion that involves the other pupils as well.

Transcript 40 (Tigrigna)
T        Okay, what do we mean by ratioi
P              Ratio is the comparison of numbers or measurements.

T        Yes, for instance, in a village school there are nine girls and forty-five boys. If they
are compared, how many pupils are there  [writes on the black board] And what is
tile ratio of girls compared to the number of boys, so ratio is the comparison of

numbers or measurements.

The 'ratio' was tile last topic introduced to the Mathematics class. Here, the teacher

wants to establish a clear understanding of this mathematical abstraction before

they can move on to the problem-solving task. He starts his questioning aimed at
stimulating the pupils' thinking by way of preparing them for the learning event to

follow. This episode provides evidence of how learning is jointly constructed. It is
important to mention here that the teachers did not start this particular topic
directly with 'number talk'' as the case may be in many dialogues. Rather, it was

preceded with proper 'readiness talk' as an introduction. Both the teacher and the
pupils have a common understanding of what is meant by the mathematical
concept of a 'ratio'. This is further illustrated with a simple example. The teacher

then recapitulates the definition of the concept of a 'ratio'.

Science
Seltene Misghina is the Science teacher in Tisha Primary School. He too has taken
a one-year training programme for primary school teaching after completing

secondary education, and he has been working for five years. He is dealing with the
topic of conservation. The class starts with the teacher reviewing the previous

lesson. He starts the discussion with open-ended broad questioning that goes like
"What did we learn yesterday2". Pupils then give factual information they know,
while the teacher enumerates. Four of the pupils, one of whom is a girl, contribute
one after another. Each one's contribution is a full thought on the conservation of
forests. Many report what they have learned about the conservation of forests and
what humans should do to prevent the forest from being cut, burned by fires,
eroded by rains, and so on.

Transcript 4I (Tigrigna)
T         Those who have finished can go out in front and report, did you finish7
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P         Not yet.
T Okay, group one report, hurry up.
P Conservation means to give proper protection to natural resources and use them for

our benefit.  What  are the kinds of protection  that we give to animals  We shouldn't
destroy tile forests because they are the home of the animals. They should also be
allowed to get water to drink. In places where wild animals are found, there

shouldn't be any shooting. Why do we have to protect the animals  Because we can

get milk, meat, and clothing from them.
T       Now, group two report, in the mean time you can ask on the report presented. Stop

talkini#

The teacher has a good control of the lesson.  In an attempt to ensure full participa-
tion by all pupils, he calls on the timid pupils, while minimising domination of the
discourse by some of the more talkative pupils. To this end, he restricts the number
of questions to be asked by each pupil. By properly regulating the participation of
the pupils in group discussions, he is able to get nine of the groups to present their
reports. The rest of the time is devoted to the question-answer session so that the
pupils can ask one another, directing their questions to anyone.

To move to his next topic, the teacher asks the pupils to arrange their seats to

join their small groups. The topic they are going to discuss is animal conservation.
According to the task the teacher has specified, the pupils are to report the result of
their discussions by giving facts based on three guiding questions. The teacher has a
moderating and monitoring role. Transcript 42 shows this.

Transcript 42 (Tigrigna)
P         But why are we focusing on wild animals2

Girl   That doesn't mean that we should conserve only wild animals, but we should
give more attention to wild animals because they have no definite owner and we
don't have to shoot around their habitat.

T         I think she gave the right answer.

P         Yes.
T        In our country, where is tile place that wild animals are kept in, or where is tile zoo,

yes, Mohammed.
Moh. In Asmara.
T Where exactly in Asmara?
Moh.    Ar Bet Ghiorgis.
T       Yes, at Bet Ghiorgis.

The questions some of the pupils pose are of a far greater educational value than the
usual ordinary questions that require simple factual information drawn from the
topic. In Transcript 42, it can be easily seen how the pupil's contributions are
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beyond mere prooh of their academic knowledge on animal conservation. Thus, it
is interesting to note that the questions they raise are related to critical social
thinking pertinent to their immediate environments. Another most important fact
that needs to be realised is that for 37 out of the 58 pupils in the class the home
language is Saho, while the medium of instruction is Tigrigna. But there is no
evidence whatsoever of disproportionate participation or contribution to the
classroom discourse which takes place in Tigrigna.

Apart from the purely educational concern of co-constructing knowledge in
classroom talk, a careful look at the discourse also reveals the way social and power
relationships are structured. In contrast to the pupils we observed in Igila, the
pupils in this classroom tend to talk more frequently and behave more sociably,
appearing less conscious about tile impressions their talk may create. Before
formally closing the discussion, Seltene tells the Class to ask about anything that is
not clear. In Transcript 43, two things can be noted: the pupil's critical thinking
and the liberty from feeling guilty for absent-mindedness, when the teacher has to
repeat what he has already said.

Transcript 43 (Tigrigna)
P         So to take care of their [the wild animals'] health, what do we do 
T         That was what we have just talked about. I know what you mean. You think we can

go close to the animal and give him an injection. No, we don't do that. We can't
even touch them, we can only go to their place of feeding and do what we should
do.

Geography
Mustafa Alamin  is the Geography teacher.  He is one of the pioneer teachers in the
Saho language. He is both the Geography teacher and the headmaster. He took a
one-year teacher training course and in-service directors' training for three summers
in Asmara. As Mustafa is a native of Senafe, a bilingual town, he has a near-native
command of the Tigrigna language and can teach in that language.

In most of the cases of teacher-dominated classrooms we have seen previously,
the events in the classroom can roughly be divided into tWO modes, i.e., teacher
lecturing and reviewing the academic content in the form of questioning and
answering. This was not observed throughout the three Geography lessons in Tisha.
Whether it was because he had to finish the curriculum content earlier due to the
war situation or for a different reason, the class had covered a large portion of the
curriculum content. But what was most important here was not how much of the
syllabus was covered, but how well the pupils learned. The original transcription
makes a voluminous corpus in terms of breadth and depth. This will be illustrated
here by selected transcripts.
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Transcript 44 (Tigrigna)
T               First,  what do we mean by bodies of water'
P           Bodies of water include lakes, rivers, seas, and oceans.

T       Very good, it includes lakes, rivers, seas and oceans. Okay, who can give me now an
example of each  Let us start with lakes. What big lakes do you know?

P Lake Victoria.

T             And who can give me an example of a river1

P        The Nile river.
T        What is the Nile River known for 
P        For its length, the length it travels.
T             How do we measure the length of a river 

P         By the distance it covers.

T             Correct, what about an example of an ocean 

Mustafa had assigned the class a task to come prepared for a discussion on a very
broad subject that would cover a large part of the Geography syllabus. Looking at
the variety of topiCS he covers in the lesson, it is as if he is dealing with what
resembles world geography. Transcript 45 is the outcome of tile assignment. The
teacher goes on to ask rather open questions in relatively broad terms, like "What
do you know2",and gives examples which do not limit the pupils to very specific
answers. That way the teacher could find out how the pupils were able to generate
as many facts as they were able to reproduce. In such a very intensive discourse with
a distinct IRF pattern, it was evident that the pupils had learnt the subject matter.

Evaluation, feedback, or reformulation is given, though it is not so consistent.
Evaluation in the form of confirmation or praise is sometimes skipped, when the
teacher goes to pose a follow-up question like "What is the Nile river known for?"
and "How do we measure the length of a river.i". It appears that feedback is
sometimes sacrificed to save time in such a very concentrated discourse character-
ised by intensive linguistic transaction of academic nature, as the pupils call out
"Men,ber/Member/" (Sir! Sir!; Tigrigna) to win attention.

Transcript 45 (Tigrigna)
T         Let us now turn to what you have written about Africa. Each one of you will give

facts on Africa, Abdu.
Abdu That Africa has a lot of natural resources.

T             Has lot of natural resources.  Is it found in the Northern Hemisphere, 

P        No it is not.
P         Ir is the second in size.

P Africa possesses 97% of the world's diamonds, the highest in the world.
T Good Mohammed Nur,  it is true. Africa uses 3% of its fish resources,  is that true 

Ps       Yes, that is true.
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T         But why is that so 
P                Because  they use undeveloped means of fishing.
T           Yes, because they don't use the advanced means of fishing, it is not possible to get a

high percentage of fishing,  and a lot of time is wasted using manual fishing.  Okay [in
English], now be seated, you have done well. Now, grOUp tWO, stand up and tell us
what you know about the continent of Europe.

In the Geography lesson, the whole period was not devoted to group work. The
classroom was one of the most distinct in terms of the variety of lesson structure.
Sometimes, the questioning stimulated the pupils' reflective thinking rather than
plain recall.

Transcript 46 (Tigrigna)
P       Sir! Sir!
T Okay, Suleiman.
Sul. Population size is the total number of people living in a place, but when we say

population density, it refers to the number of people in a definite place.
T               Excellent   [in English], Suleiman. For instance, if Tisha, a village having three

thousand people living in it, and Senafe, a town with eight hundred people living in
it, now where is the density higher2

Ps       In Tisha.
T        Yes, that is the correct answer.

In Transcript 46, the teacher picks on the pupil's topic, which he expands and
illustrates. The teacher had asked anyone ofhis pupils to give him some explanation
for the fact that Asia is the most populous continent while Europe is the most
densely populated continent. The teacher uses a very familiar and a local example
(Tisha and Senafe) to illustrate the concept of population density.

In the last episode, one thing merits attention. Having observed that the teacher
spent longer talking while monitoring one of the small groups he had formed, we
wanted to know what language he was using with that group. The teacher
acknowledged that he had used Saho, despite the fact that the official classroom
discourse language is Tigrigna (Field-notes, 6.I9). This is because the teacher is
himself a Saho from Senafe. In the plenary sessions in the classroom, no Saho was
used, since it would exclude tile Tigrigna speaking children. But with this specific
buzz group, Mustafa's code switching, aside from the immediate communicative
demand it serves, symbolises his close relationship and caring for his fellow Saho

children, with whom he shares the same linguistic and cultural background.
Furthermore, what makes this occurrence interesting, is that it is the only example
of how the teacher and the pupils co-construct knowledge using the linguistic
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resources at their disposal, i.e., both Tigrigna and Saho, to meet the communicative
demands of their learning situations.

Discussion
The Tisha Primary School was found to be typical in that it defied the basic
principle that the mother tongue medium of instruction has a psychological and
pedagogical advantage over a second language. Two-thirds of the pupils at this
Tigrigna medium school speak Saho as their home language. Tigrigna appears to
have effectively served as the school language, in spite of the fact that Saho
dominated the language of the playground. Classroom discourse in Tisha Primary
School has demonstrated how knowledge is mutually constructed in the classroom
and how learning is promoted in the context of the classroom.  It was an example o f
the effective use of oral discourse for classroom learning.  It can also be seen from
the Vygotskian perspective of 'scaffolding: a metaphor to signify a social and
learning situation, where the teacher is a helper in the learning process for the
pupils to complete the required learning task (Vygotsky, I994). Of particular
interest in this school is the role the individual Science and Geography teachers play
in using appropriate discourse strategies to co-construct knowledge. Group dis-
cussions, posing open-ended questions and statements, clearly specified directives,
'framing' to set the boundaries between sessions, and allowing time for individual
reflective thinking - all were found to be effective discursive practices contributing
to the process of education, in which language played a pivotal  role.

The social situation of learning in this school was also shaped by the discursive
practices. The other aspect of the social dimension of the discourse, i.e., teacher-
pupils power relations could reveal that learning was taking place in a more
democratic educational ambience. Pupils more freely participated in group dis-
cussions, and also often asked questions and expressed doubts.

The pupils, who are native speakers of Saho, use Tigrigna in the classroom talk
with either a fellow Saho teacher (Geography) or Tigrigna-speaking teachers (Math-
ematics and Science). This case represents a typical case of the minority child's
position, where he has to use a school language that is not the same as his home
language in order to be able to follow the lessons. On the other hand, the ability to
operate in two languages renders the Sallo child more equipped to climb the social
ladder in Eritrea, as Tigrigna is important as a language of wider national com-
munication and a de facto official language. It is important to keep in mind that

Tisha parents had in fact preferred either of the tWO co-working languages, i.e.,
Arabic or Tigrigna, as the language of instruction from the onset, when the govern-
ment asked the consent of the parents due to the bilingualism of the village and its

surroundings.
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6.4.3 Comparison of Igila and Tisha classrooms
As mentioned in tile foregoing discussion, there seems to be a general consensus
among the scholars of language and education that the mother tongue or the home
language as a medium of instruction facilitates the acquisition of academic
knowledge as compared to instruction in a non-mother tongue. In fact, the cases of
the Igila and Tisha schools do not substantiate this contention. Whereas almost all
pupils in Igila had Saho as their home language, in Tisha onl  57% spoke Sallo as a

home language. In Igila, monolingual Saho talk is predominantly heard on the
playground. In the Tisha school compound, Tigrigna-Saho bilingual talk is heard,
with Saho dominating in the majority of language transactions. In brie£ in both
cases, the languages used at home, in the school and its classrooms, and in the
community outside matched fairly well.

Despite the fact that in Igila the language of instruction was the mother tongue
or the home language of almost all pupils, the classroom discourse was very much
teacher-dominated. In contrast, in Tisha, where the language of instruction was a
non-mother tongue for about two thirds of the pupils, the discourse was far more
interactive, mutually supporting and involving to construct subject-specific know-
ledge. Contrary to the popular conception, Tisha Primary School, where the
majority of the pupils learn in a non-mother tongue, shows a higher degree of the
pupils' oral output in terms of amount and variety. Such evidence shows the
possibilities of pupils becoming autonomous learners (Mercer, I997:I80). With
respect to the social nature of the pupils' contribution, tile shy and reticent
disposition of the Igila pupils was contrasted with the more verbose Tisha pupils.

Although Tigrigna is the home language of only 34·4% of the pupils in Tisha,  it
is the language of instruction in this mixed-ethnic classroom. However, there is no
evidence in the classroom discourse to point to the disadvantage of the Saho pupils.
It is easy to identify the Saho children among the Tigrigna children by their names,
and hence to find out that the amount and kind of their contributions in the oral
discourse are by no means inferior to those of the Tigrigna children. What this
means in effect is that the Saho children are all Saho-Tigrigna bilinguals, as can be

confirmed by our sociolinguistic survey data. In fact, none of the Saho pupils in
Tisha have a failing grade in the Tigrigna language, as the first semester results
show (Field-notes, 6.20). Moreover, we have noted in Chapter 5 that the writing
task did show that the Saho pupils were by no means lower performers than the
Tigrigna pupils. The use of the authorised language of instruction was strictly
enforced through the instrumentality of the teachers, except for the isolated Saho
incident in the Geography classroom. Generally, it was, therefore, found that there

was a congruity of school policy with actual classroom practice.
The above-mentioned incident related to code-switching has an important

implication for the way in which communicative demands are met in the classroom
discourse. It is not the familiar case of routinised interactional pattern in strict
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compliance with the institutionalised pattern of monolingualism. Thus, it can shed
some light on raising the awareness of code-switching as an important linguistic
and pedagogical resource that teachers in non-mother tongue classes can exploit,
although this is not legitimised institutionally. On the other hand, it can be
inferred, by and large, that in Igila Primary School, classroom interaction data
provide no clear evidence to support the general understanding that learners take

advantage of linguistic, pedagogical, or social aspects of classroom learning because
they are taught in their mother tongue. On the contrary, in Tisha, where tWO ofthe
three teachers did not share the mother tongue with two thirds of the whole group
of pupils, the classroom discourse looked more vigorous and stimulating from the
perspective of both the pupils and the teachers.

6.5 The Kunama and Nara area

The Nara and the Kunama are two ethnic groups living in close geographic prox-

imity. Despite some comparable socio-economic features, they posses interestingly
contrasting language values and traditions, as has been shown in Chapters 4 and 5.

In the Kunama and Nara area, classroom observations were carried out in the
Kunama-medium Asiti Primary School and the Arabic-medium Al Wahda Primary
School in the multicultural and multilingual provincial capital of Barentu. As
mentioned before, no classroom observations could be conducted in the Kunama
medium primary school in the village of Ogana. Therefore, in this section, no
comparison between Kunama as a medium of instruction in a rural (Ogana) and an
urban setting (Barentu) will be made.

6.5·I Classroom observations in Barentu, Asiti Primary School
The structural arrangement ofAsiti Primary School is very similar to the schools we
visited in other parts of the country. This school has no clearly defined compound,
and no fences are to be seen. The classrooms, the administration office, and the
staffroom are found in the blocks of buildings. Once in the premises, one im-
mediately realises that the school is for the Kunama ethnic group, given the
conspicuous facial features that distinguish the Kunama from other ethnic groups.
The language of instruction in Asiti Primary School is Kunama. Also, the linguistic
environment of the schoolyard is dominated by Kunama monolingualism. Invest-
igating what goes on inside the classroom  is the aim of this section.

Mathematics
Ghenet Antonio is the Mathematics teacher. She is originally a Kunama, but she
spent a major part of her life in the Highlands, where Tigrigna is spoken. Judging
from formal and Casual conversation, she can be rated as a near-native speaker of
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Tigrigna. Ghenet has taught in the Kunama medium school for two and a half
yeaIS. Incidentally,  she is the only female teacher out of the 23 teachers who parti-
cipated in our research.

Transcript 47 (Kunama)
T Good morning.
P Good morning, Miss.
T        Sit down. Look at how Esaw and Yonas behave. Do the same. Silence, please. Don't

make noise. In today's lesson, we will not use every instrument in the mathematical

set. Thus, you should get one mathematical set on each desk.
P        Did you say one on each deski

T        Yes, now keep quiet. You don't need all the instruments. Your attention, please! You
don't need all the instruments. Now listen, I will tell you which of the instruments
you need for this lesson. Which are the tWO instruments you need for measuring the
sides of a triangle 

P Metre, centimetre [in unison].
T           So take out your ruler. To measure the sides of a triangle, we need two things, a ruler

and a pair of compasses.  Have the two things with you. Put the other instruments
aside. Now, take out your textbook.

P Which page 
T       Open your books on page I04· But before that, would you turn to page I03 please

Do you see the triangle  There you will also find the sub-topic 'measuring the sides

and angles of a triangle'. Who will read the instructions 

Transcript 47 is on how the flow of the interaction is organised in a geometric
discourse. The teacher had demonstrated to the pupils how they could draw the
circle using a ruler and a compass. This task included drawing the circle with a
radius of a given length and identify the radii with reference to the centre. That
way, the pupils are able to describe the properties of the figure they have drawn. It
is also a more practical training that is meant to enhance their manipulative skills
using instruments to construct the figures which they have visualised.

Transcript 48 (Kunama)
T Question number ten. Which instruments are needed for measuring an angle7 Don't

write the questions, write just the answers.

P        Write in good hand-writing [side talk, one pupil reads for the group-mate, the other
member of the group writes  on a sheet of paper].

P             The answer to question number one. A is the centre of the circle, BC is the diameter,
and AD is the radius.

T           Hurry up! A little louder while you give the answers...  Have you finishedi
P         Yes.
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T       I will correct your papers and mark them out of three. Now we will make some
corrections. You will answer what you have done in your group.

P         Shall we answer one by one 
T          Yes, in this circle [question number one], what do we call A2
P            A is the centre of the circle.
T        What elst
P            It is the centre of the circle.
T          What do we call BC in the circle  Please raise only your hands.
P        It is the diameter.

T         What is the line AD called2 [asks Fatu]
Fatu It is the radius.
T Question number tWO. The diameter is six centimetres, how long is the radius2
Ps Three centimetres [in unison].
T Keep quiet, doni make much noise. Question number three.
P        The diameter is five.
T Why  Because tWO radii equals the diameter. Question number four. In the circle,

which line is longer, ON or OM, Kajija 
Kajija  ON is longer.
T        Is she correct2

Ps              No, the lines  are not equal [in unison].
T        Which one is longer, Koyba, MJ or ON 
Koyba    MJ is longer. Because on ON is the radius of the circle.
T     We said that this angle's measure is not known without using any measurement,

didn't we 
Ps       Yes we did.
T         So, tell me the degree measure.

Ps Ninety degrees [in unison].

The teacher continues with more exercises on recognizing of the radius of a circle
and measuring radii. Then she starts talking about proper behaviour which pupils
should display, and mentions two pupils, Esaw and Yonas, whom the rest of the
class should follow. The discipline problem is obvious as the pupils were making a
lot of noise. They seem to be in the habit of asking the teacher for more darifica-
tion on what she has already directed them to do. This points more to inattentive-
ness than to misunderstanding on the part of the pupils. Questions such as "Which
page2" and «Did you say one mathematical instrument on each desk2" seem to have
no connection with the pupils' inability to understand the teacher's instructions.

In the following session, the teacher instructed the pupils to get organised in

groups to answer the review questions she had written on the blackboard. Each
group was required to write down the answer in a specified amount of time. The
task included measuring radii, diameters, and the degree of angles. Their
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collaborative work was to produce short answers or find and describe the geometric

properties of a circle by simple visualisation.  Some of the questions required simple
arithmetic.

The Mathematics teacher was able to alternate between group and individual
work in the classroom talk. The discourse was limited to the geometric features of
the circle. Although very little went on to indicate that the pupils were engaged in a

problem-solving task requiring a high level of mathematical problem-solving
strategy, the classroom talk showed that the teacher and the pupils shared a dis-
course that was shaped by some level of mathematical thinking. The fact that the
pupils acknowledged they had not misunderstood anything is a sign that learning
may have taken place, considering their tendency to boldly ask for anything they
were not sure about. This can be observed from Transcript 48. The Maths teacher's
style is noted for its tendency not to provide feedback or reformulation after each

response. However, skipping it might sometimes imply acceptance. By and large, it
can be said that the different components ofthe discourse were adequately 'framed',
i.e. at any given moment she specified what she was going to deal with next.

The most common talk related to non-academic matters was about discipline. In
the process of the mathematical discourse, the teacher seems to have also been
concerned with proper behaviour. The pupils seem to have been more vocal and
less obedient in the mathematics class than in the geography and science classes.

Grade-related talk was also one of the tOpiCS she initiated, showing how grade-
oriented the pupils were. However, no typical meta-linguistic comments could be
heard.

Science
Woldeyesus Elias is the Science teacher. He was born and brought up in Keren but
acquired Kunama as his home language. He graduated from the Asmara Teacher
Training Institute five years ago. The first session of the observation started as
Woldeyesus was discussing the topiC of conservation. The lesson starts with teacher-
led questions, followed by the pupils answering and the teacher reformulating and

elaborating with more details.

Transcript 49 (Kunama)
T       What is conservation 
P Keeping something for the benefit of onesel£

T Keeping something for the benefit of oneself.  What elst

P        Keeping the natural resources.

T       Okay, what else 
P Generally speaking, it is keeping the natural resources, such as water, plants, and

using them with care.
T               What do we call  it if water,  air,  and soil are kept properly and used wisely 
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P         Conservation.
T             In  general,  if you  keep  the natural resources properly and use them for one's  benefit,

it is said to be conservation. How does soil degradation take place 
Tem. If trees are cut down, the soil will be eroded by water and wind.
T         If trees that cover the land are cut down, the soil will be eroded by water and wind.

So, to prevent erosion, what do we do1
P         We should plant trees.
T       We should plant trees and make the soil grow grass. How do you conserve animals 

What is the importance of animalsl
P       Animals attract tourists.
T Attract tourists, what else1
PI       We Sell their hides and skins and get money.
Pz          Help the economy of the country to grow.
T          Help the economy of the country to grow. Why do animals migrate 
P Forest clearing and intensive hunting makes animals migrate.
T           If you clear the forest, the animals will lose their habitat and their grazing grounds.

So, they easily leave their place, hunting is another reason why animals leave their
places. Therefore, if these animals migrate, we lose the benefits that we get from
them. Example, cloth, food, and shoes. Into how many parts do we classify the

landscape 

In the next session, the teacher instructs the pupils to form groups of three with a
secretary to report on the results of their discussion on a piece of paper. They had
to collaborate to find the answers on page I03 of the book before bringing the
report to a discussion on the topiC of ecology. The entire class is involved in the
talk.

Transcript 50 (Kunama)
T Your attention please! Have you finished  Discuss the relationship between living

things, for instance, man and animal, or animals and plant:s.

P        The hawk kills small birds and other animals and eats them. The hyena hunts other
animals.

T        What elst
P         Plants can absorb minerals from the soil.
T        Is the soil a living or a non-living thing2
P        It isa non-living thing.
T         But I asked you to talk about the living things.
P        The animals feed on the grass.

T       Do you know what a predator and a prey are  A dog hunts rabbits. The dog is the
predator and the rabbit is the prey, what else 
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P Both plants and human beings are living things, the plants provide the human
beings with food and shelter and man provides the plants with water and fertilisers.

This is how a very long academic discourse goes on. The topic is specifically the
relationships between living things and non-living things, and the discussion
follows in the next transcript. Sequences of questions like "What else?" by the
teacher are the prominent features of this discourse, through which the teacher
could evaluate what the pupils knew. This serves both as an elicitation and
transitional device for the teacher-monitored discussion. Another distinct feature in
this discourse pattern is the pupils' talk followed by the teacher's expansion on the
pupils' output. An important move not readily present with this teacher was supply
of feedback. As in the case of the maths teacher, however, moving on to the next
topic may mean acceptance of the pupil's contribution.

A look at what went on in the discussion of one of the buzz groups may give
some clue as to how the pupils sometimes construct common knowledge. The
following is an example of what Mercer (I995:37) calls 'cumulative talk', in which
speakers build positively but uncritically on what tile other has said. One can see
that the first pupil's contribution helps the second pupil's output in the form of a
question and a linking device between the units of the discourse. The third in turn
completes the idea, based on the preceding question posed by the second.

Transcript SI (Kunama)
PI Bees obtain their food from Ilowers and this can be taken as an example of

relationship between living things.
Pz What other living things help one another 
P3      Plants and animals. Question nine discusses the relationship between a shark and a

remora.
PI       What is a sharld Is it a fish 

Pz       Yes, it is a big fish.
P3     I can explain their relationship, tile remora lives on the body of the shark. The

remora eats the leftovers of the shark. Therefore, the remora benefits from the shark.

In the second half of Transcript SI, the three pupils' outputs revolve around the
relationship between the shark and the remora, and determine the patterning of the
discourse. Also, what can be inferred from Transcript SI is that the teacher and the

pupils had a prolonged interaction in an orderly arranged discussion, which lends
support to the pupils' academic knowledge of a relatively broad subject, i.e., ecology
and the conservation of environmental resources. In addition to this productive
curriculum-related interaction, there is ample evidence that the pupils were also
engaged in more collaborative learning. Along with this, it can be noted that the
teacher did not stand out as a dominant actor in the entire interaction.
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With regard to social aspects of the classroom discourse, salient events were not
noticed. The pupils' discipline matters were as openly mentioned as in the math-
ematics lesson. However, the class atmosphere was at times rather informal and
relaxed, as opposed to the more formal and tense classrooms we had seen even
when the medium of instruction was the mother tongue. Whether this can be
attributed beyond any reasonable doubt to the fact that both the pupils and the
teachers share the same language needs further scrutiny. Yet, an evidently peculiar
feature of this school's culture is that the discourse is entirely characterised by
Kunama monolingualism. Teacher-teacher, teacher-pupil, and pupil-pupil talk
anywhere in the school compound is exclusively in Kunama.

Geography
Aurelio Oyesa is the Geography teacher and the headmaster of the school. He took
a teacher-training course in Ethiopia and a summer directors' course in Eritrea. He
has six years of teaching experience in the Kunama language. As he gets into the
classroom, the pupils get up in a gesture of their respect. They exchange greetings
in Kunama, and he tells them to be seated. This is a regular and daily practice.

The pupils remind their teacher where they stopped in their last lesson. He told
them he had not dealt with North America. So, he introduces them to the topic of
North America. The teacher lectures on a variety of topics, from the physical
features of the continent to the form of government.  In the middle of his lecture,
two pupils ask clarification questions and want to know if Niagara is a name of a
lake  or a river and what form of government capitalism is because of the reference
to America as the leader of the world capitalism. There was not much elaboration
on what capitalism really means in the political or economic sense. Nor did it
appear that the pupils had formed a reasonable notion of the idea, given their
educational level and the complexity of the concept. The pupils are later on
required to reproduce facts about North America based on the concepts that they
have established. The teacher, therefore, has to confirm the knowledge mutually
constructed in the classroom.

Transcript 52 (Kunama)
T Which ocean in North America borders on the west 
P        The Pacific Ocean.
T Speak loudly!
P        The Pacific Ocean.
T Which ocean extends  to the north of North America?
P         The Arctic Ocean.
T         Into how many countries is North America divided2 Please speak loudly!
P         It is divided into three.
T        Name them.
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PI        Mexico.
Pu      The USA
P3 Canada.
T          The chain of mountains that extends to the western part of the continent is known

as...>

P         The Rocky Mountains.
T      Yes, they are the Rocky Mountains, they extend from the north to the south. And

how many kilometres do they extend over?

Transcript 52 is a very long discourse that gives the impression that the pupils have
acquired new knowledge about the geographic region North America. The pupils
call out to the teacher for attention to the point of rising from their seats. This is an
indication of how motivated they are to display their knowledge, although in many
cases, correct responses are not rewarded with compliments. Nevertheless, the
failure to give the right answer does not result in any embarrassment, and the
teacher passes on to the next pupil bidding to answer.

Other discussions related to pedagogical structures were those that directed the

pupils or served as 'framing' devices, like "Please those of you who have finished,
raise your hand. Now I am going to ask you some questions". Noticeable events of
a sociolinguistic nature were difficult to find in the geography discourse. No code-

switching of any sort was recorded. The whole discourse was monolingual Kunama
throughout the lessons. The absence of talk related to discipline in the Geography
class may be attributed to the fact that Aurelio happens to be the school director
and a male (as compared to the pupils' behaviour with the Maths teacher, who is a
female). In any event, no language other than Kunama was used, unlike in the
other settings, where reproach and admonishments occasionally were expressed in
Arabic, signalling more power and prestige over the lower status languages. This
kind of linguistic hierarchy was never observed in Asiti Primary School due to its
complete monolingualism.

Discussion
The teacher-dominated discourse in Asiti Primary School represents a case of how
language practice in the Kunama ethnolinguistic region may be linked to the
specific socio-cultural and institutional context and the associated values and beliefs
of the society. The monolingual Kunama discourse at all levels of communication,
i.e., pupil-pupil, teacher-teacher, and teacher-pupil talk in and outside the class-

room, makes this school distinct. Similar monolingualism was observed only in the
urban monolingual areas, namely, the Melebso and Sheab schools.

Classroom discourse was generally teacher-dominated, although in the Maths
and Geography classes, an effort was made by young teachers to vary the organisa-
tion of classroom interaction patterns. Knowledge was both imparted by the teacher
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and co-produced in group-work and plenary lessons. Whether the child-centred
group work or other ways of teaching lead to more learning is not easy to judge.
But in Asiti Primary School, even in the free group work, the pupils demonstrated
use of their home language for a specialised academic discourse connected through
discipline-bound concepts.

In such a totally monolingual school, one may not expect much variation in
language use. There was no language whatsoever that either the pupils or the
teachers could easily switch to. The facts from the sociolinguistic survey, classroom
observations, interviews, and field-notes in this school confirm that Kunama is the
home, classroom, schoolyard, and staffroom language of almost all pupils and
teachers. The tWO major factors determining the language situation, i.e., macro
policy decisions together with the language use and ethnolinguistic vitality of the
ethnic group are in congruity with each other. No tension is generated as a result of
the collusion between the discourse as a social practice that is very much shaped by
the social structures outside the classroom and the discourse in the classroom itself.
Despite some tendency towards instrumental preference for higher status languages
among the pupils, through its strict norm of monolingualism, the school seems to
adhere to its belief in linguistic maintenance and cultural self-respect. Asiti can be
taken as one of the best examples, where the different elements of the language
policy system - the curriculum, the communicative resources, and the linguistic
situation outside the classroom - are alllinked together through the sole medium of
the Kunama language and complement each other.

6.5·2Classroom observations in Barentu, Al Wallda Primary School
The physical set up of the Al Wahda Primary School represents a typical Eritrean
Lowland milieu. It is a large compound with blocks of classroom buildings. From
an ethnolinguistic perspective, it is so diverse that it can be taken as a microcosm of
Eritrean diversity. With Arabic as tile medium of instruction, this is a school that
accommodates 6Io pupils,  out of whom 429  are Nara by ethnic origin.  The  rest are
Tigre (I03), Kunama (35), Tigrigna (I3), Saho (2), and 29 'others' (Field-notes,
6.20). The last group is categorised as such because they don't have the official
status of an ethnic group in Eritrea. These clans are reportedly migrants from
Nigeria some generations ago and they are generally referred to as the Tokrirs
(Interview 6.I3). Whether they have maintained the language of their ethnic origin
has not yet been confirmed.

Before examining the nature of this diversity, it is possible to get an under-
standing and feeling of it from the visual cues conveyed by the appearance of both
the teachers and the pupils and a casual conversation with the pupils in the
playground. The girls all  wear a kerchief over their hair, a style typical of lowlander
girls shared by all ethnic groups. But a closer look at the facial features may help
reveal the identity of the pupils or the teachers. The Tigre or Tigrigna boy or girl
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has a relatively lighter complexion. A girl on the playground told us "I speak Tigre
with my fellow Tigre pupils and Arabic with the Nara classmates: She added,
"Two Nara might speak in Nara with each other" (Field-notes, 6.2I). However, as
far as our impressions and observations go, the Nara language was not distinctly
heard in the compound. Arabic and Tigre may have masked it. One anecdote
worth mentioning refers to an incident, in which a teacher physically punished a
teenage primary school pupil who wouldn't submit to the teacher's order to kneel
down. The pupil, who was defiant and angry for being physically abused, almost
fought back. The teacher then took him to the headmaster and complained about
his behaviour. Throughout the episode of emotionally charged verbal exchanges
only Arabic was used by both (Field-notes, 6.22). Basic emotions such as in the
incident mentioned were expressed in Arabic even if this may not be the first home
language of neither the pupils nor the teacher. Let us now turn to what goes on in
the classroom.

Mathematics
Ismael is the Maths teacher. He is a Tigre and has lived in the Sudan, where he has
received his education. He took a teacher-training course after high school. Ismael
has eight years of experience in teaching.

During the first lesson, Ismael introduced the class to conversion of fractions to
decimals, and in the following lesson he declares that they were going to learn
converting decimals to fractions. It is easy to see from Transcript 53 that the
classroom talk is teacher-dominated. Ismael uses the blackboard as he talks. This is
how the discourse in Arabic proceeds.

Transcript 53 (Arabic)
T          For example, if we want to change zero point twenty-eight into a fraction, we have

two digits after tile point, so we write twenty over one hundred. Is it clear now, you

guys (Arabic: yajamaap
Ps       [No response]
T         Who can change zero point sixteen into a fraction  [writing on the blackboard]
Ps Teacher, teacher, teacher, me...
P         It is sixteen over a hundred.
T        Very good, who can work out this, what is sixty-six over three  What do we do first2

Watch out!
P         We divide three by sixty-six.
T        You donkey (Arabic: humor), aren't you with us  How can you divide three by sixty-

Six>

Ps Teacher, teacher, teacher me... [loud]
P         We divide sixty-six by three.
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T       Yes, very good Osman. Okay, now who can work out this, two hundred divided by
three. Yes (Arabic: Ahal, you, Idris, what do we do 

Idris    It is the same as with the first, we divide IWO hundred by three.

T      Yes, two hundred divided by three equals sixty-six point six six. We then continue

with  zero point six six six.  Now pay attention, we will  look at a double fraction,  it is
simple. Look at this example, two hundred over three over hundred, who can try
this?

Ps      [no response]
T       We divide two hundred by three and by one hundred, that is tWO hundred divided

by three divided by one hundred. When we divide a fraction by a number, we

change the division into....1
Ps Into multiplication.
T       Okay, it iS twO hundred over three times one over one hundred. When we simplify,

it becomes two hundred over three times one over one hundred equals two over
three, then when we divide two by three, it is....1

P         It is zero point six six.
T           It is zero point six six. Now we will see how to round off decimals.

Standing by the blackboard, the teacher is both talking and writing. As can be
noted from the above exchanges, the teacher and the pupils are engaged in 'number
talk' in Arabic, which carries shared mathematical meaning and connections. One
pupil's incorrect response was, however, received with tile harshest reaction
(humar). Abuse by the teachers was not a common occurrence in tile schools that
were visited. This incident gives US the impression that the pupils have a problem
with conceptualising simple mathematical connections, which the task requires.
There seem to be enough clues already given by the teacher indicating that the only
task the pupil was supposed to perform was the division operation. Despite this, he
made a mistake by reversing the numerator and the denominator. It can, therefore,
be argued in this particular incident, that there is no proof to hold language
responsible for not playing its required role of mediating between the curriculum
content, the teacher, and the pupils.

In Transcript 54, the mathematics lesson is not completely about 'number talk'.
To break the monotony, the whole class is allowed to sing in chorus (in Arabic) for
about five minutes towards the end of the period, a practice not seen anywhere in
the other schools. A few minutes before the bell rings, all kinds of not purely
academic talk are heard both between the pupils and the teacher and among the
pupils themselves. From the pupils' 'side talk', it can be inferred that there is some
language of intra-ethnic communication, i.e., tWO boys use Tigre, and one boy says
"Kidyahor meaning "Go away!". But the full discourse or dialogue was unavailable
because sometimes the talk was too low for the tape recorder to catch.
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Transcript 54 (Arabic)
T         You boy, collect your exercises. Are you still doing2
P       Yes, I'm calculating.
T       Allah help you.
P [inaudible]
T       Hey, you guys, collect your exercise books, it is time. Idris, collect them, stand up!

Hey you, guy, you have to bear in mind that you will have a test in mathematics on

Friday. Okay.

In Transcript 54, the teacher sounds compassionate, wishing the pupil the will of
Allah in his effort to solve a mathematical problem. This is an expression with some
religious undertones, which is not heard in many other schools. This discourse
event, in which the teacher makes a reference to Allah's will, suggests that some kind
of sociolinguistic and socio-cultural identity associated with the Islamic religion is
being constructed.

In Transcript 56, the teacher moves to what he calls a 'new lesson', i.e., convert-

ing percentages to decimats. But as he did earlier, he doesni try to lay the back-
ground knowledge of the conceptual understanding ofabstractions like percentages,
decimals, and fractions and their connections before he goes on to mathematical
problem-solving. His questioning seems to favour those fast-computing pupils who
can give the answers before those who may be slow in calculating. There is no
evidence that tile problem was due to the fact that Arabic is not the first home
language of most the group, thereby restricting the acquisition of academic
knowledge. It may also be helpful to mention that Arabic is the second most often
used home language o f 70% o f this group.

Transcript 55 (Arabic)
T        Who can divide fifty-three by one thousand quickly 

P         It is zero point zero five three.
T             Very  good,  is  it  clear for  all of you  What if it  is  fifty-three over  ten   Here we  move

the point from right to left, that is, five point three. We move the point from right
to left. Who can tell me three over ten in percentage 

PI       Ir is twenty-five percent.
T       No, it is not twenty-five percent. Who clse 
Pi       It is seventy-five percent.
T        Very good. Who can change one hundred twenty-five over twenty-five percentage 
P         One hundred twenty-five over twenty-five times one hundred equals five hundred.
T      We simply multiply the fraction by a hundred to change the fraction into percent-

age. Change three over five into percentage.
Ps Teacher, teacher, teacher me... [very loud].
Girl It is sixty percent.
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T What about to change the percentage into a decimal  It is just dividing the number

by a hundred.

Science
The science teacher, Yusuf Fuad, is a Nara who lived in the Sudan for a long period
of his life. He did not take any teacher-training courses, but he is one of the
pioneering teachers who has been teaching in Arabic in the Nara area for the last
nine years. With reference to language problems of the Nara children in general, he

says that their lagging behind in language courses cannot be looked at separately
from the problems these pupils encounter when learning other languages, such as

English and Tigrigna. He added that in the firSt tWO years, the Nara pupils certainly
have more difficulty learning other languages, including Arabic (Interview,  6.I4).
The following transcript shows whether the restriction to Arabic during instruction

hampers the pupils' understanding of important scientific concepts. Apparently,
there is no evidence of confusion and misunderstanding.

Transcript 56 (Arabic)
T         Hey, raise your hands only, don't shout.

P         They are animals and plants.
T             Who can give me an example of non-living things2
P        Stone and mountain.
T           What is the kind of relationship between plants and animals 

P        They have a mutual relationship.
T             Who can give me an example of animals, which have a food relationship 

P       Hyena, goat, cat, rat.
T          Very good, you mean now you are clear with the lesson.i

Ps       Yes, it is clear.
T        Aha, Osman is it dear 
Osman Yes  [in a low voice].
T      Animals need plants to live and plants need what2 Plants need water, air, sunlight

and minerals to grow.

The science lesson was on ecology and, specifically, on the relationship between
living and non-living things. No brainstorming session precedes the discussion. Yet,
tile discussion is too rudimentary to be called a scientific discourse for standard fifth
graders, i.e., on average twelve-year-old pupils. It shows how the teacher has chosen

to simplify the topiC rather than to present it at an advanced level of difficulty.

Transcript 57 (Arabic)
T        Hey, you boy, keep quiet.
P        Whae
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T         I said keep quiet, you donkey [Arabic: bumad.
T         How can we conserve plants from erosion 
Ps        [buzz and murmur]
T       Who can tr),2
P           We build the course of the river.
T      You are close to the answer. We have to make a terrace, and we grow the plants

around the terracing. If it is wind erosion, we have to cultivate more plants in the
area. What is the effect of fire on the forest2

Ps Teacher.. teacher.
P        It destroys the forest.
T       Yes, it destroys all trees and wild animals. Fire is very important for us at home and

in other matters, but in the forest, care should be taken when striking a match, okay,

Whether it is because of the pupils' lack of interest, discipline problems, or the
school's culture of ensuring obedience and strict discipline, admonishments are not
mitigated by using soft terms, as it is often done in other schools. Discipline prob-
lems, such as the pupils' chats, are reproached or attacked right away. Incidentally,
the same form of abuse, "bumar" (donkey), is used both by the Science teacher and
the Mal)hs teacher.

The presentation of the subject matter is rather disconnected. The questions are
too simple and lack a sequential order. The exchanges look like too isolated bits of
facts to make a full discourse. This lesson can be compared to the way the teacher
in the Kunama medium Asiti Primary School dealt with the same subject. In Asiti,
the scientific 'symbiotic relationship' was explained with greater clarity. The teacher
factor, which this study has not focused on, is one possible explanation for such a
difference.

Geography
Naser Idris is the Geography teacher. He is a Tigre who lived in the Sudan for
about twenty years. Naser has taken a teacher-training course and has eleven years

of teaching experience.

Transcript 58 (Arabic)
T         Okay, pay attention please.
Ps [chatting]
T         What do you know about the organisations of the world. Name the world's famous

unions.
Ps Teacher, teacher, teacher me...
PI       The U.SA
P2       The O.AU.
P3           The Organisation of Human Rights.
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T      And the USSR. All these are tile known unions in the world. And also, the unions
have   their  own   constitutions  and   goals [is writing  on the blackboard].   Okay,   let's
move to the United States of America. This union is the most famous and powerful
in the world. Okay, let's now go to the common wars in the world. Who can
mention some of the wars 

Ps          Teacher, teacher teacher me...
T Okay, Idris.
Idris     The war with Woyane.
T           The war of Woyane with whom2 Which of the wars caused more losses 

P          The World War One and World War Two.
T           Very good, okay, pay attention please. A lot of blood was shed in the Second World

War.

A relatively long greeting exchange at the beginning of the lesson in Arabic between
the teacher and the pupils signals a rather warm and tension-free social atmosphere.
But it was apparent that the teacher dominated, in the pedagogical sense. The topiC
is on international organisations, although this is not clearly specified at the
beginning of the lecture. It is supposed to be a social studies or civics topiC; how-
ever, this is not clearly stated, either. Moreover, the lesson is essentially too loose a
connection of bits of facts to make a focused and coherent geography discourse.
The next and last session was on the composition of atmospheric gases. The teacher
initiated a question and answer session, in which the pupils had to supply short
answers consisting of facts and figures. In most cases, the teacher formulates 'what'

questions.

Transcript 59 (Arabic)
T           Name some of the gases we have in the atmosphere.
Ps Teacher, teacher, teacher me... [bidding to answer].

PI       Oxygen and nitrogen.
P2 Carbon dioxide and ozone.

T Right, Suleiman, what else 

SU. Hydrogen and others.
T    Okay, you are right. All right, these are all the gases in tile atmosphere. What

percentage of oxygen  do we have  in the atmosphere2

Ps Teacher, teacher, teacher me..
PI       It is fourteen percent.
T        No, it is not fourteen.
P2 Twenty-five percent.
T        No, who else 

P3       It is twenty-one percent.
T         Yes, very good, Omer. How about nitrogen, how much is there in the atmosphere.
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P         It is seventy-eight percent.
T What about the percentage of the other gases 
Ps Teacher, teacher, teacher... [shouting]

P        It is one percent.
T         What is the instrument that we use to measure temperature 
P        It is a thermometer.
T       Okay, you are right, what is thermo 
Ps Teacher, teacher, teacher me... [pupils are competing]
PI Thermo means 'here'.

T         No, it doesn't mean 'here'.
Pi      It means 'heat'.
T From where did the word thermometer come?
P        From the Latin language.
T            Alright, what is the meaning of'thermometer' 
P         Thermometer is an instrument which is used to measure temperature.

T         [writing on the blackboard]
Ps [murmur]
T       Hey, keep quiet!

Transcript 59 is typical of the discourses that are constructed around a unit of
thought related to one topic. The teacher is trying to complete the lesson with the
question and answer session as a follow-up of the previous interaction and
explanation of concepts. The pupils' output contributes a great deal to the co-
construction of a subject-bound discourse, in spite of some factual inaccuracies in
answering. Thus, it can be said that in this teacher-led discourse, the language
resources at the disposal of both the teacher and the pupils appear to satisfy the
communicative demands.

Discussion
One of the salient features of Al Wahda Primary School is its strict adherence to
monolingualism. The norm of discourse is tacitly understood to be 'Arabic only'.
Outside on the playground, the pupil-pupil talk was shaped by the immediate
community's multilingualism, as was the case in two other primary schools, i.e.,
Keren and Ghindae. But even in the non-lesson talk between teachers and pupils,
the use of Arabic was strictly enforced. In Al Wahda Primary School, the IRF
exchanges were totally dominated by the teachers. But from a strictly pedagogical
standpoint, in general, the IRF exchanges did not look rigorous enough to have the
desired educational function. The discourse in At Wahda differed qualitatively from
the discipline-bound academic language that was recorded in tile other sites. In the
mathematics and science lessons, the discourse lacked the kind of precision needed
to represent ideas and concepts, which the pupils have to internalise. The
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geography lesson not only suffered from incoherence, but also from a certain
conceptual ambiguity in imparting knowledge. It was easy to see that the UN, the
OAU, the USA, and the USSR in one category were misclassified as comparable
international organisations. Even within the IRF exchange as the most common
pedagogical strategy, the Feedback move of the teacher seemed to be inadequate to
serve its proper function.

Most conspicuous incidents related to Class management were of a disciplinary
nature. Emotionally charged talks related to discipline were all in Arabic. This
could suggest how far the teachers' and pupils' social thinking and behaviour are
shaped by the linguistic structure they both share. It was, therefore, interesting to
note that code-switching was never part of the discourse in teacher-pupil talk in or
out of the classrooms. Given the reported multilingualism and ethnic diversity that
exists in both the school and the town, the school ethos favours a neutral language
of communication at the expense of all the other ethnic group languages. Arabic is
exclusively used for both formal and informal communication within the school

compound.

6.6 Conclusions and discussion

The eight classroom case studies presented in this chapter set out with the primary
concern of providing a descriptive-analytical exploration of language use in the
school setting as a domain where macro socio-structural factors are connected to
language policy decisions, and national and local policies are linked to micro
sociolinguistic practices. The case studies were carried out at the same research sites

that were selected for the sociolinguistic survey reported in Chapter 5. By observing
language in the classroom, this chapter has tried to relate observed language use
data to reported data on language use collected in the survey. As stated in Chapter

3, the selection criteria for the research sites, taking into account a number of
factors, such as the educational setting in terms of congruence of school and home
languages, and the distinction between rural and urban and between monolingual
and multilingual environments, attempted to contrast language use patterns across

geographical areas and ethnolinguistic communities. The two dimensions used to
look at classroom language were sociolinguistic and educational dimensions. Socio-
linguistic theorizing led us to anticipate that variation in language use would be one
of the main features of classroom discourse because of the language repertoires of
both the pupils and the teachers and the language diversity in the wider com-
munity. Much to our astonishment, the classroom study showed hardly any
language variation in the teachers' and pupils' discursive practices, and demon-
strated strict adherence to the authorized medium of instruction in the respective
schools. The educational dimension of our investigation, which focussed on the
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role of language in the construction, organization, and mediation of academic
knowledge, lent itself for analysis as anticipated.

Generally speaking, viewed in light of the core principle underlying Eritrean
language policy, i.e., guaranteeing basic language rights of specific ethnolinguistic
groups, no visible resistance whatsoever to tile infringement of these basic language
rights was observed. In the non-mother tongue medium schools, both the pupils
and the teachers did not show any overt resistance to the chosen language of
instruction. Of course, the pupils may not be expected to show open resistance to
language choice, given the power relationship between pupils and the teacher. This
relationship was easily recognized by the dominant posturing of the teachers in all
cases. Both the rural mother-tongue medium classroom discourse and the urban
non-mother tongue medium classroom discourse remained consistently mono-
lingual with respect to the authorized media of instruction. However, the finding
that the structural arrangements and processes in the educational system constrain
(though not overtly) language variation in the classroom through clearly stated rules
that suppress diversity, looks somewhat bizarre from two perspectives: the teachers'
and pupils' language repertoires and language values on the one hand and the
sociolinguistic diversity of the communities, particularly in the urban towns, on the
other hand (see Table 6.2 on page 255)·

If we look at the general picture in the distribution of language repertoires of
both pupils and teachers in Table 6.2, we see that many pupils have between two
and three languages as part of their repertoire. On top oftheir most frequently used
home language, pupils have both Arabic and Tigrigna as their second or third most
frequently used languages. While Tigrigna was the first home language of only
7.240 of the pupils in the population of this study, it was fuund to be at the top as a
second language (39·4%), followed by Arabic at 29.6%. Furthermore, both Arabic
and Tigrigna compete for third place in terms of frequency of use as the two major
languages making the third most often used language of the pupils. While Arabic is
the third most often used language for 39% of the pupils, for 30% Tigrigna is the
third language in their repertoire. Almost everyone of the 23 teachers has a good
knowledge of Tigrigna, although they never use it in the non-Tigrigna medium
schools despite  its de facto official status. What these figures  tell  us  is  that  both
Tigrigna and Arabic have wider distribution and use in terms of the pupils' and the
teachers' language repertoires, although Arabic is the medium of instruction more
preferred by those who wanted an alternative medium (see Chapter  5).  It  is
particularly interesting to find that, despite its status and spread, Tigrigna is less
preferred to be spoken in the educational locations investigated in this study. This
could be taken as somewhat of an aberration in the view of the commonly under-
stood connections between ideologies and practices in educational institutions due
to the fact that symbolic power is associated with the knowledge of the Tigrigna
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language. Despite this apparent indifference to Tigrigna, actually, there are more
pupils who want to know Tigrigna that those who want to speak it.

Table 6.2: Language repertoire and ethnicity of pupils and teachers with the schools' medium
of instruction

School Ethnicity Language repertoire pupils Ethnicity Language repertoirree Medium

pupil, teachers teachers

Home lang. 1 Home lang. 2 Home lang. 3

Lang. 96 Lang. % lang, %
Melebso Tigre 23 Tigre 100.0 None 43.5 None 73.9 Tigrigna Tigre. Tigrigna ngre

Arabic 47.8 Tigrigna 17.4 T,gre Arabic, Tigre, Tigrigna

Tlgrigna 8.7 Arabic 4.3 Tigrigna Arabic. Tigre. Tigrigna

Keren, Bilen 14 Bilin 19.1 None 42.5 None 80.9 Tigre Arabic, Tigre, Tigrigna Arabic

Al Nahda Tigre 31 Tigre 65.9 Bilen 6.4 Arabic 10.6 Saho Arabic,Saho.Tigre,

Tigrigna 2 ngdgna 8.5 Arabic 23.4 ngre 2.1 Tigrigna

Arabic 6.4 Tigre 149 Tigrigna 2.1 Tigre Arabic, Tigre, Tigrigna

Tigrigna 10.6 Bilin 2.1

Kunarna 2.1
Sheab Afar 6 ngre 100.0 Arabic 51.8 None 68.5 r,grigna Tip. Tigrigna Tigre

Tigre 48 Tlgdgna 5.6 Tigrigna 31.5 ngre Tigre, Tigrigna

None 42.5 Tigre Tigre. Tigrigna. Arabic

Ghindae, Saho 39 Arabk 100.0 Saho 61.1 Tigrigna 57.4 ngre Arabic. Tigre, Tigrigna Arabic

Al Awda Tigre 13 ngre 24 1 None 24.1 Saho Arabic, Sat,o

Tigrigna 2 Tigrigna 11.1 Tigre 13.0 Tigre Tigre. Tigrigna

None 37 Saho 56

Igila Afar 1 Saho 100.0 Tigrigna 90.2 Arabic 92.7 Saho SahoSaho, Tigligna

Tigrigna 1 Arabic 4.9 Tigrigna 2.4 Saho Saho, Tigrigna

Saho 39 Saho 2.4 None 2.4 Saho Saho, Tigrigna

Tisha Saho 21 Saho 63.8 Tigrigna 68.6 None 25.5 Tigngna Tigrigna Tlgrigna

Tigrigna 37 Tigrigna 34.5 Saho 19.6 Arabic 27.5 Tigrigna Tigrigna

Tigre 1.7 None 7.8 Tlgrigna 3.5 Saho Saho. Tigrigna

Arabic 1.7 Afar 3.9

ngre 3.9

Barentu. Kunama 32 Kunama 96.9 Tigrigna 53.1 None 96.9 Kunama Kunama. Tigrigna Kunama

Asiti Tigrigna 3.1 None 34.4 Arabic 3.1 Kunama Kunama, Tigre,

Arabic 6.3 Tigrigna

Nara 6.3 Kunarna Kunama. Tigrigna.

AraNc

Barentu. Kunama 3 AraNc 17.1 Arabic 71.1 None 54.3 ngre Arabic. Tigre, Tigrigna Arabic

Al Wahda Nara 24 Kunama 11.4 Tigrigna 11.4 Arabic 11.4 Nara Arabic. Nara. Tigre,

Tigre 6 Nara 54.3 Nara 8.6 Tigrigna 14.3 ngngna

Others 2 Tigre 14.3 Tigre 2.9 Kirlama 5.7 Tigre Arabic. Tigre, Tlgrigna

Hausa 29 Hausa 29 Nara 29

Swahili 29 Tjgre 8.6

In the urban schools with a high status language as the language of instruction,
particularly the Arabic medium schools, discursive practices suggest a tendency to
adhere strictly to the officially assigned language of instruction. This was observed
both inside and outside the classrooms. Despite the range of the language reper-
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toires at the disposal of both teachers and pupils, instruction remained invariably
monolingual, i.e., in the assigned language only. Code-switches that were observed
in some of the classrooms amounted to no more than a few sporadic examples.
These outcomes are attributable to three factors. First of all the dominant inter-
locutor in the discourse is the teacher. As a main knowledge-imparting figure, he
(in one case she) dominates the social organization of the classroom, both in the
academic and the social sense. Particularly in the Arabic medium schools, the
teachers exerted considerable influence on shaping discourse variety in terms of
bilingualism or monolingualism through the exclusive and persistent use of Arabic.
A second factor is the fact that in the urban multilingual classrooms, even when the
teachers' language repertoire was  the same  as  that of the majority of the pupils,  the
nature of the oral classroom discourse did not allow the teachers to make selective
use of their repertoires because of the mixed ethnicity and home languages of the
pupils. This is particularly the case with the Arabic medium classes in Keren,
Ghindae, and Barentu. A third factor, and the most important one in terms of its
consequences,  is the extent to which the structures and processes of each of the  tWO
types of school language policies within the macro level national policies constrains
discursive practices in the classroom by limiting them to strict adherence to
monolingual discourse in the language of instruction.

How did this come aboue Further probing into the specific location of educa-
tional institutions and social actors, such as the school administration and the
teachers' social backgrounds, which will be dealt with in the next chapter, could
give a clearer explanation of the dynamics of language use. These structures and
processes in tile educational system have to do with the values attached to language
variation, the values associated with a particular educational policy, views about
language, pedagogy, and rights, the teachers' educational background, hiring and
training practices. It is the schools and their ethos that were the main factors in
language choice practices to allow the participants in the discourse, particularly the
pupils, to selectively use their language repertoires in order to meet their com-
municative demands in different contexts at the particular educational sites.

In this chapter, efforts were also  made to compare  the  use of language across  the
curriculum in six out of the eight schools selected for this study. It was possible to
draw some inferences on tile multidimensional functions the classroom discourse
serves. This study will, therefore, lead to the following concluding statements in

relation to the questions raised with regard to the educational dimension at the
beginning of this chapter.

It was noted earlier that the study of language in education is about the role of
language in mediating among the teacher, the curriculum, and the pupils, as it is
shaped in the oral and written discourse of the classroom. Discourses in the eight
schools, cutting across four ethnolinguistic regions and using the same curriculum
material, were found to be fairly comparable in their form and content. Teacher-led
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IRF exchanges dominated the overall lesson structure. In general, discursive prac-
tices revolved around the curriculum content to serve the pedagogical and com-
municative functions which classroom learning demanded. The way the topics were
introduced, the teachers' questioning, the students' responses, and the teachers'
feedback all contribute to make the classroom discourse structurally coherent in a
way rather similar across all the schools. This is also because the curriculum
material is the same in content. Linguistically speaking, none of the teacher-pupil
dialogues indicated mutual incomprehensibility or miscommunication. Further-
more, there was hardly any evidence to suggest that the choice of mother tongue
versus non-mother tongue as the medium of instruction facilitated or restricted the
acquisition of school knowledge. A noticeable difference in the way knowledge was
organized  in the classroom  was  not a function of whether the school  had a mother
tongue medium or a non-mother tongue medium programme. It was rather the
quality of the teachers that was found to make the difference with regard to how
interactive the discourse was. The linguistic resources at the disposal of both the
pupils and the teachers were not always adequately exploited. Although this study
does not take a clear stand in favour or against the use of code-switching, the few
occurrences that indicated the pupils' drive for code-switching have significant
implications. The role of code-switching in a multilingual context as a valuable
linguistic and pedagogical device is an issue that needs further research.

In order to evaluate the knowledge of the medium of instruction the pupils have,
in Chapter 5, writing task scores were used to complement self-reported language
proficiency. It was also attempted to look at aggregate scores to make a general
comparison. It should, of course, be acknowledged that this study did not commit
itself to a truly comparative analysis because of the sheer number of variables. As
the aggregate scores of the groups indicate, the distribution of writing tasks across
the schools showed no clear difference in performance, regardless of whether the
language in which the pupils wrote was their first home language or not. With the
possible methodological and reliability questions that the use of such an instrument
raises, this aggregate comparison is believed to show a tendency in language
proficiency that complements the self-reported and observed data. There was no
correlation between the high scorers and the school's medium of instruction. But
the outcomes of the analysis of the discourse could be useful by way of putting
forward general statements with respect to the popular, yet still unproven, con-
ception among some educationalists that using the mother tongue for teaching
content subjects offers a great advantage in academic achievement. On the basis of
the outcomes above, this general conception becomes hard to sustain.

The Critical Discourse Analysis view of language use calls for going beyond the
connection between policy and practice. According to the paradigm put forward by
Fairclough (I995), discourse
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" is always a socially and historically situated mode of action, in a dialectical relationship
with other facets of 'the social' (it:S 'SOCial Context') - it is socially shaped, but it is also
socially shaping, or constitutive. It is vital that critical discourse analysis explore the
tension between these two sides of language use (...)."  (Fairdough, 1995:I31)

Having said that the connection between language policy and practice in the
educational setting hardly showed any disjunction in terms of the monolingual or

bilingual nature of the community, another challenging sociolinguistic issue which
needs to be addressed is whether discourse is socially shaped, socially shaping or
both. In this light, it can be argued that there was no tension between the discourse

(the language structure) and the social structure in the rural monolingual com-
munities that used the mother tongue. In other words, the mother tongue medium
fits into the monolingual communities, creating no difficulty due to a mismatch
between home and school languages. Language behaviour overtly expressed was
congruent with the overall linguistic situation prevailing in the respective com-
munities, such as, for instance, the Kunama area within the Saho area in Igila.
Similarly, the neutral language of instruction served the multilingual communities
in the urban centres, such as Keren, Ghindae, Barentu, and Tisha, where the pupils'
and the teachers' language repertoires varied.

There is a less obvious, but significant, language behaviour embedded in the
participants' language repertoire, language attitudes and values. Through the use or
non-use of a particular language variety, such as code-switching, social relationships
and social identities are constructed. The 'constitutive' effect of discourse becomes
particularly apparent in the Arabic medium of instruction.  In this context, language

values and attitudes grow with time and change as a function of social conditions.
The social forces of change, such as urbanization, migration, resettlement, and
repatriation, will accompany sociolinguistic change in Eritrea, as they have done in
the past. In this connection, the role of Arabic as the language of religion needs

serious consideration.
„Precisely, because Arabic at its macro-level is regarded as a religious language, its micro-
level influences on other languages can also be regarded as manifestations of a religious
imprint in some tile sense of the word" (Mazrui and Mazrui, I992:85)

Thus, in language policy and planning we need to pay attention to the intensity of
the social and linguistic identities being constructed as a result of the rapidly

changing sociolinguistic dynamics in Eritrea.
This central theme can, thus, be approached from a different perspective. The

addition of this perspective is made possible because of the outcomes of the dis-
cursive practices in the educational system. In view of these outcomes and due to
the focus of this chapter on the language behaviour patterns in selected ethno-

linguistic communities, identifying some commonalties and differences across

languages and communities by investigating what social and historical contexts
make the comparisons possible is of great interest. To that end, in Chapter 7, we
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focus on the full set of five locations: the two Tigre ethnolinguistic communities,
namely, Melebso and Sheab, which use the mother tongue as a medium of in-
struction, and the three Arabic medium schools, namely, Keren, Ghindae, and
Barentu. In these five sites, a total of I20 Tigre ethnic pupils are found. This fact
may serve as a rationale for refocusing the analysis of our findings in such a way
that we can draw valid generalizations from the SOCiolinguistiC regularities observed
in the educational institutions at these specific locations.



CHAPTER 7

Conclusions and Discussion

7.1 Introduction

We noted in Chapter 4 that the main debate on language issues in Eritrea focuses
on what kind of language policy should be adopted by Eritrea, and, more
specifically, whether Eritrea should have an official language policy, and if so,
which language or languages should be designated as official, and whether the
current mother-tongue education policy is the most preferable. The study examined
the ideologies of language and education in post-independent Eritrea and the extent
to which they influence specific language practices in selected classrooms where
teachers and pupils find themselves. The development of language policy in post-
independent Eritrea was analysed against its historical and political background
with reference to the successive colonial language policies with their particular
language-related legacies. It was noted that the current language policy could not be
looked at in isolation from the broader socio-historical context.

The Eritrean case raises a number of issues that concern language policy and
practice. Because of the fact that Amharic, the most recent colonial language, was
not a European one, Eritrea does not fit exactly into the typiCal case of multilingual
Sub-Saharan African modern states that adopted ex-colonial languages in the
process of post-colonial nation building. Nevertheless, Eritrea shares a similar
dilemma of post-colonialism, i.e., maintaining the balance between unity and
diversity. Its major and most important legacy, like in all African states entering
into a new social order, is multilingualism or language diversity, a phenomenon the
Eritrean government gave due recognition to through its language ideology.

The present inquiry has three parts, which together are intended as one unified
study. These are: language policy, language diversity, and language practice in
education. In this concluding chapter we shall discuss and evaluate various aspects
of the sociolinguistic situation in Eritrea as expressed in the language repertoires of
members of particular communities, some aspects of how this language diversity is
reflected in discursive practices in a number of selected classrooms, and finally how
language ideology and language policy impinge on language diversity to produce
certain sought-after language practices.
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7.2 Language policy

With the exception of countries in the Magreb and North Africa which underwent
Arabisation, almost all African countries south of the Sahara adopted language

policies that are heavily influenced by legacies ofthe colonial era. One of the factors
influencing their choice of a European language as an official language is what they
regard as the neutrality of such a language in the context of emerging problems
with respect to language and ethnicity. Generally speaking, Eritrea shares similar
characteristics regarding the internal dynamics of ethnolinguistic relations in a
multilingual setting and a similar colonial legacy; nevertheless, it presents an inter-
esting case of language policy due to its unique recent history. The socio-political
history of the country of particularly the last fifty years, and more specifically the

thirty years of armed struggle against Ethiopia, were the main factors responsible

for the development of the present language policy. Years before Eritrean in-
dependence became reality, the two rival nationalist movements, the Eritrean
Liberation Front and the Eritrean Peoples Liberation Front had already begun to
adopt different language values and 'ideologies' for independent Eritrea. But the
politics of language  is much older than tile armed struggle era.  It has its roots in the

I950's during the time when political parties were debating Eritrea's future. One of
them, the Muslim League, favoured Arabic as the most desirable language of public

debate. Landmark events in language policy and language practice pertain to the

recognition of Tigrigna and Arabic as two co-official languages and languages of
education during tile British period of rule until they were stifted during Haile
Selassie's rule. This led to the imposition of Amharic, the language of the ruling
Ethiopian group, until its abrogation in I99I when independence from Ethiopia
was achieved. Throughout these successive colonial periods, language policies

moved in the direction of political and social changes.
The present study set out to conduct a sociolinguistic investigation by locating

language policies in the context of this particular socio-political history. We have
studied which furces were responsible for shaping the course of Eritrea's history.
We have tried to make a connection between the history of Eritrea and such issues

as nationalism and ethnic identity during tile last fifty years. We have argued that

the dynamics of social forms of mobilization appear to be conflicting, as elites and
counter-elites have always used them to advance their vested interests. Nevertheless,
the various ethnic groups within Eritrea have maintained a semblance of ethnic
equilibrium throughout the years. Despite their diversity, Eritreans have so far
remained united against external forces and their aspiration for independence has
been realised by hard victory. This was confirmed by the fact that 99.8% of the
people of Eritrea voted for independence from Ethiopia in the United Nations
sponsored Referendum that was conducted in I993, two years after independence

(Pool, I997:I4). Internal cleavages within Eritrean society have not been too deep to
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be expressed in their ugly face,  as has happened in other parts of the world. To our
knowledge, so far there has not emerged a valid or credible irredentism or seces-
sionist movement in Eritrea. This could indicate, notwithstanding old polarisation
that may be easily exploited by both elites and counter-elites, that the armed
struggle experience has brought tOgether the different ethnic groups and religions to
forge a sense of national community and consciousness.

Eritrean national consciousness has never been static. It has always been in the
process  of construction, shaped by internal and external forces of social change.  Its
development and sustainability can be understood from a social constructivist
perspective which considers identity formation in the context of cultural pluralism
as a dynamic phenomenon, shaped and reshaped over time. From this perspective,
the unity and high level of national consciousness that was forged by history or
resistance against external forces will have to be confirmed by further and more
severe internal tests. This will primarily depend on how the degree of internal
cleavages based upon ethnicity and other forms of social mobilization are politi-
cised. Secondly, it may depend on how inequality among ethnic groups ,s dealt
with through public policies, such as language policy. Regardless ofhow tightly knit
the social fabric of Eritrean society is, what keeps Eritreans together is their desire
to make Eritrean identity stand for struggle and continuity against tremendous
odds. The Eritrean people's pluralistic entity, and their determination to maintain
unity, was attested when the British proposed the division of Eritrea along religious
lines between the Sudan and Ethiopia. Rejection of this proposal was based upon
the ideal that freedom and national unity were more important forces than religious

alignment. But, it should be mentioned here, a few years after the annexation of
Eritrea by Haile Selassie, a large number of people were uprooted from their villages
in the Lowlands of Eritrea and an intense and aggressive campaign followed to clear
the area of Eritrean liberation fighters. There are still some groups who resent
having been the first victims of internal ethnic cleansing, and having been exited to
the Sudan ever since. After decades of exile, we now see massive refugee repatriation
programmes funded by major international organisations. We noted that such
events have motivated some sociolinguistic interest of very limited scope. The
connection of Arabic and the maintenance of an ancestral language is one of the
issues of interest in the study of language use in post-independent Eritrea.

While Eritrean history may be unique, its language politics is by no means
exceptional. In addition to looking at the Eritrean situation from sociopoliticat and
historical perspectives, the study of the relationship between language policy and
language diversity in Eritrea calls for locating it in a proper conceptual and
analytical framework. The fact that Eritrea's diversity is unique should not prevent
us from articulating and facing some of the factors that complicate our under-
standing of language policy issues. The study's conceptual and analytical paradigms
were drawn from contemporary sociolinguistics. Language policy is an issue that
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has captured the attention of many Eritreans from every segment of society who are
affected by or are affecting policy, ideology, and decisions. A clearer understanding
of such an intractable and politicised subject will depend on how objectively and
carefully the analysis of the interplay between current language policy and language
use is done. The basic theoretical point of departure in such a sociolinguistic study
is the conceptualisation of language as a social rather than individual practice.
While language use is shaped by social and institutional structures, it also exerts its
influence on these structures.

Our analysis of two major Eritrean policy documents, i.e., the Constitution of
Eritrea and the Declaration «Policies on Educanon, was inspired by recent insights
of the sociolinguistic inquiry into language policy decisions. We identified three
major paradigms behind the construction of the policy discourse on the one hand,
and the social, economic, and political undertones that motivate public evaluations
and counter-discourse on the other.  On the basis of these paradigms, i.e. language-

as-a-right, language-as-a-resource, and language-as-a-problem, a critical analysis of
tile documents was made in an attempt to delineate the unresolved issues in policy
and practice. In that respect, we managed to disentangle the intricately related issue
of the role of language in the forms of social mobilization in Eritrea, such as ethnic
identity and nationalism. At the heart of our empirical findings is the fact that the
individual's self-ascribed ethnic identity does not always match language-related
criteria, such as the first home language, and that the language that is the most
frequently used in the home may not be the language that one wants to use in the
school or other domains.

As was mentioned at tile very beginning of this book, in many African countries,
there is a tendency for ambiguity and vagueness in language policy formulation.
Therefore, this study's attempt to analyse policy objectives with respect to the
three-way paradigm of language as a right, a resource, and a problem may help to
alleviate one of the main factors that hinders our understanding of language policy,
i.e., the connection between policy objectives and the underlying rationale. The
equivocation of different policy rationales,  the need to make policies serve broader
political  goals,  and the unfulfilled aspirations of some groups to acquire the desired
language repertoire further complicate this problem. Partisan politics and social
stereotypes play such a big role in the language policy issue that people are more
interested in knowing wbo proposes a change rather than wbat is proposed in
relation  to the sociolinguistic reality of Eritrea. Thus, the origin of the reactions to
language policy may be less important than the question of whose interest these
proposals represent (Hailemariam, Kroon and Walters, I999).
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7.3 Language diversity and educational practice

In our empirical Chapters 5 and 6, we argued that the discursive practices in the
selected classrooms do not show any significant evidence of discord with the
educational language policy in terms of the assigned or authorised language of
instruction, regardless of whether it is the pupils' mother tongue or not. The
discursive practices in each of the educational locations in the linguistically various
communities did not collide with the local institutional arrangements in terms of
monolingualism and  multilingualism. The communicative demands of each of the
local educational institutions were met by the language repertoire of the particip-
ants, the pupils and the teachers, as was evident in their discursive practices. How-
ever, we did not look at the way in which each local practice responded to the
language policy's global objectives  not only to influence certain forms of language
repertoire within the national system, but also to affect language-related behaviour,
like language values and the construction of linguistic identities. The discourse
conventions analysed in each educational site could not uncover the real ongoing
struggle between this behaviour and the kind of language practice that language
ideology purports to influence, at least in the short run. In our analysis ofdiscourse,
we did not go as far as to answer such questions as whether the discursive practices
were entirely the function of policy decisions, and what role the iree will of
participants played in constructing or facilitating language behaviour. While the
language and educational ideologies affected the specific language practices in the
nine classrooms in the four different areas that we investigated, such practices are
not shaped solely by ideology, nor are the social actors always free agents with full
control over their wishes and behaviour. By analysing the social use of language,
this study took as its primary focus establishing the links between the tWO ends of
the spectrum, i. e., the language policy decision-making process and the actual use

of language  in the classroom. The study of language policy and language practice in
Eritrea was affected by an array of intricately interwoven factors. Among the factors
that played a pivotal role were the dynamics of social mobilisation and ethno-

linguistic relations, including ethnic identity and nationalism. Other factors could
be supranational cultural identities, the role language plays in securing material and
symbolic power, and international structures of globalisation that require learners to
master English (De Swaan, 2000.

In general, we saw that the discursive practices in the classrooms concurred with
the social organisation and arrangement of the schools in terms of monolingualism
and multilingualism. Despite the rich language repertoire that both the teachers
and the pupils possess and the microcosmic representation of Eritrean society as
defined by self-ascribed ethnic identity, this diversity surprisingly remained rather
unnoticeable and colourless in the classrooms. But this observation alone could not
tell us much about the explanatory variables that are responsible for it. What
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triggered our interest for a deeper sociolinguistic investigation, as prese,ted in
Chapter 6,  was the need to look at what caused the anomalous pattern of discursive
practices in the educational sites, which was incongruent with the image of
linguistic diversity that the sociolinguistic survey offered us. Using the parameters
from our sociolinguistic survey and the classroom case studies, we were able to look
at some of the common features of the contexts in which the institutional arrange-
ments and processes operate from a different perspective.

7.4 Language use and language values

In this section, we selectively deal with the overall patterns of language behaviour
from both the reported and observed data in the sites investigated. In doing so, we
aim at providing a cross-linguistic description of these patterns on tile basis ofsome
of the common contexts that bring about regularity in terms of outcomes of
language behaviour. The addition of this perspective is motivated by the results of
our initial comparative analysis of mother tongue versus non-mother tongue
medium schools, when the anticipated contrasting language behaviour was not
found. This central theme was, therefore, approached from an alternative per-
spective that looks at language and ethnicity, classifying the schools according to
their specific ethnic composition, their social and geographic context, and their
current language of instruction. Thus, we dealt with each ethnic group in terms of
the degree of tension generated between language and educational policies or
within the educational institutions relative to the reported and observed language
behaviour.

With respect to tile ethnicity-specific response to language policy implementa-
tion, the first ethnic group to be analysed by the rhetoric of the language rights
paradigm that endorses the mother tongue medium of instruction, was the Kunama
population. There was almost a perfect match between the reported language-
related information and the actual language practices in the classrooms. The overall
institutional arrangements and processes of the mother tongue medium of instruc-
tion in the Kunama area corresponded with the observed and reported mono-
lingualism. It was found that the language and educational ideologies associated
with tile mother tongue medium of instruction arrived at the outcomes sought after
by the policy decisions. Here, we observed that language-related variables, like the
home language, the dominant language, and the preferred language of instruction
together with the language of support expressed in parental attitudes, all showed
internal consistency. This is the community which has positively and enthusi-
astic:lily responded to the mother tongue medium policy.

It is often tempting to make generalisations by assigning collective features to
one specific group as opposed to another. This can sometimes be misleading, since
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the patterns of language behaviour of the Saho group, for example, differed
depending on the specific geographic location. Specifically, the Saho community in
the southern part of Eritrea, i.e. in Igila and Tisha, has positively responded to the
mother tongue medium policy and can be considered to be in second position with
respect to its support for it. The language behaviour in the Saho community in
Ghindae in the eastern part of Eritrea was not similar to that of the southern Saho

I community. The very geographic location has rendered the latter into Saho-
Tigrigna bilinguals. Moreover, this community showed a more positive attitude
towards Tigrigna than the other communities did. In these educational sites, the
mother tongue medium fitted into monolingual communities, creating no collu-
sion due to a mismatch between the home language and the school language. The
overt language behaviour was congruent with the overall institutional arrangements
and structures in the Saho area in Igila, as was the case in the Kunama area. On the
basis of the most common and important feature of the Asiti and Igila monolingual
Kunama schools, all indicators confirm that the mother tongue medium has been
received with enthusiasm.

Having seen that language and educational ideologies displayed the highest level
of consonance in the Kunama and Saho communities, as verified by the overall
success of the programmes and parental attitudes, we need to deal with the
explanatory factors in more detail. Parental language attitudes that favour outgroup
languages of higher status rather than the ingroup language are by no means unique
to Eritrea.  But a remarkable feature of the locations we shall discuss below is that
they showed a significantly lower preference for Tigrigna than the two communities
mentioned above, i.e., the Kunarna and the Saho. These are the two Tigre medium
schools in the Tigre monolingual communities in Melebso and Sheab, and the
three Arabic medium schools in Keren, Ghindae, and Barentu. In terms of ethnic
composition, these are the schools where I20 Tigre pupils and all the Tigre teachers

and parents are found.
Casting a glance at the language repertoire of the Tigre children with respect to

Tigrigna and Arabic may help to shed some light onto the intriguing mismatch
between diversity as it appears in the sociolinguistic survey data and the classroom
interaction data. Tigrigna is the third (for a minority the second) most often used
language by the Tigre children in or outside the home, while Arabic is mainly the
second most often used language. Hence, both are in the repertoire of many Tigre
children. However, the children show a disproportionate preference for Arabic:
while more than half favour Arabic, only a small minority favours Tigrigna. How-
ever, there are quite a considerable number of the tOtal respondents who want to
learn Tigrigna and who think it is important for their future career (see Chapter 5)
This is due to the fact that Tigrigna is by far the most widely prevalent language in
towns, which makes it the de facto co-official language in Eritrea, holding a
competitive advantage in the overall language repertoires of the total sample of359
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children across the communities. It is therefore interesting to note that the general
tendency for 'wanting to know' Tigrigna is greater than the tendency for 'wanting
to speak' it.

As we probe further into 'silent' language behaviour, i.e. parental attitudes, in
the two Tigre monolingual communities and the three Arabic medium schools that
we observed, some common characteristics are noted with respect to their language
values favouring Arabic. This overlap represents an invisible clash between the
broader policy objectives and the local institutional practices that mediate policy
implementation. Within the Tigre area, these language values and linguistic iden-
cities are extremely likely to spread across the community from the multilingual
sites, where Arabic is the medium of instruction, to tile monolingual Tigre medium
villages. A check through the reported data shows that almost all the parents in the
multilingual towns corroborate the ethnographic data, which indicates that both
the pupils and their parents feel satisfied with the current language of instruction.
Therefore, in general, Arabic is the language ofinstruction, the language ofprestige,
and the language of support on the part of tile parents.

In the language repertoire of the Tigre ethnic group, which has the highest
representation in the study relative to the other ethnic groups, a rather straight-
forward picture of overall language diversity and language competition was found.
About 63% of the Tigre pupils (76 out of I2I) report using a second home language,
which is less than reported by all pupils (77·2%). If we look further at the
composition of the language repertoire of these 76 pupils, we notice that Arabic is
at the top, spoken by 65.8%, i.e., 50 out of the 76 Tigre pupils, while Tigrigna is
the second most often used language of only I7·0% of the Tigre pupils. Compared
to the Tigre, the ethnic Saho have a much higher percentage of those who use a
second language (98.0 vs. 63.0%). Within these Saho pupils, a significant majority
(66.096) report speaking Tigrigna as the second most often used language as
opposed to only 2.7% who report speaking Arabic. Language preference questions
with reference to Tigrigna and Arabic might as well help us get a more refined

picture. While Arabic is the preferred language of 70.0% of the Tigre pupils, only
8.3% favour Tigrigna. In the case of the Saho, 48.7% prefer Arabic, whereas only
4.3% favour Tigrigna.

The conclusion that can be drawn from the above figures is that tile attitude
towards Tigrigna is not as positive as one would expect, given its official status and
its geographic spread. On the other hand, the non-Tigrigna pupils' realisation of
the necessity to know Tigrigna is induced by tile material and symbolic importance
of Ihis language in the country. This fact should then help us draw implications to
the language-as-a-resource paradigm. Furthermore this should shed some light on
the discussion between wanting to learn a language as a subject, hence knowing it,
as opposed to using the language as a medium of instruction, which has different

implications, according to the educational language policy - although not all
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parents interviewed understand such a distinction. By specifically focussing on the
Tigre and looking at some clear patterns of their language behaviour, we may be in
a position to make further generalisations. In both the rural and urban areas, the
Tigre show the highest preference for Arabic in general. The children who are
instructed in this language are happy with it, and the ones who are not, have a high
desire to learn and speak it. This is expressed in the attitudes of the Melebso and
Sheab pupils, who showed preference for a change in the status quo in favour of
Arabic, and in the satisfaction of the pupils and parents in the urban areas with the
Arabic medium schools. Another clear indication could be the parental attitudes in
Melebso and Sheab. However, six out of the twenty parents in these tWO villages
were unequivocal in their wishes for the status quo in favour ofArabic.

Taking the aggregate language attitude trends, we see that out of 359 pupils
across six ethnic groups, 3I.0% favoured Arabic and 30·5% considered Arabic to be
the most useful language for their future, while 59·0% considered English to be so.
The preference for high status languages is generally correlated with the school's
language of instruction and with the demographic and linguistic diversity of the
towns in which they are found. The parental attitudes towards instruction in the
Arabic language are in harmony with the language views of their children. This
gives us reason to believe  that the language attitudes of the pupils come from their
parents at home, one of the basic domains where language values are internalised.
An equally significant domain for acquiring these values is the school. There,
language awareness events restricting the use of languages of a lower sociolinguistic
status were registered, although not very explicitly. Less obvious but significant
language behaviour patterns are embedded in the participants' language repertoire.
The use or non-use of language variety features, such as code-switching, signalled
language attitudes, values, and social relationships.

7.5 Language policy and practice in the classroom

In general, we can infer that school language policy and overt language practices
matched fairly well. However, school language policy was not in agreement with
the language values and attitudes of the Tigre. In this case, the language repertoire,
language values, and language practice were not as internally consistent as with the
Kunama. The Kunama, taken as an exact counter-example of the Nara, to some
extent contrasted with the Tigre with respect to these parameters. In the Kunama
example, Ne saw that the overall language behaviour and language ideology had a
concrete realization in classroom discourse; therefore, there was no mismatch
between language policy and practice. In contrast, in the case of the Tigre and the
Nara, the language of the ethnic group or the first home language and the
languages that both Tigre and Nara children spoke, were excluded from the
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classrooms. The inferences drawn from the discursive practices do not add up to a
basis firm enough to make a statement because of obscure language-related
behaviour. The overall discursive practices across the groups and language and
educational ideologies were in an invisible but significant competition. This can be
illustrated by the ambivalent stance of the language  policy on the status of Arabic.
The roots of this conflict may lie in the government's difficult task to accept Arabic
as a useful communicative means but to restrict its role as a symbolic resource
around which social identities are constructed. This is because Arabic is regarded as
the language symbolizing the supra-national ideology of Pan-Arabism and hence

competing with the primary loyalty to the nation.
A rather extraordinary consequence of the interplay between language practices

and ideologies is what we observed in the Tigre ethnic group with regard to the
commonly held assumption that language users in a national system will be encour-
aged to learn a high status language, instrumentally motivated by the perceived

social, economic, and political advantages that it may bring. Tigrigna is the
working language in Eritrea and the language in which most of the official com-
munication is conducted. Also, it is a compulsory school subject. From the counter-

elites' point of view, although the Eritrean constitution does not give a juridical
status to any of the Eritrean languages, Tigrigna's  de facto hegemonic position
allows the ones who have it as part of their language repertoire to exercise their
power by promoting this particular language or language variety through institu-
tional arrangements and thereby influencing the overall language repertoire  of the
citizens. This was not the case, however, in the rural Tigre monolingual schools. In
Melebso and Sheab, for instance, three out of the six teachers observed were native

Tigrigna speakers. The teachers did not speak Tigrigna to influence the classroom
discourse for two reasons. Firstly, if this had happened, tile rhetoric of a pluralist
language policy which encourages using the mother tongue as the medium of
instruction and maintaining it through schooling, would have contradicted itself.
The second reason is tile status of Tigrigna as perceived by the Tigre ethnic group.
Out of I2O Tigre pupils, only two, or I.7%, considered Tigrigna to be the most
useful language for their future, while 36.6% thought that Arabic is important. At
the top of this hierarchy was English, with SI.7%.

The ordering of language status by this group of pupils reflects their aspirations
based on the awareness of the advantages associated with exogenous or supra-
national languages. Moreover, it suggests an influence of international structures
that require the use of a world language on language values. However, despite this
pragmatic and instrumental attitude to language, the perceptions of the Tigre
children with regard to language significance are remarkable. Despite its nationally
accorded position, Tigrigna fell to the bottom of language ranking. This trend
should also shed light on the intriguing incongruity between the reported language

repertoire and the observed discursive practices. There are those who have the
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knowledge of Tigrigna but do not want to speak it. This phenomenon has some
serious implications for the overall language policy goals because of the assumption
that Tigrigna will play a role as a national lingua»nca along with Arabic.

7.6 Mother tongue versus non-mother tongue medium

In addition to the language-as-a-right paradigm that underlies the language policy
in Eritrea,  the main goals of offering education in the mother tongue are based on
pedagogical principles, which emphasize the cognitive advantages of using the
mother tongue as a medium of instruction. This paradigm considers the mother
tongue a communicative and educational resource. The reported and observed data,
including the outcomes of the writing skills task, did not confirm this cognitive
view. No significant evidence that the mother tongue medium users were at a

greater advantage was found.  Part of the explanation is the complexity of the con-
cept of'mother tongue' in the given dynamic multilingual context. It is important
to suggest here that the Ministry of Education should conduct an in-depth
comparison between so-called mother tongue and non-mother tongue schools in
order to demonstrate tile educational advantage of the mother tongue over the non-
mother tongue medium through transparent methodology controlling for different
variables. Such a study should also help to clarify the issues of bilingualism and
educational achievement.

One cannot underestimate the difficulty of defining the concept of 'mother
tongue' in Eritrea and ranking the schools on that basis. Given the complex fluidity
of the sociolinguistic context, it is not easy to categorise people according to their
ethnolinguistic identity when the pupils equally master a second home language, as
happened in many of the Arabic medium schools. A language that has little
relevance outside the classroom, especially with respect to material advantages, will
have a limited ability to attract learners. Furthermore, the awareness of the people
affected by the policy that the mother tongue has transitional goals does not
ameliorate the stigmatisation of such a mother tongue, as was observed in the case
of the Nara parents. As the findings of the sociolinguistic survey show, the tendency
to value the languages with greater associated material and symbolic resources is
common. The fact that English is at the top of the list in terms of perceived status  is
a reflection of the aspiration to learn it, although it is the language of post-primary
school education in Eritrea in any case.

The high prestige of English and Arabic is understandable and not unique to  the
Eritrean context. Parents would like their children to take a short-cut to the lan-
guage repertoire which they consider to be most useful in the linguistic market.
Despite such a pragmatic general attitude, tWO of the communities investigated
actively supported the mother tongue medium policy. The reported and observed
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data suggest that these two communities, i.e., the Saho and the Kunama, were very
much responsive to the language and educational ideologies, though not exactly in
the same way. The initial scepticism towards the mother tongue in the Saho
community in southern Eritrea changed over the years frum I992 up to I999 for
mainly two reasons (Interview 7·I). The first reason was the intense awareness
campaign to popularise education in the mother tongue conducted by the local
educational authorities. And secondly, many parents showed enthusiasm because
they realised that fur the first time their children could read and learn in their own
language and that many of the children who had received their education in the
mother tongue managed to go to post-primary special boarding schools. It should
be mentioned here that the Ministry of Education has a special arrangement of
providing lodging and food for the children who come from mother-tongue
medium schools, which  is a clear indication of'positive discrimination' in favour of
such schools. Whether the provision of such privileges has also helped to popularise
the mother tongue in the Saho area is unknown. But the fact remains that some
Saho parents expressed concern that the same support was not given to their
children only because they went to Tigrigna medium schools.

The language situation in the Kunama area in its own right presents an inter-
esting case of an ethnic group in the quest of assuring the continuity of their
distinct cultural identity through the educational system. All data sources indicate
that the Kunama are unique in the sense that they are the only ones who are very
happy with the status quo of the mother tongue medium. Their great desire to use
Kunama in a multilingual sociolinguistic context provides a model of linking macro
ideologies of language and education with practices through the micro structure of
education by constructing a monolingual Kunama discourse in the classroom. We
understand that this is a situation which neither the government as a policy planner
nor the community itself wants to change. However, sociolinguistic findings alone
may not explain such a unique case. Part of tile explanation can be derived from
sociocultural factors, in particular, the wish to preserve one's own ethnolinguistic
identity and language, which has approximately a century old history. The Catholic
and Protestant missionary activities in the Kunama area and the (limited) number
of religious books in Kunama may have also contributed to shaping a Kunama
ethnolinguistic identity. The Nara, who may have had little exposure to such lin-
guistic and cultural experiences, are a counter-example and are less attracted to the
mother tongue medium policy.

7.7 Language policy development

Our primary aim in studying language use in a number of educational institutions
was to link the analysis of the local characteristics of micro classroom commun-
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ication to the analysis of broader macro structures. The macro level language
ideologies are carried through intervening structures and arrangements to the micro
structure, in our case, the classrooms. The intervening structures are the schools
that translate the broader language and educational ideologies into practice. Each of
these schools displayed particular discursive behaviour in its particular social

context, which is determined by three major factors, i.e., the ethnic composition of
the pupils, the language repertoire of the participants in the class, and the kind of
language used in the schools, i.e., mother tongue or non-mother tongue medium.
When we say that on the whole, the discursive practices in all the educational
locations studied concurred with the nature of the sociolinguistic context, we are
only expressing our judgements in relative terms. This is because such practices are
either constrained or encouraged by macro pressure in over-arching social processes.
The language policy of post-independent Eritrea cannot afford to be neutral to the

proliferation of discursive behaviour, which may compete or even collide with the
desired nature of discursive practices at a national level. More specifically, there is a
conflict with the tendency of broadening the domain of the use of Arabic. The
most likely scenario according to this trend is that this tension will go on for some
time to come. This will be the case as long as the ideologies of language and edu-
cation are determined to realise the projected language repertoires through their
macro social structures and institutions, and as long as the micro language beha-
viour remains disinclined to respond.

So much said about the less obvious but significant language practice that is
embedded in the participants' language repertoire and language attitudes and
values, the overtly expressed and observed language behaviour should tell us a lot
about the vigour and rigour of macro forces to produce the status quo. Particularly,
despite the 'silent' nature of language attitudes and the perceived language status,
the differences in institutional arrangements and processes, such as the schools,
have a stake in bringing this situation about. Some of these are the teachers'
educational and social backgrounds, their training, and the school ethos. A look at
tile Tigre monolingual teachers' profile sheds some light here. Three out of the six
teachers are Tigrigna by ethnicity and both the directors of the schools in Melebso
and Sheab are the 'products' of the Sawra school, an institution which has

profoundly influenced the overall ethos of the Eritrean Peoples Liberation Front's
school system (Gottesman, 2000). It should be noted that a significant number of
the people who have passed through this school, either as students or as teachers,
hold key positions in the Ministry of Education offices. Gottesman's (2000)
narratives on the literacy campaigns by the EPLF in Elle pre-liberation period offer
telling accounts and anecdotal evidence about the revolutionary Sawra or Zero

school from a social theoretical perspective.
The effectiveness of mother tongue medium education needs to be looked at in

connection with the EPLF's project of national construction in the pre-independ-
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ence period. The social transformation, which the EPLF achieved under the most
difficult circumstances ofwar, is most remarkable. The legacy of such a context is a
useful starting point to offer a perspective for analysing how the EPLF's particular
historical processes were central in shaping the language and educational ideologies

and practices of the post-independence language policy. The Zero schools'
arrangements that helped in carrying through the core value behind the ideal of the
mother tongue are evident in the process of mass literacy development. This can be
placed in what Gottesman (2000) calls the "EPLF culture". This culture and the
Zero school arrangements and processes that were marked by "studied egalitar-
ianism  may tell us a lot about the present institutional language policy arrange-
ments (Gottesman, 2000:3-6). According to Gottesman (2000:5),

"(...) educational innovations exemplified the resourcefulness and creative teaching
methods the teachers developed: grinding local ingredients to manufacture chalk, using
breadpans and animal skins as blackboards, having women write lessons on the walls of
their homes where they sit long hours grinding flour. It is worth pausing to consider the
probable effects of these innovations, as social space, the activities within it, and the
meanings attached thereto are transformed by their involvement in reading and writing.
The enlarged meaning of a breadpan doing double-duty at home and in class becomes

inscribed in the texture of community life; responsibility for the educational project is
generalized among the students, their families, and within the community at large; and
the teachers and other community members are increasingly interimplicated in a

"

converging practice.
The circumstances under which the EPLF literacy programmes had to operate
necessitated resourcefulness as a means of achieving their goals, but also,

"the sincerity of the teachers' intentions was expressed through coercion. The teachers,
and EPLF policy, forced some community members to learn to read and write."
(Gottesman, 2000:5)

And this paid off, particularly when the adult learners appreciated the worth of
their learning, according to Gottesman's narratives. However, these processes,
which had such a success in unfavourable circumstances, were dictated by tWO
reasons, as Leonard (I988) observed: the EPLF's political programme of nation
construction and international isolation. Whether what was adopted by necessity
rather than choice at a certain point in time can be turned into a virtue under
totally different circumstances is very much questionable. Of particular interest is
the use of coercion to achieve certain sought-after language and educational out-
comes. Another issue that needs to be raised in connection with the kinds of
processes that may be inherited from the pre-independence era is "who decides on
the kinds of language repertoires learners should acquire for whose benefit". The
question "for whose benefit" will, in turn, lead to more questions than answers,
particularly with regard to the learners' and the parents' language values and their
wish to acquire the repertoire associated with greater material and symbolic
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advantages. Here, we will use Pennycook's (I995) critical framework for looking at
the questions of language, power, and inequality with special reference to the
numerous issues raised with the spread and growing supremacy of English around
the world. Following Pennycook, we look at the tension that surrounds the prefer-
ence for the Arabic language by large segments of the society and the constricting
effects of the government's macro institutional arrangements with regard to Arabic.
We thus look at Arabic with respect to its naturainess, benefit, and neutrality
(Pennycook, I995:36).

As a consequence of the historical processes that brought about the spread of
Arabic, the sociolinguistic reality in which Arabic exists is natural. The spread of
Arabic was initiated and facilitated by the spread of Islam (Mazrui and Mazrui,
I992).   Because  of this connection, Arabic  is a product of supra-national ideology
and a by-product ofglobal forces ofsocial change. Arabic is beneficial for those who
have it as part of their linguistic repertoire as a language with material and symbolic
value in the neighbouring states. With regard to the neutrality of the Arabic
language, there is a big question mark given the socio-historical forces that brought
about its existence.

Setting its neutrality aside, as it is not within the scope of this study to deal with
political and philosophical ramifications of the Arabic language and how it relates
to the politics of Islam, we focus  on the naturalness of Arabic. Arabic is considered
not only the carrier of Islamic religious culture, but also a language that has become
very much part of the Islamic community, through which reality is perceived.
Demarcating the thin line between Arabic as a communicative resource and a useful
national hngua#anca and Arabic as a language that becomes an instrument for
advancing a supra-national ideology is the job of the language policy planner.
Trying to put strong pressure to change the naturalness of the given sociolinguistic
reality will have serious consequences. This has already begun to take place with the
indifference that is expressed by many people towards indigenous languages in-
cluding Tigrigna. It may be important to mention here that the hypothesis that
since Arabic and Tigrigna have not been declared official languages (thus "mutually
disabling" them (Kamatu,  I996) and avoiding polarisation of Eritrean society along
religious lines) does not seem to be supported by this study's data on language
preferences. It should, therefore, be important for the policy planner to weigh the
costs of preventive measures and their results. Future studies that will build on the
results of our investigation may yield facts in this respect. Among other things,
further research needs to clarify what consequences a deliberate effort to investigate
sociolinguistic reality associated with the spread of Arabic will have. It should be
emphasised that all beliefs and assumptions need to be verified by empirical results.
Language policy is as much the concern of the academic as it is of the policy
planner (Eastman, I99I). From either direction, the need to evaluate the effects of
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policy decisions is of paramount importance to the evolution of the policy itself
(Kroon, 2000).

In the final analysis, the main issue comes down to whether Eritrea should espouse
the  idea of mother-tongue education, thereby upholding the role of language policy
in decisively influencing language practice in education through its highly central-
ized structures and institutional arrangements, or go for a rather liberal policy that
needs to be subservient to the sociolinguistic reality. The other alternative is to

tamper with the rhythm and natural course of sociolinguistic dynamics. The
position taken here is that we should primarily respect the sociolinguistic reality
and accept it for what it is. By this we mean that mother tongue medium education
should be encouraged where both the sociolinguistic landscape is favourable and
where it is welcomed by the community it is assigned to serve. While coercion may

have helped the success of the compulsory literacy programmes in the pre-inde-
pendence period, it cannot be regarded as a blessing in disguise by the people
directly affected by the policy. A language plan that does not take into account the
wishes of the people affected is unlikely to succeed. On the other hand, without the
government's intervention, the success of an educational language policy will not be

easy.

In conclusion, we reiterate that language ethos should give due attention to the
concrete sociolinguistic situation and its dynamics. The social use of language is
always in a state of flux, as the local sociolinguistic situation is inherently fluid and
variable. In post-independent Eritrea, the sociolinguistic situation is influenced by

the political and social changes. As a result, new language values and attitudes
emerge and grow. This, in turn, has a stake in influencing language behaviour. In
such a dynamic process, the mother tongue policy, which actualizes the language

rights paradigm, potentially loses its appeal. The policy planner cannot always be
certain about the projected outcomes in terms of the language repertoire his policy
seeks to produce. It is true that macro forces encourage or constrain the discursive

practices in an over-arching social formation. But also, actors use their autonomy to

shape these practices, which are unstable, uneven, and dynamic, and always

accompanied by social change. Thus, although language policy is concerned with
influencing language change, it should itself be subject to change. In Eritrea,
urbanization, internal dynamic demolinguistic developments, repatriation pro-
grammes, and other sources of social change are some of the factors that demand
serious consideration. In such an endeavour, the state needs to adopt a rather
pragmatic position that is capable of rapid accommodation to the changing

sociolinguistic situation.
Talking about pragmatic positions, Blommaert's (2000 argument with reference

to the major paradigm behind language and educational ideologies summarizes the
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crucial issue that sociolinguists are confronted with, yet should squarely face, as
follows:

"Advocating the rights of oppressed people can only be effective if it is supported by the
best possible science. Stock needs to be taken from recent scholarly developments (while
old accomplishments should not be forgotten); my feeling often is that the field has
moved far beyond 'linguistic rights' claims now." (Blommaert, 200I:I3I)

Along with Blommaert, we argue that research has to establish whether a declara-
tion of language rights makes the speakers of the languages equal in real life
situations. Only close empirical examination can confirm this. To sum up, once
again referring to Blommaert (2001I:I39),

"(...)  let  us  make  sure  that more pupils have opportunities to study beyond primary
education before we start worrying about the modalities of education (...)."

Crucial in this endeavour will be the need to revisit the co-ordination of the relative
roles that English, Arabic, Tigrigna, and specific home languages play in the

4 Eritrean society·  This will mean considering how the role of particularly high status
languages matches their accessibility.
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Appendices

Appendix 1
Language survey questionnaire

BACKGROUND DATA (Circle or fill in)
1 Town Igila Melebso Barentu Asiti Ghindae

Keren Tisha Barentu Al Wahda Sheab

2 School

3 Grade

4 Name
5 Father's name
6 Sex

7 Age
8  Place of birth
9 Father's place of birth
10 Mother's place of birth
11 Ethnic origin

HOME LANGUAGE PROFILE (Name the language or circle)
12 Which languages Most  often used: Other, if any: Other, if any:

are used in your Language 1 Language 2 Language 3
home?

13 Can you ........ this langiage?
Read no yes no yes noyes

Speak yes no yes no yes no

Understand yes no yes no yes no

VVrite yes no yes no yes no

14  Do you speak this language
with your mother? always often always often always often

sometimes never sometimes never sometimes never

with your father? always often always often always often

sometimes never sometimes never sometimes never

with your older always often always often always often

brother(s)/sister(s)? sometjmes never sometimes never sometimes never

with your younger always often always often always often
brother(s)/sister(s)? sometimes never sometimes never sometimes never

with your best always often always often always often

friend? sometimes never sometimes never sometimes never

with other people? always often always often always often
sometimes never sometimes never sometimes never

15 Which language do you speak best?
16 Which language do you like to speak most?
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SCHOOL LANGUAGE PROFILE (Name the language)
17  In which language(s)  does your teacher speak

to you?
18 Would you like your teacher to rather speak

to you in another language that you know?
If yes mention this language.

19  Name all the languages that you  learn at
school.

20 Name all the languages that you would like
to learn at school.

21  Name the language(s) which you think
to be the most useful for your future
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Appendix 2
List of interviews

Chapter 4
4.I  NN, the interviewee is a Bilen by ethnicity, informal interview, Asmara,

I9.09.20OI

4.2  NN, the interviewee is a Kunama by ethnicity, informal interview, Asmara,
I3.02.200I

4.3   NN, the two interviewees are Sallo by ethnicity, informal interview, Asmara,
2I.09.2001 and 29.IO.2OOI

4.4     Mohamed  Kiar, a Tigre by ethnicity, professor at the University of Asmara,
Asmara, 25·08.2OOI

4.5 Idris AbaAre, a government official at the Ministry of Labour and Social
Affairs, Asmara, 3.09.200I

4.6 Mahmud Saleh, Head of the Tigre Language Panel in the Ministry of
Education, informal interview, Asmara, 4·IO.I999

4.7 Father Nelson Hiskel, a Catholic priest working on the standardisation of the
Kunama language, Barentu, I4.05·I999

4.8 Abdulkerim, Math teacher Al Wahda school and text book co-author,
Barentu, U.5·I999

4.9 Tesfamichel Gharahtu, Director of General Education in the Ministry of
Education, informal interview, Asmara, 7.Io.1999

Chapter 5
5.I Ismael Omeredin, Educational Supervisor Sub-Zonal Administration, Senafe,

30·41999

Chapter 6
6.I Maths teacher, Keren, Al Nahda school, Io.03·I999
6.2 Science teacher, Keren, At Nahda school, I.03.I999
6.3 Geography teacher, Keren, Al Nahda school, II.03.I999
6.4 Science teacher, Sheab, 30·03·1999
6.5 Maths teacher, Ghindae, Al Awda school, 6.04.I999
6.6 Science teacher, Ghindae, Al Awda school, 7.041999
6.7 Geography teacher, Ghindae, Al Awda school, 8.04.I999
6.8    Maths and Science teacher, Ghindae, At Awda school, 8.04.I999
6.9 Science teacher and School Director, Igila, 2I.04.I999
6.Io Maths and Science teacher and School Director, Igila, 23.04.I999
6.II School Director, Tisha, 28.04·1999
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6.I2 Gash-Barka Regional Supervisor, Abdu Saleh, who had also worked in the
Southern region in I99I, Barentu, 29.02.I999

6.13 Gash-Barka Regional Supervisor, Abdu Saleh, Barentu, I2.051999
6.I# Science teacher, Barentu, Al Wahda school, I4·05·I999

Chapter 7
7.I Ibrahim Mohammed, Head of the Saho Language Panel, Ministry of

Education, Asmara, 7.03·200
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Appendix 3
List of field-notes

Chapter 6
6.I Melebso, Geography lesson, 3·03·I999
6.2 Melebso, Maths and Science teachers, in the school-yard, 6.03·I999
6.3    Keren, Al Nahda school, staff-room, Io.03.I999
6.4    Keren, Al Nahda school, Maths classroom, Il.03.1999
6.5    Keren, Al Nahda school, Science lesson, I2.03.I999
6.6   Keren, Al Nahda school, Geography lesson, II.03.I999
6.7  Keren, Al Nahda school, staff-room, administration office and school-yard,

I2.03.I999
6.8    Keren, Al Nahda school, staff-room and school-yard, Iz.03.I999
6.9 Sheab, Science lesson, 30.031999
6.Io Sheab, Science lesson, 3I.03.I999
6.II   Ghindae, Al Awda school, school record, 6.04.I999
6.I2  Ghindae, Al Aawda school, school-yard, 7.04.I999
6.I3   Ghindae, Al Awda schools, Geography lesson, 8.04.I999
6.I4  Igila, School Director and a female teacher in the staff-room, 22.04.I999
6.IS Igila, Maths and Science teacher, 22.04.I999
6.I6 Igila, Maths lesson, 23·04·I999
6.I7 Igila, Maths, Science, and Geography lessons, 22-24·05.I999
6.I8 Igila, semester performance record, 23·04·I999
6.19  Senafe,Tisha School, Geography lesson, 29.04.I999
6.20 Senafe, Tisha School, semester performance record, II.05.I999
6.2I  Barentu, Al Wahda School, school record, I2.05.I999
6.22  Barentu, Al Wahda School, school-yard, I3·05·I999
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taalbeleid van de overheid waar het gaat om de status van het Arabisch. De overheid
wordt geconfronteerd met enerzijds de onbetwiste zinvolheid van het Arabisch als
communicatiemiddel en anderzijds het onwenselijk geachte gebruik van het
Arabisch als middel voor de constructie van sociale identiteit. Dit hangt samen met
het feit dat het Arabisch wordt beschouwd als de taal die de supra-nationale
idelologie van het pan-Arabisme symboliseert en daardoor kan conflicteren met de
primaire loyaliteit tegenover de Eritrese natie. De wijze waarop de onderzochte
leerlingen de betrokken talen ordenen naar status, weerspiegelt hun bewustzijn van
de voordelen die verbonden zijn met exogene ofsupra-nationale talen als het Engels
of Arabisch. Ze weespiegelt ook de invloed op taalattitudes van internationa-
liseringsprocessen die het gebruik van een wereldtaal vereisen. In dit verband is de
houding van de Tigrigna-kinderen in het onderzoek opmerkelijk. Ofschoon het
Tigrigna een vaste positie heeft als nationale taal, plaatsen de leerlingen in de onder-
zoeksgroep, die overigens geen representatieve afspiegeling van de Eritrese samen-
leving beoogt te zijn, die taal onderaan de taalstatuslijst. Van de andere kant is
Tigrigna ook een taal die veel leerlingen zeggen te willen leren, echter zonder die
taal ook werkelijk te willen spreken. Er zijn met andere woorden meer leerlingen
die Tigrigna willen kennen dan er leerlingen zijn die de taal willen gebruiken. Deze
trend kan enig licht werpen op de intrigerende discontinuiteit tussen gerappor-
teerde taalrepertoires en geobserveerde taalgebruikspraktijken.

De taalsituatie in het Kunama-gebied laat een interessant beeld zien van een
sterk gevoelsmatig gemotiveerde gehechtheid aan de eigen taal. Deze wordt bepaald
door de wens van de etnische groep om de continuiteit van de eigen culturele
identiteit via het onderwijssysteem te waarborgen. Deze positie is sterk verbonden
met het paradigma van taal als recht. Behalve door dit paradigma, dat de basis
vormt van de Eritrese taalpolitiek, wordt de keuze om de moedertaal als instructie-
taal in het onderwils te gebruiken ook gevoed vanuit pedagogische principes die de
cognitieve voordelen van een dergelijke aanpak benadrukken. Door de resultaten
van het uitgevoerde onderzoek wordt het veronderstelde cognitieve voordeel van de
moedertaal als instructietaal echter bevestigd noch ontkend. Het laten uitvoeren
van evaluatie-onderzoek naar de vermeende voordelen van moedertaalprogramma's
wordt gezien als een taak van het Ministerie van Onderwijs.

Tussen het macroniveau van de taatpolitiek en het microniveau van de leraar-

leerlinginteractie bevindt zich de institutie school die de algemene taal- en onder-
wijsideologie van de overheid moet vertalen naar de klassepraktijk. Alle onderzochte
scholen laten specifieke interactiepraktijken zien die gesitueerd zijn in de specifieke
sociale context van de school, bepaald als die is door de etnische samenstelling van
de leerlingenpopulatie, het aanwezige taalrepertoire en het al dan niet gebruiken
van de moedertaal van de leerlingen als instructietaal. Dit wordt met name duide-
lijk in het voortschrijdende proces van de uitbreiding van het gebruiksdomein van
het Arabisch. Scholen hebben hier een belangrijke functie. De keuze voor het
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gebruik van de moedertaal als instructietaal komt voort uit de periode van de
gewapende strijd met Ethiopie. Het Eritrese bevrijdingsfront EPLF, de voorganger
van de huidige regering, speelde een centrate rol in de ontwikkeling van de
ideologie en praktijk van de taalpolitiek van na de onafhankelijkheid. De EPLF-
cultuur van die dagen, gekenmerkt door een bewust nagestreefd egalitarisme, maakt
veel duidelijk over de huidige institutionele taalpolitieke arrangementen in Eritrea.

De studie besluit met enkele aanbevelingen voor beleidsmakers. Een centraal
punt van aandacht in dit verband betreft de broze scheidslijn tussen een situatie
waarin het Arabisch in Eritrea communicatief kapitaal vertegenwoordigt en een
zinvolle nationale lingua franca is, en een situatie waarin het Arabisch een instru-
ment wordt voor het bevorderen van een supra-nationale ideologie van pan-
Arabisme. Cruciaal voor het beleid in dit opzicht is een noodzakelijk herbezinning
op de rol van en de samenhang tussen het Engels, Arabisch, Tigrigna en de ver-
schillende etnische groepstalen in de Eritrese samenleving.
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